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Abstract 

A transient absorption (TA) spectrometer with 1 ns temporal resolution and a probe 

wavelength range of 490-1000 nm has been constructed. Accompanying software for 

controlling data acquisition as well as for specifying electronic delays and probe 

wavelengths has been developed in LabVIEW, which allows real-time data acquisition. 

Furthermore, a script was developed in Python to process the as-acquired data, which 

reduces noise by about an order of magnitude and eliminates oscillatory interference 

signals. 

The performance of the presently developed instrument and accompanying software 

was tested using anatase TiO2 as reference material. The TA data is qualitatively 

comparable to literature reports and in agreement with existing knowledge on typical 

TA characteristics reported for anatase TiO2. However, discrepancies exist between 

different literatures, and between literature and TA data obtained in the present work, 

which are attributable to variable measurement conditions and sample characteristics. 

The TA instrument was applied to understand the difference between two carbon 

nitride samples, one of which performs as a photoanode and the other as a 

photocathode. The photoanode material exhibits positive TA signals attributed to 

absorption of deep trapped electrons with little reducing power, whilst the 

photocathode exhibits negative TA signals attributed to electrons in shallow emissive 

states with reduction potentials close to that of the conduction band. Based upon long-

lived charge carriers observed in the photoanode material, some limitations of the 

current TA instrument were attempted to be addressed through further software 

developments.  

Subsequently, a benchtop spectrometer was demonstrated to have extended 

capability of measuring absorption characteristics of photoexcited charge carriers in 

powder photocatalysts. Using this spectrometer, it is demonstrated that 1) methane is 

directly oxidised by photoexcited holes in TiO2, 2) O2 is more easily activated than 

methane, and 3) most of the charge carriers scavenged by O2 are free conduction 

band electrons.          
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Impact Statement 

The behaviour of photoexcited charges is important in applications including 

photovoltaics and photocatalysis. The former is a well-developed field that has already 

been implemented on a global scale for sustainable electricity generation. Although 

the latter is a comparatively less developed field, it has a range of applications ranging 

from solar-fuel generation, organic transformation to water/air purification. There are 

extensive amounts of research taking place in both abovementioned fields to improve 

upon the performance of existing systems, for which a range of sensitive 

characterisation tools are required. In particular, charge carrier dynamics including 

factors such as carrier diffusion lengths and recombination rates directly affect the 

performance of both photovoltaics and photocatalysts. As such, the characterisation 

of charge carrier dynamics is key to provide fundamental understanding on the 

different activities exhibited by different materials. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

(TAS) is a technique that can directly monitor the behaviour of photoexcited charges 

over ultrafast (sub-ms) timescales, therefore can provide invaluable understanding on 

the performance of different materials in terms of charge carrier behaviour. In the 

present work, a TAS instrument with ns (10-9 s) time-resolution has been constructed 

and applied to characterise two benchmark photocatalysts – anatase TiO2 and 

graphitic carbon nitride. The presently constructed instrument can be further applied 

to a wide range of photocatalysts, which can provide invaluable fundamental insight 

into charge carrier behaviour in different materials, thus aid the rational development 

of systems with improved photocatalytic activity. 

Methane is an important carbon source as well as a good source of hydrogen. It can 

be converted into a range of higher-value chemicals via different chemical routes. 

However, conventional methane conversion is a multi-stage process that normally 

requires high temperature and pressure, which is energy-intensive, therefore 

associated with high costs and CO2 emissions. As such, it is desirable to 

photocatalytically convert methane, which can take place under moderate 

temperatures and pressures, therefore is beneficial both economically and for the 

environment. It has repeatedly been suggested that methane is activated through 

direct interaction with photoexcited holes in the TiO2 valence band. However, there 

lacks direct evidence of methane being able to directly act as a hole scavenger for 
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photoexcited TiO2, and other pathways have been suggested. Presently, experiments 

performed using a benchtop setup involving a commercial spectrometer provide strong 

evidence that methane is directly oxidised by photoexcited holes in anatase TiO2. The 

present study on pure unmodified anatase TiO2 provides a solid foundation for future 

fundamental studies of more complex mixed-phase and modified TiO2 photocatalysts. 

In addition, the benchtop setup has the potential to be applied to Operando 

measurements, addressing key charge kinetics under real experimental conditions. 
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axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow traces in c) and d) shows the raw data, and 

the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data. ............................................................. 100 

Figure 3-9. Photodetector output voltage as a function of relative power incident on 

the detector for a) the sample photodetector and b) the reference photodetector. Note: 

the relative power is not the absolute power incident on the photodetectors. ........ 101 

Figure 3-10. Schematic illustrating the way in which synchronisation is achieved in the 

current setup. Optical components/paths are in colour, whilst electronic components 

are in greyscale. The dashed arrow represents electronic delays sent from the 

computer to the delay generator. ........................................................................... 102 

Figure 3-11. Flow diagram showing the way in which data acquisition is controlled by 

the home-developed software written in LabVIEW 2017. Details such as live data 

processing and writing processed data to text document are not included. “T” and “F” 

respectively represent “True” and “False”. ............................................................. 105 

Figure 3-12. Screenshot of segment of LabVIEW code for setting the number of data-

points per acquisition.The case for when “No. of data points per acquisition” in not a 

multiple of 160 is shown. If “No. of data points per acquisition” is a multiple of 160, 

then the value is passed throuhg the case structure with no further processing. ... 106 

Figure 3-13. Schematic illustrating the relationship between electronically delayed 

pump pulses and probe pulses. The red line represents a pump pulse that occur when 

the electronic delay is set to 0, and it occurs at an arbitrary time x before a probe pulse. 
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Similarly, the orange and green lines respectively represent a pump pulse that occur 

when the electronic delay is set to a ns and b ns. .................................................. 107 

Figure 3-14. Screenshot of section of initial LabVIEW code that generates the time-

base for each measurement. .................................................................................. 108 

Figure 3-15. Screenshot of segments of modified LabVIEW code that generates the 

time-base for each measurement. The inputs/outputs labelled with the same numbers 

are coupled. Input/output 1 is the step size of the electronic delays (in units of seconds). 

Input/output 2 is the total number of electronic delays. Input/output 3 is the array 

containing all the electronic delays (in units of seconds). Input 4 is the total number of 

data-points to be collected in a measurement. Outputs 5 and 6 are arrays containing 

the final time-base to be used for displaying data and for writing data to file, 

respectively. ........................................................................................................... 109 

Figure 3-16. Screenshot of segment of LabVIEW code for generating a list of probe 

wavelengths to be used. There are two “Wavelength mode”s, one is “Multiple”, as 

shown in this screenshot, the other is “Single”, in which a single probe wavelength is 

specified by the user. ............................................................................................. 110 

Figure 3-17. Screenshot of initial code used to extract peak intensity values from 1D 

array of intensity values (in units of bits) read from photodetector. ........................ 111 

Figure 3-18. Screenshot of LabVIEW sub-VI used to convert intensity values from bits 

to volts. The two For loops are identical, for converting intensity values from the sample 

and reference photodetectors. ............................................................................... 112 

Figure 3-19. Screenshot of LabVIEW User Interface of the latest DAQ software version. 

Example data for graphitic carbon nitride film is shown.......................................... 116 

Figure 4-1. Screenshot of output signals from the two photodetectors monitoring 560 

nm probe light. Data acquired at 100 MHz using the DAQ card and the home-made 

software. ................................................................................................................. 120 

Figure 4-2. Scheme illustrating the way in which statistical analysis was performed to 

characterise the noise (S.D.) and convergence of mean to the true value as a function 

of a) number of repeats in the running average and b) number of electronic delays 

included in the cumulative dataset. ........................................................................ 121 

Figure 4-3. Plot of the variation in mean and standard deviation (S.D.) of TA signals 

(no sample) as a function of number of repeats averaged over, calculated by taking a) 

the final peak (at the longest time-delay) and b) the average of the final 25 peaks in 
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each acquisition as the ground-state measurement. 105 data points were acquired at 

each repeat. The insets show traces for S.D. plotted on a logarithmic scale. ........ 122 

Figure 4-4. Plot of the variation in mean and standard deviation (S.D.) of TA signals 

(no sample) as a function of number of datasets (at different electronic delays) added 

to the overall cumulative dataset, calculated by taking a) the final peak (at the longest 

time-delay) and b) the average of the final 9 peaks in each acquisition as the ground-

state measurement. The delays were processed in random order, 3200 data points 

were acquired at each repeat, and 400 repeats were taken per electronic delay. A 

comparison is made between data collected with and without baseline treatment. The 

insets show the statistics (after averaging over all 400 repeats) for each dataset at 

individual electronic delays. .................................................................................... 124 

Figure 4-5. Variation of systematic error in the TA signal as a function of a) intensity 

mismatch between reference and sample photodetectors (𝐼 − 𝐼𝑅), b) magnitude of the 

intensities detected, and c) ideal TA signal size. The ideal signal size is the expected 

value of the TA signal in absence of any errors. Fixed parameter values are indicated 

on their respective plots; 𝐼 and 𝐼 ∗respectively represent intensities transmitted by the 

ground-state and the excited sample, and 𝐼𝑅  and 𝐼𝑅 ∗  are the corresponding 

intensities at the reference photodetector. A systematic offset of 1 mV at both 

photodetectors is used to calculate the plots, whilst assuming no error in the ground-

state measurements. .............................................................................................. 126 

Figure 4-6. Screenshot of exemplar kinetic curve (recorded for anatase TiO2 under N2) 

affected by electromagnetic interference (EMI). Data acquired with an older version of 

the setup and DAQ software when AOTF was still used to control the probe 

wavelengths. .......................................................................................................... 128 

Figure 4-7. Screenshot of a) the electrical output from a photodetector recorded using 

every (10n+5)th clock, and difference signal between traces recorded with b) every 

(10n+7)th and (10n+5)th clocks and c) every (10n+7)th and (10n+3)rd clocks. Data were 

acquired using a modified version of the main DAQ software. Amplitudes are 

measured in Volts for all three plots. ...................................................................... 129 

Figure 4-8. Exemplar kinetic curves comparing the effect of well-matched and poorly 

matched intensities at the sample and reference detectors on a systematic step in the 

kinetic curve. Data is for graphitic carbon nitride (ultrasonicated in water for 5hr) film 

in water, monitored with 560 nm probe. ................................................................. 130 
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Figure 4-9. Screenshot of the TA signal calculated from two identical sinusoidal inputs 

to the DAQ card (top), and the individual electrical signals measured at the two inputs 

(bottom). Amplitude for the top plot is in units of ΔOD, and amplitude for the bottom 

plot is in units of Volts. Trigger is external at 2.5V with a duration of 5 µs. ............. 132 

Figure 4-10. Effects of data-processing on the TA signal of anatase TiO2 under 355 

nm excitation (10 kHz, 1.5 µJ/pulse) at a) 575 nm probe wavelength, and b) 1 µs time-

delay. “Raw”, “EMI-corrected”, and “processed” respectively represent the as-acquired 

data, the as-acquired data after eliminating EMI, and the final data after noise-

reduction. The inset in a) shows the corresponding kinetic trace on a log-log plot. 136 

Figure 4-11. Effects of data-processing on a) ideal (simulated) kinetic curve following 

the power-law decay 𝑦 = 0.002𝑥 − 0.62, b) the ideal decay with noise recorded using 

a probe wavelength of 575 nm added, c) fitted values of exponents obtained by fitting 

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥𝑐  to simulated decay curves with noise added at different probe 

wavelengths, with 485 nm corresponding to the noise-free ideal curve, and d) fitted 

values of the y-offset. “Raw”, “EMI-corrected”, and “processed” respectively represent 

the as-acquired data, the as-acquired data after eliminating EMI, and the final data 

after noise-reduction. The inset in b) shows the corresponding kinetic trace on a log-

log plot. ................................................................................................................... 139 

Figure 5-1. Key experimental setup for PL (A) and TAS (B) measurements. Aa) 

arrangement of components inside the fluorescence spectrophotometer cavity for 

measuring highly reflective/scattering solids. The sample is placed at/near the focal 

point of the excitation beam to maximise PL intensity. Ba) photograph of Harrick cell 

used within the TAS setup. Bb) configuration of Harrick cell components used 

throughout TAS measurements, with the arrow indicating the direction of incoming 

laser pulses (i.e. the pump and probe light). .......................................................... 144 

Figure 5-2. SEM images of TiO2 film prepared by Dr-blading commercial Dyesol® 

18NR-T paste onto a microscope slide, taken under a) x2000 magnification and b) 

x5000 magnification with the film on its side, and under c) x20 000 and d) x50 000 

magnification for the film surface. EDS maps for Ti (green) and Si (magenta) are 

overlapped with the electron image in a) to unambiguously identify the titania layer, 

and estimates of the film thickness are indicated in red in b). Particle/pore sizes are 

estimated using the diameters of five bright/dark regions in d). ............................. 146 

Figure 5-3. Baseline-corrected XRD pattern of nanoporous TiO2 film prepared from 

commercial titania paste compared to a) literature data121 obtained from ICSD 
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(Inorganic Crystal Structure Database), and b) fitted data. Insets show the datasets 

zoomed in on peaks between 2 theta values of 30 and 80; individual fitted Gaussian 

functions for each peak are shown in the inset in b). ............................................. 148 

Figure 5-4. Schematic illustration of the arragement of TiO2 particles in nanoporous 

films prepared by sintering Dyesol® 18NR-T titania paste (right), and the likely 

distribution of crystallites in each particle (left). ...................................................... 148 

Figure 5-5. UV-vis spectra of anatase TiO2 film on CaF2 substrate. Aa) shows raw 

absorbance curves measured in transmittance and reflectance gemetries (the curve 

obtained in reflectance geometry has been scaled down by a factor of two for display 

purposes), and Ab) shows the corresponding Tauc plots for the reflectance data for 

determining both indirect (left y-axis) and direct (right y-axis) transition energies, with 

the cyan lines showing extrapolated fits to the linear region in the Tauc plots. Ba) 

shows the absorbance obtained from transmittance measurements after scatter 

correction (left y-axis) along with the raw scattering data (right y-axis),and Bb) shows 

the corresponding Tauc plots for the scatter-corrected transmittance data for 

determining both indirect (left y-axis) and direct (right y-axis) transition energies, with 

the olive lines showing extrapolated fits to the linear region in the Tauc plots. ...... 150 

Figure 5-6. PL spectra recorded with 355 nm excitation a) for anatase TiO2 film and 

references, and b) fitted with Lorentian peaks for TiO2 data. The normalised data for 

2mm thick CaF2 substrate (“2mmCaF2 (norm)”) was obtained by scaling the raw trace 

(“2mmCaF2”) such that its intensity around 450 nm is the same as that for the raw 

TiO2 data. The apparent PL recorded for a microscope slide is also shown in a) to 

illustrate that the broad reference peak around 420 nm is an instrumental artefact 

rather than CaF2 emission. The inset in b) shows Lorentian fitting of TiO2 data after 

subtraction of the normalised CaF2 trace. .............................................................. 152 

Figure 5-7. Schematic illustrating processes responsible for features observed in UV-

vis and PL spectra of anatase TiO2 film. On the left hand side, grey and red circles 

respectively represent defect-free lattice sites and generic point defects, blue 

sinusoidal arrows represent photons, and green/orange circles represent excited 

electrons/holes. Panel a) shows generation of excited charge carriers upon photon 

absorption, b) shows the diffusion of these charges through the lattice (represented by 

dashed arrows) and eventual formation of defect-bound excitons (represented as a 

dashed circle joining an electron-hole pair), and c) shows radiative annihilation of 
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bound excitons. These processes are also shown in corresponding pictorial band 

diagrams on the right hand side: a) shows photoexcitation of valence band (VB) 

electrons and conduction band (CB) holes into the CB and VB, respectively, b) shows 

the formation of a bound exciton with energy levels (represented by green/orange line 

in the bandgap for electron/hole) close to the band edges, and c) shows radiative 

recombination processes responsible for PL. ......................................................... 156 

Figure 5-8. FTIR of anatase TiO2 film recorded under a) atmospheric conditions, and 

b) N2 flow (1.5 L/min). The FTIR of water adhered between two CaF2 windows as well 

as the FTIR of two CaF2 windows (left-hand y-axis) are also shown in a) for reference. 

The traces in b) shows the gradual decrease in the water contents of TiO2 as a function 

of N2 flow time, with numbers in the legend representing minutes passed since N2 flow 

start. Each trace takes ∼25 s to record, therefore the final traces are an average of 

signals over a ∼25 s period. The sharp features that begin to become visible for FTIR 

traces recorded at later times likely correspond to the background changing as optical 

components in the instrument are also further purged. .......................................... 157 

Figure 5-9. Normalised TA a) kinetics and b) spectra of anatase TiO2 (P-V-3) in N2 

measured with 355 nm excitation (10 kHz, 1.5 µJ/pulse), and kinetic traces at c) 490 

nm and d) 660 nm fitted with power-law decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥𝑐 and stretched 

exponential decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥/𝜏)𝛽. The raw initial TA amplitudes are 

around 3 mOD. In a) and b), time-zero is set to occur at 1 ns for display purposes. 

Legends in a) and b) respectively show the probe wavelength in nm and time-delay in 

µs (note: as the time-zero occurs at 1 ns here, a time-delay of 2 ns actually correspond 

to 1 ns after photoexcitation). In c) and d), time-zero is shifted to 0 ns to avoid having 

to introduce an x-offset during fitting. ..................................................................... 161 

Figure 5-10. Normalised TA a) kinetics and b) spectra of anatase TiO2 (P-V-3) in air 

measured with 355 nm excitation (10 kHz, 1.5 µJ/pulse), and kinetic traces at c) 490 

nm and d) 660 nm fitted with power-law decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥𝑐 and stretched 

exponential decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥/𝜏)𝛽. The raw initial TA amplitudes are 

around 3 mOD. In a) and b), time-zero is set to occur at 1 ns for display purposes. 

Legends in a) and b) respectively show the probe wavelength in nm and time-delay in 

µs (note: as the time-zero occurs at 1 ns here, a time-delay of 2 ns actually correspond 

to 1 ns after photoexcitation). In c) and d), time-zero is shifted to 0 ns to avoid having 
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to introduce an x-offset during fitting. The decay kinetics recorded for the same sample 

under N2 (grey lines) are also shown in a) for comparison. .................................... 164 

Figure 5-11. TA kinetics of anatase TiO2 after 355 nm excitation (1.9 mJ/cm2 per pulse) 

measured in a) N2 and b) N2, water vapour, and air. The legend in a) shows the probe 

wavelengths ordered in the same sequence as that used for data acquisition to 

illustrate the systematic lifetime increase as more measurements are made, and the 

traces are the as-acquired data directly processed in OriginPro2018 using 60-point 

Lowess smoothing (i.e. data not processed with post-acquisition software*). The 

traces in b) corresponding to measurements made in air were obtained using a 

different sample which did not exhibit observable systematic changes. The variation 

of colour for the traces in b) are ordered in sequence of increasing probe wavelength 

(rather than the sequence used for data acquisition), with lighter colours (or redder, 

for the N2 dataset) corresponding to longer wavelengths. ...................................... 167 

Figure 6-1. a) Normalised UV-vis spectra for CVD-CN and U-CN measured in 

reflectance mode, and Tauc plots for b) CVD-CN and c) U-CN, for determining both 

the indirect (left y-axis) and direct (right y-axis) transition energies. The Tauc plots 

were constructed from unnormalized data. The inset in a) shows the main plot zoomed 

in by 2 orders of magnitude along the y-axis. The step-like features on the zoomed-in 

trace for U-CN indicate that this material has negligible absorbance (that is 

comparable or smaller than the instrument sensitivity) at wavelengths >450 nm. .. 175 

Figure 6-2. Photoluminescence spectra of CVD-CN and U-CN recorded with 355 nm 

excitation in air. Dashed lines show the raw data, and solid lines show the smoothed 

data. ....................................................................................................................... 177 

Figure 6-3. TAS spectra of a) CVD-CN and b) U-CN under N2 atmosphere at various 

delay times after 355 nm photoexcitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse). ............................... 179 

Figure 6-4. TAS spectra U-CN in a) water and b) 2 mM AgNO3 solution at various 

delay times after 355 nm photoexcitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse). Both water and the 

AgNO3 solution are N2-flushed. .............................................................................. 181 

Figure 6-5. TA kinetics observed for a) CVD-CN and b) U-CN under N2 after 355 nm 

excitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse). The legend shows the probe wavelength in nm. .... 182 

Figure 6-6. Normalised TA kinetic curves of CVD-CN and U-CN in N2, monitored with 

660 nm probe after 355 nm excitation (200 Hz, 850 µJ/cm2/pulse). The data for 

ultrasonicated-CN has been negated to allow comparison with the kinetic curve for 

CVD-CN. The red line is the power-law fit to CVD-CN data, and the cyan line is a 
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combination of single-exponential and power-law decay fit to U-CN data. The dotted 

green lines show individual contributions from the single-exponential and power-law 

decay components. ................................................................................................ 184 

Figure 6-7. Normalised TA kinetic curves of U-CN in N2 and in water, monitored with 

660 nm probe after 355 nm excitation (200 Hz, 850 µJ/cm2/pulse). Both datasets have 

been negated to allow display on a log-log scale and were normalised using data at a 

time-delay of 35 ns. The bright green line is the power-law fit to data for U-CN in water, 

and the cyan line is a combination of single-exponential and power-law decay fit for 

U-CN under N2. ...................................................................................................... 186 

Figure 6-8. TA kinetics of CVD-CN in N2 monitored with 570 nm probe after 355 nm 

excitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse), with a) no y-offset and b) with added y-offsets. Black, 

blue, and red traces respectively show the kinetics recorded with a pump repetition 

rate of 0.2, 1, and 2 kHz. The coloured numbers show the power-law exponents 

calculated for each kinetic curve, by fitting using an equation of the form 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 − 𝑏 +

𝑐 for a), and through calculation of the gradient of the linear fitted lines in b). ........ 188 

Figure 6-9. TA kinetics of CVD-CN in N2 monitored with 570 nm probe after 355 nm 

excitation (200 Hz) under various excitation intensities. The raw data is shown in a) 

and the datasets shifted upwards by 0.1 mΔOD is shown in b). The red/pink lines show 

linear fits through the datasets plotted on a log-log scale in b), and the red numbers 

show the slope (power-law exponent) calculated for each dataset. ....................... 190 

Figure 7-1. Screenshots of LabVIEW code used to obtain a) 𝐼𝑅𝐼 and b) 𝐼𝑅 ∗ 𝐼 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝑅. 

Code shown in a) and b) respectively occur in the first and second frame of a 

Sequence Structure................................................................................................ 195 

Figure 7-2. Screenshots of TA signal measured for a) anatase TiO2 and b) in absence 

of photoexcitaiton using the new measurement mode where the ground-state is 

meaured separately prior to measuring the excited states. .................................... 196 

Figure 7-3. Screenshots of a) raw intensity values and b) TA signal obtained using the 

new measurement mode where the ground-state is meaured separately prior to 

measuring the excited states.The output from the sample and reference detectors 

have been summed after introducing a delay to the output from the reference 

photodetector, thus in panel a) the inteisity peaks alternately correspond to probe 

pulses incident on the sample and reference detectors. ........................................ 197 
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Figure 7-4. Screenshots of LabVIEW code used to a) concatenate data and b) read 

out concatenated data to Queue to obtain data acquired with the excitation laser 

triggered at a fraction of the trigger rate for DAQ. .................................................. 199 

Figure 7-5. a) Screenshot of TA kinetic traces recorded for anatase TiO2 film using a 

DAQ trigger rate of 10 kHz with an excitation laser trigger rate of 5 kHz, and b) 

schematic illustrating the effect of correct vs. wrong first DAQ trigger. .................. 200 

Figure 8-1. %abs induced by 365 nm external illumination for BaSO4 powder under a) 

100% Ar, b) dry air, and c) 10% methane in Ar atmospheres. Legends are in the form 

“C_x”, where C represent the gaseous environment, and x represent the repeat 

number. .................................................................................................................. 208 

Figure 8-2. %abs spectra calculated using the first dark %R spectrum (Ar_dark_1) as 

a common reference for BaSO4 under a) Ar, b) air, and d) 10% methane in Ar. Spectra 

in b) and d) are zoomed in on the 1600-2300 nm region for peak identification, shown 

in c) and e), respectively. Legends are in the form “C_L_x”, where C represent the 

gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) of external 365 

nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. In c) and e) the grey dashed line 

represents the baseline used to locate peaks in the 1800-2000 nm region. ........... 210 

Figure 8-3. %abs spectra calculated using the air_dark_3 %R spectrum as a reference. 

In a), the legend is in the form “C_L_x”, where C represent the gaseous environment, 

L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) of external 365 nm illumination, and x 

represent the repeat number. The %abs spectra in a) were averaged then zoomed in 

on the 2000-2700 nm and 1500-2200 nm regions, respectively shown in b) and c) as 

solid black lines. The grey dashed lines in b) and c) represent the baseline used to 

locate peaks. .......................................................................................................... 211 

Figure 8-4. Integral of %abs spectra calculated using the air_dark_3 %R spectrum as 

reference for BaSO4 under 10% methane in Ar atmosphere in the a) 2100-2500 nm 

region and b) 2180-2400 nm region. The x-axis labels are in the form “C_L_x”, where 

C represent the gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) 

of external 365 nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. The x-axis labels 

are in the order of measurement. ........................................................................... 212 

Figure 8-5. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of a) air, and b) methanol vapour in Argon. Reference 

spectrum acquired under 100% Argon are also shown in each panel for a comparison. 

In panel a), the difference spectrum between the two spectra collected under different 
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atmospheres is also shown in grey. The discontinuity at 800 nm is an artefact occurring 

at the detector and grating changeover wavelength. The average excitation intensity 

is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. Apart from the MeOH trace in b), all other traces 

are the average of several repeats on the same sample. Data for individual repeats 

can be found in Appendix XIX. ............................................................................... 215 

Figure 8-6. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of a) Argon and 10% methane in Argon, c) Argon and 4/1 

Me/O2, and corresponding normalised (using the %abs value at 1500 nm) 

photoinduced absorption spectra b) for traces in a), and d) for traces in c).  For panels 

c) and d), the difference spectrum (spectrum under argon minus spectrum under 

methane/air) are also shown in grey. The discontinuity at 800 nm is an artefact 

occurring at the detector and grating changeover wavelength. The average excitation 

intensity is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. All traces are the average of 3 repeats 

on the same sample. Data for individual repeats can be found in Appendix XIX. .. 221 

Figure 8-7. %abs ratio for photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder 

acquired under a) dry air and Argon, b) Methanol vapour (in Argon) and Argon, c) 

methane (10% in Argon) and Argon, and d) 4/1 Me/O2 and Argon. The average 

intensity of the 365 nm excitation is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. Apart from the 

trace in b), all other traces are the average of several repeats on the same sample.

 ............................................................................................................................... 223 

Figure 8-8. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of Argon, (dry) air, 10% methane in Argon, and 4/1 Me/O2. 

Measurements were made in the order a) Ar, air, methane, Me/air, or b) Ar, methane, 

air, Me/air. The spectra are slightly different in a) and b) because two different sample 

were used. The average excitation intensity is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. 227 

Figure 8-9. Evolution of area of %abs spectra calculated using a dark measurement 

made under Argon as the reference %R spectrum, a) in the 2100-2500 nm region for 

measurements made under 10% methane, b) in the 2180-2400 nm region for 

measurements made under 10% methane, c) in the 2100-2500 nm region for 

measurements made under 4/1 Me/O2, and d) in the 2180-2400 nm region for 

measurements made under 4/1 Me/O2. The x-axis labels are  in the form “C_L_x”, 

where C represent the gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence 

(illum/dark) of external 365 nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. The 
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x-axis labels also refer to the dataset used to calculate the %abs spectra, and order 

of the labels are the order in which measurements were made. ............................ 230 

Figure I-1. Diagram illustrating key quantities used to derive the Beer-Lambert law. 𝐼0 

and 𝐼 respectively represent the incident and transmitted intensities of light passing 

through a sample with thickness 𝐿. The area of illumination is quantified by 𝐴, and the 

depth of the sample layer under consideration is denoted by 𝑧. ............................. 261 

Figure II-1. Diagram illustrating definitions of trigger and clock as used in the context 

of measurement instrumentation. On the top, the black trace shows an example signal. 

On the bottom, the block dots represent the measured signal. .............................. 263 

Figure III-1. Spatial profile of the pump beam (10 kHz, 100% amplification) near the 

sample position as viewed a) on a 2D plot with intensities shown as different colours, 

b) on a 3D plot, c) along the x-axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow traces in c) 

and d) shows the raw data, and the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data. .......... 264 

Figure III-2. Spatial profile of the re-shaped pump beam (1 kHz, 100% amplification) 

near the sample position as viewed a) on a 2D plot with intensities shown as different 

colours, b) on a 3D plot, c) along the x-axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow traces 

in c) and d) shows the raw data, and the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data. .. 265 

Figure III-3. Spatial profile of the pump beam at 50% amplification at a repetition rate 

of a) 10 kHz and b) 1 kHz. ...................................................................................... 265 

Figure IV-1. Fianuim SC400-P laser (probe) power as function of output wavelength. 

Black curve represent the power output when the amplification is low, and yellow curve 

represent the power output at maximum amplification. Reproduced from manual for 

Fianuim SC400-P laser. ......................................................................................... 266 

Figure IV-2. 10 MHz optical output at 532 nm from Fianuim SC400-P laser (probe), 

monitored with Si avalanche photodetectors (Thorlabs APD110A2/M) connected to a 

GHz-oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3054C). Left: laser at 70% amplification (1 mW, 532 

nm unattenuated output from AOTF), right: laser at 100% amplification (1.42 mW, 532 

nm unattenuated output from AOTF). All optical outputs were attenuated with ND = 

3.6 filters to prevent detector saturation. Yellow (1) and green (4) traces represent 

outputs from the two photodetectors (one monitoring the sample and the other 

monitoring the reference beam). The blue trace (2) shows the signal from a function 

generator (Tabor 8550) triggered by a 10 MHz electrical output from the Fianium 
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Figure IV-3. Determination of calibration parameters for converting grating angle into 
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Figure IV-4. Variation of power output from the spectrometer as a function of output 
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Figure IV-5. Intensity transmitted (left) and reflected (right) as a function of wavelength 
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1. Introduction 

The behaviour of photoexcited charges is an important factor affecting the efficiency 

of both photovoltaic (PV) cells and photocatalysts. In PV cells, energy from absorbed 

light generates excited charge carriers, and those that diffuse to the external circuit 

contribute to the photocurrent. Similarly, in photocatalysis, photoexcited charges that 

diffuse to the surface and partake in interfacial charge transfer contribute to redox 

reactions. Due to the central role of the behaviour of photoexcited charge carriers in 

both abovementioned processes, a variety of techniques exist for characterising 

charge carrier behaviour. In particular, Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) is a 

versatile, contactless technique capable of monitoring ultrafast dynamics that occurs 

after photoexcitation. TAS has been extensively applied to a variety of materials to 

elucidate fundamental information on the characteristics and behaviour of 

photoexcited charges, enabling photocatalytic activity to be rationalised in terms of 

charge carrier behaviour. The current work primarily focuses on the construction of a 

Transient Absorption (TA) setup and its exemplar application on two benchmark 

photocatalysts – anatase TiO2 and graphitic carbon nitride (g-CN).  

 Another focus of the present work is using steady-state visible-near-IR (vis-NIR) 

spectroscopy to elucidate the interaction between chemicals such as CH4 and 

photoexcited charge carriers in anatase TiO2 powder, to provide consistent evidence 

with TAS on charge carrier activity and also form a solid foundation for future 

mechanistic studies of photocatalytic conversion of methane. The steady-state 

measurements are analogous to the time-zero of TA measurements, as will become 

evident through discussions in later chapters. 

The remainder of the introduction aims to provide a general background on 

photocatalysis and available techniques for characterising charge carrier behaviour, 

as well as to define/explain technical terms. As the primary focus of the current work, 

background discussions on Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) will be 

separately provided in Chapter 2. In the present chapter, basic principles behind 

photocatalysis will first be outlined in Section 1.1, in which the importance of charge 

carrier dynamics will be highlighted. Then techniques commonly used to characterise 

charge carrier behaviour will be summarised in Section 1.2. Finally, work to be 

presented in the remainder of this thesis will be outlined in Section 1.3. 
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1.1 Elements of photocatalysis 

Briefly, the photocatalytic process is generally described as consisting of three steps: 

1) photon absorption by the semiconductor photocatalyst resulting in generation of 

excited charge carriers, 2) diffusion of excited charge carriers to surface reactive sites, 

and 3) interfacial charge transfer between the photocatalyst and surface chemical 

species, with the overall effect being catalysis of redox reactions. The above described 

steps are illustrated in Figure 1-1.  

 

Figure 1-1. Schematic illustration of key steps that occur during photocatalysis using 

a) real-space picture and b) flat-band picture. Step 1)  represent exciton generation 

upon photon absorption, step 2) is charge carrier separation and diffusion to surface 

reactive sites, and step 3) is interfacial charge transfer resulting in redox reactions 

(electron reduction of an electron acceptor (A), or hole oxidation of electron donor (D)). 

In both a) and b), recombination steps are shown by dashed lines. In b) horizontal 

arrows represent diffusion/time elapsed before charge carrier transfer or 

recombination takes place. 

Each of the steps above has a different implication for photocatalytic systems. Step 1 

implies that the bandgap must be small enough for a significant proportion of sunlight 

to be utilised. Step 2 requires good charge transport properties that allows charge 

carriers generated in the bulk to diffuse to the surface. Finally, Step 3 implies that the 

photoexcited electrons and holes must respectively possess sufficient reducing and 

oxidising potential to drive the intended redox reactions, which sets a minimum 

requirement for the bandgap. 
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In an ideal photocatalytic system, all photogenerated charges will participate in the 

redox reaction. However, rather than proceeding to partake in redox reactions, 

photoexcited electrons and holes could instead recombine. This results in loss of 

useful energy, and is commonly identified as a key factor limiting photocatalytic 

efficiency.1–3 TAS has been extensively used to quantify charge carrier dynamics over 

ps-ms timescales,4,5 and recombination events are often found to occur predominately 

over ns-µs timescales.6,7 However, factors such as presence of charge scavengers 

and excitation intensity strongly affect the recombination timescale.6,7 

The rate of recombination determines the charge carrier lifetime a , which must 

necessarily be longer than the relevant reaction timescales to allow any significant 

amount of catalysis to occur. It may also be inferred that higher energy conversion 

efficiencies require longer charge carrier lifetimes, because longer charge carrier 

lifetime means the probability of an excited charge carrier partaking in redox catalysis 

increases relative to the probability of recombination. In addition, charge carrier 

lifetimes directly affect the diffusion lengthb, which is a key factor to consider when 

rationally designing nanostructured photocatalysts.8,9 Typical diffusion lengths in 

semiconductor photocatalysts are on the order of nm but can be up µm to in some 

materials.8,10 Short diffusion lengths (a few nm) have often been identified as a key 

factor limiting photocatalytic performance of some materials.8,11 Given the importance 

of charge carrier lifetimes in photocatalysis, a variety of methods have been devised 

to reduce recombination; popular examples include the use of heterojunctions to 

spatially separate photoexcited electrons and holes,3,12,13 and nanostructuring to 

reduce bulk recombination.14–16 

The above highlights the important role of charge carrier dynamics in photocatalysis. 

As such, for the continuous advancement of rationally designed photocatalysts, it is 

necessary to characterise and understand the behaviour of photoexcited charge 

carriers. A large repertoire of techniques exist for obtaining different information on 

various aspects of charge carrier dynamics, which will be outlined in the subsequent 

section. 

 
a  The average amount of time that elapses between the generation and annihilation (through 
recombination) of excited electrons/holes. 
b Here defined as the average distance travelled by an excited electron/hole between its generation and 
annihilation (through recombination). 
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1.2 Overview of techniques for characterising charge carrier behaviour 

To characterise charge carrier kinetics, a measurement necessarily involves sample 

excitation followed by monitoring of the time-dependent response of the system. In 

most techniques, the sample is excited through illumination by photons with sufficient 

energy to bridge the bandgap. The time-dependent response of the system is then 

monitored through electrical measurements or by using an electromagnetic probe. In 

the subsequent paragraph, an overview of techniques that obtain information on 

charge carrier dynamics through electrical measurements will be given. 

Out of the main techniques used to characterise charge carrier dynamics c   in 

photocatalysis, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is the only technique 

which excites the sample through the application of a sinusoidal voltage. d  The 

resulting current induced by this voltage is measured, from which the system’s 

complex impedance could be deduced.3,17 This technique is often used to characterise 

the rates of recombination and interfacial charge transfer between photoelectrodes 

and the electrolyte.3,18–20 Two techniques closely related to EIS are Intensity 

Modulated Photovoltage Spectroscopy (IMVS) and intensity-modulated photocurrent 

spectroscopy (IMPS); instead of applying a sinusoidal voltage, light with sinusoidally-

modulated intensity is used to excite the sample. The induced photovoltage or 

photocurrent response is measured as a function of modulation frequency, from which 

time-dependent information can be deduced. As for EIS, IMPS has been applied to 

photoelectrodes for characterising rates of recombination and interfacial charge 

transfer.21,22 EIS, IMPS, and IMVS all obtain time-dependent information by varying 

the frequency at which the level of excitation oscillates. However, such information 

could also be obtained by directly making measurements as a function of time. 

Transient Photocurrent/voltage (TPC/TPV) measurements are made by monitoring 

the sample response to photoexcitation as a function of time. The magnitude of 

photocurrent/voltage responses are often used to qualitatively describe the efficiency 

of charge separation.18,19,23–27 In general, the higher the photocurrent/voltage, the 

 
c  Here defined as any charge carrier behaviour associated with their motion, including both 
conventionally-mentioned charge dynamics and kinetics. 
d EIS is often performed under both light and dark conditions (i.e. with and without constant sample 
illumination), but as time-dependent measurements are made as a function of voltage rather than 
illumination, the “source of excitation” for this technique is considered to be the applied alternating 
voltage. 
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better the charge separation, which implies a lower rate of recombination and higher 

photocatalytic activity. Time-constants could also be obtained through quantitative 

analysis of TPC/TPV data; TPV is often used to quantify charge carrier lifetimes 

(sometimes referred to as the recombination time),25,27–29 but the physical 

interpretation of these time-constants can be debatable.29,30 Surface Photovoltage 

Spectroscopy (SPS) is a contactless-probe technique frequently used in conjunction 

with TPV to obtain qualitative information on the efficiency of charge separation and 

directions of charge migration.23,26,27,31,32 It is also possible to implement time-resolved 

SPS to obtain kinetic information; charge carrier lifetimes have sometimes been 

deduced by monitoring time-evolution of the surface photovoltage (SPV).3,31,33  

The abovementioned techniques are summarised in Figure 1-2 a). These techniques 

are useful for characterising photoelectrodes but can be more difficult to use for stand-

alone photocatalysts, because almost all of these techniques require the sample to be 

incorporated into an electrical circuit. By replacing electrical contacts with an 

electromagnetic probe, sample preparation can be greatly simplified in cases where 

good electrical contacts are difficult to achieve. 

 
Figure 1-2. Summary of a) electrical-measurement methods for obtaining time-

resolved information on semiconductor systems, and b) common interactions of an 

electromagnetic probe with the sample. Electromagnetic probe methods also measure 

sample response as a function of time after photoexcitation (lower scheme illustrated 

in a). 

Techniques that use electromagnetic radiation to characterise the sample can be 

classified according to the wavelength of the electromagnetic probe and/or the type of 

interaction the probe has with the sample. Electromagnetic radiation ranging from 

microwaves to X-rays have been employed as probes in these time-resolved 
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measurements, and common interactions between the probe and the sample include 

absorption, scatter, and photoemission; these interactions are summarised in Figure 

1-2 b). Absorbance can be calculated by measuring the transmitted and/or 

scattered/reflected probe (in principle, both transmittance and reflectance need to be 

measured for samples that both transmit and reflect the probe light). Scatter can be 

elastic (i.e. diffuse/specular reflection) or inelastic (e.g. Raman), and photoemission 

occurs when high-energy ionising probes (e.g. X-ray) are used. Regardless of the 

probe wavelength and interaction with the sample, these types of measurements are 

commonly referred to as “pump-probe” experiments. The sample is “pumped” (i.e. 

photoexcited) from its ground state to an unstable excited state, then the concentration 

of transient excited species are monitored as a function of time by an electromagnetic 

“probe”. 

Different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are used to obtain different types of 

information. Usually, probes in the microwave and far-IR (i.e. terahertz) regions 

monitor free electrons/holes in the conduction band (CB)/valence band (VB). As free 

charge carriers in the CB/VB are the dominant species giving rise to conductivity, the 

transient conductivity is usually reported for such measurements. For microwave 

probes, the measurement is usually referred to as Time-Resolved Microwave 

Conductivity (TRMC), whereas terahertz (THz) measurements are usually called Time 

Resolved Terahertz Spectroscopy (TRTS). It is noted here TRTS is different from 

Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS), with the latter being a static 

measurement technique.34,35 As mid-IR is sensitive to molecular vibrations, probes in 

this region have been used to monitor vibrational changes in surface covalent 

chemical species36,37 and molecular photocatalysts38,39 as well as behaviours of 

intrinsic photoexcited charge carriers.40–43 Along with mid-IR, near-IR and visible light 

are the most commonly used probes due to the relatively easy detection and 

generation of these wavelengths. Measurements that probe in the mid-IR region are 

usually referred to as Time-Resolved IR (TRIR), whereas measurements that probe in 

the visible/near-IR region are often referred to as Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

(TAS), despite that any probe wavelength can be used to obtain a “transient absorption” 

(TA) signal. Probes in the XUV and X-ray regions have also recently been used for 

characterisation of photocatalytic materials; due to the element and oxidation state 
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specificity of these probes, charge transfer between different species as a result of 

photoexcitation can be observed.44–46  

 
Figure 1-3. Schematic flat-band representation of absorption of various wavelengths 

by and photoluminescence (PL) from an excited semiconductor photocatalyst. 

Green/orange circles represent excited electrons/holes. Arrows labelled with a cross 

are forbidden transitions, and all the transitions are shown as electron movement; note 

that an electron moving “up” is the same as a hole moving “down” in this diagram. For 

clarity, the trap states and core states have been collapsed and represented by single 

horizontal lines, but in general these states have more than one energy level. For 

XUV/X-ray, a ground-state absorption is also shown for reference (middle blue arrow). 
Photoemission correspond to complete removal of an electron upon photon absorption 

and is not shown in this diagram. 

The interpretation of transient absorption signals obtainable using the abovenamed 

techniques are shown in Figure 1-3, in the context of a photoexcited semiconductor. 

The excited electrons/holes have increased reducing/oxidising power and are thus 

able to facilitate redox reactions such as water splitting for H2 generation,47 and CO2 

reduction48 for production of carbon-based solar fuels. The origin of 

photoluminescence (PL) has also been shown, as this is routinely used to characterise 

radiative recombination in photocatalysts.49 Similarly, time-resolved PL (TRPL) is often 

used to monitor rates of radiative recombination.50,51 As an external probe radiation is 

not used, TRPL is not considered a “pump-probe” technique. Other pump-probe 

measurements including transient Raman52 and photoemission techniques53,54 have 

also been implemented. In general, it may be noted that most such time-resolved 
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measurements have static equivalents routinely used for sample characterisation. As 

such, the advantages and limitations of the time-resolved techniques are similar to 

those of its static counterparts. 

All the different techniques provide complementary information to one another. The 

focus of the current work is Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS), the background 

for which will be detailed in the next chapter. 

1.3 Overview of current project 

The present work primarily focuses on the development and application of a TA setup 

and an in-situ vis-NIR setup (involving a commercial spectrometer) for characterising 

photocatalysts to provide fundamental understanding of the underlying photophysical 

and photochemical processes. The objectives of the present work are: 

 Develop a TAS setup (both the optical hardware setup and the software for 

controlling the setup as well as data-acquisition). 

 Characterise and minimise both random and systematic errors in the TAS setup. 

Also develop a Python script to streamline basic data-processing and reduce 

random errors (noise) in the as-obtained TAS data. 

 Prepare transparent anatase TiO2 films from commercial paste, characterise 

the as-prepared films using standard techniques, and obtain the TAS signals of 

the films under N2, in water vapour, and in air. Interpret and compare the as-

obtained experimental results in the context of literature, to ensure the presently 

developed TAS setup yields reliable data. 

 Apply the TAS setup to understand the difference between charge carrier 

dynamics in standard and defect-introduced graphitic carbon nitride (g-CN). 

Also, check the effect of pump repetition rate and excitation intensity on 

apparent charge carrier kinetics observed for standard g-CN, which possess 

very long-lived excited charge carriers. 

 To address the problem of the true ground-state of a sample not being 

measured during the “pump-off” measurement due to very long-lived excited 

charge carriers, try to develop a new mode of TAS measurement in which the 

ground-state of a sample is measured separately prior to measuring the excited 
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sample. Alternatively, try to address this issue by extending the longest time-

delay of the TAS instrument to beyond 5 ms. 

 Develop an in-situ vis-NIR setup using a commercial UV-vis-NIR spectrometer 

for measuring the photoexcited characteristics of powder samples (instead of 

film samples used in TAS) under controlled gaseous atmospheres, and apply 

the setup to elucidate the effect of various reactive gases on the concentration 

of charge carriers in commercial anatase TiO2 powder. 

The background for TAS instrumentation and data interpretation will be covered in 

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will focus on the development of the current TA instrument, and 

Chapter 4 on the processing of as-acquired TA signals. Chapters 5 and 6 will 

respectively discuss data obtained by applying the currently developed TA setup to 

characterise anatase TiO2 and g-CN films. Further attempted developments to the TA 

instrument will be discussed in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, steady-state vis-NIR 

spectroscopic characterisation of photoexcited anatase TiO2 powder under various 

controlled atmospheres will be discussed. Finally, Chapter 9 will conclude the currently 

presented work, and outline potential future developments based on the work 

presented in this thesis. 
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2. Background and literature review 

This section aims to provide a background to TAS as a technique for characterising 

semiconductor samples. First, Section 2.1 will introduce TAS as time-resolved UV-vis 

absorbance, and an equation will be derived for calculating transient absorption (TA) 

amplitudes from experimentally measurable light intensities. Then in Section 2.2, an 

overview of key aspects of TAS instrumentation will be given. Finally, the ways in 

which TAS data can be analysed and interpreted will be described in Section 2.3. 

2.1 Preliminary theoretical considerations  
TAS is essentially time-resolved UV-vis, and absorbance can be obtained in either 

transmittance or reflectance geometries. Absorbance is a useful quantity because it is 

directly proportional to concentration (Beer-Lambert law), provided that the 

concentration of the species of interest is low enough that they do not significantly 

interact with one another. This assumption is applicable to many photocatalyst 

systems as the concentration of photogenerated charge carriers are generally quite 

low. However, the extinction coefficient of photoexcited charges is dependent on 

factors including sample porosity,55 therefore calculation of absolute electron/hole 

concentrations cannot generally be performed directly using extinction coefficients 

reported in literature. TA signals are usually directly reported as changes in the 

absorbance or optical density (OD)e of a material. 

In an experiment, the measurable quantity is the intensity of light transmitted or 

scattered, which is then converted to absorbance values. The equation for converting 

transmittance (𝑇) to absorbance (𝐴) is widely accepted and established,f and can be 

written as:56 

𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑇)  (Equation 2.1) 

Transmittance is related to the intensity of incident (𝐼 ) and transmitted (𝐼) light through: 

𝑇 = 𝐼/𝐼   (Equation 2.2) 

Absorbance can therefore be calculated from the experimentally measurable 

quantities 𝐼  and 𝐼 using: 

 
e The absorbance of a substance is also known as its optical density (OD).279 
f Nonetheless, for convenience a derivation from first principles is provided in Appendix I. 
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𝐴 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐼 /𝐼) (Equation 2.3) 

For reflectance measurements, most commercial UV-vis spectrometers use the 

Kubelka-Munk transformation, which was derived by making a series of assumptions 

and simplifications including absence of (specular) reflection from sample 

boundaries,57–59 and alterative models exist for converting reflectance to 

absorbance.58,59 

As light is either absorbed, transmitted, or scattered/reflected, it follows that: 

𝐼(𝐴) + 𝐼(𝑇) + 𝐼(𝑅) = 𝐼   (Equation 2.4) 

Where 𝐼(𝐴) , 𝐼(𝑇) , and  𝐼(𝑅)  respectively represent the intensity of light absorbed, 

transmitted, and scattered/reflected by a sample. Generally, 𝐼(𝐴), 𝐼(𝑇), and 𝐼(𝑅) all 

vary as a function of the electromagnetic wavelength (𝜆). 

For transmittance measurements, only 𝐼(𝑇) is used to calculate sample absorbance, 

and the intrinsic assumption is that no light is scattered/reflected by the sample. On 

the other hand, for reflectance measurements integrating spheres are often used to 

collect light from a scattering sample. However, it is not possible to collect all scattered 

light, and as previously mentioned there are limitations to theories used to calculate 

absorbance from reflectance. As such, for samples that both transmit and scatter light, 

there are flaws with using either for measuring absorbance. Few setups allow both 

transmittance and reflectance to be accounted for.60,61 The presently developed TAS 

setup uses the easier-to-implement transmittance configuration, and subsequent 

discussions will only consider transmission measurements.  

Whereas stationary-state UV-vis measures the ground-state sample, both ground-

state and excited-states are measured in TAS, and the TA signal (∆𝐴) is defined as 

the difference between the absorbance of the excited and ground-state sample: 

∆𝐴(𝜆, 𝜏) = 𝐴∗(𝜆, 𝜏) − 𝐴 (𝜆)  (Equation 2.5) 

Where 𝐴∗(𝜆, 𝜏) and 𝐴 (𝜆) represent the absorbance of the excited and ground-state 

samples, respectively. The variables 𝜆 (wavelength) and 𝜏  (time-delay) have been 

explicitly stated to emphasise that the transient signal is a function of both (probe) 

wavelength and the pump-probe time-delay, defined as time elapsed after excitation 

before measurement is made on the excited sample. 
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Combining Equations 2-3 and 2-5, ∆𝐴  can be expressed in terms of measurable 

intensities: 

∆𝐴 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗

∗
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔

∗

∗
   (Equation 2.6) 

𝐼  and 𝐼∗ respectively represent the probe intensities incident on the ground-state and 

the excited sample, whilst 𝐼 and 𝐼∗respectively represent the intensities transmitted by 

the ground-state and the excited samples. For systems with a stable probe source, 

𝐼∗ = 𝐼  so Equation 2.6 simplifies to: 

∆𝐴 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗

  (Equation 2.7) 

The above equation implies that in principle only transmitted probe intensities need to 

be measured to obtain ∆𝐴. However, extra noise would be observed if Equation 2.7 is 

used to calculate the transient absorption signal for systems using probe source with 

fluctuating intensities; in this case, although 〈𝐼∗〉 = 〈𝐼 〉, 𝐼∗ ≠ 𝐼 . 

By splitting the probe into a reference beam and a beam incident on the sample, 

referencing can be used to mitigate the effect of fluctuations in probe intensity. As the 

two resulting beams originate from the same light source, their intensities are directly 

proportional to one another, so that:  

𝐼
(∗)

= 𝑠𝐼
(∗)  (Equation 2.8) 

Where 𝐼(∗) represent the intensity of the reference beam, 𝐼(∗) is the intensity of the 

beam incident on the sample as before, and 𝑠 is a constant scaling factor related to 

the ratio of the split. It is noted that 𝑠 is also a function of wavelength, due to limitations 

associated with available optics for splitting electromagnetic radiation).  

By multiplying the excited and ground-state terms within the logarithm in Equation 2.6 

respectively with 𝐼∗ /𝐼∗  and 𝐼 /𝐼 , ∆𝐴 can be expressed as: 

∆𝐴 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗

∗

∗

∗ − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗

∗
 (Equation 2.9) 

Where Equation 2.8 had been used to cancel out the 𝐼(∗)  terms because incident 

intensities are not measured. Comparing Equations 2-6 and 2-9, it may be observed 

that intensity of the reference beam (𝐼(∗)) effectively takes place of the intensity of the 
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beam incident on the sample (𝐼(∗)), but 𝐼(∗)
≠ 𝐼

(∗). Equation 2.9 forms the basis of the 

presently developed setup, and the physical meaning of the terms in this equation are 

schematically illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1. Schematic illustrating the basic principle behind transmission-mode 

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy, with referencing to account for fluctuations in 

probe intensity. Panel A shows output from the probe source being split into a beam 

incident on the sample (top) and a reference beam (bottom). Panels B and C 

respectively show measurements of the sample in its ground and excited state. Panel 

C also illustrates that time-zero of the experiment is defined as the moment of sample 

excitation, and time difference between the pump and probe pulses defines the time-

delay (𝜏), which is varied to achieve time-resolution. Along the top of the panels (beam 

passing through the sample), 𝐼  and 𝐼  respectively represent the incident and 

transmitted probe intensities through the ground-state sample, whilst 𝐼∗  and 𝐼∗ 

respectively represent the incident and transmitted intensities through the excited 

sample. Along the bottom (reference beam), 𝐼  and 𝐼∗  represent intensity of the 

reference beam with intensities correlated with that of 𝐼  and 𝐼∗. 

2.2 Instrumentation and principles of measurement 
As one of the key aspects of TAS instrumentation is the control of timing for measuring 

ultrafast kinetics, this section will begin with an overview of different techniques for fine 

timing-control in TAS in Section 2.2.1. A discussion of factors that limit the time-

resolution of an instrument will follow in Section 2.2.2, along with a brief discussion of 

array vs. single-pixel detection. Finally, different ways in which the ground-state 

measurement can be obtained will be discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
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2.2.1 Timing and synchronisation 

As TAS is a “pump-probe” technique, two light sources are needed – one for excitation 

and one for measurement. As such, the two light sources need to be synchronised. In 

traditional fs time-resolution setups, synchronisation is achieved by splitting the output 

from a single (pulsed) laser in two, which are then passed through different optics to 

obtain desired wavelengths. The two separate beams are overlapped at the sample 

position, and finally the transmitted or reflected probe intensity is detected. This 

scheme is common for obtaining time-delays on the order of femtoseconds (fs) to 

nanoseconds (ns).62–64 Another common scheme is by using a physically separate 

continuous probe source. This configuration is often referred to as “laser flash 

photolysis”, and usually covers time-delays on the order of nanoseconds (ns) to 

seconds (s).64,65 In many cases different instruments are used to cover the two 

different time ranges,42,65,66 but facilities exist that can cover the entire femtosecond to 

milliseconds time-range.63,67  

There are multiple ways in which the time-delay (𝜏) can be introduced/controlled. 

Optical delay lines cover fs-ns timescales, phase-shifting methods have been used for 

ps-ns timescales (though in principle >ns timescales are achievable), whilst pulse-

picking and multiple-probe methods are typically used to achieve >ns timescales on 

instruments that use pulsed-detection. The four methods for controlling pump-probe 

time-delay in the pulsed-probe scheme are illustrated in Figure 2-2. For instruments 

using a continuous probe source, usually the time-resolution is achieved through 

controlling the signal detection end of the setup. The different ways in which time-

delays can be controlled are often used in combination to achieve a wide range of 

time-scales. A few exemplar setups will be discussed below to demonstrate the 

different ways in which time-delays are controlled in a TAS setup. 
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Figure 2-2. Simplified schematic illustration of the ways in which time-delays can be 

controlled in a Transient Absorption setup, using a) an optical delay line to delay the 

pump pulses (time-delay labelled as 𝜏 ), b) a Phase Shifter or Delay Generator to 

delay the trigger signal for emitting pump pulses (time-delay labelled as 𝜏 ), c) 

multiple-probe scheme to measure multiple delays per excitation event (time-delay 

labelled as 𝜏 ), and d) pulse-picking methods to select appropriate trigger signals for 

emitting pump and probe pulses (time-delay labelled as 𝜏 ). Blue and green colours 

respectively indicate optical components/output associated with the pump and probe, 

orange colour highlights the component used to control time-delays, and grey 

indicates electrical signals. In a), the pump and probe light originate from the same 

laser in a classical fs-setup, but are shown here as two separate sources for clarity, 

and the orange double-headed arrow represent the mechanical freedom of the optical 

delay line that allows different time-delays to be achieved. In d), “𝑛” is an integer as 

pulses can only be selected in steps of the clock frequency “𝑡”. Synchronisation and 

other timing details have been omitted to improve clarity of the diagrams, and because 

the details differ from setup to setup. 

Johnson et al (1990) used an optical delay line in combination with pulse-picking 

methods to achieve an instrument capable of covering ps-ms timescales.68 A master 

timing circuit was used to control two synchronised lasers. The master timing circuit is 

clocked by a 75.678 MHz time-base, and triggers for both lasers are selected from the  

75.678 MHz time-base by a delay generator, so time delay between triggers for the 

two lasers are variable in 13.2 ns steps (1/75.678 MHz) up to the laser periodicity (0.5-
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10 ms).g To access time-delays with <13.2 ns resolution, the probe beam is passed 

through an optical delay line.68,69 The same instrument was later modified such that a 

voltage-controlled phase shifter replaced the function of the optical delay line.70 The 

motivation for such a modification was that optical delay lines suffer from complications 

involving optical alignment and setup, as it needs to be very well aligned for correct 

calculation of time-delays, and probe beam parameters could also vary as a function 

of beam propagation distance. Using an electronic Phase Shifter by-passes these 

complications. The timing of the probe pulse train relative to the (unshifted) pump laser 

was controlled by varying the voltage applied to the Phase Shifter.70 Bredenbeck et al 

(2004) also used a Phase Shifter in combination with pulse-picking methods to achieve 

time-delays spanning over ps-µs timescales, albeit on a time-resolved IR setup.71 In 

general, methods used to achieve synchronisation and timing control are transferable 

across different types of pump-probe experiments. 

Carroll et al (2009) achieved a TAS setup capable of covering fs-ms timescales by 

using an optical delay lineh to cover fs-ns timescales and pulse-picking methods to 

cover ns-ms timescales,63 similar to the abovementioned work by Johnson et al,68 

albeit using a single laser oscillator. Greetham et al (2012) also achieved fs-ms time-

resolution on a TA (IR probe) setup using a single laser oscillator, but a combination 

of optical delay line, pulse-picking methods, and multiple-probe scheme are used to 

cover this range.67 In the multiple-probe scheme, the frequency of the probe pulse 

train is a multiple of the pump repetition rate. Greetham et al (2012) used a 10 kHz 

probe and ≤1 kHz pump, so all delays >0.1 ms (1/10 kHz) are covered by the multiple-

probe scheme in 0.1 ms steps. Their optical delay line covers delays ≤14.7 ns, whilst 

a 68 MHz master clock allows delays to be varied in 14.7 ns steps (1/68 MHz).67 As 

such, time-delays spanning the fs-ms timescales are accessible by combining the 

three abovementioned methods for delay generation. Later, Greetham et al (2016) 

applied the multiple-probe technique to another system using 100 kHz probe, which 

allows 10 times more information to be collected per excitation event compared to their 

previously reported 10 kHz multiple-probe instrument.72 

Schmidhammer et al (2005) used a markedly different approach to achieve longer 

timescales on a fs-TAS setup, in that changes to the optics is required to switch the 

 
g The terms “clock” and “trigger” as used in the present context are defined in Appendix II. 
h Referred to as a “translation stage” in some literature.63,74 
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setup from operating in fs-mode to longer timescales.64 In the conventional fs-TAS 

setup, the pump and probe light originate from the same (pulsed) laser, and delay is 

controlled using an optical delay line. To switch to a setup for measuring longer 

timescales, the probe is replaced by a pulsed laser diode or an LED light source. When 

a pulsed laser diode is used, the delay is generated electronically using a delay 

generator (DG535; Stanford Research Systems). The delay generator triggers the 

laser diode and is synchronised to the kilohertz source of the pump beam. The delay 

generator is thus able to electronically delay the output from the laser diode relative to 

the pump beam, achieving a time-resolution of 400 ps with delays variable up to >100 

µs. When a (quasi-)continuous LED is used as the probe, the entire kinetic trace is 

collected with an oscilloscope after each excitation event. The oscilloscope is triggered 

by the signal from a photodiode monitoring the pump pulse. The time-resolution of this 

system is about 10 ns, with delays variable up to the ms-timescale.64 

The abovementioned work all operates by actively controlling the relative timing 

between pump and probe pulses, and possess the advantage of retaining the same 

excitation condition for the short (<ns) and long (>ns) timescale measurements. Lang 

et al (2013) took a different approach, and changed the excitation light source, along 

with other modifications, to access longer timescales.73 For their standard 

femtosecond setup, the output from a fs-laser is split in two – one for excitation and 

one for probing, with the pump-probe time-delay controlled using an optical delay line. 

This covers delays from 100 fs up to 2 ns. To access longer timescales, a ps-laser is 

used as the pump light source. The ps-laser (pump) is synchronised to the fs-laser 

(probe), and a delay generator is used to shift the pump relative to the probe. Rather 

than actively controlling the time-delay, two photodiodes are used to monitor the pump 

and probe pulses, and the time-delay is measured for each pair of pump-probe pulse. 

This arrangement covers time-delays from 350 ps to 1 ms, overlapping with the fs-

setup by almost an order of magnitude in time.73 

The system developed in the current work is based on the multiple-probe setup 

developed by Greetham et al (discussed in an earlier paragraph),67,72 but rather than 

using an optical delay line and pulse-picking methods, electronic delays are introduced 

using a delay generator to cover the shorter timescales (<100 ns). Further details 

related to the presently constructed setup will be detailed in Chapter 3. 
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2.2.2 Time resolution and schemes of detection 

From previous discussions, it is established that pulsed excitation is necessary to 

observe the decay kinetics of photoexcited species. A factor limiting the time-

resolution of all TA setups is the duration of the excitation (pump) pulse, as kinetics 

associated with the decay of the excited sample cannot be measured whilst the 

sample is still under excitation. Other factors include the detector response time and 

jitteri between synchronised pump and probe pulses.64 The final form of the cumulative 

contribution from all factors limiting the time-resolution are frequently referred to as the 

Instrument Response Function (IRF). 

When pulsed probe is used, the detector response does not affect time-resolution, as 

illustrated in Figure 2-3. The figure also illustrates the difference between detection 

systems that sample the output from a photodetector (taking a voltage reading at a 

specified point in time) and detection systems that integrate the photodetector output 

over a specified amount of time. The integral method should result in better signal-to-

noise ratio compared to methods that sample at a single point. General noise 

considerations will be further discussed in Chapter 3. In either case, it may be 

observed from Figure 2-3 that time-resolution is not limited by either detector response 

or probe pulse width. However, for systems using a continuous probe source, detector 

response becomes an important factor contributing to the IRF. 

 

Figure 2-3. Schematic illustrating the way in which the optical output (top) is detected 

as a temporally-stretched pulse due to photodetector response (bottom). The pair of 

pulses on the left illustrate a detection scheme in which intensity values are sampled 

 
i  “Jitter” is here defined as (random) fluctuations between the timing of two components that are 
synchronised to each other. 
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at specified points in time. The pair of pulses on the right illustrate a detection scheme 

in which intensity is taken as the integral over a specified amount of time. As the two 

time-delays are measured in separate measurements, neither the detector response 

nor probe pulse width affects the overall system time-resolution. 

Jitter between pump and probe pulses introduces random error, which can be reduced 

through taking more averages. In typical fs-TAS setups, as the pump and probe pulses 

are from the same pulsed laser, jitter should mainly originate from small fluctuations 

in the optical delay line, as there are no contributions from synchronisation electronics. 

On the other hand, in setups with two synchronised light sources, fluctuations in the 

synchronisation electronics can be expected to have significant contributions to timing 

jitter. Identification of main contributing factor(s) to the IRF is important for improving 

the time-resolution of a setup. Lang et al (2013) found that for their ps-ms TA setup, 

electronic jitter contributes about 70 ps to the overall time-resolution of 350 ps, 

therefore deduced that the time-resolution is dominantly limited by the excitation pulse 

duration.73 As such, further reducing the electronic jitter would not yield much 

improvement on the time-resolution in this example. 

In setups that combine multiple methods to introduce delays spanning several 

decades in time, the IRF is different for each method used to control time-delay. This 

is because different contributions to the IRF have different degrees of dominance for 

each method. For example, Greetham et al (2012) used an optical delay line for delays 

<14.7 ns, and identified that their pulse duration, delay line accuracy, and pulse timing 

jitter are all factors limiting the time-resolution to ≤1 ps in this time-range. Whilst for 

delays >14.7 ns, electronic control of timing becomes the main factor that limits the 

time-resolution to <200 ps.67 

In some cases, the IRF can be estimated and factored out from the measured kinetic 

curve. As an example, Schmidhammer et al (2005) measured a system that exhibits 

biexponential decay with their fs-TAS setup, and determined the two time-constants 

to be 21 ps and 265 ps.64 The system is measured again using their ps-µs setup with 

pulsed laser-diode probe, to determine the IRF of the slower TAS configuration. To fit 

the kinetic trace obtained using the ps-µs setup, it was assumed that only the longer 

time-constant is resolvable, and that the IRF is Gaussian. As such, a single 

exponential decay was convolved with a Gaussian function for fitting the kinetic trace. 
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A time-constant of 271 ps was found for the exponential decay (in good agreement 

with measurements made using fs-TAS), and the FWHM of the Gaussian IRF was 

determined to be 400 ps.64 However, it is not always possible to obtain a good estimate 

for the IRF, in which case the IRF cannot be factored out from measured decay curves. 

In addition to the IRF, another important detector-related parameter is the number of 

pixels used for detection, for which there are two options: single-pixel1,64 detection or 

multi-pixel (array)63,72,74 detection. When a single pixel is used, only one probe 

wavelength can be measured at a time, whereas array-detection allows a full spectrum 

to be acquired per excitation event. As such, array detection generally affords faster 

data collection, and generates spectral data with a higher density of datapoints. Faster 

data acquisition is advantageous for samples that gradually change after prolonged 

excitation. However, as a result of larger amount of data being acquired in a short 

amount of time, subsequent data-handling can be more difficult to implement. 

Furthermore, array detection requires the probe light to be focused and dispersed 

(usually using a diffraction grating) onto an arrangement of pixels, therefore is more 

complicated to set up compared to a single-pixel system, especially if referencing is 

needed. In addition, to allow pixel-to-wavelength conversion, the array-detection 

system need to be well-calibrated. In many cases, the intensity of light varies as a 

function of probe wavelength. As such, for array-detection systems, care needs to be 

taken to ensure that none of the pixels are saturated. For single-pixel systems, neutral 

density filters can be used to control the intensity of probe at different wavelengths. 

The currently developed system implements referencing and uses single-pixel 

detection, as will be further discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.2.3 Ground-state measurement 

In addition to previously discussed parameters, there are also different ways in which 

the reference ground-state can be measured. In a typical fs-TAS setup where the 

output from a single laser is split into two – a pump and a probe beam, with one of the 

two delayed by a variable optical delay line, every other pump pulse is blocked (“pump-

off”) for measuring the ground-state sample. Probes associated with pump pulses that 

are not blocked (“pump-on”) measures the excited sample.62,64,75 This scheme of 

measurement will be referred to as “pump-on-pump-off” type measurements, and is 

illustrated in Figure 2-4. For each pump-on measurement, the transmitted or 

reflected/scattered intensity of the probe pulse corresponds to I∗(𝜏, 𝜆). Parameters 𝜏 
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and 𝜆 have been specified to highlight that the measured probe intensity depends on 

both time-delay 𝜏  and probe wavelength 𝜆 . For each pump-off measurement, the 

measured probe intensity corresponds to I(𝜆), a quantity independent of 𝜏. In the 

simplest case, the two intensities I∗(𝜏, 𝜆) and I(𝜆) could be used to calculate the TA 

signal (∆𝐴) using Equation 2.7. 

 

Figure 2-4. Illustration of basic principles behind traditional “pump-on-pump-off” 

scheme of measurement for TAS. The top and bottom plots show measurements at 

two different time-delays (𝜏  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜏 , respectively). Blue vertical lines represent pump 

pulses, with crossed-out lines representing blocked pulses (“pump-off”). Bright green 

and dark green vertical lines respectively represent probe pulses measuring the 

excited and ground-state samples (pump-on and pump-off measurements, 

respectively). Black curves represent the decay in concentration of photoexcited 

species. 𝜏  is the experimental time-zero, defined by the moment of sample excitation 

by the pump pulse. 𝜏  represent any amount of time taken for the sample to relax 

back to ground-state after excitation. 

When a continuous probe is used, either the averaged value of the negative-time (i.e. 

before sample excitation) probe intensity or trace recorded with the pump beam 

blocked can be used as the reference ground-state measurement.64 The multiple-

probe scheme is somewhat intermediate between a typical fs-TAS measurement and 

the continuous probe scheme, and there are several ways in which probe intensities 

associated with the ground-state sample can be obtained. For the 1 kHz pump 10 kHz 

multiple-probe setup developed by Greetham et al (2012), the last probe of each 10-

pulse sequence is taken to measure the reference ground-state sample.67 As such, 
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the pump is not blocked for the pump-off measurement.  The principle behind this is 

illustrated in Figure 2-5 for a pump-multiple-probe system with a probe repetition rate 

8 times faster than the pump repetition rate.  

Other schemes of measuring the ground-state sample can be inferred from Figure 2-5. 

Rather than using the last probe pulse, the negative-time probe can be used instead 

as reference, analogous to the options mentioned for continuous-probe schemes. 

Alternatively, a pump-off measurement could be taken in a similar way as for 

conventional fs-TAS schemes. However, this last option prolongs measurement time 

and thus reduces the benefits of using a multiple-probe scheme. 

Compared to the pump-on-pump-off scheme, the multiple-probe scheme of 

measurement allows the same set of data to be collected several times faster. This 

significantly shortens measurement time and is useful for systems that gradually 

change under prolonged excitation. However, the multiple-probe scheme of 

measurement requires two separate pulsed light sources, therefore can be more 

expensive and complex to set up. Also, any systematic errors that might be cancelled 

out by the pump-off measurement in a conventional pump-on-pump-off setup would 

not be cancelled out in the multiple-probe scheme described here. Different sources 

of errors will be further explored in Chapter 3 in the context of the presently constructed 

setup. 

 

Figure 2-5. Diagram illustrating ways in which time-resolution is achieved in multiple-

probe TAS. Blue vertical lines represent pump pulses. Black curves represent the 

decay in concentration of photoexcited species. Bright green and dark green vertical 
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lines respectively represent probe pulses measuring the excited and ground-state 

samples. By varying relative timing between the pump and probe pulse trains, time 

resolutions smaller than the probe periodicity (𝑇) is achieved. In the top diagram, the 

first three probes following the pump pulse respectively occur at time-delays of 𝑡 (=

𝜏 ), 𝑡 + 𝑇 (= 𝜏 ), and 𝑡 + 2𝑇 (= 𝜏 ). Similarly, in the bottom diagram, the first three 

probes occur at time-delays of 𝑡′ (= 𝜏 ′), 𝑡′ + 𝑇 (= 𝜏 ′), and 𝑡′ + 2𝑇 (= 𝜏 ’). 

It will also be noted here that for measurements of photocatalysts, the “true” ground-

state of the material is often not used as the reference ground-state. This is due to the 

slow relaxation times exhibited by these materials. Figure 2-6 illustrates the difference 

between an ideal case where the ground-state of a sample is taken as the reference 

and the non-ideal case where the partially relaxed sample is taken as reference. To 

measure the true ground state, it is evident from Figure 2-6 that the pump periodicity 

must be large enough to allow the sample to fully relax to its ground state between 

consecutive excitation pulses.  

 

Figure 2-6. Diagram illustrating how the ground-state of a sample is not always used 

as the reference in TAS when using a) pump-on-pump-off and b) pump-multiple-probe 

schemes of measurement. In the ideal case (black curves), pump periodicity is longer 

than the sample relaxation time, so the ground-state sample is measured as the 

reference. When pump periodicity is shorter than the sample relaxation time (red 

curves), there is a build-up of photoexcited species as the measurement proceeds, 

and the ground-state sample is not measured as the reference. 

2.3 Signal analysis and interpretation 
Regardless of the technical details of individual TAS instrumentation, the final 

observed signal should be invariant across different setups, if excitation conditions are 

identical. Although probe pulses also perturb the sample during measurement, its 
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intensity is usually very low relative to excitation pulses, and the amount of 

perturbation due to probe pulses should be small enough to be considered negligible.  

Broadly speaking, there are three contributions to any TA signal: excited-state 

absorption j  (positive), stimulated emission (negative), and ground-state bleach 

(negative). The final observed TA signal is a sum of all three contributions.62 The origin 

of these three contributions in the context of a semiconductor is schematically 

illustrated in Figure 2-7. It will be highlighted here that spontaneous emission should 

not normally contribute to the TA signal – whilst stimulated emission results in photons 

identical to incoming (probe) photons, spontaneous emission does not. Photons 

produced as a result of stimulated emission not only have identical properties but also 

travel in the same direction as the incident photons, whereas photons due to 

spontaneous emission can travel in any direction (thus its intensity decreases as a 

function of distance from the site of emission). As such, photons produced as a result 

of stimulated emission cannot be filtered out, whereas photons due to spontaneous 

emission can be filtered out with relative ease. 

 

Figure 2-7. Schematic illustrating the origins of excited-state absorption, stimulated 

emission, and ground-state bleach in the TA signal of a semiconductor. The panel on 

the left and right respectively show the semiconductor at time 𝜏  and 𝜏  after 

photoexcitation. The ground-state absorption is always subtracted as reference, as 

shown in both panels. Any absorption of the ground-state sample contributes as 

negative ground-state bleach in the final signal. Probe photons are shown as wriggly 

green arrows. Photoexcited electrons and holes are respectively shown as green and 

 
j Excited-state absorption is sometimes referred to as Photo-Induced Absorption (PIA), but the former 
terminology will be used in the present work. 
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orange circles. The number of photoexcited charges are reduced in the right-hand 

panel to demonstrate that recombination is continuously reducing the population of 

excited charges. 

The information obtainable from TAS can be split into two types: kinetic and spectral. 

As previously mentioned, the intensity of probe pulses measuring the excited sample 

(I∗) varies as a function of both time-delay 𝜏 and probe wavelength 𝜆. As such, the 

amplitude of the TA signal (∆𝐴), as calculated using Equation 2.7 or 2.9, also varies 

as a function of 𝜏 and 𝜆. Plotting ∆𝐴 as a function of 𝜏 (at a specified 𝜆) yields the 

kinetic curve, whilst plotting ∆𝐴 as a function of  𝜆  (at a specified  𝜏) yields the TA 

spectrum. In some cases, 3D plots of ∆𝐴 as a function of both 𝜏 and 𝜆 are constructed 

to provide a comprehensive view of TAS information for a sample. 

In a measurement, it may seem reasonable to first identify the spectral features of 

excited species, then monitor the kinetics of identified excited species at a probe 

wavelength where those species exhibit large TA amplitudes. However, due to the 

way in which data is acquired in single-pixel detection systems, the TA kinetics is often 

acquired at multiple probe wavelengths, then spectral information is built up by taking 

points from the kinetic curves. This process is illustrated in Figure 2-8. Nonetheless, 

the way in which spectral information can be interpreted will be first discussed in 

Section 2.3.1, then the way in which kinetic information can be analysed and 

interpreted will be discussed in Section 2.3.2. All discussions will be in the context of 

a semiconductor sample.  

 

Figure 2-8. Diagram illustrating the way in which spectral information can be built up 

by taking points from kinetic curves measured at different probe wavelengths. Different 

coloured lines/circles in the TA kinetics/spectrum plot represent different individual 

probe wavelengths. In this example, the TA spectrum is obtained for time-delay 𝜏 . 
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2.3.1 TA Spectra 

The final observed TA spectrum can be regarded as having contributions from all three 

aforementioned factors. In negative regions of the TA spectrum, it may be deduced 

that ground-state bleach and/or stimulated emission dominates over contributions 

from excited-state absorption, and vice-versa for positive regions of the spectrum. In 

semiconductor systems, ground-state bleach can be expected to dominate the TA 

signal at sub-bandgap energies. As the behaviour of photoexcited charges is often the 

subject of interest, contributions to the TA signal from ground-state bleach and 

stimulated emission are often unwanted factors that complicates analysis of TA data. 

In addition to this, recently, the importance of contribution from thermal effects to 

ultrafast TA spectra has been increasingly highlighted.76 Contributions from the three 

aforementioned factors can be identified as being electronic in origin, which is distinct 

from thermal contributions. This section will begin with discussions that does not take 

thermal contributions into account, then thermal contributions to TA spectra will be 

discussed towards the end of this section.  

In general, it is difficult to break down a TA spectrum into contributions from excited-

state absorption, stimulated emission, and ground-state bleach, as it is not possible to 

measure each contribution separately. However, when it is reasonable to assume no 

contributions from stimulated emission and ground-state bleach, it is sometimes 

possible to identify contributions from different types of charge carriers (i.e. 

free/trapped electrons in/near the conduction band, and holes in/near the valence 

band).  One common method of distinguishing between electron and hole 

contributions to a transient absorption spectrum is to record the spectra in the 

presence of electron and hole scavengers. These scavengers capture photoexcited 

electrons/holes in the photocatalyst, thus suppressing recombination, allowing long-

lived holes/electrons to be observed. Depending on the nature of the scavenger used, 

the TA spectrum can be accordingly assigned. 

The TA spectrum of various forms of TiO2 has repeatedly been obtained in the manner 

outlined above by numerous literatures spanning over several decades in time. One 

of the earliest such studies was reported by Bahnemann et al (1984).77 After 347 nm 

excitation of a TiO2 dispersion containing PVA (poly(vinyl alcohol)) as hole scavengers, 

a broad absorption peak centred around 630 nm was observed. On the other hand, 

TiO2 covered with Pt as electron scavengers exhibited a peak around 430 nm. The 
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former was thus attributed to photoexcited electrons, and the latter to trapped holes.77  

Similarly, Tang et al (2008) observed that after 337 nm excitation of anatase TiO2 

coated with Pt particles, the TA spectrum exhibited a peak around 460 nm.78 However, 

no peak was observed in the corresponding spectrum for TiO2 dispersed in methanol 

(hole scavenger); instead, the signal was observed to increase monotonously with 

wavelength up to the longest measured wavelength of 1000 nm. The peak around 460 

nm and the monotonously increasing signal were respectively assigned to trapped 

holes and electrons (as the spectra were recorded 20 µs after excitation and it was 

noted that free carriers are reportedly trapped on a ps-timescale).78  

Yoshihara et al (2004)79 presented a slightly different approach to identifying electron 

and hole contributions to a TA spectrum. Similar to previous examples, methanol was 

used as the hole scavenger to obtain spectral features of photoexcited electrons in 

anatase TiO2.k A monotonous increase in signal towards longer wavelengths and a 

broad peak centred around 770 nm were respectively attributed to free and trapped 

electrons. However, rather than using an electron scavenger, the spectral features of 

both electrons and holes were recorded in N2-saturated water, then a difference 

spectrum (water-methanol) was taken to obtain the spectral features of photoexcited 

holes, which was found to exhibit broad peaks around 520 and 1200 nm, respectively 

assigned to deep and shallow trapped holes.79 This assignment can be understood in 

terms of the amount of energy required to excite a hole from trap states into the VB 

(or equivalently, an electron from the VB into the hole trap state). 

Further examples of assignment of TA spectra for anatase TiO2 exist,80,81 but overall 

it may be noted that the TA spectrum and its assignment differs slightly from work to 

work. It has been previously noted that TA spectra can be very sensitive to conditions 

such as pH, surface conditions, and properties such as particle size.78,79 The effect of 

parameters such as particle shape on the form of TA spectra can be exemplified by a 

piece of work by Fitzmorris et al (2013), who studied the TA features of  four different 

nanostructured hematite, and found the TA spectra to be qualitatively different 

between the different nanostructured samples.82 In addition, experimental parameters 

such as excitation wavelength may also contribute to some apparent discrepancies 

 
k Yoshihara et al (2004) used both steady-state illumination with UV (270-390 nm irradiation for 30 mins) 
and transient absorption methods (355 nm excitation) to obtain the spectrum of photoexcited electrons 
in anatase TiO2, using (N2-saturated) methanol as hole-scavenger.79 The two resulting spectra were 
well-overlapped with one another. 
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between different works. Although it is generally difficult to make comparisons 

between different studies, some recurring observations may nonetheless be observed. 

For example, in the case of anatase TiO2, broad peaks around 400-500 nm and 650-

750 nm are commonly attributed to trapped holes and electrons, respectively. 

Apart from chemical scavengers, electrical bias can also be used to assign spectral 

features in TA spectra. Notably, Huang et al (2012) made assignments to the TA 

spectrum of hematite films using difference spectra obtained through subtracting the 

spectrum of biased hematite photoanode by the spectrum of the photoanode under 

open circuit conditions (no bias).83 The TA spectrum 1 ns after photoexcitation and the 

difference spectra obtained at different biases are reproduced here in Figure 2-9 a). 

The TA spectrum of hematite films have bleach bands at 425 and 525 nm, and positive 

absorption bands at 470, 515, and 570 nm. The difference spectrum obtained at -1V 

(vs. Ag/AgCl) does not have any features that distinctly match the TA spectral features. 

However, the difference spectrum obtained at positive bias (“excess” holes) exhibited 

a sharp peak at 570 nm, the corresponding TA feature was thus accordingly attributed 

to hole absorption.83 Interestingly, Huang et al noted that the TA features do not 

change significantly with applied external bias, the solvent environment (e.g. air, water, 

methanol), nor the sample morphology (films of different thickness, nanoparticle films, 

and colloidal particle suspensions). This is in stark contrast to the previously 

mentioned work by Fitzmorris et al (2013),82 but consistent with observations by 

Pendlebury et al (2010) that the decay kinetics of photogenerated holes (monitored 

with 580 nm probe) in hematite films seem insensitive to the chemical environment.84 

Whereas Huang et al (2012) attributed the insensitivity of TA features to various 

chemical parameters to the intrinsic origin of  the TA features,83 Pendlebury et al (2010) 

attributed it to the short lifetime of holes in hematite in absence of external bias.84 It is 

worth mentioning that Pendlebury et al (2010) used a combination of electrical bias 

and chemical scavenger methods to assign the positive TA feature around 580 nm to 

surface active holes.84 Under -0.1 V bias (vs. Ag/AgCl), the TA kinetics monitored at 

580 nm occur over the microseconds timescale, similar to that observed for isolated 

films. Upon the application of +0.4 V bias, the lifetime of the decay was extended to 3 

seconds. When methanol was added, the lifetime under +0.4 V bias was reduced to 

400 ms. These observations were used as evidence that the TA feature at 580 nm 

correspond to surface active holes.84 
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The distinctive peak between 550 and 600 nm in the TA spectra of hematite was also 

observed by Barroso et al (2011), who assigned the feature to surface-trapped holes 

in the form of Fe4+,85 based on that Fe4+ has been suggested to be responsible for 

absorption around 2.1 eV (c.a. 590 nm) in Fe-doped perovskites and TiO2.86,87 Later, 

Barroso et al (2012) noted a sharp positive band at 580 nm in the difference spectra 

of hematite with and without (positive) bias, observed a corresponding feature in the 

TA spectra, and attributed it to holes in intra-bandgap states a few hundred millivolts 

below the conduction band.88  

 

Figure 2-9. Spectra reproduced from a) Huang et al (2012) and b) Hayes et al (2016). 

Panel a) compares the TA spectrum obtained 1 ns after 400 nm excitation of a 

hematite film in air (black line) with steady-state difference spectrum obtained at -1 V 

and +0.43 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) bias (red and blue lines, respectively). Inverted steady-state 

UV-vis absorption is also shown in light pink. Panel b) compares the TA spectrum of 

hematite obtained 20 ps after 415 nm excitation (blue line) with a steady-state 

difference spectrum between spectra taken at 500 and 300 K (red line) and a 

absorption spectrum of [Fe(H2O)6]2+(green line). 

It may be observed from above discussions that a sharp positive peak between 550 

and 600 nm in the TA spectra of hematite is repeatedly assigned to the absorption of 

photoexcited holes. However, this positive peak is not always observed,82,89 and 

alternative assignments of the peak exist. For example, Joly et al (2006) observed a 

(broad) positive peak between 550 and 600 nm in the TA spectrum of hematite 300 fs 

after photoexcitation, but noted that this feature is very close to the bandgap, thus 

attributed it to bandgap shrinkage as hot electrons relax to the conduction band 

edge,61 in accordance with theoretical calculations.90 More recently, Hayes et al (2016) 
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provided strong evidence that the previously observed TA feature between 550 and 

600 nm is thermal rather than electronic in origin.91 Hayes et al (2016) compared their 

TA spectrum of hematite to a thermal difference spectrum (obtained through 

subtracting the steady-state spectra at 500 and 300 K), and found strong similarities 

between the two spectra,91 reproduced here in Figure 2-9 b). It was thus concluded 

that thermal contributions in the form of lattice expansion and thermal disorder, both 

of which can narrow the bandgap, dominate the TA spectrum of hematite.91 In addition, 

it was found that as the excitation energy increased from 0.75 to 5.7 mJ cm-2, the 

positive peak around 575 nm slightly shifted towards longer wavelengths,91 which 

further supports its assignment to thermal effects. The disparity between TA and 

thermal difference spectra towards shorter wavelengths (<550 nm) were attributed to 

contributions from ground-state bleach and stimulated emission in TAS, while the 

disparity towards longer wavelengths (>600 nm) was proposed to be due to difference 

between steady-state and ultrafast heating.91 The decay kinetics monitored at 595 nm 

and 1050 nm were found to correlate well with one another, indicative of similar 

processes dominating the decay kinetics in these two wavelength regions. The only 

TA feature that Hayes et al (2016) assigned to excited-state absorption was a band 

around 675 nm that almost completely decays within 100 ps.91 

It seems that the assignment made by Hayes et al (2016)91 are in contradiction with 

assignments made by previously discussed works for the peak around 580 nm in the 

TA spectrum of hematite.83–85 However, the various assignments can be reconciled 

when considering that distortions in the hematite lattice can also be induced by 

photoexcited charge carriers in the form of polarons. It is speculated here that the peak 

around 580 nm could be due to hole polaronsl associated with Fe4+ species, which 

could be generated either through heat, electrical bias, or photoexcitation. As holes 

are consumed through recombination, the distorted lattice also gradually returns to its 

ground-state form. Furthermore, in absence of chemical scavengers, the decay of 

photoexcited holes are expected to correlate with the decay of electrons, and free 

charge carriers are expected to have increasing contribution towards longer 

wavelengths.60,79 As such, the kinetics observed by Hayes et al (2016)91 at 1050 nm 

 
l A polaron is defined as a quasiparticle consisting of a local lattice distortion and an electron or a hole 
causing this distortion. The lattice distortion is caused by electrostatic interactions between the 
electron/hole and the local lattice units. 
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could well be due to recombination of electrons with holes. In summary, it is speculated 

here that the decay of photogenerated electrons and holes are both correlated with 

the relaxation of the distorted hematite lattice back to its ground state, which is 

responsible for the repeatedly observed positive TA peak between 550 and 600 nm 

for hematite. This assignment also explains the previously noted insensitivity of this 

peak to the chemical environment. 

Likewise, Cooper et al (2018) challenged previous assignments of TA spectral 

features of BiVO4 by providing evidence that a negative feature around 440 nm 

commonly assigned to ground-state bleach and a positive peak around 475 nm 

assigned to hole absorption are thermal heating artefacts.60 Qualitative similarity 

between TA spectra at all time-delays (0.18 ps to 2 ns) and thermal difference spectra 

at all temperatures (300 to 340 K, subtracted by spectrum at 298 K) was observed on 

the same BiO4 sample, and the TA spectrum 2 ns after photoexcitation was found to 

be almost identical to the thermal difference spectrum at 320 K.60 It was thus inferred 

that at longer time delays, the TA spectrum is dominated by thermal contributions that 

can be erroneously assigned to long-lived charge carriers.60 Also, it was observed that 

as excitation fluence increased, the bandgap shift also increased linearly,60 similar to 

the aforementioned peak shift observed by Hayes et al (2016)91 for hematite under 

difference excitation fluences. However, Cooper et al (2018) noted that free carriers 

often contributes as a smoothly increasing signal into the near-IR wavelengths in the 

TA spectrum, and through theoretical calculations attributed a small positive signal 

observed for wavelengths >500 nm to band-edge holes.60 

In contrast to above discussed literature, Smolin et al (2018) used a type-I 

heterojunctionm to identify thermal contributions in the TA spectra for LaFeO3.92 The 

type-I heterojunction was in the form of a LaFeO3/LaMnO3 bilayer. The bandgap for 

LaFeO3 and LaMnO3 are respectively 2.4 and 0.6 eV, with the CB and VB offsets being 

1.2 eV and 0.6 eV, respectively. Pumping at 1.55 eV therefore only excites LaMnO3, 

and it was reasonable to assume that only heat can be transferred from LaMnO3 to 

LaFeO3. It was found that after photoexcitation, the initial TA spectrum for the bilayer 

resembles that of pure LaMnO3, but gradually shifts over the ps-ns timescale to 

 
m One of the three types of semiconductor-semiconductor heterojunctions. The type-I heterojunction is 
characterised by the CB and VB of one semiconductor straddling the CB and VB of the second 
semiconductor. 
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strongly resemble the spectrum for LaFeO3 due to heat transfer. Time-evolution of the 

TA spectrum for the LaFeO3/LaMnO3 bilayer is reproduced here in Figure 2-10 a). The 

TA spectrum for monolithic LaFeO3 and LaFeO3/LaMnO3 bilayer share distinctive 

peaks at 2.5 and 3.6 eV. As only thermal effects are observed for LaFeO3 in the TA 

spectrum for the bilayer, it was inferred that the TA features at 2.5 and 3.6 eV have 

thermal origins.92 In addition, the thermal difference spectrum for LaFeO3 was also 

measured, and showed strong resemblance to the TA spectrum for LaFeO3 after 4 eV 

excitation and to LaFeO3/LaMnO3 after 1.55 eV excitation. The comparative plot is 

reproduced here in Figure 2-10 b). Again, peaks at 2.5 and 3.6 eV are observed and 

attributed to thermal effects. It was noted that although the TA spectrum of LaFeO3 is 

dominated by thermal contributions around and above its bandgap, a broad TA feature 

around 1.9 eV is not accounted for by thermal effects and was accordingly attributed 

to excited carrier absorption. To support this assignment, monolithic LaFeO3 was 

excited with different photon energies (4.0, 3.1, and 2.7 eV) so that each excited 

charge carrier has a different amount of excess energy (1.6, 0.7, and 0.3 eV). It was 

expected that the smaller the amount of excess energy, the smaller the spectral weight 

of the feature at 2.5 eV (thermal) relative to the feature at 1.9 eV (excited state 

absorption).92 This was indeed found to be the case, as demonstrated by data 

reproduced here in Figure 2-10 c). 

 

Figure 2-10. TA spectra for a) LaFeO3/LaMnO3 bilayer after 1.55 eV excitation at 

various time-delays, b) LaFeO3 2 ps after 4 eV excitation (black line) compared with 

normalised steady-state thermal difference spectrum (red line) and LaFeO3/LaMnO3 

bilayer 1 ns after 1.55 eV excitation (blue line), and c) LaFeO3 2 ps after excitation by 

4 eV (black line), 3.1 eV (red line), and 2.7 eV (blue line) pump, all normalised and 

compared with a reference spectrum (green trace) for excited carrier absorption 

obtained by subtracting the normalised TA spectrum for LaFeO3 in the 
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LaFeO3/LaMnO3 bilayer (thermal contributions) from the normalised TA spectrum for 

monolithic LaFeO3 (thermal and excited carrier contributions). Note that the y-axis 

shows fractional change in transmittance, so the sign would be reversed upon 

converting to absorbance. 

It is worth noting that literature that take thermal effects into account for analysis of TA 

data is not limited to those presented above,93,94 and entanglement of contributions 

from thermal effects and electronic factors in various experiments have been known 

to be difficult to untangle for decades.95–97 Overall, it has been highlighted that 

interpretation of TA spectra is generally not straightforward, and thermal effects, 

although often neglected, need to be considered. In general, it may be observed that 

extra caution must be taken when assigning TA signals near and above the bandgap 

of a material. Thermal effects that manifest as lattice expansion results in a slight 

bandgap reduction.91,92 This shifts the absorption edge to longer wavelengths, which 

shows up in difference spectra as a distinct positive peak near the bandgap, as 

illustrated in Figure 2-11.  

 

Figure 2-11. Schematic illustrating how a red-shifted bandgap in the excited state 

results in a positive peak when taking the difference between the absorbance of the 

excited and ground states. The red circle marks the point where the absorbance 

change is zero. 

2.3.2 TA kinetics 

In photocatalysis, the kinetic curves obtained with TAS are often compared between 

different samples. In many cases, slower TA decay kinetics are taken to represent 

slower electron-hole recombination, which usually translates into higher photocatalytic 

activity.3,98,99 However, this is not always the case. For example, Dillon et al (2013) 

observed the TA kinetics of four Au@TiO2 core-shell nanostructures with different TiO2 

crystallinity, and found the TA kinetic curves to overlap well with one another up to the 
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longest time-delay of 1.5 ns, despite significant differences in the H2-evolution 

capabilities of the samples.100 This might be because charge carriers with lifetimes 

significantly longer than 1.5 ns are principally responsible for photocatalytic H2-

evolution, and were not observed in the 1.5 ns experimental time-window for TAS. The 

remainder of this section will introduce the three most commonly used equations for 

fitting TA kinetic data, followed by a discussion of example literature usage and 

interpretations. 

The three most commonly used forms of equations for fitting kinetic TA data are 

(multi-)exponential, stretched exponential, and power-law decays. These are 

respectively of the form: 

∆𝐴(𝜏) = ∑ 𝑎 𝑒 /   (Equation 2.10), 

∆𝐴(𝜏) = ∑ 𝑎 𝑒 ( / )   (Equation 2.11), 

And 

∆𝐴(𝜏) = 𝑎𝜏   (Equation 2.12) 

Where ∆A(τ)  represent the TA signal at a specified probe wavelength, a  and 𝜏  

respectively represent the amplitude and lifetime of the 𝑖  contribution to the overall 

decay kinetics, βi (> 0 and < 1) represent the 𝑖  stretching exponent, and b (> 0) is 

the power-law exponent. These parameters are obtained through fitting experimental 

data.  

Simple exponential decays are well-known to be characteristic of first order kinetics: 

= −𝑘 𝑐  (Equation 2.13) 

Where c represent the concentration of the reactant and k1st represent the first order 

rate constant. Integrating Equation 2.13 for concentration varying from 𝑐  at time 𝑡 =

0 to concentration 𝑐 at time 𝑡 = 𝜏 yields: 

𝑐 = 𝑐 𝑒   (Equation 2.14) 

Extrapolating Equation 2.14 to cases where several independent first-order reactions 

are occurring at the same time gives: 
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∑ 𝑐(𝑖) = ∑ 𝑐 (𝑖)𝑒 ( )   (Equation 2.15) 

In the context of TAS, 𝑐(𝑖) represent the concentration of the 𝑖  photoexcited species 

at time 𝑡 = 𝜏  after excitation, 𝑐 (𝑖)  represent the initial concentration of the 𝑖  

photoexcited species upon photoexcitation, and 𝑘 (𝑖) represent the first order rate 

constant associated with the 𝑖  species. Following from discussions in Section 2.1, 

∆𝐴(𝜏) is directly proportional to the concentration of photoexcited species. As such, 

comparing Equation 2.15 with 2.10 identifies ∆𝐴(𝜏) ∝ ∑ 𝑐(𝑖) ,  𝑎 ∝ 𝑐 (𝑖)  and 𝜏 =

1/𝑘 (𝑖).  

When Equation 2.10 is used to fit TA kinetic curves, usually two or three terms are 

found to provide a good fit.82,92,101,102 Although sometimes more terms are needed to 

fit a dataset,83 the meaning of individual contributions become less clear. Generally, 

the more terms that are included in a fit, the better the fit, but the form of equation used 

cease to correspond to identifiable physical processes consuming photoexcited 

species. Sometimes a constant offset is also found to be necessary to fit the data.92,103 

Fitting a constant offset either implies that the sample never relaxes back to its ground 

state (i.e. an irreversible change was induced upon photoexcitation), or that there is a 

decay component with time-constant (τ ) so long that τ ~∞ in the context of the 

timescales of the TAS experiment. 

An implication of first order kinetics is that the decay only depends on the concentration 

of a single species, therefore cannot generally account for recombination of 

independent electrons and holes. The word independent is emphasised here, as 

excitons can be treated as a single entity (composed of an electron and a hole), 

therefore expected to decay according to first order kinetics. Alternatively, in a system 

composed of particles/crystallites, if the excitation intensity is low enough that on 

average only one electron-hole pair is generated per particle/crystallite, the TA kinetics 

is also expected to follow first order rate laws provided there is no inter-

particle/crystallite charge-transfer. Generally, if primary geminate recombination is the 

dominant pathway through which charge carriers are consumed, first order kinetics 

can be expected. 
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A well-known property of first order kinetics is that the amount of time it takes for the 

concentration to half (defined as the half-lifen) is independent of initial concentration. 

In the context of TAS, this implies that kinetic curves recorded under different 

excitation intensities should overlap upon normalisation of the decay curves. This is 

sometimes neglected in literature. For example, Wang et al (2017) studied the 

behaviour of graphitic carbon nitride (g-CN) using fs-TAS and found the observed 

kinetics to be well-fitted by a triple-exponential decay function.104 Upon increasing the 

excitation intensity from 0.51 to 0.85 mJ/cm2, the three lifetimes were reduced from 

3.5 to 3.3 ps, 60 to 26 ps, and 4.5 to 2.2 ns. The fastest component was assigned to 

intersystem crossing, the intermediate to triplet-triplet annihilation (generating a single 

singlet exciton), and the slowest component to decay of singlet excitons.104 It is noted 

here that 1) the three processes are not independent, therefore cannot be simply fit 

by the sum of three independent functions, 2) the decay kinetics is significantly 

accelerated upon increasing the excitation intensity, so the decay cannot be purely 

due to first-order processes, and 3) triplet-triplet annihilation is not a first-order process, 

thus using an exponential function has little meaning in this case.  

However, it is noted here that true single-exponential kinetics have been observed in 

some cases. Cherepy et al (1998) found that the TA kinetics observed for maghemite 

(𝛾 -Fe2O3) nanoparticles over the ps-timescale is well-fitted to a triple-exponential 

function,101 as illustrated by data reproduced here in Figure 2-12 a) and b). Also, the 

decay kinetics over ps-timescales was found to be independent of excitation 

intensity,101 as evident from data reproduced here in Figure 2-12 c) – it may be 

observed that the kinetics measured with 0.4, 0.6, and 1.2 mJ/cm2 excitation 

intensities are well-overlapped with one another upon normalisation.  

 
n It is noted here that the half-life (τ / , time taken for concentration to reduce to half its original value) 
is different from the lifetime (τ , time taken for concentration to reduce to 𝑒  its original value), but these 
terms are sometimes used synonymously in literature.280 
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Figure 2-12. TA kinetics of maghemite (𝛾-Fe2O3) monitored with 720 nm probe a) up 

to 8.3 ps, b) up to 48 ps after photoexcitation with 390 nm pump (1.2 mJ/cm2), c) after 

photoexcitation with 390 pump of different intensities (0.4, 0.6, and 1.2 mJ/cm2). In 

panel a) and b), the solid lines show the fitting function composed of triple exponential 

decay convolved with a Gaussian. In panel c), the solid and dashed line also show the 

decay curve obtained after 0.4, and 0.6 mJ/cm2 excitation scaled by factors of 3 and 

2, respectively. Reproduced from Cherepy et al (1998). 

The stretched exponential decay could be equated to a linear combination of single 

exponential functions with a continuous distribution of lifetimes, therefore can be taken 

to be representative of a system possessing multiple relaxation pathways that exhibit 

single-exponential decay kinetics.105,106 In this case, the parameters τ  and β  in 

Equation 2.11 respectively quantify the characteristic lifetime and the system 

heterogeneity, with 𝛽 = 1  corresponding to a homogenous system possessing a 

single relaxation pathway exhibiting first order decay kinetics. However, when the 

stretched exponential function is used to fit TA kinetics of photocatalysts, it is often 

used purely as a tool for quantifying the time-constant without further interpretation of 

𝛽.100,107,108 

Alternative interpretations of stretched exponential kinetics exist. Nelson et al (2001) 

derived stretched exponential behaviour using a continuous-time random walk model 

for dye-sensitised TiO2, in which electron diffusion through a lattice occurs via multiple 

trap-detrapping from an exponential density of trap states into/out of the conductions 
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band.109 Stretched exponential decay was predicted for dye cations in cases where 

electrons are in great excess compared to the cations. However, Barzykin et al (2002) 

derived power-law kinetics for the long-time behaviour of charge carriers assuming an 

exponential energetic distributions of trap states.110 Many models have been 

developed for describing the behaviour of photoexcited species,110 but will not be 

further discussed here. In general, it may be noted that non-exponential behaviour is 

taken to be indicative of trap-detrap limited diffusion of charge carriers. In many cases, 

power-law kinetics are observed and attributed to trap-detrapping limited 

recombination.1,78,111,112 However, it is worth noting that stretched-exponentials can be 

difficult to distinguish from power-law kinetics. 

As expected for non-exponential kinetics, the decay kinetics are affected by the 

concentration of photogenerated charge carriers and therefore the excitation intensity, 

in contrast to exponential kinetics characteristic of first-order processes. Tang et al 

(2008) found that the TA kinetics of anatase TiO2 in Argon follows a power-law decay 

and is strongly intensity dependent, with the half-life of photoexcited charge carriers 

increasing as the excitation intensity decreased.78 Similarly, Yoshihara et al (2004) 

observed non-exponential decay for anatase TiO2, which was taken to indicate that 

the rate of recombination is limited by charge carrier motion based on trap-detrapping 

from deep traps.79 Also, the decay was found to be slower for lower excitation 

intensities, but under very weak (<100 µJ/cm2) excitation the decay profiles were 

similar. The intensity-dependence of decay profiles was taken to indicate that bulk 

electron-hole recombination dominates the decay kinetics and can be attributed to the 

trap-filling effect, where upon filling of deep traps by photogenerated charge carriers 

the effective mobility of the remaining charge carriers increases. Whilst under weak 

excitation conditions, there are many unoccupied traps, resulting in slower 

recombination.79 

Intensity-dependence of decay kinetics has sometimes been taken to indicate second-

order kinetics,103,113,114 which is expected assuming a simple model for electron-hole 

recombination where electrons and holes diffuse around the photocatalyst in an 

analogous manner to two reactants in a solution. Under inert conditions, the 

concentration of photoexcited electrons are the same as the centration of photoexcited 

holes, so the rate equation can be written as: 
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= −𝑘 𝑐   (Equation 2.16) 

Where 𝑘  is the second order rate constant and 𝑐  is the concentration of 

photoexcited electrons or holes. Integrating the above equation for electron/hole 

concentration varying from 𝑐  at time 𝑡 = 0 to concentration 𝑐 at time 𝑡 = 𝜏 yields: 

𝑐 =   (Equation 2.17) 

As previously mentioned, c is directly proportion to the transient absorption signal 

∆𝐴(𝜏), so Equation 2.17 can be written as: 

∆𝐴(𝜏)  =   (Equation 2.18) 

Where 𝑝 is the constant of proportionality relating ∆𝐴(𝜏) to c. The above equation with 

a constant offset has been found to provide a good fit to TA kinetic data. 

Both power-law decay and second-order kinetics can appear to be linear on a log-log 

plot. Taking the logarithm of Equation 2.12 yields: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∆𝐴(𝜏) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎) − 𝑏 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜏)  (Equation 2.19) 

Therefore a plot of log ∆A(τ)  against log(𝜏) should yield a straight line with gradient 

−b. Similarly, taking the logarithm of Equation 2.18 gives: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∆𝐴(𝜏) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜏 +   (Equation 2.20) 

As such, for sufficiently large k 𝑐 , a plot of log ∆A(τ)  against log(𝜏)  is also 

approximately a straight line, with gradient -1. 

Following from above discussions, it is noted here that for power-law decays the 

exponent is sometimes found to be close to -0.5.112 For this, a general consideration 

of a simple rate equation of the following form will be considered: 

= −𝑘𝑐   (Equation 2.21) 

With α ≠ 1 and k representing a generic rate constant. Again, integrating the above 

equation for electron/hole concentration varying from 𝑐  at time 𝑡 = 0 to concentration 

𝑐 at time 𝑡 = 𝜏 yields: 
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𝑐 = (𝑐 + (𝛼 − 1)𝑘𝜏)   (Equation 2.22) 

Again let 𝑝 be the constant of proportionality relating ∆𝐴(𝜏) to c, then following from 

Equation 2.22: 

∆𝐴(𝜏)  = 𝑝(𝑐 + (𝛼 − 1)𝑘𝜏)   (Equation 2.23) 

Substituting α = 2 into Equation 2.23 yields Equation 2.18. Taking the logarithm of 

Equation 2.23 yields: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∆𝐴(𝜏) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜏 −
( )

+ 𝑙𝑜𝑔((𝛼 − 1)𝑘) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝)  (Equation 2.24) 

Substituting α = 2 into the above equation yields Equation 2.20. For sufficiently small 

( )
, plots of log ∆A(τ)  against log(𝜏) is approximately a straight line with gradient 

1
1−α

. For a slope of -0.5, α = 3. This could be taken to indicate the dominance of a 3-

body process such as Auger recombination, which is feasible at high excitation 

intensities. Alternatively, trap-assisted recombination is effectively a 3-body process 

(involving electron, hole, and a defect/trap centre), because electron-hole 

recombination would depend on trap-state concentrations. However, usually linearity 

on a log-log plot is taken to be indicative of a power-law decay, with recombination 

limited by trap-detrapping of charge carriers.  

In some cases, multiple processes may be consuming the same type of charge carrier 

in a photocatalyst. It is thus unsurprising that sometimes combinations of different 

functions are used to fit kinetic data to reflect this level of complexity. For example, 

Cowan et al (2010) found that TiO2 photoelectrode held at 0 V in alkaline solution 

exhibits TAS kinetics well-described by a linear combination of power-law and 

stretched-exponential decays, with the power-law dominating at early times (1-100 µs) 

and the stretched-exponential component dominating at later times.1 The data and fit 

are reproduced here in Figure 2-13 a). The power-law component was assigned to 

electron-hole recombination, and the stretched-exponential component to reaction 

between photogenerated holes and water. The magnitude of the electron-hole 

recombination component was found to be about 5 times larger than the photoreaction 

component 10 µs after photoexcitation, which was used to rationalise that the low 
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quantum yield for O2 production from water splitting is primarily due to fast electron-

hole recombination.1 

 

Figure 2-13. TA kinetic data reproduced from a) Cowan et al (2010) and b) Vega-

Mayoral et al (2016). Panel a) shows the TA kinetics monitored at 460 nm for TiO2 

photoelectrode held at 0V after 355 nm excitation (black line). The curve was fitted 

using a combination of power-law decay (green line, (a)) and stretched-exponential 

decay (green line, (b)). The red line shows the overall fitted decay kinetics. Inset shows 

the normalised decay kinetics for electron monitored at 800 nm probe wavelength and 

hole monitored at 460 nm, both recorded under the same conditions. Panel b) shows 

the modelled time-evolution of excited charge carrier populations in WS2 after 

photoexcitation, with the blue line representing exciton population, and the green and 

red lines respectively representing the population of unbound and trapped charges. 

Non-exponential decay of the trapped charges is not observed over the displayed 

timescale. 

Rather than directly summing different contributions, Vega-Mayoral et al (2016) 

analysed the TA kinetics of WS2 using a sequential model where the nature of charge 

carriers evolves as a function of time after photoexcitation.108 The model assumes that 

excitons are the primary species generated upon photoexcitation, which exponentially 

decays into an intermediate state. The intermediate state then exponentially decays 

into final charges, which then relaxes non-exponentially to the ground-state. The 

intermediate state and final charges were respectively identified as unbound and 

trapped charges. The dissociation of excitons into unbound charges was found to 

occur with a time-constant of 1.3 ps, and the unbound charges become trapped with 

a time-constant of 5.5 ps, then the final trapped charges relax according to a stretched-
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exponential decay with a time-constant of 450 ps and stretching-exponent 0.3. The 

fitted curves for processes occurring over fast timescales (<20 ps) are produced here 

in Figure 2-13 b). It was noted that in this cascade-like model, the overall population 

of excited charges is conserved until the last non-exponential step, therefore 

processes like recombination of excitons and unbound charges and exciton-exciton 

annihilation were not accounted for.108 It is noted here that the amount of unaccounted 

recombination might be significant, whilst exciton-exciton annihilation, a second-order 

process, is likely to be insignificant under moderate excitation intensities. 

Finally, it will be noted here that the contribution of thermal effects to the observed TA 

kinetics means that care need to be taken when designing experiments for assigning 

TA features. The importance of using the same substrates for film samples have been 

highlighted by Cooper et al (2018)60 and Rao et al (2011), the latter demonstrated that 

pentacene samples on sapphire substrates exhibit faster decay kinetics compared to 

silica substrates, as a result of higher thermal conductivity of sapphire leading to faster 

heat dissipation.76,115  
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3. The Transient Absorption Setup 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the presently developed system is based on the multiple-

probe scheme developed by Greetham et al.67,72 However, whereas the system 

developed by Greetham et al covers fs-s time-ranges through a combination of delays 

introduced using an optical delay line, pulse-picking methods, as well as the probe 

repetition rate,67,72 the presently developed system does not have a delay-stage, while 

uses a delay generator rather than pulse-picking methods to introduce electronic delay, 

and covers ns-ms time-ranges. 

This chapter will outline the development of the transient absorption instrument, first 

discussing the optomechanical aspect in Section 3.1, followed by a description of the 

timing and synchronisation in Section 3.2, and finally development of the 

accompanying software for acquiring data will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Mechanical/optical setup 
The optomechanical aspect of the setup is the physical arrangement of various optical 

components in the setup. First a preliminary consideration of some parameters 

including pump and probe beam sizes and effects of polarisation will be discussed in 

Section 3.1.1, then an overview of the optomechanical arrangements will be given in 

Section 3.1.2, followed by more detailed descriptions of the pump and probe optics in 

Section 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, respectively. 

3.1.1 Preliminary theoretical considerations 

To determine whether focusing optics are necessary to maximise signal size, the effect 

of pump and probe beam sizes will first be considered here. As was established in 

Chapter 2, the absorbance is directly proportional to the concentration of the species 

of interest. In the context of TAS, the absorbance change is directly proportional to the 

concentration of photoexcited charge carriers. The more intense the excitation beam, 

the higher the concentration of charge carriers generated, thus the larger the TA signal 

size. It follows that focusing the excitation beam onto the sample will result in larger 

signal sizes. 

Another factor to consider is the size of the probe beam relative to the pump. Lang et 

al (2013) made the probe beam substantially smaller than the pump at the sample 

position to ensure a uniform excitation intensity over the probed spot.73 Making the 
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probe smaller than the pump also implies a larger signal size, as most of the probed 

area is excited with (near) peak intensity, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1. Diagram illustrating the implication of having a) a pump beam (blue) that 

is larger then the probe (green), and b) a pump beam that is smaller than the probe. 

The blue and green lines respectively show the intensity of the pump and probe beams 

along the horizontal direction. 

3.1.2 Setup Overview 

 

Figure 3-2. Diagram illustrating the optomechanical setup of the TA spectrometer 

constructed in the present work. PD1 and PD2 respectively represent the sample and 

reference photodetectors. Components for the probe and pump beams are coloured 

in green and orange/blue, respectively. The UV components are shown in blue to 

emphasise that only the 355 nm output is used for sample excitation. “ID” and “½WP” 
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are respectively abbreviations for “Iris diaphragm” and “½ waveplate”. L-IR/UV/vis 

represent lenses used to focus IR/UV/visible light. Ms1/2-UV represent mirror sets 

used to isolate and reflect the 355 nm excitation light, and M-vis represent (individual) 

mirrors used to reflect the visible probe light.  F1 and F2 represent two sets of filters, 

both of which consist of ND filters and a 400 nm long-pass filter.  

The overall arrangement of optical components in the current setup is schematically 

illustrated in Figure 3-2. The pump and probe sources are two separate lasers. The 

pump laser (Bright Solutions Wedge HF 1064 nm Q-switch YAG) is synchronised to 

the white-light probe laser (Fianium SC400-PP). The fundamental 1064 nm output 

from the YAG laser is frequency-tripled to obtain 355 nm pump pulses, which is then 

focused onto the sample. The continuum output from the probe laser is coupled into a 

spectrometer for automatically selecting a single probe wavelength for measurement.  

The single wavelength probe light is then split into sample and reference beams using 

a 50:50 beam splitter. Both the sample and reference beams are ultimately directed 

into silicon fixed-gain detectors (PDA8A, Thorlabs), the outputs of which are sent to a 

lab PC for data acquisition. 

3.1.3 Pump optics 

The 1064 nm pump laser output is first frequency doubled using a PPLN (Periodically 

Poled Lithium Niobate) crystal to generate 532 nm light, which is then mixed with the 

1064 nm light using an LBO (Lithium Triborate) crystal to generate 355 nm output. The 

532 nm and 355 nm outputs are referred to as the second and third harmonics (SH 

and TH) of the fundamental 1064 nm light, respectively. For efficient SH and TH 

generation, a lens is used to focus the 1064 nm output, and both crystals are placed 

near the focal point of the lens (L-IR in Figure 3-2). Also, a half-wave plate (½WP) is 

used to rotate the polarisation of the 1064 nm fundamental to maximise the amount of 

TH (355 nm) generation. 

A harmonic beam splitter is used to separate the TH (355 nm) from the SH (532 nm) 

and the fundamental (1064 nm) by reflecting 355 nm light and transmitting at the other 

two wavelengths. However, a detectable amount of 532 nm light is reflected from the 

harmonic beam splitter, thus a set of four UV-mirrors (Ms1-UV in Figure 3-2) is used 

to further isolate the 355 nm output on the pump side of the setup. To increase pump-

probe overlap, another set of three mirrors (Ms2-UV) is used to reduce the angle 
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between the pump and probe beams. To increase the excitation intensity, a lens (L-

UV in Figure 3-2) is used to focus the pump around the sample position such that at 

the pump-probe overlap the pump spot size is slightly larger than the probe spot size. 

The sample is placed before the focal point of the pump beam lens.  

The spatial profile of the pump beam is very sensitive to the rotational orientation of 

the LBO crystal. After optimising the positions of the PPLN and LBO crystals, the pump 

has a spatial profile closely described by a Gaussian function near the sample position, 

as shown in Appendix III (Figure III-1). However, there was still a small but significant 

peak associated with the main peak. As such, an iris diaphragm (ID) was employed to 

block out the small peak. The re-shaped pump beam is shown in Figure 3-3. Without 

the iris diaphragm, the pump power at 10 kHz repetition rate (100% amplification) was 

measured to be 75-78 mW. With the iris diaphragm, the power dropped to 63-65 mW. 

As such, <20% of the power is lost at the iris diaphragm. The same measurements 

were repeated with the pump at 1 kHz repetition rate (100% amplification), and the 

pump power without and with the iris diaphragm were respectively c.a. 4.2 mW and 

3.6 mW, again a power loss of <20%. The iris diaphragm was kept in place to shape 

the pump beam. 

The spatial profile of the pump is also affected by the repetition rate and amplification 

level of the pump laser. The spatial profile of the pump beam at 1 kHz repetition rate 

is shown in Appendix III (Figure III-2). It may be observed that the FWHM of the pump 

increased from 300-350 µm (y-x) at 10 kHz to 400-500 µm (y-x) at 1 kHz. However, 

the near-Gaussian form of the intensity profile is preserved. The spatial profiles of the 

pump beam at 50% amplification are shown in Appendix III (Figure III-3), and it is 

evident that the spatial profile of the pump is severely degraded compared to when 

the amplification is 100%. As such, to control the pump power at the sample position, 

a variable ND filter is used instead of varying the amplification level of the pump laser. 
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Figure 3-3. Spatial profile of the re-shaped pump beam (10 kHz, 100% amplification) 

near the sample position as viewed a) on a 2D plot with intensities shown as different 

colours, b) on a 3D plot, c) along the x-axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow traces 

in c) and d) shows the raw data, and the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data. 

3.1.4 Probe optics 

The probe laser outputs a continuum that spans ∼400-2000 nm. The intensity of the 

continuum is not uniform as a function of wavelength, as shown in Appendix IV (Figure 

IV-1). The continuum output was initially directly coupled into an Acousto-Optic 

Tuneable Filter (AOTF), which allowed wavelengths between 490 nm and 660 nm to 

be used as probe light. o  The AOTF unit was later replaced by a home-built 

spectrometer, which allows wavelengths between 490 and 1000 nm to be used as 

probe. Further details of the spectrometer will be given in Section 3.1.4.1.  

Due to poor pulse-to-pulse stability of the output from the probe laser (Appendix IV, 

Figure IV-2), the probe beam is split in two using a 50:50 beam splitter to allow 

referencing, the principles behind which have been explained in Chapter 2. As the 

intensity of probe light incident on the sample and reference photodetectors need to 

 
o The wavelength range is specified as 400-650 nm by the manufacturer. However, the output was 
found to become increasingly unstable towards shorter wavelengths. The actual usable probe range 
was found to be 490-660 nm for the currently reported system. 
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be well-matched to minimise both random and systematic errors, and the probe 

wavelengths are scanned, the intensity of light incident on the sample and reference 

photodetectors need to be well-matched at all probe wavelengths. The procedures 

used to achieve this will be described in Section 3.1.4.2. 

Light reflected from the beam splitter is used as reference, and light transmitted by the 

beam splitter is passed through the sample. Light transmitted through the beam splitter 

is focused around the sample position by a planoconvex 10 cm focal length lens (L-

vis1 in Figure 3-2), then collimated by an identical lens (L-vis2) after the sample. The 

spatial profile of the probe at the sample position will be described in Section 3.1.4.3. 

The total path-length (to the detector) for the reflected and transmitted probe beams 

are closely matched to one another, and both the sample and reference beams are 

passed through a variable ND filter and a 400 nm long-pass filter (F1 and F2 in Figure 

3-2) to attenuate light from photoluminescence, scatter of the 355 nm pump, as well 

as to prevent photodetector saturation. The sample and reference beams are focused 

(with 5 cm focal length lens) onto silicon fixed-gain photodetectors such that the spot 

size is significantly smaller than the detector active area (1 mm diameter). p  The 

variable ND filters before the detectors are adjusted such that the average detector 

output is always less than 1 V, the reason behind which will be explained in Section 

3.1.4.4. 

3.1.4.1 Spectrometer development and characterisation 

Wavelength-selection of the probe from the continuum output of the white-light laser 

was initially performed using an AOTF. The AOTF was fitted with a crystal that allow 

wavelengths in the visible region to be selectively outputted, and the output 

wavelength was specified using commercial software (Fianium AOTF Controller, 

Version 2.6) which converts input wavelengths into frequencies for the RF-driver that 

drives the AOTF. The visible wavelength range was specified as 400-650 nm by the 

manufacturer. However, the output was found to become increasingly unstable 

 
p When the probe is scanned (both vertically and horizontally) across the detector active area, the 
average intensity of the probe pulses remains the same for a large scanning range, as observed on a 
GHz-oscilloscope. It may thus be deduced that the focal spot size must be smaller than the detector 
active area, and the detector sensitivity does not vary significantly across the active area. In addition, 
the focal spot size is <<1 mm with a 10 cm focal-length lens (Section 3.1.4.3), which confirms that the 
focal spot size is <<1 mm with 5 cm focal-length lenses. 
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towards shorter wavelengths, and the actual usable range was determined to be 490-

660 nm for the current setup. 

To extend the probe wavelength range, the AOTF was later replaced by a home-built 

spectrometer, the design of which is based on 4f pulse-shaper.116 A 4f spectrometer 

is typically composed of 2 diffraction gratings, 2 focusing optics (lens or curved mirror), 

and a “mask”. The standard arrangement of these components is shown in Figure 3-4 

a), reproduced from Weiner et al (2011).117 The first diffraction grating disperses 

incoming (collimated) light into its spectral components, then the focusing optic after 

the first grating maps each spectral component to a given spatial position in the Fourier 

plane. The “mask” in the Fourier plane individually modulates the phase and/or 

amplitude of each spectral component, and the focusing optic after the mask re-

collimates each individual spectral component. Finally, the second diffraction grating 

recombines the modulated and collimated spectral components. The output waveform 

is determined by the form of the mask. 

 

Figure 3-4. Schematic illustrating principles of operation for a) a generic 4f pulse-

shaper, reproduced from Weiner et al (2011),117 and b) the presently constructed 

spectrometer. In panel b), white light output from the probe laser are represented as 

black arrows, and the filtered single-wavelength output of the spectrometer are 

represented as green arrows. Both the black and green arrows are labelled with 

numbers to illustrate the order with which processes occur. The three unlabelled 

components are flat mirrors. 

The presently constructed spectrometer is composed of a diffraction grating, a 

spherical mirror, a mask (single slit), and a further mirror coupled to the mask. The 

arrangement of these components are shown in Figure 3-4 b). First, the output from 
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the white-light laser is dispersed from a reflective diffraction grating onto a spherical 

mirrorq, which reflects and focuses the dispersed light onto a vertical slit (the mask) at 

the focal point of the mirror. The slit acts as a simple amplitude modulator which 

(ideally) only lets through a single frequency of light. The filtered light is reflected by a 

mirror immediately behind the slit back onto the cylindrical mirror, which re-collimates 

the spectral component picked out by the mask back onto the diffraction grating. 

Spectral dispersion is reversed by the diffraction grating, and the spectral component 

reflected from the grating is picked out by a mirror vertically displaced from the white-

light input. The filtered light is further reflected off a second mirror that directs the light 

out from the spectrometer output. 

Although the adjustable slit in the present setup ideally lets through a single frequency 

of light, in practice it lets through light with a finite bandwidth. Opening the slit wider 

implies higher output intensity, but the bandwidth of light exiting the spectrometer is 

also increased. When the slit is almost fully open with a width of 3.29 mm, the spectral 

FWHM of the 800 nm output is around 10 nm and the power is around 190 µW. When 

the slit has a width of 1.22 mm, the spectral FWHM of 800 nm output is around 4 nm 

and the power is around 65 µW. When the slit width is reduced by a factor of 2.7, the 

power was reduced by almost a factor of 2.9 and the spectral FWHM reduced by a 

factor of 2.5. The slit width was kept at 1.22 mm as a good compromise point between 

the output power and spectral FWHM. 

The grating in the spectrometer was mounted on a computer-controlled motorised 

rotation stage (Newport), and the grating-angle-to-wavelength calibration was 

performed by measuring the wavelength output as a function of grating angle at 

different angles ranging from 108.7° to 132.4°, which covers wavelengths from c.a. 

1000 nm to 400 nm. The calibration was performed several times over the course of 

two weeks, and no systematic changes were observed for the calibration parameters, 

summarised in Appendix IV (Table IV-1). The final set of data used for calibration are 

plotted in Appendix IV (Figure IV-3). The variation of the power output from the 

spectrometer as a function of wavelength was also characterised, plotted in Appendix 

IV (Figure IV-4). 

 
q Initially, a cylindrical mirror was used instead of a spherical mirror, but the spectrometer output was 
found to move vertically in space as a function of output wavelength, so the cylindrical mirror was 
replaced by spherical mirror to eliminate this problem. 
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It was observed that the ideally single-wavelength output from the spectrometer 

contains unwanted wavelengths travelling in a different direction to the main probe 

beam. This unwanted light is filtered out using a large iris diaphragm placed 

immediately after the spectrometer. Also, for red/near-IR wavelengths, there was a 

detectable amount of another unwanted output at half the main output wavelength 

travelling in the same direction as the main output. To measure the percentage 

contribution of this unwanted output, two methods were employed. In the first, a 610 

nm long-pass filter (LPF) was employed to let through the main output wavelength 

whilst blocking the unwanted outputs. The measured percentage loss should 

correspond to the amount of contribution from the unwanted output. In the second 

method, a filter than lets through wavelengths <800 nm was employed, so that main 

output wavelengths between 800 and 1000 nm are blocked, whilst the unwanted 

outputs at half the main output wavelength (400-500 nm) are transmitted. The 

measured percentage transmission should correspond to the amount of contribution 

from the unwanted output. 

However, in practice the two filters also block some of the light at wavelengths they 

are specified to transmit at. As such, the transmission properties of both filters were 

measured using a UV-vis spectrometer. The percentage loss calculated using the first 

method is then the difference between the percentage loss at a given wavelength 

measured using the UV-vis spectrometer (contribution from loss of main wavelength 

only) and the percentage loss measured using a power-meter (contributions from loss 

of main wavelength and unwanted output), assuming that all the unwanted output is 

blocked by the filterr. The data are summarised in Appendix IV (Table IV-2). Using this 

method, the percentage contribution from unwanted wavelengths were found to vary 

between 0.5% and -0.9%. As the contribution from the unwanted wavelength cannot 

be negative, it may be concluded that using the first method the contribution from 

unwanted wavelengths were found to be immeasurably small. 

Calculating the percentage contribution from unwanted wavelengths using the second 

method is less straightforward, because the filter blocks different amounts of the main 

output and the unwanted wavelength, and it is the proportion of unwanted light incident 

on the filter that is the useful quantity. To calculate the amount of unwanted light before 

 
r This is a reasonable assumption because the power of the unwanted wavelengths are expected to be 
very small, so the amount of power transmitted by the filter is expected to be immeasurable. 
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the filter, an expression is derived through a consideration of measurable quantities. 

Let 𝑃  and 𝑃  respectively denote incident and transmitted power due to the main 

output wavelength, and 𝑃  and 𝑃  respectively denote incident and transmitted power 

due to the unwanted output, as illustrated in Figure 3-5. The measured incident power 

(𝑎 ) and transmitted power (𝑎 ) through the filter can be respectively written as: 

𝑎 = 𝑃 + 𝑃   (Equation 3.1) 

And 

𝑎 = 𝑃 + 𝑃   (Equation 3.2) 

The measured transmitted power can also be written as: 

𝑎 = 𝑃 ∗ %𝑇 + 𝑃 ∗ %𝑇   (Equation 3.3) 

Where %𝑇  and %𝑇  respectively represent percentage transmission of the main 

output and the unwanted wavelength through the filter. Substituting Equation 3.1 into 

3.3 (with some algebraic rearrangement) yields: 

𝑃 =
∗%

% %
  (Equation 3.4) 

It may be observed from the above equation that it is possible to calculate the incident 

power of the unwanted wavelength (𝑃 ) using the four measurable quantities 𝑎 , 𝑎 , 

%𝑇 , and %𝑇 . Using 𝑃  and 𝑎 , the percentage contribution from unwanted 

wavelengths can then be calculated. The results are summarised in Appendix IV 

(Table IV-3). Using this second method, the percentage contribution from unwanted 

wavelengths were found to vary between 0.25% and 0.86%. For practical purposes, 

the conclusion is the same regardless of the method used to calculate the percentage 

contribution from unwanted wavelengths – no extra measures are necessary to 

eliminate the unwanted wavelengths from the spectrometer output. 
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Figure 3-5. Schematic illustrating key quantities used to calculate the percentage 

contribution from unwanted wavelengths to the overall spectrometer output. 

3.1.4.2 Matching the intensity of sample and reference probe beams 

As will become evident in Chapter 4, random and systematic errors are minimised 

when the intensity of probe light incident on the sample and reference photodetectors 

are well-matched. However, it was found that the amount of power transmitted and 

reflected by the beam splitter significantly varies as a function of wavelength, as shown 

in Figure 3-6 a). The amount of light transmitted systematically increases from around 

40% at 400 nm to 60% at 1000 nm, and the amount of light reflected systematically 

decreases from around 60% at 400 nm to 40% at 1000 nm. Although the ratio of the 

intensities transmitted and reflected by the beam splitter is specified to vary as a 

function of both wavelength and polarisation of the incident light (Appendix IV, Figure 

IV-5), such large and systematic variation were not expected. As such, a reflective ND 

0.2 filter was also tested as a beam splitter. Again, systematic variation with 

wavelength was found, as shown in Figure 3-6 b). The amount of light transmitted 

systematically increases from around 60% at 400 nm to 75% at 1000 nm, and the 

amount of light reflected systematically decreases from around 20% at 400 nm to 5% 

at 1000 nm. As the summed percentage of light reflected and transmitted by the beam 

splitter is always >99%, but only c.a. 80% for the reflective ND filter, the beam splitter 

was kept in the setup. 
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Figure 3-6. Plot of percentage probe power reflected (blue diamonds) and transmitted 

(orange squares) by a) the 50:50 beam splitter used in the setup, and b) a reflective 

ND 0.2 filter. 

The cause of the variation of the amount of light transmitted and reflected by the beam 

splitter was identified to be because the polarisation of the probe light varies as a 

function of wavelength. Towards blue wavelengths, the probe light is polarised 

perpendicular to the optical bench, and towards red/near-IR, the probe light is 

polarised parallel to the optical bench. To mitigate the effects of this variation, two 

optical configurations were found to work well. In the first configuration, different sets 

of mirrors were used. As the light reflected and transmitted by the beam splitter are 

respectively systematically decreasing and increasing towards red/near-IR 

wavelengths (and systematically increasing and decreasing towards blue 

wavelengths), a gold mirror (M01) is used in the path of the reflected beam to decrease 

the amount of blue light reaching the reference photodetector, whilst a silver (P01) and 

aluminium (G01) mirror were used in the path of the transmitted beam to increase the 

amount of blue light reaching the sample photodetector. In addition, an absorptive ND 

0.2 filter was used before the sample photodetector to reduce the amount of near-IR. 

The intensity of light was found to be relatively well-matched at the sample and 

reference detectors as the probe wavelength is scanned. 

In the second configuration, a wire-grid polariser is used at the spectrometer output to 

let through light of a single polarisation (i.e. linearly polarised along a certain axis). The 

mirrors in the path of the transmitted beam were kept the same as the first 

configuration described above, but the mirror in the path of the reflected beam is 

swapped out for an aluminium (G01) mirror. The absorptive ND 0.2 filter is also kept 
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in place. The polariser was aligned with the polarisation of light towards red/near-IR 

wavelengths (parallel to the optical bench), and the amount of transmission through 

the polariser as a function of probe wavelength is shown in Figure 3-7 a). Although 

there is very little transmission towards blue/green wavelengths, the amount of light 

reflected and transmitted by the beam splitter no longer vary significantly as a function 

of wavelength, as shown in Figure 3-7 b). Approximately 60% of the light is transmitted 

and 40% reflected by the beam splitter. Again, the intensity of light is relatively well-

matched at the sample and reference detectors as the probe wavelength is scanned. 

 

Figure 3-7. Plot of percentage probe power a) transmitted by the polariser set to let 

through light with polarisation parallel to the optical bench, and b) reflected (blue 

diamonds) and transmitted (orange squares) by the 50:50 beam splitter used in the 

setup after probe light has been filtered by the polariser. 

3.1.4.3 Probe spatial profile 

As the probe laser is only operated at 10 MHz during data-acquisition, and its 

amplification level is always set to 100%, the spatial profile of the probe is only 

characterised for the 10 MHz output at 100% amplification. The raw output from the 

probe spectrometer is ring-shaped, as shown in Appendix IV (Figure IV-6). However, 

the spatial profile becomes well-described by a Gaussian function upon focusing using 

a 10 cm focal length lens. The pump-probe overlap occurs after the focal point of the 

lens so that the probe is not excessively small, and the probe intensity is not too high 

at the sample position. The spatial profile of the 550 nm output at the sample position 

is shown in Figure 3-8. The FWHM of the probe beam is around 100 µm at 550 nm, 

which is 3-4 times smaller than the pump beam. The spatial profile of the 950 nm 

output is less Gaussian in shape, as shown in Appendix IV (Figure IV-7). However, 
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the FWHM of the 950 nm output is still approximately 100 µm. More importantly, the 

probe beam position does not move as the wavelength is changed, thus no further 

alignments are necessary for changing between wavelengths, and the different 

wavelengths could be automatically scanned during a measurement. 

 

Figure 3-8. Spatial profile of the 550 nm probe beam (10 MHz, 100% amplification) at 

the sample position (near the focal point of a 10 cm focal length lens), as viewed a) on 

a 2D plot with intensities shown as different colours, b) on a 3D plot, c) along the x-

axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow traces in c) and d) shows the raw data, and 

the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data. 

3.1.4.4 Detector Saturation range 

To characterise the detector response as a function of the incident power, the incident 

power was varied using a variable ND filter. As only the detector range is needed, the 

absolute power incident on the photodetectors need not be measured. The relative 

power was measured simultaneously with the photodetector output voltage using 

beams reflected and transmitted by the beam splitter. The arrangement of optics used 
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to achieve this are shown in Appendix IV (Figure IV-8). The power after the ND filter 

was measured with a power meter, and the detector output voltage was measured 

using an oscilloscope. The variation of the photodetector output as a function of 

relative incident power are shown for both detectors in Figure 3-9. The detector 

responses are slightly different, but three distinctive regions can be identified for both. 

There is a linear region for detector outputs <1 V, another linear region with slightly 

larger slope between 1 and 1.6 V, then a saturation region >1.6 V. As the voltages are 

taken to be directly proportional to the probe intensity, changes to the output voltage 

are taken to be changes in probe intensity. As such, the apparent TA signals can be 

expected to be greater if the probe intensities are measured at the linear region >1 V. 

To avoid systematic errors that can be introduced if both the linear region <1 V and >1 

V are used, the average detector output voltages are always kept below 1 V. 

 

Figure 3-9. Photodetector output voltage as a function of relative power incident on 

the detector for a) the sample photodetector and b) the reference photodetector. Note: 

the relative power is not the absolute power incident on the photodetectors. 

3.2 Timing and synchronisation 
The synchronisation aspect of the setup is necessary to obtain correct relative timing 

between the pump, probe, and data-acquisition (DAQ) components of the instrument. 

The present setup uses the multiple-probe method in combination with electronic delay 

control to cover time-delays ranging from ns to ms timescales. The multiple-probe 

method covers time-delays >100 ns in 100 ns steps, and the electronic delay covers 

time-delays <100 ns. The way in which time-delays are achieved using these methods 

were described in Chapter 2.  
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To control relative timing between the pump and probe, the light sources must be 

synchronised, which must in turn be synchronised with the data-acquisition part of the 

setup. The way in which these different components are synchronised is illustrated in 

Figure 3-10. An electrical output from the probe laser produced using its optical output 

is used to trigger a function/pulse generator (Tabor 8551) with two outputs. One of the 

outputs is used as a reference 10 MHz clock s  for the DAQ card (AlazarTech, 

ATS9440-2G), and the other output is used to trigger a delay generator (Stanford 

DG645) that controls the excitation timing. As the repetition rate of the pump laser is 

continuously variable up to 100 kHz, the 10 MHz trigger to the delay generator is 

divided down by a minimum factor of 100. One of the resulting outputs from the delay 

generator is used as trigger for the DAQ card, and another is used to trigger the pump 

laser. For each measurement, time-delays are sent from the DAQ computer to the 

delay generator; this is the relative timing between the pump and probe that allows 

time resolutions smaller than the probe period (100 ns) to be achieved. As outputs 

from the delay generator can be independently controlled, delays are only applied to 

the pump laser trigger. 

 

Figure 3-10. Schematic illustrating the way in which synchronisation is achieved in the 

current setup. Optical components/paths are in colour, whilst electronic components 

 
s The choice of clock is explained in Appendix V. 
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are in greyscale. The dashed arrow represents electronic delays sent from the 

computer to the delay generator. 

The repetition rate of the probe laser can be varied in discreet steps up to 20 MHz, 

thus in principle 50 ns time-resolution is achievable from the probe periodicity alone. 

However, due to constraints imposed by the DAQ card (explained in Appendix V), the 

probe laser repetition rate is set to 10 MHz, corresponding to a period of 100 ns. As 

such, the relative timing between the pump and probe only need to be varied up to 

100 ns. In this range, the delay generator error is 1 ns,t though delays can be specified 

with a resolution of 5 ps. As random errors can be mitigated through averaging over 

repeats, in principle time resolution on the order of picoseconds is achievable using 

the delay generator. However, the present system is limited by the pump pulse 

duration, which is <800 ps when the laser is operating at 10 kHz.  On the other hand, 

the probe pulse duration is a function of wavelength, and increases up to ∼100 ps 

towards shorter wavelengths.u As the probe pulse is much shorter than the pump 

pulse duration, time-resolution of the current system is limited by the pump duration of 

around 1 ns. 

3.3 Data acquisition (DAQ) 
Data acquisition involves synchronised collection of raw intensity data followed by real-

time processing of these data using home-written software. In the present setup, the 

previously mentioned DAQ card installed in a lab PC is used to acquire the data, and 

data-acquisition is controlled using software written in LabVIEW (2017 version), which 

was developed by modifying an example in the software development kit that 

accompanies the DAQ card (AlazarTech, ATS-SDK version 7.1.5). 

Several DAQ software versions were developed alongside other aspects of 

instrumentation. Regardless of the software version, the trigger, clock, and the way in 

which data is acquired are the same. These will be outlined in Section 3.3.1. The 

development of a few specific aspects of the software will be discussed in Section 

3.3.2. Finally, the User Interface (UI) of the latest software version will be described in 

Section 3.3.3. 

 
t This is the maximum error for delays <10 µs. Values taken from the Stanford DG645 user manual. 
u All pulse durations are taken from manuals for the respective lasers. 
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3.3.1 Software Overview 

Raw data from the two photodetectors are sent to the DAQ card, which samples the 

input waveform at 100 MHz as determined by the clock signal. Signals arriving after a 

trigger signal is detected are temporarily stored in the on-board memory of the DAQ 

card before being transferred to the computer in which the card is installed. Data is 

acquired to DAQ card memory one repeat at a time, and at the end of each repeat the 

data is transferred from the card onto the computer. The so-called “dual-port” 

acquisition memory of the DAQ card is used, meaning that data capture onto the card 

occurs at the same time as data read-off onto the computer, which shortens the 

instrument deadtime. After data read-off onto computer, the probe intensity values are 

processed using Equation 2.9 to calculate TA signal amplitudes in units of ΔOD. 

Prior to data acquisition, DAQ board parameters including the clock and trigger source 

are set. The clock frequency determines the sample rate, and the trigger determines 

the start of each acquisition. As previously mentioned, the 10 MHz electrical output 

from the probe laser is used to generate both the trigger and clock for the DAQ card, 

which allows synchronised data acquisition to be achieved. The clock for the data-

acquisition is a 100 MHz signal internally generated by the DAQ card from a 10 MHz 

reference signal generated using the electrical output from the probe laser. As a result, 

intensities incident on the two photodetectors are sampled at a rate of 100 MHz, and 

only one out of every ten data points measures the probe intensity.  

Aside from abovementioned parameters for preparing the DAQ card for acquiring data, 

a list of electronic delays and probe wavelengths to be used are generated in the same 

software, which are sent one at a time to the delay-generator and spectrometer, 

respectively. The way in which data acquisition is controlled is illustrated in Figure 3-11. 

First, a signal is sent to the spectrometer to set the probe wavelength. The first 

electronic delay is then sent to the delay generator, and data acquisition begins after 

an external trigger is detected. Once the number of data points collected reaches the 

user-specified value, acquisition stops and the software waits for the next trigger 

before beginning acquiring the next set of data. When the number of datasets acquired 

equals the user-specified number of repeats to average over, the next electronic delay 

is set, and data is again acquired in the same manner. After data corresponding to the 

last value in the electronic delays list have been processed, measurements are 

repeated in the same manner for the remaining probe wavelengths. 
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Figure 3-11. Flow diagram showing the way in which data acquisition is controlled by 

the home-developed software written in LabVIEW 2017. Details such as live data 

processing and writing processed data to text document are not included. “T” and “F” 

respectively represent “True” and “False”. 

3.3.2 Software development 

Several distinct components can be identified in the development of the presently 

developed software. Prior to data acquisition, first a few parameters including the total 

number of data points to be acquired, the electronic delays, and the probe 

wavelengths to be used need to be specified. The development of the segments of 

software for controlling these three parameters will be respectively outlined in Sections 

3.3.2.1, 3.3.2.2, and 3.3.2.3. 

As the pump and probe are travelling in different directions, their point of overlap 

occurs in a small region in space. As such, to allow the point of pump-probe overlap 

to be located by moving a test sample in the path of the pump and probe beams during 

initial instrument setup for an experiment, the TA signals must be calculated in real-

time. This means that when data-acquisition is occurring in parallel to data-processing, 

the data-processing for yielding the TA signal from one set of data must occur in a 

smaller amount of time compared to one round of data acquisition. The development 

and optimisation of the software to allow such real-time processing and display of data 

will be outlined in Section 3.3.2.4. The usage of Queues in LabVIEW to achieve real-

time data-processing will not be detailed, but the choice of algorithms for segments of 

the software will be outlined. 
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3.3.2.1 Setting no. of data points per acquisition 

A parameter that needs to be specified prior to data-acquisition is the total number of 

“samples” to be collected per acquisition. The total number of “samples” acquired is 

the total number of intensity values (𝑁 ) read from each photodetector per repeat. 

As the DAQ card requires the number of samples to be a multiple of 32, and the total 

number of peak intensity values recorded is 𝑁 /10 due to over-sampling by a 

factor of 10 as previously mentioned, 𝑁  need to be a multiple of 160. The way 

in which this is enforced in shown in Figure 3-12. If 𝑁  (“No. of data points per 

acquisition” in Figure 3-12) is not a multiple of 160, the quotient of 𝑁  divided by 

160 is taken, which is then multiplied by 160.  

A parameter that accompanies 𝑁  is the “No. of ground-state points” (𝑁 ), 

which is the number of intensity values averaged over to calculate the probe intensity 

corresponding to the ground state of a sample. As such, the total number of ΔOD 

values obtained at each electronic delay is 𝑁 /10 − 𝑁 . From hereon, the 

total number of “samples” will denote the value 𝑁 , whilst the total number of 

“data points” will denote the value 𝑁 /10 − 𝑁 . The way in which the total 

number of data points is calculated in LabVIEW using the user-sepcified 𝑁  is 

also shown in Figure 3-12. 

 

Figure 3-12. Screenshot of segment of LabVIEW code for setting the number of data-

points per acquisition.The case for when “No. of data points per acquisition” in not a 

multiple of 160 is shown. If “No. of data points per acquisition” is a multiple of 160, 

then the value is passed throuhg the case structure with no further processing. 
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3.3.2.2 Setting time-delays 

The timing-control is associated with a need to generate a time-base for the as-

acquired data. To correctly generate the time-base, the effect of applying an electronic 

delay to the pump pulse is considered, as illustrated in Figure 3-13. First consider the 

pump pulse that occur when the electronic delay is set to zero, the time difference 

between this pump-pulse and the first probe that occur after this pump pulse (from 

here on this probe will be referred to as the reference probe pulse) can be denoted by 

an arbitrary value 𝑥. As such, the reference probe occurs 𝑥 ns after photoexcitation. 

For a pump pulse that is delayed by 𝑎 ns, with 𝑎 < 𝑥, the excitation onset has been 

shifted later in time by 𝑎 ns, so the probe now measures earlier in time by 𝑎 ns, as 

shifting the excitation later is equivalent to shifting the probe earlier. In the second 

scenario, the reference probe occurs 𝑥 − 𝑎 ns after photoexcitation. If a delay of 𝑏 ns 

takes the excitation to occur after the reference probe pulse, 𝑥 − 𝑏 is negative (i.e. the 

reference probe is measuring negative time data), and the reference probe occurs 𝑏 −

𝑥 ns before photoexcitation. 

 

Figure 3-13. Schematic illustrating the relationship between electronically delayed 

pump pulses and probe pulses. The red line represents a pump pulse that occur when 

the electronic delay is set to 0, and it occurs at an arbitrary time x before a probe pulse. 

Similarly, the orange and green lines respectively represent a pump pulse that occur 

when the electronic delay is set to a ns and b ns. 

From above considerations, it may be deduced that the applied electronic delay must 

be subtracted rather than added to generate the correct time-base. The way in which 

the time-base was initially generated in LabView is shown in Figure 3-14. First a list of 

electronic (“Stanford”) delays is generated in 1 ns steps from 0 up to 99 ns. If “Shuffle 

delays” is set to “True”, then the list is randomised. The electronic delays are cycled 
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through one value at a time during measurement. An array containing values varying 

in 100 ns steps (corresponding to the probe periodicity) from 0 up to the longest time-

delayv is also generated. For each measurement at a given electronic delay, the time-

base is generated by subtracting the current electronic delay from the array containing 

values varying in 100 ns steps. For example, if the current electronic delay is 5 ns, 

then the time-base begins with values -5, 95, and 195 ns. These values are not 

referenced with respect to the absolute time-zero of the setup (i.e. when the excitation 

takes place), so the zero of the time-base is not the same as the instrumental time-

zero. 

 

Figure 3-14. Screenshot of section of initial LabVIEW code that generates the time-

base for each measurement.  

The way in which the time-base is generated was later modified to allow the step size 

for the electronic delays to be arbitrarily specified by the user, and to accommodate 

for adjacent-averaging of later-time data. The segments of modified code for 

generating time-base are shown in Figure 3-15. The user-specified step-size (in units 

of ns) is divided into 100 (probe periodicity) to ensure an integer number of electronic 

delays. An array is generated whereby the increments correspond to the product of 

the electronic delay step size (in µs), total number of electronic delays, and the 

iteration number. It may be checked that for a step-size of 1 ns, the increments occur 

in 0.1 µs steps from 0 up to the longest time-delay. As long as the user-specified step 

size is divisible into 100, the correct increments (corresponding to the probe periodicity) 

will be obtained. As before, the final time-base is generated by subtracting the current 

electronic delay from the array containing values varying in 0.1 µs steps. In the 

 
v The longest time-delay is determined by the total number of data-points per acquisition. 
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“adjacent averaging mode” (shown in Figure 3-15), the time-base is binned at later 

times. Alternatively, the user can choose to “Keep all data points”, for which all values 

in the time-base remain unchanged. 

 

Figure 3-15. Screenshot of segments of modified LabVIEW code that generates the 

time-base for each measurement. The inputs/outputs labelled with the same numbers 

are coupled. Input/output 1 is the step size of the electronic delays (in units of seconds). 

Input/output 2 is the total number of electronic delays. Input/output 3 is the array 

containing all the electronic delays (in units of seconds). Input 4 is the total number of 

data-points to be collected in a measurement. Outputs 5 and 6 are arrays containing 

the final time-base to be used for displaying data and for writing data to file, 

respectively. 

3.3.2.3 Setting probe wavelengths 

The probe wavelength was initially specified using the AOTF, which had 

accompanying LabVIEW sub-VIs that were incorporated into the DAQ software for 

setting the probe wavelength. The legacy software using the AOTF to set the 

wavelength will not be discussed. For the spectrometer, the rotation stage has 

accompanying software that allows its angle to be set. This was written into a sub-VI 

for specifying wavelength by a sandwich student. The sub-VI for controlling the 

spectrometer has the following inputs: the hardware port connected to the rotation 

stage, the calibration parameters (as mentioned in Section 3.1.4.1), and the desired 
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probe wavelength. The overall segment of code for setting the probe wavelength is 

shown in Figure 3-16. There are two possible modes for setting the wavelength: 

“Multiple” or the “Single” wavelength mode. In the single wavelength mode, the user 

specifies a single probe wavelength. In the multiple wavelength mode, shown in Figure 

3-16, the user specified the shortest, the longest, and the step size of the probe 

wavelengths to be used. The presently written LabVIEW code then generates a 1D 

array of the probe wavelengths to be set by the spectrometer, one at a time as was 

described in Figure 3-11. 

 

Figure 3-16. Screenshot of segment of LabVIEW code for generating a list of probe 

wavelengths to be used. There are two “Wavelength mode”s, one is “Multiple”, as 

shown in this screenshot, the other is “Single”, in which a single probe wavelength is 

specified by the user. 

3.3.2.4 Data-processing and DAQ performance optimisation 

As previously mentioned, as a result of over-sampling only one in every ten intensity 

values read from each photodetector correspond to an intensity peak due to probe 

laser emission. As such, the peaks must be located to calculate TA signals. There are 

in general two possible ways of separating out the peak intensities: through 

programmatically locating the peaks using a threshold method,w or through specifying 

the index of the peaks in the 1D array containing all intensity values. The first method 

was found to unnecessarily use more computing resources, therefore the latter 

method was employed for the present software. Initially, the peaks were extracted from 

1D arrays through the method shown in  Figure 3-17. The 1D array containing intensity 

 
w A range of threshold values (varying from c.a. 0.01-0.1 V) were tested during instrument/software 
development, and different threshold values were found to work for different probe wavelengths 
because of variations in probe intensity and stability as a function of wavelength (the probe intensity 
was smaller, and the amount of intensity fluctuation was larger towards shorter wavelengths). For most 
probe wavelengths, a threshold value of 0.02 V worked well for correctly identifying peaks. 
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values (in units of bits) is reshaped into a 2D array with 10 elements per row, then the 

column containing peak intensity values is extracted using the Index Array function. It 

was found during software optimisation that if the function shown in Figure 3-17 is 

used as a sub-VI, the performance is slowed down by a factor of 2. As such, the sub-

VI version of the code was not used in the optimised versions of the DAQ software. In 

the most recent version of the DAQ software, the procedure shown in Figure 3-17 is 

replaced by the Decimate 1D Array function. 

 

Figure 3-17. Screenshot of initial code used to extract peak intensity values from 1D 

array of intensity values (in units of bits) read from photodetector. 

As the intensity values are read off in bits, it must be converted to volts for correct 

downstream processing of values. The procedure for converting from bits to volts have 

been described by the manual for the Software Development Kit (SDK) that 

accompanies the DAQ card, shown as screenshots in Appendix VI (Figure VI-1). A 

formula was provided with the SDK in a Formula Node for converting values from bits 

to volts. However, it was found that the formula node is slower than an equivalent 

algorithm written using LabVIEW functions by more than a factor of 4, and severely 

slows down the overall data-processing algorithm. As such, bit to volt conversion is 

performed using code shown in Figure 3-18. First the 16-bit value is converted to 14-

bit through dividing the 16-bit value by 4. As the 14-bit values from 0 to 8191 represent 

the full-scale negative values, and values from 8193 to 16383 represent the full-scale 

positive values, 14-bit values smaller than 8192 is subtracted by 8192, then divided 

by 8192 and multiplied by the voltage range to obtain negative voltages. Likewise, 14-

bit values larger than 8192 is subtracted by 8192, then divided by 8191 and multiplied 

by the voltage range to obtain positive voltages. 
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Figure 3-18. Screenshot of LabVIEW sub-VI used to convert intensity values from bits 

to volts. The two For loops are identical, for converting intensity values from the sample 

and reference photodetectors. 

The reason that the values in bits cannot be directly used to calculated TA signals is 

because a constant is subtracted going from bits to volts, and the ratio of two values 

subtracted by the same constant does not yield the same value as the direct ratio of 

the two values. This can be written for the bit-to-volt conversion as follows: 

= ≠   (Equation 3.5) 

Where 𝑉  represent voltage values and 𝑏  represent values in bits. However, if a 

baseline is subtracted, the constants cancel out, thus direct ratios can be taken after 

baseline subtraction: 

= =   (Equation 3.6) 

Where 𝐵  represent baseline intensity values in bits.  

There are several different ways to account for the baseline. The average or median 

of all baseline values could be taken, so the same baseline values are used for all data 

points. Alternatively, a local baseline could be taken, using baseline values before, 

after, or both segments adjacent to each intensity peak. In principle, to account for the 

local baseline there are 9 values associated with each intensity peak that can be used. 

However, due to detector response, shown in Appendix VI (Figure VI-2 and VI-3), only 

four points beginning from the 5th point after each intensity peak can be used as the 
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baseline. Initially, the local baseline was calculated by averaging the two sets of four 

baseline points adjacent to each peak, as shown in Appendix VI (Figure VI-3). 

However, it was found that using this method makes marginal difference to the data 

and prolongs the data-processing time by a factor of ∼2-3, therefore is no longer used. 

In the latest software version, there are three simple options for baselining: either the 

baseline is not subtracted, or the fourth point before an intensity peak is subtracted as 

the local baseline, or the median of all points that precedes an intensity peak by four 

points is taken as the global baseline.  

After the peak intensity values have been obtained, with or without baseline-

subtraction, the TA signal size is calculated using Equation 2.9, implemented using 

LabVIEW functions. Several possible schemes for averaging to obtain the final TA 

signal have been discussed in literature,75,118 and will not be detailed here. In the 

current software, to minimise the number of averages that need to be calculated, the 

following two schemes of averaging have been used: 

〈∆𝐴〉 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 〈
∗

∗
〉   (Equation 3.7) 

Or: 

〈∆𝐴〉 = 〈𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗

∗
〉  (Equation 3.8) 

Initially, Equation 3.8 was used. However, as the logarithm function was found to have 

significant contribution to the overall data-processing time, it was later moved to a 

downstream Queue to ensure that data-processing occur within a shorter amount of 

time than data-acquisition. As such, the latest software version uses Equation 3.7. It 

will also be noted here that Equation 3.7 is advantageous for noisy probe light. 

Consider for example three values for 
∗

∗
 in absence of any expected signal: 0.9, 1, 

and 1.1. 〈∆𝐴〉  can be calculated to be 0 using Equation 3.7, but -1.45x10-3 using 

Equation 3.8. The average of the logarithm is always smaller than the logarithm of the 

average owing to its convex nature. As such, negative offsets can be expected when 

Equation 3.8 is used. 

3.3.3 User-interface Overview 

Parameters that are user-specified are controlled from the user-interface (UI). The UI 

of the latest DAQ software is shown in Figure 3-19. The UI can be split into three 
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regions: one for setting up parameters for measurement, one for displaying raw 

intensity values, and the third for displaying calculated TA signals. These three 

sections will be respectively described in more detail below. 

The parameters that need to be set up prior to measurement are entered in the left-

hand side of the UI. The “Prescale factor” determines the repetition rate of the pump 

laser. As all electronics are synchronised to the 10 MHz probe laser, the 10 MHz signal 

need to be divided down to a lower repetition rate for the pump laser and for data-

acquisition. The “Prescale factor” is the factor by which the 10 MHz signal is divided 

down to trigger the pump laser. For example, in Figure 3-19 a prescale factor of 50000 

results in a 0.2 kHz pump repetition rate, corresponding to a periodicity of 5 ms which 

is (approximately) the longest time-delay achievable at this repetition rate. 

The “No. of data points per acquisition” is the total number of intensity value “samples” 

(𝑁 ) read from each photodetector per repeat. As mentioned in Section 3.3.2.1, 

𝑁  need to be a multiple of 160. If the entered value is not a multiple of 160, text 

will appear in the message box to inform the user that their entered value has been 

rounded down to a value that is a multiple of 160. The “No. of ground-state points” 

(𝑁 ) has also been described in Section 3.3.2.1. Together 𝑁  and 𝑁  

determine the total number of ΔOD values obtained at each electronic delay, which 

can be calculated as 𝑁 /10 − 𝑁 . The Acquisition Mode can be set to 

“Measurement” or “Test”. In measurement mode, data acquisition proceeds as 

described in Section 3.3.1. In test mode, the electronic delay is kept fixed at value 

specified in the “Offset (ns)” box. This is used to optimise the setup prior to each 

measurement; by setting this offset to the instrumental time-zero, initial signal 

amplitudes could be more easily maximised whilst hardware parameters are being 

modified. 

To set up the electronic delays, only the “Step Size” need to be specified. This is the 

increment by which electronic delays are stepped and determines the smallest time-

delay measured by the instrument. The corresponding number of time-delays for a 

specified step-size is shown under “No. of delays”. As only time-delays in the range 0-

99 ns need to be covered by the electronic delay, the number of delays is calculated 

using 100/“Step Size”. After the electronic delay list has been generated, the values 
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can be randomised to prevent possible systematic errors from forming artefacts that 

affect the form of the kinetic curve. 

The “Wavelength mode” parameter can be set to “Single” or “Multiple”, as was 

described in Section 3.3.2.3. In the single wavelength mode, the user specifies a single 

probe wavelength at which to measure, in the input “Wavelength (single)”. In the 

multiple wavelength mode, the user species the shortest, longest, and step size of the 

probe wavelengths to be covered, in the input “Shortest (nm)”, “longest (nm)”, and 

“Step size (nm)”, respectively. The total number of wavelengths to be covered is then 

calculated and displayed under “Total number of wavelengths”. If the step size is such 

that the total number of wavelengths is not a whole number, then a text will appear in 

the “Message 2” box notifying the user that the longest wavelength has been modified 

to ensure an integer number of probe wavelengths. The wavelength list generated is 

shown under “Wavelengths (nm)”. Prior to measurement, the order of wavelengths in 

the list are randomised to prevent possible systematic errors from forming artefacts 

that affect the form of the TA spectra. The number of wavelengths already 

measured/under measurement is shown under “No. of wavelengths processed”, and 

the current probe wavelength being used is shown under “Current wavelength”. 
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Figure 3-19. Screenshot of LabVIEW User Interface of the latest DAQ software version. 

Example data for graphitic carbon nitride film is shown. 

The plot at the top of the UI displays the light intensities read from the two 

photodetectors in units of volts, sampled at a rate of 100 MHz as previously mentioned. 

As observable from the example data in Figure 3-19, only one point corresponds to 

the probe laser’s optical output out of every ten data points acquired. The number of 

intensity values displayed by the graph is specified in “No. of displayed data”, set to a 

default value of 64 because displaying all raw data for every measurement is both 

uninformative and resource intensive. The display for raw data can also be completely 

switched off by setting the “Display raw data” Boolean to False. 

Below the plot displaying raw photodetector outputs is the “TA signal” graph, which 

shows the running average of the TA signal at the electronic delay displayed in 

“Current delay (ns)”. In the latest version of the software, this plot is updated upon 

every 20th repeat. For a pump repetition rate of 0.2 kHz, this means this plot is updated 

every 100 ms. Upon collection of all repeats at a given electronic delay and start of 

data-acuiqisition at a new electronic delay, the running average “TA signal” graph is 

refreshed. The final averaged signal obtained at each electronic delay is collectively 

plotted at the bottom of the UI in the “Cumulative TA signal” graph. As more electronic 
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delays are processed, further points are added to the cumulative plot. There are two 

user-modifiable parameters above the cumulative plot. The “Data processing” 

parameter can be set to “Keep all data points” or “Adjacent averaging”. The latter bins 

the data at longer time delays before displaying it on the cumulative plot and writing 

the data to file. This reduces the final number of data points, the final file size, as well 

as the amount of computer resources needed to display the cumulative plot. More 

importantly, it also significantly reduces noise in the binned data. In Figure 3-19, the 

effect of adjacent-averaging on the cumulative data can be seen at time-delays >10 

µs. The other user-modifiable parameter is the "Baselining" procedure, which can be 

set to "Point-by-point", "Median", or "None". For "Point-by-point" baselining, the fourth 

point before an intensity peak is subtracted as the local baseline, whilst for "Median" 

baselining, the median of all points that precedes an intensity peak by four points is 

taken as the global baseline. Finally, if "None" is selected, then the baseline is not 

accounted for (i.e. raw peak intensities are directly used to calcuate TA signals). 
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4. Errors and post-acquisition data-processing 

To obtain an estimate for the sensitivity and limitations of the presently constructed 

instrument, errors affecting the data obtained by the instrument need to be 

characterised. In general, errors can be classified as being either random or 

systematic. Random errors are commonly known as noise, and can be reduced by 

averaging over more repeats. Systematic errors are more difficult to eliminate, but the 

identification of these allows spurious signals to be distinguished from real signals due 

to a sample. For the present instrument, both types of errors can be reduced by varying 

certain instrument parameters, but there is a limit to which data quality can be 

improved through modification of instrumental parameters. As such, a Python script 

was developed to improve the data quality after data has been acquired. Noise 

characterisation and systematic error identification will be respectively discussed in 

sections 4.1 and 4.2, then the post-acquisition data-processing script will be described 

in Section 4.3. 

4.1 Random errors (noise) 
Random errors in the instrument was characterised on an earlier version of the TAS 

setup that still used the AOTF as the probe wavelength controller. However, as 

random errors are mainly associated with the electronics for the detection end of the 

setup, which remained mostly unchangedx, the analysis performed for the earlier 

version of the instrument is still expected to be applicable to the current instrumental 

setup. In this section, first different sources of random errors will be outlined in Section 

4.1.1. 

There are two main variables affecting the level of noise. The more obvious variable 

is the total number of repeats averaged over, and the other variable is the total number 

of probe pulses averaged over to obtain the probe intensities associated with the 

ground-state sample. The way in which statistical characterisation is performed for 

both variables will be outlined in Section 4.1.2, then noise characterised at fixed 

 
x Only the photodetectors were swapped out after replacing AOTF with the spectrometer. However, 
changing the photodetectors is not expected to alter at least the qualitative conclusions drawn in later 
parts of this section, as the noise was characterised as a function of number of repeats or as a function 
of number of electronic delays added to the cumulative dataset, neither of which should be affected by 
the detector itself. 
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electronic delays and in the cumulative dataset will be respectively discussed in 

Section 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 

4.1.1 Sources of random errors 

The TA signal is calculated from light intensities measured at the photodetectors, 

which is read out to the DAQ card in Volts. The DAQ card then digitise the voltage 

readings. There is noise associated with each of the abovementioned steps. At the 

first step, the ratio of light intensities incident on the sample and reference 

photodetectors can vary from shot to shot, as shown in Figure 4-1. These fluctuations 

likely arise as a result of fluctuations in the polarisation of the probe. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3, the ratio of light transmitted and reflected at the beam splitter vary as a 

function of the polarisation of the incident light, thus any fluctuations in the polarisation 

will lead to fluctuations in the ratio of light transmitted and reflected at the beam splitter. 

Due to this fluctuation in the ratio of light received at the sample and reference 

detectors, referencing cannot account for all pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in intensity. At 

the second step, there is noise associated with converting the incident light intensity 

into a voltage at the photodetectors. The number of electrons generated by a fixed 

number of photons can vary from case to case, which contributes as noise in the final 

signal.y Also, it is well-known that noise in electronic components always has some 

contribution from thermally induced random motion of electrons 

(thermal/Johnson/Nyquist/Johnson-Nyquist noise) and thermally generated electron-

hole pairs (dark current noise), all of which apply to the detection electronics of the 

present setup. Finally, when voltage values are digitised by the DAQ card, there are 

digitisation/quantisation errors. However, this error should average out quickly 

because digitisation error is small and there are at most two numbers to average over 

if no other errors are present. In addition, it will be noted here that fluctuations in the 

excitation intensity is another source of noise that cannot be mitigated. 

 
y This can be considered a type of shot noise. However, shot noise more commonly refers to fluctuations 
in the number of photons/charges arriving at a specific point/plane due to quantum effects, which is 
negligible compared to other noises in the present system. 
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Figure 4-1. Screenshot of output signals from the two photodetectors monitoring 560 

nm probe light. Data acquired at 100 MHz using the DAQ card and the home-made 

software. 

4.1.2 Error analysis methodology 

To check convergence of mean TA amplitude to the true value as well as noise 

reduction as a function of number of repeats averaged over, statistical analysis was 

performed on datasets as further repeats are included in the running average at fixed 

electronic delays, as illustrated in Figure 4-2 a). Measurements were performed in the 

absence of an expected signal, so that in the ideal case ∆𝐴 = 0 at all time-delays, thus 

the mean and standard deviation (SD) of data points within a single dataset can be 

directly used to identify systematic offsets and characterise noise levels, respectively.  

In addition, variation of the noise (quantified by SD) and the mean as a function of 

number of datasets (associated with different electronic delays) included in the 

cumulative dataset was similarly analysed using scheme illustrated in Figure 4-2 b). 

Throughout all measurements, the excitation laser was switched off, and the probe 

wavelength was set to 532 nm. Although noise can vary with the probe wavelength 

due to varying intensities, statistical behaviours (i.e. noise variation with number of 

repeats averaged over and number of electronic delays included in the cumulative 

dataset) should be independent of wavelength. 
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Figure 4-2. Scheme illustrating the way in which statistical analysis was performed to 

characterise the noise (S.D.) and convergence of mean to the true value as a function 

of a) number of repeats in the running average and b) number of electronic delays 

included in the cumulative dataset. 

4.1.3 Effect of averaging over repeats - noise at fixed electronic delays 

Characterisation at fixed electronic delays were performed during the stage of 

instrument development before electronic delays were introduced in the software, and 

the baseline was always accounted for by taking the average of four baseline points 

before and after each intensity peak as described in Chapter 3. However, noise 

reduction as a function of number of repeats averaged over should not be significantly 

affected by baselining, therefore the data obtained should also be representative of 

the current state of the system. 

Figure 4-3 a) shows the change in mean and SD of a dataset as more repeats are 

averaged over, for the case where the last intensity peak in each dataset is treated as 

the ground-state measurement. The behaviour of SD as a function of number of 

repeats averaged over does not vary significantly between different runs, but the 

convergence of mean to the true value can show significant variations. However, most 

of the time the mean TA amplitude is zero to within the error (SD) range. In addition, 

it was found that there is no significant difference between taking the last and second 

last probe intensity value as the ground-state measurement, confirming that there is 

no systematic error associated with the last processed intensity value.  
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Furthermore, the error associated with TA amplitudes in the absence of averaging is 

always around 0.01 ΔOD in these test measurements. As every TA amplitude is 

affected by the ground-state measurement, statistical behaviour is expected to 

improve if the average of the last few peaks rather than the final peak in each raw 

dataset is used. Figure 4-3 b) shows the statistical behaviour for the case where 

average of the final 25 peaks is treated as the ground-state measurement. When 

compared to the plot in Figure 4-3 a), it is evident that the mean converges to the 

expected value significantly faster and remains much closer to the expected value. 

However, SD is unaffected by whether a single value or an average is taken as the 

ground-state measurement, as expected. As random error (𝑆𝐷 ) is related to the 

number of averages (𝑁) through 𝑆𝐷 ∝ 𝑁 / , a plot of log (𝑆𝐷) against log (𝑁) is 

expected to yield a straight line with a gradient of -0.5. Such plots are shown as insets 

in Figure 4-3, and the gradients of both were determined to be -0.50 (2.d.p). 

 

Figure 4-3. Plot of the variation in mean and standard deviation (S.D.) of TA signals 

(no sample) as a function of number of repeats averaged over, calculated by taking a) 

the final peak (at the longest time-delay) and b) the average of the final 25 peaks in 

each acquisition as the ground-state measurement. 105 data points were acquired at 

each repeat. The insets show traces for S.D. plotted on a logarithmic scale. 

4.1.4 Noise in the cumulative dataset (multiple electronic delays) 

Characterisation of the variation of noise and mean as a function of number of 

electronic delays added to the cumulative dataset was performed to quantify 1) the 

extent of systematic variation between datasets associated with different electronic 

delays (which increases noise in the cumulative data), 2) the effects of baseline 
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correction, and 3) the effect of averaging multiple peaks rather than taking a single 

peak as the ground-state measurement.  

Figure 4-4 a) and b) respectively show statistical variations in TA amplitudes for the 

case where the last peak in each acquisition is taken as the ground-state 

measurement and for the case where the last 9 peaks are averaged over instead. In 

Figure 4-4 a), the error for data processed with and without baseline treatment exhibit 

similar behaviours. The error increases from <0.5 to >0.7 mΔOD within 20 electronic 

delays regardless of baseline treatment, and stabilises to <0.7 mΔOD thereafter. 

Systematic variation between datasets (at different electronic delays) is thus about 

±0.1 mΔOD after 400 averages. This increase in error is not due to intrinsic differences 

between data collected at different electronic delays, but due to error associated with 

the point taken as the ground-state measurement. On the other hand, from Figure 4-4 

b) it is apparent that baselining slightly reduces noise. However, a comparison 

between the behaviour of SD in Figure 4-4 a) and b) shows that the noise-suppression 

effects of baseline treatment is marginal compared to the effect of averaging over 

several peaks as the ground-state measurement. 

The insets in Figure 4-4 show statistics for individual datasets collected at different 

electronic delays, from which it may be concluded that baselining has no effect on 

noise for the individual datasets regardless of whether an average of multiple 

intensities or a single intensity is taken as the ground-state measurement. However, 

the range of mean TA amplitudes is much smaller when an average is taken, because 

the error associated with the ground-state measurement has been reduced, which 

brings calculated TA amplitudes closer to the expected value. It may also be observed 

from the insets that the mean TA amplitude converges to -0.1 mΔOD in most cases. 

This is a systematic offset, which is likely due to averaging after logarithm of relevant 

intensities has been taken; as discussed in Chapter 3, ⟨log (𝑥)⟩ < log (〈𝑥〉) , and 

negative offsets can be expected for noisy probes when using ⟨log (𝑥)⟩. 
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Figure 4-4. Plot of the variation in mean and standard deviation (S.D.) of TA signals 

(no sample) as a function of number of datasets (at different electronic delays) added 

to the overall cumulative dataset, calculated by taking a) the final peak (at the longest 

time-delay) and b) the average of the final 9 peaks in each acquisition as the ground-

state measurement. The delays were processed in random order, 3200 data points 

were acquired at each repeat, and 400 repeats were taken per electronic delay. A 

comparison is made between data collected with and without baseline treatment. The 

insets show the statistics (after averaging over all 400 repeats) for each dataset at 

individual electronic delays. 

4.2 Systematic errors 
Noise need not be considered when dealing with systematic errors, therefore all values 

are assumed to be noise-free in this section, and the symbol for expectation values 

(i.e. mean) are dropped for all expressions to be used in this section. First, a 

consideration of effects of modifying some parameters on the size of systematic errors 

will be considered in Section 4.2.1.  

It was identified that on short time-scales (<1 µs), there is electromagnetic interference 

(EMI) from the excitation laser, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. Whilst on long 

timescales (>10 µs), there is a step in the kinetic data (if DAQ trigger repetition rate is 

<1 kHz) due to intrinsic errors associated with the DAQ card, which will be discussed 

in Section 4.2.3. 

4.2.1 Theoretical considerations for mitigating systematic errors 

In the general case, systematic errors associated with the sample and reference 

photodetectors are different and can be expected to vary as a function of time. 
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Assuming each intensity value measured at any given time-delay is associated with a 

different systematic offset, the final TA signal can be expressed as: 

∆𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗ ( ) ( )
∗( ) ( )

( )

( )
  (Equation 4.1) 

Where 𝑓 (𝑡) and 𝑓 (𝑡) are values of the systematic error associated with the probe 

intensity measured at time 𝑡 at the reference and sample photodetectors, respectively, 

and 𝑓 (∞)  and 𝑓 (∞)  denote values of the systematic error associated with the 

ground-state measurement. 

Using Equation 4.1, the deviation of ∆𝐴(𝑡) in the presence of systematic errors from 

its actual value could be deduced for various conditions. In the present work, the 

effects of three different parameters on the systematic error are tested. These 

parameters are: i) the degree of intensity mismatch at the two photodetectors, ii) the 

magnitude of the intensities detected, and iii) value of the TA signal. The effects of 

these parameters were evaluated empirically using value substitution, and for 

simplicity, it is assumed that 𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡) , and 𝑓(∞) = 0 , so Equation 4.1 

becomes: 

∆𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗ ( ) ( )
∗( ) ( )

  (Equation 4.2) 

The effects of systematic error were quantified by taking the difference between values 

of ∆𝐴(𝑡) for 𝑓(𝑡) = 0 and for 𝑓(𝑡) ≠ 0. In the absence of any photodetector saturation, 

intensities incident on the photodetector are directly proportional to the output voltage. 

As such, for present purposes all intensities are directly quantified in unit of Volts, and 

a value of 1 mV is used for 𝑓(𝑡). In addition, as previously mentioned for purposes of 

simulating systematic error noise can be ignored, so 𝐼∗ (𝑡) = 𝐼 . These values are used 

throughout the testing of all three abovementioned parameters, respectively detailed 

below. 

The effect of mismatching intensities at the photodetectors were tested assuming 𝐼 = 

340 mV and 𝐼∗ = 338 mV (i.e. a TA signal size of 2.56 mΔOD), and the range of 

reference photodetector voltage used was 200-500 mV. The resulting variation of the 

systematic error as a function of intensity difference is shown in Figure 4-5 a). As 

expected, systematic error goes to zero when voltages at the sample and reference 

photodetectors are matched. However, in practice it is not possible to perfectly match 
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intensities at the two photodetectors across all probe wavelengths for the present 

system, as the beam splitter used to produce the sample and reference beams divide 

different wavelengths in slightly different proportions. Nonetheless, it may be 

concluded from the plot that systematic errors can be mitigated by having a slightly 

higher intensity at the reference detector. 

 

Figure 4-5. Variation of systematic error in the TA signal as a function of a) intensity 

mismatch between reference and sample photodetectors (𝐼 − 𝐼 ), b) magnitude of the 

intensities detected, and c) ideal TA signal size. The ideal signal size is the expected 

value of the TA signal in absence of any errors. Fixed parameter values are indicated 

on their respective plots; 𝐼 and 𝐼∗respectively represent intensities transmitted by the 

ground-state and the excited sample, and 𝐼  and 𝐼∗  are the corresponding intensities 

at the reference photodetector. A systematic offset of 1 mV at both photodetectors is 

used to calculate the plots, whilst assuming no error in the ground-state 

measurements. 
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The effect of probe intensity on systematic error was tested assuming a TA signal size 

of 2.56 mΔOD, and intensity at the sample photodetector is set to be smaller than the 

intensity at the reference photodetector by a factor of ∼0.92. With these values, the 

variation of systematic error as a function of intensity at the reference photodetector 

is shown in Figure 4-5 b). As expected, the higher the intensity at the photodetectors, 

the smaller the systematic error, as their percentage contribution to the overall 

measured intensity decreases. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the 

photodetector output voltages should not exceed ∼1 V. 

Finally, the variation of systematic error with signal size is shown in Figure 4-5 c). For 

I = 340 mV and 𝐼  = 370 mV, the absolute error varies from -0.1108 to -0.1033 mΔOD 

for signal sizes varying from 2.56 to 0 mΔOD. This corresponds to an error variation 

of 7.5 µΔOD, which is 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the change in signal size, 

therefore such variations are not expected to significantly affect the final TA kinetic 

curve. 

Apart from varying abovementioned parameters, it is possible to further mitigate 

systematic errors by performing a separate reference measurement where the optical 

excitation is blocked. However, this would increase noise by a factor of √2 and the 

measurement time by a factor of 2.  

4.2.2 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 

There is an oscillatory electromagnetic interference (EMI) signal associated with the 

excitation laser which affects both photodetectors and is visible in the final TA kinetic 

trace.z  A variety of methods have been tested to eliminate the interference (e.g. 

moving the pump laser into metal boxes, use of aluminium foils and ferrite beads to 

further shield the detection system), but these all reduce the magnitude of interference 

without eliminating it.  

The problem involving EMI is not unique to the present setup. For example, 

Schmidhammer et al. wrapped the detection system for their continuous-probe setup 

(Si-avalanche photodiode and current amplifier) in aluminium foil to shield these from 

radio-frequency radiation generated by the femtosecond laser amplifier. However, the 

 
z This is usually not a problem for setups that use a pump-on-pump-off scheme, as any systematic 
errors associated with the pump-on measurement is subtracted by the same systematic errors 
associated with the pump-off measurement. 
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residual detected interference is still not negligible at time delays <1 µs, on the order 

of 10s of mΔOD.64 

For the current setup, it was found that the EMI was mainly entering the detection 

system via the power cables of the photodetectors, and using ferrite beads on both 

power cables reduces the interference to the order of 0.1-1 mΔOD. An exemplar form 

of kinetic curve affected by EMI is shown in Figure 4-6. The EMI is clearly visible for 

data at time-delays <1 µs. It was found that the form of the interference observed in 

the final signal is very sensitive to the positioning of the power cables for the 

photodetectors and the position of ferrite beads added to the cables. As the positioning 

of the power cables and ferrite beads may change slightly from measurement to 

measurement, the form of the EMI observed also varies slightly between different 

measurements.  

 

Figure 4-6. Screenshot of exemplar kinetic curve (recorded for anatase TiO2 under N2) 

affected by electromagnetic interference (EMI). Data acquired with an older version of 

the setup and DAQ software when AOTF was still used to control the probe 

wavelengths. 

As an attempt to eliminate the EMI programmatically, the form of the interference at 

each detector was recorded individually using a modified DAQ software based on the 

main software described in Chapter 3. For this characterisation, the optical output from 

the probe laser was blocked to allow any arbitrary clock including the ones coinciding 

with the probe optical pulses to be used to display only the electrical output from the 

photodetector. The electrical output from a photodetector in absence of any probe light 

is shown in Figure 4-7 a). The amplitude of the EMI is about ±1 mV. The signal was 

recorded using every (10n+5)th clock (n = an integer), but the form of the electrical 

output should be the same regardless of which set of clocks was used for acquisition. 
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The clock coinciding with the probe optical pulses is usually every (10n+7)th clock. The 

form of the difference signal between the (10n+7)th and (10n+5)th clocks are shown in 

Figure 4-7 b). The amplitude of the EMI in the difference signal is about ±2 mV, twice 

that observed in Figure 4-7 a). This is because the EMI has an observable periodicity 

of c.a. 40 ns (it is oscillatory but modulated by an envelope function). The 100 MHz 

clock has a periodicity of 10 ns, thus EMI signals recorded at the nth clock is in 

antiphase with signals recorded at the (n±2)th clock. Conversely, EMI signals recorded 

at the nth clock is in phase with signals recorded at the (n±4)th clock, thus taking the 

difference signal between the (10n+7)th and (10n+3)rd clocks should reduce the 

amplitude of the EMI. This was indeed found to be the case, as demonstrated in Figure 

4-7 c). As such, to account for the local baseline, the fourth point before an intensity 

peak is subtracted, as described in Chapter 3. This is expected to mitigate the effects 

of EMI. 

 

Figure 4-7. Screenshot of a) the electrical output from a photodetector recorded using 

every (10n+5)th clock, and difference signal between traces recorded with b) every 

(10n+7)th and (10n+5)th clocks and c) every (10n+7)th and (10n+3)rd clocks. Data were 
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acquired using a modified version of the main DAQ software. Amplitudes are 

measured in Volts for all three plots. 

4.2.3 Step in long-time data 

It was found that for data acquired with the trigger rate set to <1 kHz, a systematic 

step becomes evident in the data at time-delays >10 µs, as shown in Figure 4-8. The 

black trace in Figure 4-8 shows the TA signal recorded for a sample when the 

intensities at the sample and reference detectors are well-matched, and the red trace 

shows the TA signal recorded when the intensities are poorly matched. It may be 

inferred from the comparative plot that the systematic step is only problematic when 

the probe intensities are poorly matched at the sample and reference detectors. 

However, as mentioned in Chapter 3 the ratio of intensities transmitted and reflected 

by the beam splitter varies as a function of both wavelength and polarisation of the 

incident light, and the intensities cannot generally be well-matched across all probe 

wavelengths used in a set of measurements. This can be mitigated by matching the 

intensity of each individual wavelength between measurements at different probe 

wavelengths. However, this would significantly increase the experimental time. Also, 

the size of the step is generally small if the intensities are relatively well matched, 

therefore it is not crucial to eliminate the systematic step. 

 

Figure 4-8. Exemplar kinetic curves comparing the effect of well-matched and poorly 

matched intensities at the sample and reference detectors on a systematic step in the 

kinetic curve. Data is for graphitic carbon nitride (ultrasonicated in water for 5hr) film 

in water, monitored with 560 nm probe. 
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To try to determine the origin of the systematic step, a few measurements were made 

with splited clock signals acting as the inputs for the DAQ card. As the photodetector 

outputs were effectively replaced by two identical sinusoidal signals, in the ideal case 

a flat line should be observed as the final calculated TA signal. The actual observed 

“TA” signal as well as the signals measured at individual inputs of the DAQ card are 

shown in Figure 4-9. Apart from noise, several systematic features could be observed 

in the individual electrical signals measured at each input channel of the DAQ card. 

As observable from Figure 4-9, some of the systematic features cancel out in the final 

TA signal, but the systematic step remains significant. 

The signals shown in Figure 4-9 were recorded with the DAQ trigger set to 2.5V with 

a duration of 5 µs. It was found that reducing the trigger amplitude to 1V and/or the 

duration to 1 µs eliminates the systematic dip between 1 and 10 µs, as shown in 

Appendix VII. However, the systematic step that comes through in the final TA signal 

was not affected. Further reducing the trigger duration to 0.5 µs made no significant 

difference. Similar systematic errors were observed upon disconnecting the external 

trigger and changing the DAQ trigger to be a signal input channel. As such, the 

systematic step is not due to electronic effects associated with the external trigger 

input. As a last check, all the input channels were disconnected, and measurements 

were made with only the external trigger connected. Again, the systematic step is still 

present in the “TA” signal. It may therefore be concluded that the systematic step is 

an intrinsic feature associated with the DAQ card. 
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Figure 4-9. Screenshot of the TA signal calculated from two identical sinusoidal inputs 

to the DAQ card (top), and the individual electrical signals measured at the two inputs 

(bottom). Amplitude for the top plot is in units of ΔOD, and amplitude for the bottom 

plot is in units of Volts. Trigger is external at 2.5V with a duration of 5 µs. 

4.3 Post-acquisition data-processing 
Alongside other instrumental developments, a Python script was developed to reduce 

both random and systematic errors in the as-acquired data. During development of the 

code, TAS data for anatase TiO2 film acquired with the presently constructed system 

was used to check and compare different algorithms for performing different tasks. 

The functionalities and performance of the present code will be described in section 

4.3.1. In addition, to check that the values of kinetic parameters extracted are not 

changed by such data processing, tests were also performed on simulated TAS data, 

which will be detailed in section 4.3.2. 

4.3.1 Script functionality and performance 

Overall, the script can be divided into two parts; the first part effectively “tidies” the as-

acquired raw TAS data files, and the second part processes the tidied data to eliminate 

the previously mentioned EMI and to reduce noise. These parts will respectively be 

referred to as “Part I” and “Part II” in subsequent discussions. First, the main 

functionalities of Part I and Part II will be briefly described and explained, then the 
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effects of processing on TAS data for anatase TiO2 collected using the current system 

will be presented. The main functionalities of Part I are as follows: 

i) Sort data according to time-delays in ascending order. This is necessary for 

data acquired with randomised electronic delay lists. Although the order of 

probe wavelengths is also randomised, it is not sorted programmatically to allow 

systematic drifts in kinetic data collected with consecutive probe wavelengths 

to be identified. 

ii) Shift the time-base for each set of kinetic data such that time-zero occurs at 0 

ns on the shifted time-base. As previously mentioned, time-zero is defined as 

the moment of sample excitation. This occurs at ∼190-200 ns on the time-base 

in the DAQ software written in LabVIEW.aa Shifting the time-base avoids having 

to introduce an x-offset when fitting the data. Also, if the time-base is 

mismatched then functions that are expected to be linear on a log-linear plot 

(single-exponentials) or log-log plot (power-law functions) would not appear to 

be linear, which can be misleading. There are three options for locating the 

time-zero. Either the maximum/minimum of a kinetic trace is located as the 

time-zero, or a threshold method is used where the time-zero is located as the 

first signal value that differs from the preceding value by a “threshold” defined 

by the user. Finally, for data that are too noisy for time-zero to be 

programmatically located, the user could manually specify the index at which 

time-zero occurs. 

iii) Split the data into segments which are and are not adjacent-averaged (binned). 

As data are acquired one electronic delay at a time, in the adjacent-average 

section the data points are bunched into groups of n points with 100/n ns 

spacing (n = total number of electronic delays used). The separation between 

adjacent groups of points are at least 1 µs. As such, in the adjacent-average 

section the points within these groups are averaged over to eliminate 

unnecessary data points and reduce noise. 

 
aa The instrumental time-zero is affected by both software and hardware parameters which can vary 
from measurement to measurement, therefore time-zero correction is not performed at the stage of 
data-acquisition. 
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iv) Correct for any constant baseline offsets. This is optional and is done by first 

smoothing the data to reduce noise in the tail section of each kinetic curve, then 

the final minimum (i.e. the one at the longest time-delay) is located. If the 

minimum point occurs at one of the ten longest time-delays, the mean 

amplitude of all the points after this minimum point is calculated, but if the 

minimum point occurs before one of the ten longest time-delays, then the 

average of the final ten points are taken as the baseline offset. The offset is 

then subtracted so that the kinetic curves always tend to zero. 

After sorting raw data using the above procedure, the new dataset is written to a 

separate text file, which can then be re-loaded and processed with Part II of the script. 

Part II can be further divided into a part that performs EMI-correction and another that 

reduces noise. The oscillatory EMI only lasts up to ∼1 us after time-zero, therefore 

only the segment that is affected is taken out for processing. The oscillatory 

interference in each kinetic trace are corrected for as follows: 

i) The data points within the first 2 µs after time-zero is extracted from the raw 

data, and data in the first 20 ns is interpolated to increase the number of points 

in this region by a factor of 5. The density of points is increased in this region 

to mitigate the effects of smoothing (later) on the form of any fast decay 

components. 

ii) The interpolated data is smoothed sufficiently such that the oscillatory EMI 

signal is not preserved in the smoothed trace. The smoothed signal is then 

subtracted from the raw data to extract the form of EMI. 

iii) The EMI signal isolated from the raw data is Fourier-filtered to obtain an 

estimate for the noise-free form of the EMI, which is then subtracted from the 

raw data to obtain the EMI-corrected dataset. 

iv) Data points at 20-1020 ns in the raw data is replaced with EMI-corrected data 

to obtain the EMI-corrected kinetic trace for each wavelength. Only the 20-1020 

ns segment is used so that the final dataset is not affected by spurious features 

caused by data-processing on the data “edges” (i.e. points at the beginning and 

end of the processed segment) 
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After eliminating EMI (optional) from the raw data using procedures outlined above, 

noise-reduction is then performed on the data segment without adjacent-averaging 

(i.e. time-zero at 0 ns up to ∼10 µs). This is achieved by: 

i) Interpolating the first 20 data-points after time-zero so that the density of points 

is doubled in this region. This is to mitigate the effects of smoothing on any fast 

decay components in this region.  

ii) Smoothbb the data using a 24-point window up to the 500th data point (after 

time-zero), then remove the interpolated points in the initial region. 

iii) Interpolate the data two data-points into the adjacent-averaging region (>10 µs) 

so that in the region spanned by these two data-points there are 200 points 

after interpolation. Again, this is to avoid "edge effects" (see point iv) above) 

when smoothing the overall data. 

iv) Reduce the noise in data using 225-point medium filtering followed by 400-point 

smoothing, performed on data from time-zero up to the end of the interpolated 

segment in the adjacent-averaged region.  

The first 500 data points (after time-zero) is separately smoothed using a 24-point 

window to avoid losing kinetic information in the fast-decay region. The final processed 

data is constructed by concatenating four segments: 

i) 0-30 ns is the raw data. 

ii) 30ns to the 500th data point is the EMI-corrected data after 24-point smoothing. 

iii) The 500th data point up to the point where adjacent-averaging starts (∼10 µs) 

is the EMI-corrected data after 225-point medium filtering and 400-point 

smoothing. 

iv) Data >10 µs is the adjacent-averaged (binned) segment. 

 
bb All smoothing were performed using the inbuilt Lowess function in Python 3, and “n-point” smoothed 
y-values are generated using the nearest n data points. 
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Figure 4-10. Effects of data-processing on the TA signal of anatase TiO2 under 355 

nm excitation (10 kHz, 1.5 µJ/pulse) at a) 575 nm probe wavelength, and b) 1 µs time-

delay. “Raw”, “EMI-corrected”, and “processed” respectively represent the as-acquired 

data, the as-acquired data after eliminating EMI, and the final data after noise-

reduction. The inset in a) shows the corresponding kinetic trace on a log-log plot. 

TiO2 TAS data collected with 100 electronic delays (0-99 ns) was used to guide code 

development. To illustrate the effects of above described procedures on the TiO2 data, 

the form of the kinetic trace recorded using 575 nm probe wavelength before and after 

data-processing is shown in Figure 4-10 a), and the form of the spectrum recorded at 

1 µs time-delay is shown in Figure 4-10 b). The inset in Figure 4-10 a) shows kinetic 

traces plotted on a log-log scale, from which it may been estimated that noise in the 

raw and processed data is respectively ∼10-4 and ∼10-5 OD; noise reduction by an 

order of magnitude is thus achieved by the data-processing procedure developed in 

the present work. Although error reduction/elimination should not affect values of 

kinetic parameters extracted from the data, the processed data allows the form of the 

kinetic curve and the deviation of different fitting functions to the experimental data to 

be more easily seen by eye. In addition, any trends in the TA spectra are more easily 

identified from the processed data, as evident from Figure 4-10 b). To ensure that the 

data processing procedure developed here does not introduce systematic changes to 

kinetic parameters in the data, tests were performed using a simulated dataset, as will 

be described in the next section. 
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4.3.2 Tests using simulated data 

To ensure that the data processing procedure described in the previous section does 

not change kinetic parameters extracted from a dataset, tests were performed using 

simulated data described by the following equation: 

𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 .   (Equation 4.3) 

Where 𝑦 and 𝑥 respectively represent the TA amplitude and time-delay. The signal 

amplitude was adjusted to be 2 mOD at 1 ns. Noise recorded on the presently 

constructed TA setup were added to the trace described by Equation 4.3 to simulate 

a dataset with 35 different probe wavelengths, ranging from 490 to 660 nm in 5 nm 

steps. For reference, the ideal (noise-free) decay curve is also included in the 

simulated dataset as an extra probe wavelength at 485 nm. The ideal decay curve 

after different stages of data-processing are shown in Figure 4-11 a) on a log-log scale. 

The traces deviate from the expected straight line with a gradient of -0.62 towards later 

time-delays because a y-offset is introduced by the baseline-subtraction procedure 

(Section 4.3.1, Part I); as the trace described by Equation 4.3 decays to ∼10-6 OD at 

100 µs, a small positive quantity is subtracted as the constant baseline offset, which 

results in the overall trace decaying to a value <0. Other than this, small deviations 

from the ideal trace is visible for the data after EMI-correction, but overall the data-

processing procedure does not significantly affect the form of the decay curve. 

The ideal decay curve with noise (at 575 nm probe wavelength) added is shown in 

Figure 4-11 b). The inset shows the simulated trace on a log-log scale, from which it 

may be seen that the linear nature of the plot is much more obvious for the processed 

data. In addition, the effect of the y-offset that was clearly visible in Figure 4-11 a) is 

no longer visible for the processed simulated trace with noise in Figure 4-11 b). To 

check values of kinetic parameters extractable from the simulated dataset, data at all 

35 wavelengths plus the ideal trace were fitted in OriginPro 2018 using the following 

function: 

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥   (Equation 4.4) 

Where the parameter 𝑎 accounts for the y-offset introduced by baseline-shift (Section 

4.3.1, Part I). The resulting exponents (𝑐) and y-offsets (𝑎) obtained from the fitting are 

plotted as a function of probe wavelength in Figure 4-11 c) and d), respectively. 485 
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nm correspond to the ideal trace, for which fitting of the “raw” and processed data 

respectively yields 𝑐 = -0.620 and -0.616. Although data-processing slightly changed 

the value of the exponent in the noise-free data, the value extracted from the 

processed data is still accurate to 2 significant figures. In addition, exponents extracted 

from the simulated dataset with noise at different probe wavelengths added exhibits 

much larger deviations from the expected value of -0.62, therefore the error introduced 

by data-processing is negligible compared to errors caused by noise in the system. 

Using Figure 4-11 c), the error associated with exponents obtained for a power-law 

decay is estimated to be ±0.03. For a slower decay, this error will be smaller as the 

signal-to-noise ratio will be greater for more data-points (and vice versa for a faster 

decay). The baseline offsets summarised in Figure 4-11 d) are on the order of 10-5-10-

6 OD, which is comparable/smaller than the noise associated with the processed data; 

as such, this offset can be ignored in practice. Overall, it may be concluded that no 

intrinsic changes to the data are introduced by the data-processing procedure 

developed in the present work, and the processed data allows the form of kinetic 

decays and trends in TA spectra to be more easily identified. 
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Figure 4-11. Effects of data-processing on a) ideal (simulated) kinetic curve following 

the power-law decay 𝑦 = 0.002𝑥 . , b) the ideal decay with noise recorded using a 

probe wavelength of 575 nm added, c) fitted values of exponents obtained by fitting 

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥  to simulated decay curves with noise added at different probe 

wavelengths, with 485 nm corresponding to the noise-free ideal curve, and d) fitted 

values of the y-offset. “Raw”, “EMI-corrected”, and “processed” respectively represent 

the as-acquired data, the as-acquired data after eliminating EMI, and the final data 

after noise-reduction. The inset in b) shows the corresponding kinetic trace on a log-

log plot. 
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5. TAS of anatase titanium dioxide 

To demonstrate capabilities of the instrument I constructed, anatase TiO2 film 

prepared from commercial paste was used as a test material. The sample was 

characterised using SEM and XRD to determine its morphology and confirm the TiO2 

phase, and the ground-state optical properties of the sample was determined using 

UV-vis and PL. Additionally, FTIR was used to check for extrinsic adsorbed species 

on the sample surface, as well as to characterise the amount of water removable from 

the hydrophilic surface under N2-purge. Anatase TiO2 is a commonly studied material, 

but sample characteristics such as those mentioned above can vary across different 

work. As these characteristics influence the behaviour of photoexcited charges in the 

sample (to different extents), they are important for interpretation of TA data, especially 

when compared to literature. Using the instrument and associated software developed 

in the current work, the behaviour of photoexcited charges in anatase TiO2 samples 

are characterised under N2, in water vapour, and in air. Experimental details will be 

described in Section 5.1, then static characteristics of the TiO2 samples prepared in 

the present work will be discussed in Section 5.2 along with the TAS data. 

5.1 Experimental 

5.1.1 Sample preparation 

Anatase TiO2 films were prepared by doctor-blading commercial Dyesol® 18NR-T 

titania paste (Sigma-Aldrich) onto microscope slide substrates for non-spectroscopic 

characterisation, and onto CaF2 substrates (UV-grade windows purchased from 

Crystran) for spectroscopic measurements. Microscope slide substrates were 

prepared by cutting standard microscope slides into small rectangular pieces, which 

were then ultrasonicated in acetone, ethanol, and deionised water, respectively (15 

mins per solvent). Commercial titania paste was doctor-bladed onto the cleaned 

substrate with 0.1 mm thick scotch tape, then dried at 80C in vacuum for half an hour 

followed by calcination at 500C for an hour. The resulting transparent films showed 

slight flaking at edges, but were mostly well-adhered to the microscope slide. On the 

other hand, direct deposition of titania paste onto pristinecc CaF2 windows resulted in 

 
cc CaF2 windows were cleaned by wiping its surface with methanol using Thorlabs lens tissues. The 
cleaning procedure used for microscope slides was also tested but made no difference to film adhesion, 
nor did surface treatment with acidic/basic solutions. 
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films that easily flaked off the substrate. To aid adhesion, CaF2 substrates were first 

treated with a TiO2 precursor (detailed later), then anatase TiO2 films were prepared 

from commercial titania paste as described above. The resulting transparent films 

exhibited good adhesion to substrates (i.e. does not flake off under N2 flow). 

For TiO2 precursor treatment, first a 5.9 mM solution of titanium(IV) butoxide (Reagent 

grade, 97%, Sigma Aldrich) in anhydrous butanol was made. This solution was either 

directly deposited onto CaF2, or pre-mixed with water/ethanol (50/50) prior to 

deposition onto a hotplate-heated (∼80C) CaF2 substrate. For data presented in the 

current work, three different CaF2 substrate treatments were used.dd Sample 1 (P-V-

3) was made by direct deposition of 0.05 ml of the 5.9 mM precursor solution onto the 

hotplate-heated substrate, then commercial titania paste was spread over the treated 

surface as described above, which was then dried in vacuum (80C for half an hour) 

and heated to 500C for an hour (ramping rate = 3C/min). Sample 2a/b (PM-V-

6/PM500-V-6) was made by mixing 0.1 ml of the precursor solution with water and 

ethanol (2 ml each), then 0.5 ml of this was gradually deposited onto hotplate-heated 

CaF2. Sample PM500-V-6 was heated to 500C prior to deposition of the commercial 

paste. After spreading of the commercial paste onto treated substrates, both samples 

were heated to 500C for an hour (ramping rate = 6C /min). 

5.1.2 Sample characterisation 

SEM: a JEOL JSM-6610LV scanning electron microscope with tungsten filament 

electron source was used to obtain SEM images in the Secondary Electron Imaging 

(SEI) mode. In conjunction, EDS was performed with a Max 80 detector interfaced 

with AZtec software. A TiO2 film on microscope slide was cut in two; half of the sample 

was mounted on its side and the other mounted flat onto SEM specimen stubs, these 

were then sputter coated with 4 nm of Au prior to measurement. 

XRD: a Rigaku SmartLab® X-Ray Diffractometeree was used to record the diffraction 

pattern of a TiO2 sample (microscope slide substrate) in reflectance mode. 

Measurements were made using the Cu K-alpha 1 emission line ( = 1.5406 Å, 9 kW) 

in continuous scan mode (speed = 2/min, step size = 0.01). The incident and 

 
dd  More surface treatment methods have been tried, but data presented in the current work only 
correspond to three of the samples. 
ee Provided by ISIS (STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory) 
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receiving slit sizes were respectively 0.2 and 15 mm. The as-obtained data was 

baseline-corrected and fitted using Peak Analyzer in OriginPro 2018; peaks were 

located using the Local Maximum method (smoothing window size = 32, 16 local 

points) with the threshold height set to 2%, then simultaneously fitted with (overlapping) 

Gaussian functions. 

UV-vis: for measurements in transmission mode, a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrometer 

was used, and baseline correction was performed with an empty sample compartment. 

Samples were hung from the cuvette holder with a piece of tape, and measurements 

were always made with respect to air (i.e. empty reference). For reflectance 

measurements, a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectrometer fitted with an ISR-2600 integrating 

sphere attachment was used. Baseline correction was performed with BaSO4-filled 

powder holders at both sample and reference positions, and measurements were 

always made with respect to BaSO4 reference. To characterise sample absorbance in 

reflectance measurement mode, the powder holder was partially filled with BaSO4, 

then the sample of interest was placed on top. ff  For scattering characterisation, 

samples were directly placed in an empty powder holder. 

PL: a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Agilent) was used to 

characterise the photoluminescence spectra of a TiO2 sample (CaF2 substrate). Since 

PL properties of TiO2 can vary significantly as a function of excitation wavelength,119 

355 nm was used to match the excitation wavelength used in TAS. As the instrument 

is designed for making measurement with cuvettes, the sample holder was taken out 

and replaced with a home-made arrangement that can securely hold solid samples. In 

addition, it was found that although the excitation monochromator outputs the user-

specified wavelength most efficiently, other wavelengths also get through and are 

scattered/reflected in sufficient quantities to be detected; this can easily obscure or be 

mistaken as PL signals. The profile and amount of excitation detected varies with the 

angle at which the excitation beam is incident on the sample; an exemplar profile can 

be found in Appendix VIII. To reduce the amount of spurious signals, a 424 nm short-

pass filter is used to eliminate longer wavelengths from the excitation beam. The 

overall arrangement of the components is illustrated in Figure 5-1 Aa). Data were 

acquired with both the excitation and emission slit sizes (resolution) set to 5 nm, and 

 
ff Percentage reflectance was converted into quantities analogous to absorbance using the Kubelka-
Munk transform in Shimadzu UVprobe 2.43. 
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the emission filter was set to 360-1100 nm. The excitation filter was set to auto, 

although the instrument’s built-in excitation filters were found to make little difference 

to spurious signals caused by reflected/scattered excitation. 

FTIR: a Nicolet iS10 spectrometer was used to record the IR absorbance of the sample 

under ambient (atmospheric air) conditions and under N2 purge. For these 

measurements, a Harrick Cell was used to hold the sample, into which N2 could be 

directly delivered via plastic tubing. To mitigate atmospheric fluctuations in CO2 and 

H2O concentration, prior to N2-purge measurement, gaps created by the gas-delivery 

tube were sealed as much as possible with tape. 

5.1.3 TAS measurements 

For all TA measurements, the (old) TAS setup with AOTF for selecting probe 

wavelengths was used. The sample was held inside a Harrick cell, as shown in Figure 

5-1 Ba) and Bb). Data was acquired for a total of 100 electronic delays ranging from 

0-99 ns in 1 ns steps and 35 wavelengths ranging from 490-660 nm in 5 nm steps. 

The delays and wavelengths were randomised to mitigate effects of possible 

systematic variations. 104 repeats and 9 ground-state points were used for each 

measurement. Two sets of measurements were made; for the first set of 

measurements (Sample 1), the excitation intensity was 1.2 mJ/cm2 per pulse (15 mW, 

10 kHz, beam diameter c.a. 400 µm), and for the second set of measurements 

(Sample 2a/b) the excitation intensity was 1.9 mJ/cm2 per pulse (beam diameter c.a. 

200 µm). gg  Sample 2a was measured under ambient conditions using a pump 

repetition rate of 1 kHz (0.6 mW), and Sample 2b was measured under N2 and in water 

vapour with a pump repetition rate of 10 kHz (6 mW). For measurements under N2, 

the gas was directly delivered into the Harrick cell via plastic tubing, and N2 was 

continuously flowed through the system during measurement. For measurements in 

water vapour, N2 gas was flowed through a Dreschel bottle containing water deposited 

from a Barnstead Nanopure system. For both N2 and water vapour conditions, the 

system was allowed to equilibrate for at least an hour prior to measurement. 

 
gg Consistent with Section 3.1, the beam diameter was defined as the FWHM, measured using a 
camera. 
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Figure 5-1. Key experimental setup for PL (A) and TAS (B) measurements. Aa) 

arrangement of components inside the fluorescence spectrophotometer cavity for 

measuring highly reflective/scattering solids. The sample is placed at/near the focal 

point of the excitation beam to maximise PL intensity. Ba) photograph of Harrick cell 

used within the TAS setup. Bb) configuration of Harrick cell components used 

throughout TAS measurements, with the arrow indicating the direction of incoming 

laser pulses (i.e. the pump and probe light). 

5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1 Static sample characteristics 

5.2.1.1 SEM 

To determine the thickness of as-prepared TiO2 films, SEM images were taken of a 

TiO2 film on microscope slide from the side, shown in Figure 5-2 a) and b). EDS was 

also performed under x2000 magnification to unambiguously identify the TiO2 layer; 

resulting elemental maps for Ti and Si are shown overlapped with the electron image 

in Figure 5-2 a). The large µm-sized features on the TiO2 layer can be identified as 

glass residues produced during sample cutting. Figure 5-2 b) shows the side of the 

film under x5000 magnification; the bright region at the edge of the TiO2 layer likely 
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correspond to the surface of the TiO2 film, which can be seen because the electron 

beam is not perfectly perpendicular to the side of the TiO2 film (so some are incident 

on the film surface). As such, measurements made from the TiO2-substrate interface 

to the other edge of the TiO2 region (D1) is greater than the film thickness, whilst 

perpendicular distance between the TiO2-substrate interface and the onset of the 

bright region (D2) can be used to approximate the film thickness. D1 and D2 were 

respectively measured to be ∼15 µm and ∼11 µm, as labelled in Figure 5-2 b). 

 As the Dyesol® 18NR-T paste is specified to contain TiO2 nanoparticles with an 

average diameter of 20 nm, nanometer-sized features are expected to be visible on 

the sample surface. The surface of the as-prepared film under x20 000 magnification 

is shown in Figure 5-2 c), from which it is evident that the film has sub-micron surface 

roughness. To estimate particle/pore sizes in the sample, an image was also taken at 

x50 000 magnification, shown in Figure 5-2 d). The diameter of five bright spots with 

well-defined edges  are measured to range from 35 to 55 nm, whilst the diameter of 

five well-defined black regions are measured to range from 30 to 50 nm. From these 

measurements, the particle and pore sizes were determined to be 45±8 and 35±8 nm, 

respectively. However, this particle size is likely to be an overestimation and pore size 

an underestimation because the resolution of the SEM is likely lower than the actual 

particle size, thus these small particles would be blurred out and appear larger than 

their actual size, whilst these blurred-out edges would make pores appear smaller than 

their actual size. Regardless, it is expected that some nanoparticles coalesce into 

larger particles during calcination; but it may be concluded that there is no significant 

growth in particle size during film preparation, and the arrangement of these particles 

in the film is responsible for its nanoporosity. 
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Figure 5-2. SEM images of TiO2 film prepared by Dr-blading commercial Dyesol® 

18NR-T paste onto a microscope slide, taken under a) x2000 magnification and b) 

x5000 magnification with the film on its side, and under c) x20 000 and d) x50 000 

magnification for the film surface. EDS maps for Ti (green) and Si (magenta) are 

overlapped with the electron image in a) to unambiguously identify the titania layer, 

and estimates of the film thickness are indicated in red in b). Particle/pore sizes are 

estimated using the diameters of five bright/dark regions in d). 

5.2.1.2 XRD 

The Dyesol® 18NR-T paste is specified to contain anatase TiO2 nanoparticles, and 

the film-preparation procedure used presently is not expected to induce any phase 

transitions.120 Nonetheless, XRD was performed to confirm that the as-prepared films 

contain only anatase TiO2. The XRD pattern for a sample on microscope slide 

substrate is shown overlapped with a reference pattern for anatase TiO2 from 

literature121 in Figure 5-3 a), from which it may be concluded that only the anatase 

phase is present in detectable quantities in the sample. 

In addition to phase identification using peak positions, the peak widths can also be 

used to estimate crystallite sizes. Several factors contribute to XRD peak broadening, 

including instrumental broadening as well as sample characteristics such as defects 
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and nanometre-sized crystallites.122,123 The Scherrer equation is commonly used to 

calculate crystallite size (𝐿) from XRD data: 

𝐿 =   (Equation 5.1) 

Where 𝐿  is the mean linear dimension of crystallites, 𝐾  is a constant related to 

crystallite shape, 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength, 𝛽  the peak breadth, and 𝜃  the Bragg 

angle. 𝐾 is close to 1 for many crystallite geometries,122,124,125 and as precise 

quantitative analysis is not required for present purposes the approximation 𝐾 = 1 will 

be made. 𝛽 can be taken as the FWHM or the integral breadth,hh with the latter having 

much stronger dependence on the form of the function used for data fitting. As such, 

FWHM is preferentially used. XRD peak profiles are usually fitted to Gaussian, 

Lorentzian, or a function that is a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions 

(e.g. Voigt).122,125,126 As FWHM should not vary significantly with the form of fitting 

function used, the present dataset was fitted with Gaussian functionsii without further 

theoretical consideration. The resulting fit is shown overlapped with raw data in Figure 

5-3 b), and the fitted position and width of the peaks along with crystallite size 

calculated using Equation 5.1 are summarized in Appendix IX (Table IX-1). The 

average crystallite size is estimated to be 16±3 nm, thus there is a maximum of ∼20-

30 crystallites per TiO2 particle (further details in Appendix IX). Given these estimates, 

some crystallites are likely isolated from direct contact with the ambient atmosphere, 

as illustrated in Figure 5-4. The distribution of crystallites in the nanostructure have 

implications for the behaviour of photoexcited charges, as defects and local band 

structure are different at grain boundaries compared to the bulk.127–129  

 
hh Defined as total area under a peak divided by the peak intensity. 
ii Arbitrary choice; Lorentzian functions also provide a good fit to the data. 
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Figure 5-3. Baseline-corrected XRD pattern of nanoporous TiO2 film prepared from 

commercial titania paste compared to a) literature data121 obtained from ICSD 

(Inorganic Crystal Structure Database), and b) fitted data. Insets show the datasets 

zoomed in on peaks between 2 theta values of 30 and 80; individual fitted Gaussian 

functions for each peak are shown in the inset in b). 

 
 

Figure 5-4. Schematic illustration of the arragement of TiO2 particles in nanoporous 

films prepared by sintering Dyesol® 18NR-T titania paste (right), and the likely 

distribution of crystallites in each particle (left). 

5.2.1.3 UV-vis 

To characterise the absorbance and scattering characteristics of as-prepared TiO2 

films, UV-vis spectroscopy was performed in both transmission and reflectance 

geometries using the sample PM-V-6. In transmission geometry, scattering is 

unaccounted for therefore absorbance is overestimated for scattering samples. In 

reflectance geometry, (pseudo-)absorbance values are obtained by performing the 

Kubelka-Munk (KM) transformation on raw reflectance data.jj The KM transform is 

 
jj Performing KM transformation on reflectance data yields quantities that are analogous to absorbance 
values obtainable using transmission UV-vis. For simplicity, KM-units are presently taken to be the 
same as absorbance. 

TiO2 “particles”Crystallites

Pore 
diameter
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derived by making a series of assumptions and simplifications including absence of 

(specular) reflection from sample boundaries,57,58 which is not true for the sample 

under consideration. Due to limitations associated with both transmission and 

reflectance geometries, measurements were performed with both for comparison; the 

absorbance obtained from these measurements are shown in Figure 5-5 Aa). In 

transmission mode, the absorbance curve exhibits a heavy tail that extends from <400 

nm out to >600 nm, and bandgap absorption begins around 380 nm, although the 

corresponding absorption edge is somewhat obscured by the heavy tail. On the other 

hand, absorbance data obtained in reflectance geometry shows a sharp absorption 

onset close to the absorption edge observed in transmittance geometry. Absence of 

heavy tail from absorbance measured using reflectance geometry suggest that the tail 

is primarily due to sample scattering rather than defect absorption. To confirm this, 

sample scattering was also directly measured and subtracted from transmittance data; 

the scattering and scatter-corrected absorbance are shown in Figure 5-5 Ba). The 

presently observed variation in the amount of scatter as a function of wavelength is 

discussed in Appendix X, and the way in which the scatter profile was accounted for 

in transmittance data is detailed in Appendix X. It is noted here that the amount of 

scatter increases with decreasing wavelength, which is characteristic of Rayleigh 

scattering. As Rayleigh scattering occurs when the size of scattering particles is less 

than ∼1/10th of incident wavelength, this indicates that the TiO2 film is composed of 

structures with dimensions <50 nm, in agreement with SEM and XRD data. 
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Figure 5-5. UV-vis spectra of anatase TiO2 film on CaF2 substrate. Aa) shows raw 

absorbance curves measured in transmittance and reflectance gemetries (the curve 

obtained in reflectance geometry has been scaled down by a factor of two for display 

purposes), and Ab) shows the corresponding Tauc plots for the reflectance data for 

determining both indirect (left y-axis) and direct (right y-axis) transition energies, with 

the cyan lines showing extrapolated fits to the linear region in the Tauc plots. Ba) 

shows the absorbance obtained from transmittance measurements after scatter 

correction (left y-axis) along with the raw scattering data (right y-axis),and Bb) shows 

the corresponding Tauc plots for the scatter-corrected transmittance data for 

determining both indirect (left y-axis) and direct (right y-axis) transition energies, with 

the olive lines showing extrapolated fits to the linear region in the Tauc plots. 

To determine bandgap energy from absorbance data, the following equation is 

frequently used:130,131 

(𝛼ℎ𝜈) = 𝐴(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸 )  (Equation 5.2) 

Where 𝛼 , ℎ , and 𝜈  respectively correspond to the absorption coefficient, Plank’s 

constant, and the photon frequency. 𝐴 is a constant of proportionality, and 𝐸  is the 
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bandgap. The value of 𝑛 depends on the nature of electronic transition, and takes 

values of ½ and 2 for indirect and direct (allowed) transitions, respectively.130,131 Plots 

of (𝛼ℎ𝜈)  against ℎ𝜈  are commonly called Tauc plots, the x-intercept of which 

corresponds to the energy of an inter-band transition, and is obtained by fitting or 

extrapolating the linear region in the plot. Anatase TiO2 has an indirect bandgap,132,133 

but direct transitions are possible at energies higher than its bandgap energy. As such, 

Tauc plots were constructed for both indirect and direct transitions for each 

absorbance curve, shown in Figure 5-5 Ab) and Bb) for absorbance data in Aa) and 

Ba), respectively. Due to strong scattering, Tauc plots for absorbance data obtained 

in transmission geometry do not show a distinctive linear region, but linear fit to the 

Tauc plot (with 𝑛=½) of reflectance data has a good region of overlap with Tauc plot 

for the transmittance data, and the bandgap is determined to be 3.21±0.02 eV (385-

389 nm), in good agreement with literature.132,134 However, the scatter-corrected data 

yields a bandgap of 3.13±0.01 eV, which is indicative of errors in the scatter-

subtraction procedure; this is therefore the probable cause for the small absorbance 

tail in Figure 5-5 Ba) discussed in Appendix X. On the other hand, Tauc plots with 𝑛=2 

is mostly unaffected by the scatter-subtraction procedure, and a direct transition is 

identified at 3.34±0.02 eV (370-374 nm) in both reflectance and scatter-corrected 

transmittance data. This is in complete agreement with direct electronic transition 

energies of 3.32 and 3.36 eV found by Reddy et al for anatase TiO2 nanoparticles;135 

the former value corresponds to samples that underwent further annealing under a 

hydrogen atmosphere to create oxygen vacancies. Difference between these two 

values therefore suggest that the energy of this direct transition is sensitive to defect 

states. 

It is noted here that other literature has reported (lowest allowed) direct transition 

energies ranging from 3.3 to 3.8 eV;133,136–138 this range suggest that electronic states 

involved in this transition are very sensitive to imperfections in the anatase crystal 

structure, as this is likely the largest difference between samples reported by different 

literatures. Factors such as defect concentration/distribution,139,140 crystallite 

boundaries,127–129 and surface characteristics141–143 all affect the electronic structure, 

and these factors necessarily vary with different sample preparation procedures used 

across different literature. Similarly, computational studies are affected by limitations 

associated with the theoretical model used as well as the factors listed above (i.e. if 
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and how those variables are accounted for). Following from above, discrepancies 

between values reported in literature are therefore expected. Nonetheless, it may be 

concluded that anatase TiO2 samples prepared in the present work has a direct 

allowed transition at 3.34±0.02 eV, whilst its indirect bandgap of 3.21±0.02 eV is in 

good agreement with literature. 

5.2.1.4 Photoluminescence (PL) 

 
Figure 5-6. PL spectra recorded with 355 nm excitation a) for anatase TiO2 film and 

references, and b) fitted with Lorentian peaks for TiO2 data. The normalised data for 

2mm thick CaF2 substrate (“2mmCaF2 (norm)”) was obtained by scaling the raw trace 

(“2mmCaF2”) such that its intensity around 450 nm is the same as that for the raw 

TiO2 data. The apparent PL recorded for a microscope slide is also shown in a) to 

illustrate that the broad reference peak around 420 nm is an instrumental artefact 

rather than CaF2 emission. The inset in b) shows Lorentian fitting of TiO2 data after 

subtraction of the normalised CaF2 trace. 

Photoluminescence is frequently used to characterise radiative recombination; as this 

is the reverse of photon absorption, albeit often with a stokes shift, such information 

complements UV-vis data. The sample PM-V-6 was again used, the PL spectrum of 

which is shown in Figure 5-6 a) along with reference spectra. In principle, if the sample 

and reference have identical reflective/scattering properties and are held at the same 

angle for measurement, spurious signals could simply be subtracted. Although the 

spectra in Figure 5-6 a) were all recorded with the samples held at the same angle, 

the TiO2 film is highly scattering whilst the substrate is non-scattering,kk therefore more 

excitation is scattered into the detector by TiO2 than by the reference. The TiO2 

 
kk This can be seen from its UV-vis reflectance profile in Appendix II. 
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spectrum in Figure 5-6 a) was confirmed to be primarily due to PL after further 

measurements (detailed in Appendix XI). The large signal around 710 nm is due to 

second order diffraction of the 355 nm excitation, and the small signal around it likely 

correspond to second order diffraction of the signal at wavelengths below ∼400 nm. 

As such, the region of interest for analysis is ∼350-650 nm, shown in Figure 5-6 b). 

The raw PL profile was found to be well-fitted by six Lorentzian functions,ll one of which 

corresponds to the single peak that is also observed for the reference measurement. 

The position of this reference peak was unambiguously located to occur at 420 nm 

using the data for CaF2 in Figure 5-6 a), and this parameter was kept fixed during data-

fitting.mm The location of the remaining fitted peaks in Figure 5-6 b) are located at: 375, 

385, 391, 405, and 412 nm. To check the reliability of fitted data, similar fitting was 

performed after subtraction of the normalised reference trace from raw TiO2 data, 

shown as inset in Figure 5-6 b). Although the peak heights and widths evidently differ 

from those obtained by fitting raw TiO2 data, the peak positions differ by <0.5 nm. 

Peaks at 375 and 385 nm can be respectively assigned to the direct and indirect 

transitions identified in Section 5.2.1.3, and the three lower energy peaks can be 

assigned to excitons. Energy difference between the three lower energy peaks and PL 

peaks identified with the direct and indirect band-to-band transitions are summarised 

in Table 5-1. The peak at 391 nm (3.18 eV) have been observed in other work and 

assigned to band-edge transition (i.e. an electronic transition involving the CB 

minimum and VB maximum).144,145 However, given discussions in Section 5.2.1.3, a 

transition energy of 3.18 eV is too low to be assigned as bandgap recombination for 

the present sample. PL at energies below the bandgap could be attributed to defect-

mediated recombination or radiative decay of excitons (which could also be defect-

mediated); plausibility of the different possibilities will be discussed below. 

Table 5-1. Position of peaks found by fitting Lorenztian functions to PL data for anatase 

TiO2 film, and the energy difference between lower-energy peaks and the direct and 

indirect band-to-band transitions (3.31 and 3.23 eV, respectively). Error associated 

 
ll A range of factors contribute to spectral lineshape, and similar to the XRD profile discussed earlier, 
common fitting functions include Gaussian, Lorentzian, and Voigt. For the present dataset both 
Gaussian and Lorentzian fitting were attempted with the raw data and the data with reference 
subtracted, and Lorentzian profiles appeared to give physically more reasonable peak positions. 
mm The apparent PL trace for CaF2 was fitted with a single Gaussian, Lorentzian, and Voigt function; 
the peak position was found to occur at 420 nm for all three functions. However, during fitting of raw 
TiO2 data, the position of the fitted reference peak differed from 420 nm by up to ∼10 nm if this 
parameter was not fixed. 
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with wavelength determination is estimated to be  ±2.5 nm, which corresponds to 

around ±0.02 eV for the present values. 

Peak position  Difference (eV) 
nm eV Direct Indirect 
375 3.31     
385 3.23     
391 3.18 0.14 0.05 
405 3.07 0.25 0.16 
412 3.02 0.29 0.21 

 

Common defects in TiO2 are oxygen vacancies and associated Ti3+ centres, which are 

often reported to result in defect states ∼0.5-1 eV below the conduction band minimum 

(CBM) of anatase TiO2.133,146–148 Given this, radiative recombination between free and 

trapped charge carriers would result in visible PL around ∼2.2-2.7 eV (∼460-560 nm); 

peaks found in the present work are therefore unlikely a result of radiative 

recombination between free and trapped charge carriers, and are more likely to 

correspond to excitonic states. An exciton has lower energy than the free charge 

carriers due to favourable electrostatic interaction between opposite charges, but an 

unbound (free) exciton can still move freely in the semiconductor lattice as a 

quasiparticle. For free excitons in anatase TiO2, a binding energy of 10 meV has been 

reported;149 this implies the spontaneous dissociation of this quasiparticle into free 

charge carriers at room temperature, therefore it would not be observed in the present 

experiment. However, the energy of a free exciton can be reduced through self-

trapping or interactions with lattice defects; in both cases the exciton becomes 

localised (bound). Self-trapped excitons (STE) are formed when the electric field 

associated with the electron-hole pair sufficiently distorts the local lattice such that it 

becomes trapped by the lattice distortion (polaron), and are frequently reported to be 

responsible for broadband PL around 500-600 nm (∼2.1-2.5 eV) observed in anatase 

TiO2.150 This broad feature is absent from PL data obtained in the present work, which 

is consistent with the repeated observation that this peak is only present at low 

temperatures (on the order of ∼10 K).150–153 The quenching of this peak with increasing 

temperature has been suggested to be due to thermal (phonon-mediated) dissociation 

of STEs where the weakly bound carrier dissociates from the localised 

polaron.150,154,155 Given discussions thus far, the three lower energy PL peaks can only 
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be attributed to defect-bound excitons; as energy difference between these three 

peaks and the band-to-band transitions (summarised in Table 5-1) are consistent with 

binding energies of ∼0.1-0.2 eV reported for bound excitons,156 this is a plausible 

assignment. In addition, Saini et al observed a sharp PL peak at 415 nm for antase 

TiO2 samples rich in oxygen vacancies (OVs),144 which further suggest the 

involvement of such defects for PL in this region. However, the authors attributed the 

415 nm PL band to recombination between self-trapped holes and excess electrons 

in the CB created by OVs,144 which is inconsistent with PL from STEs reported by 

numerous literature mentioned earlier. Also, Gallart et al has suggested that excitons 

bound to OVs result in sharp PL lines, but self-trapped excitons give rise to a broad 

PL feature due to the large range of possible configurations associated with lattice 

distortions.150 As such, it is speculated here that the 415 nm peak was likely due to 

excitons bound to oxygen vacancies. 

Given above considerations, the three lower energy PL peaks identified in the present 

work are all attributed to defect-bound excitons. The presence of three peaks suggest 

three distinct exciton-defect interactions in the anatase TiO2 films. One possibility is 

that there are three dominant types of defects in the sample which effectively mediates 

radiative recombination (e.g. OV, lattice Ti3+, and interstitial Ti3+), then the interaction 

of excitons with these different defects would result in three PL peaks. Alternatively, it 

is also possible that the three peaks correspond to excitons bound in the bulk, at grain 

boundaries, and those near surfaces exposed to the ambient atmosphere. The two 

possibilities suggested here are not mutually exclusive, and different defects types 

could preferentially reside in different parts of a TiO2 crystallite.140,157 

It is interesting to note that exciton bands in the PL spectrum are not observed in the 

UV-vis profile (Figure 5-5), although excitons can in principle be formed by absorption 

of photons with energy lower than the bandgap. This could be further evidence for the 

defect-bound nature of the excitons discussed above, as photon absorption might not 

take place at/near a defect site to allow the immediate formation of a bound exciton, 

but after photoexcitation charge carriers can diffuse away from the position where they 

are generated, and subsequently form excitons bound at defect sites. As such, these 

excitons are only formed in significant quantities after above-bandgap excitation, 

which explains the absence of these features from the UV-vis spectra. The processes 

described above are summarised in Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-7. Schematic illustrating processes responsible for features observed in UV-

vis and PL spectra of anatase TiO2 film. On the left hand side, grey and red circles 

respectively represent defect-free lattice sites and generic point defects, blue 

sinusoidal arrows represent photons, and green/orange circles represent excited 

electrons/holes. Panel a) shows generation of excited charge carriers upon photon 

absorption, b) shows the diffusion of these charges through the lattice (represented by 

dashed arrows) and eventual formation of defect-bound excitons (represented as a 

dashed circle joining an electron-hole pair), and c) shows radiative annihilation of 

bound excitons. These processes are also shown in corresponding pictorial band 

diagrams on the right hand side: a) shows photoexcitation of valence band (VB) 

electrons and conduction band (CB) holes into the CB and VB, respectively, b) shows 

the formation of a bound exciton with energy levels (represented by green/orange line 
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in the bandgap for electron/hole) close to the band edges, and c) shows radiative 

recombination processes responsible for PL. 

In a) and c), phonon-assisted electronic transition across the indirect bandgap are 

respectively labelled as i and i’, the lowest energy direct transition are respectively 

labelled as d and d’, and exciton annihilation is labelled as x’ in c). A generic above-

bandgap excitation (used in e.g. PL measurements) is also shown in a) to illustrate 

that charge carriers generated deep in the CB/VB rapidly relax to the band edges. For 

clarity, approximate defect levels have only been indicated in b). 

5.2.1.5 FTIR 

 
Figure 5-8. FTIR of anatase TiO2 film recorded under a) atmospheric conditions, and 

b) N2 flow (1.5 L/min). The FTIR of water adhered between two CaF2 windows as well 

as the FTIR of two CaF2 windows (left-hand y-axis) are also shown in a) for reference. 

The traces in b) shows the gradual decrease in the water contents of TiO2 as a function 

of N2 flow time, with numbers in the legend representing minutes passed since N2 flow 

start. Each trace takes ∼25 s to record, therefore the final traces are an average of 

signals over a ∼25 s period. The sharp features that begin to become visible for FTIR 

traces recorded at later times likely correspond to the background changing as optical 

components in the instrument are also further purged. 

Vibrational modes associated with anatase TiO2 occur at wavenumbers below 900 

cm-1,158 but CaF2 only transmit down to ∼1000 cm-1, thus only surface adsorbed 

species can be observed with transmission FTIR. The absorption spectrum taken for 

the PM-V-6 TiO2 film is compared to that of water in Figure 5-8 a). Although the two 

spectra are mostly similar, there are several differences: i) the spectrum for TiO2 has 

an extra peak around 3697 cm-1, ii) peaks corresponding to water vibrational modes 
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are shifted to a lower frequency on TiO2, and iii) the baseline is very different for the 

two traces. These differences will now be briefly rationalised: i) the sharp peak at 3697 

cm-1 is assignable to O-H bonds in H2O that are not involved in hydrogen-bonding,159–

161 so the presence of this peak indicates that there is a significant proportion of water 

that are not hydrogen bonded on the TiO2 surface; ii) the frequency shift of water 

vibrational modes to lower wavenumbers can be attributed to the weakening of O-H 

bonds in water associated with its adsorption onto TiO2; iii) the much higher baseline 

for TiO2 is likely a consequence of greater refractive index mismatch between CaF2 

and TiO2 than between CaF2 and water.nn There are also some weak oscillatory 

features on the baseline for both TiO2 and water, which is attributable to thin-film 

interference. To confirm this, the following equation was used to check the thickness 

of the TiO2 film:oo 

𝑑 =
∆

( )
  (Equation 5.3) 

Where 𝑑  is the film thickness, 𝜐  and 𝜐  are the two wavenumbers defining the 

spectral region to be used for analysis, and ∆𝑚 and 𝑛 are respectively the number of 

fringes and the refractive index of the material in that spectral region. Using a single 

well-defined fringe between ∼2150 cm-1 and ∼1910 cm-1, and a value of 2.1 for 𝑛,162 

the film thickness was estimated to be 9.9±0.5 µm.pp This is in good agreement with 

the thickness of 11 µm estimated for a different sample using SEM (Section 5.2.1.1). 

As such, the only vibrational features in the FTIR for TiO2 are due to water. It may 

therefore be concluded that there is no detectable amount of contaminants on the as-

prepared TiO2 films. Figure 5-8 b) shows the gradual decrease in the amount of 

adsorbed water on TiO2 as a function of N2 purge time. After about half an hour the 

water contents reach a steady state; these likely to correspond to Ti-O-H groups and 

strongly adsorbed water that cannot be removed by N2 flow. 

 
nn The refractive index for anatase TiO2, CaF2, and water at 4 µm (2500 cm-1) are respectively 2.18162, 
1.41281, and 1.35282 (values retrieved from https://refractiveindex.info). Greater refractive index 
difference between two materials result in more reflection at their boundary, which makes the apparent 
IR absorbance appear larger. 
oo  This equation assumes normal incidence of light on the sample, and is frequently quoted by 
instrumentation companies such as Shimadzu 
(https://www.shimadzu.com/an/uv/support/uv/ap/film.html). 
pp This error was estimated assuming an error of ±5 cm-1 in determining the minima. 
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5.2.2 TAS 

Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) was performed on three different anatase 

TiO2 samples using the instrument and associated software developed in the present 

work, and all as-collected data was processed using the home-written script described 

in Chapter 3. The three samples P-V-3, PM-V-6, and PM500-V-6 (prepared as 

described in Section 5.1.1) will be respectively referred to as Sample 1 and Sample 

2a/b. Measurements were made under N2 and in air for Sample 1; when water was 

added, most of the film flaked off therefore no further measurements were possible. 

Data for this sample will be presented in Section 5.2.2.1. For Sample 2a/b, 

measurements were made under N2, air, and water vapour, the data for which will be 

discussed in Section 5.2.2.2. Finally, all the data presented will be collectively 

discussed in Section 5.2.2.3. 

5.2.2.1 Sample 1 - N2 and atmospheric air conditions 

Given the FTIR data for the TiO2 sample under N2 flow, Sample 1 was left under N2 

flow (2L/min) in the TA setup for an hour to allow the sample water contents to reach 

a steady state before starting TAS measurements. The resulting normalised TA 

kinetics and spectra for the anatase TiO2 film under N2 are respectively shown in 

Figure 5-9 a) and b). Qualitatively, the decay appears to be marginally faster at longer 

probe wavelengths; this is reflected in the TA spectrum recorded at 10 ns, which 

slopes slightly downwards towards the longer wavelengths. Other than this, the TA 

spectra do not show any distinctive features for the range of probe wavelengths used. 

The above observations are consistent with spectral profiles reported by numerous 

literature for anatase TiO2 under inert conditions.81,163,164  

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, in anatase TiO2 (trapped) holes are found to result in a 

broad peak towards shorter wavelengths (c.a. 400-500 nm), and trapped electrons 

exhibit a peak around 650-750 nm. Furthermore, the TA of (free) electrons 

monotonously increase towards longer probe wavelengths extending into the IR-

region.78,79 Under inert conditions, the concentration of excited electrons and holes are 

equal, therefore the TA spectra under these conditions is a sum of contributions from 

both electrons and holes. Using literature TA spectra,78 it may be assumed that 

contributions from photoexcited electrons increase towards the longer wavelengths in 

the spectra shown in Figure 5-9 b), but overall contributions from photoexcited holes 

dominate over the entire probe spectral range currently presented. 
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The present set of data was empirically found to be well-fitted by power-law decays of 

the form: 

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥    (Equation 5.4) 

or stretched exponentials of the form: 

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥/𝜏)   (Equation 5.5) 

Where 𝑦  and 𝑥  respectively represent the TA amplitude and the time-delay. 

Normalised decay curves at 490 and 660 nm fitted with the two different functions are 

respectively shown in Figure 5-9 c) and d). Although power-law decay provides a 

reasonable fit to the data at early times (<10 µs), the stretched exponential provides 

an overall better fit to the data, especially at later times. This could be indicative that 

neither equation could fully describe the charge carrier kinetics occurring from 10-9 to 

10-4 s after photoexcitation, and different physical processes likely dominate the decay 

kinetics at different times. The dominance of power-law kinetics at early times and 

stretched-exponential at later times is similar to observations made by Cowan et al for 

anatase TiO2 photoelectrode (held at 0 V) in alkaline solution, for which the TA kinetics 

after 250 µJ cm-2 excitation was found to be well-fitted by a combination of power-law 

and stretched exponential decay functions; the decay kinetics at early times (<100 µs) 

was found to be dominated by power-law kinetics attributed to electron-hole 

recombination, whilst the slower stretched-exponential component was attributed to 

reactions between photoexcited holes and water.1 Similarly, Tang et al has reported 

stretched exponential kinetics for holes in anatase TiO2 after 350 µJ cm-2 excitation, 

which was attributed to interfacial reactions involving Ag+ electron scavenger.78 The 

decay timescales reported in these literature are drastically different from those found 

in the present work (likely a result of different excitation intensities and other 

measurement conditions), but analogous assignments could be made. As was 

observed in Section 5.2.1.5, some water on the TiO2 films are not removed by N2 flow, 

therefore interfacial charge transfer could occur between TiO2 and these strongly 

adsorbed water over timescales measured in the present work. This is consistent with 

reaction times of <2 µs reported by Yamakata et al for oxidation of surface hydroxyls 

by photogenerated holes,165 but inconsistent with the first interfacial charge transfer 

being the rate-determining step in oxygen evolution from water splitting over anatase 

TiO2,166–168 and the slow oxygen evolution occurring over a seconds timescale.78  
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Figure 5-9. Normalised TA a) kinetics and b) spectra of anatase TiO2 (P-V-3) in N2 

measured with 355 nm excitation (10 kHz, 1.5 µJ/pulse), and kinetic traces at c) 490 

nm and d) 660 nm fitted with power-law decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥  and stretched 

exponential decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥/𝜏) . The raw initial TA amplitudes are 

around 3 mOD. In a) and b), time-zero is set to occur at 1 ns for display purposes. 

Legends in a) and b) respectively show the probe wavelength in nm and time-delay in 

µs (note: as the time-zero occurs at 1 ns here, a time-delay of 2 ns actually correspond 

to 1 ns after photoexcitation). In c) and d), time-zero is shifted to 0 ns to avoid having 

to introduce an x-offset during fitting. 

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, stretched exponential kinetics can alternatively be 

interpreted as a linear combination of single exponential functions with a continuous 

distribution of lifetimes, in which case the parameters 𝜏  and 𝛽  in Equation 5.5 

respectively quantify the characteristic lifetime and the system heterogeneity. For the 

data shown in Figure 5-9 c) and d), the characteristic lifetime 𝜏 were respectively found 

to be 8±2 and 7±2 ns, and the heterogeneity parameter 𝛽 was found to be 0.30±0.02 
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for both.qq  As such, although Figure 5-9 a) and b) suggest faster decay kinetics 

towards longer probe wavelengths, quantitative analysis using the stretched 

exponential fit indicate that there is no significant difference between kinetics 

monitored at 490 and 660 nm. This is expected for inert-atmosphere measurements – 

as there are no strong scavengers present, the decay kinetics of electrons and holes 

should overall be the same. 

For power-law decays, the key parameter is the exponent 𝑐 in Equation 5.4, which are 

calculated to be 0.47±0.03 and 0.49±0.03rr for the data shown in Figure 5-9 c) and d), 

respectively. Similar to kinetic parameters obtained from stretched exponential fits, 

there is no significant difference between these two power-law exponents. As 

previously mentioned, power-law decay kinetics are often attributed to trap-detrapping 

limited recombination,78,111,169 where electron motion is dominated by a series of steps 

involving trapping by band-gap states and thermal detrapping into the conduction band. 

Yamada et al found that after 200 µJ/cm2 excitation, PL from single-crystal anatase 

TiO2 exhibited power-law decay kinetics after 50 ns, with the power-law exponent 

being 2.4.111 Similarly, Wang et al found that after flash-lamp excitation, the kinetics of 

PL from anatase TiO2 at 77 K could be described by two power-law decay components 

– one over the µs-timescale with 𝑐 = 2.86, and another over the ms-timescale with 𝑐 = 

1.47.169 On the other hand, Moss et al recently reported a power-law exponent of 0.34 

for TA kinetics monitored at 600 nm for anatase TiO2 under inert atmosphere.170 The 

exponents obtained from PL decay curves drastically differ from those found from TA 

measurements, which is most likely a consequence of PL only monitoring charge 

carrier decay via radiative processes, whilst TA monitors charge carriers consumed 

by both radiative and non-radiative decay pathways. However, the power-law 

exponent found in the present work (∼0.5) is in better agreement with values reported 

by Kroeze et al for photoconductivity decay in anatase TiO2, which varied from 0.43 to 

0.55 for excitation intensities ranging from 1.7 to 230 µJ cm-2 (300 nm excitation).171 

As photoconductivity signals are dominated by high-mobility charge carriers, this could 

be indicative that TiO2 films used in the present work exhibit recombination kinetics 

dominated by electrons in the conduction band and in shallow traps. Deviations from 

 
qq Error estimated by making errors obtained from fitting results an order of magnitude larger. 
rr Error estimated using test/simulated data in Section 2.3.3.2, which is an order of magnitude greater 
than error calculated from the fitting results. 
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power-law kinetics is therefore indicative of other processes consuming photoexcited 

charges, as discussed previously.  

Analogous measurements were made for the same TiO2 sample in air; the resulting 

normalised TA kinetics and spectra are respectively shown in Figure 5-10 a) and b). 

Similar to data obtained under N2, there appears to be little variation in kinetics 

monitored from 490 to 660 nm, and the TA spectra is featureless across this probe 

spectral range. Qualitatively, the comparative plot in Figure 5-10 a) shows that the 

decay is slower in air. This is consistent with the expectation that more electron 

scavengers are adsorbed on the TiO2 surface under ambient conditions, and that TA 

measured with 490-660 nm probe mainly correspond to hole absorption as previously 

discussed. Although FTIR showed that the sample is covered in water under ambient 

conditions, H2O is a comparatively weak hole scavenger, and air contains ∼20% O2 

as well as significant amounts of CO2 – both electron scavengers.165,172 As such, the 

lifetime of photoexcited holes are prolonged in ambient due to capture of electrons by 

adsorbed O2 and CO2 species, which inhibits electron-hole recombination.  
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Figure 5-10. Normalised TA a) kinetics and b) spectra of anatase TiO2 (P-V-3) in air 

measured with 355 nm excitation (10 kHz, 1.5 µJ/pulse), and kinetic traces at c) 490 

nm and d) 660 nm fitted with power-law decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥  and stretched 

exponential decays of the form 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥/𝜏) . The raw initial TA amplitudes are 

around 3 mOD. In a) and b), time-zero is set to occur at 1 ns for display purposes. 

Legends in a) and b) respectively show the probe wavelength in nm and time-delay in 

µs (note: as the time-zero occurs at 1 ns here, a time-delay of 2 ns actually correspond 

to 1 ns after photoexcitation). In c) and d), time-zero is shifted to 0 ns to avoid having 

to introduce an x-offset during fitting. The decay kinetics recorded for the same sample 

under N2 (grey lines) are also shown in a) for comparison. 

Rather than interfacial charge transfer involving electron scavengers, the hole lifetime 

could alternatively be prolonged as a result of more prominent band-bending at the 

TiO2 surface in the presence of different surface species. As mentioned in Section 

5.2.1.4, common defects in TiO2 are oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ species; “excess” 

electrons associated with these defects makes TiO2 an n-type semiconductor, which 

exhibits upwards band-bending for a clean surface.143 Any surface-adsorbed electron 
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donors (hole scavengers) would create a positively-charged adsorption layer, resulting 

in downwards band bending. Similarly, electron acceptors induces upwards band 

bending. Applying these to the present work, the strongly-adsorbed water on TiO2 

under N2 atmosphere reduces the amount of intrinsic band banding, thus the extent of 

upwards band-bending should be more prominent in ambient. As such, charge 

separation is more efficient in ambient with holes predominantly residing on the TiO2 

surface and electrons mainly residing in the bulk, which results in slower 

recombination rates. This is consistent with the spatial distribution of charge carriers 

in TiO2 proposed by Yoshihara et al.79 

As before, TA kinetics monitored at 490 and 660 nm for anatase TiO2 in air were fitted 

with power-law decays described by Equation 5.4 and stretched-exponential decays 

described by Equation 5.5. Raw and fitted data at these two probe wavelengths are 

respectively shown in Figure 5-10 c) and d), and the fitted kinetic parameters are 

shown in Table 5-2 along with those found for measurements made under N2. From 

Figure 5-10 c) and d), it may be observed that the quality of fit for both power-law and 

stretched-exponential type decays are similar to those for the data obtained under N2 

(Figure 5-9). From this, it may be inferred that the physical processes dominating 

charge carrier decay kinetics in anatase TiO2 are the same under N2 and in air. 

However, kinetic parameters obtained for the sample under these two conditions 

evidently differ. Firstly, the power-law exponent obtained for the kinetic traces 

recorded in air is closer to zero, which is a direct reflection of the slower decay kinetics 

observed in air. Interestingly, the exponents presently found for anatase TiO2 in air is 

in good agreement with the exponent value of 0.34 reported by Moss et al for anatase 

TiO2 under inert atmosphere.170 Secondly, the stretching exponent 𝛽 is smaller for TA 

kinetics measured in air. When interpreted as a measure of system heterogeneity, a 

smaller 𝛽 implies more relaxation pathways with different lifetimes; this is consistent 

with a greater variety of surface-adsorbed species on TiO2 under ambient compared 

to under N2. Finally, the characteristic lifetime 𝜏 is longer when the sample is exposed 

to ambient (atmospheric air) compared to under N2. As previously discussed, this can 

be rationalised by interfacial electron transfer from TiO2 to adsorbed O2 and CO2 

species, and/or increased charge separation associated with surface band bending 

induced by these electron-scavenging species. In addition, the lifetime increase is 

greater for the kinetic trace recorded with 490 nm probe, which is consistent with 
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photoelectrons/holes having greater contribution towards TA absorbance at 

longer/shorter probe wavelengths, as discussed earlier. 

Table 5-2. Summary of kinetic parameters obtained by fittig TA kinetics of anatase 

TiO2 monitored at probe wavelengths of 490 and 660 nm after 355 nm excitation (1.2 

mJ/cm2 per pulse). The power-law exponent correspond to the parameter 𝑐 in 𝑦 = 𝑎 +

𝑏𝑥 , where 𝑦  and 𝑥  respectively represent the TA amplitude and the time-delay. 

Similarly, 𝜏  and 𝛽  are parameters in stretched exponential decays of the form𝑦 =

𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥/𝜏) . Errors were estimated by making the errors associated with the fitting 

results obtained in OriginPro2018 about an order of magnitude larger. 

Measurement 
condition 

Power-law exponent 
Stretched exponential 

𝜏/ns 𝛽 
490 nm 660 nm 490 nm 660 nm 490 nm 660 nm 

N2 0.47±0.03 0.49±0.03 8±2 7±2 0.30±0.02 0.30±0.02 
air 0.35±0.03 0.36±0.03 13±2 9±2 0.26±0.02 0.25±0.02 

 

5.2.2.2 Sample 2 – N2, air, and water vapour 
For a second set of measurements, two samples were used – one of which was 

measured in air (Sample 2a – PM-V-6), and another was measured under N2 and in 

water vapour (Sample 2b – PM500-V-6). Although Sample 2b was measured under a 

variety of conditions, it was found during data analysis that this sample exhibited 

significant systematic changes with increasing measurement time. To illustrate this, 

the TA kinetics recorded for Sample 2 under N2 are shown in Figure 5-11 a), with the 

probe wavelengths ordered in the same sequence as that used for data acquisition. It 

is evident from this plot that the apparent charge carrier lifetime is increasing towards 

later measurements. There are several possible reasons for this systematic change 

that was absent from Sample 1. One possibility is that after prolonged storage (∼1-2 

months) under room conditions, significant amounts of organic contaminants became 

adsorbed onto the sample. Another possibility is that the slightly different sample 

preparation procedure used for Sample 2b resulted in slightly different sample 

characteristics. In particular, heating the amorphous layer to 500oC prior to deposition 

of commercial anatase paste could have resulted in the preferential formation of the 

thermodynamically more stable rutile TiO2 from the amorphous layer, whilst those 

annealed after commercial paste deposition could preferentially grow into the anatase 

phase from the existing anatase particles. A third possibility is heating effects; as 
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mentioned in Section 2.3, Cooper et al recently found that sample heating as a result 

of photoexcitation could result in thermal artefacts that are frequently mistaken as 

long-lived charge carriers.60 However, if this were the case, similar effects should have 

been observed for other samples, unless heat dissipation is somehow less efficient in 

Sample 2b. The mostly likely reasons for the systematic variation observed in Figure 

5-11 a) are the first two given above. As a result of this systematic change, 

comparisons and interpretations made for data presented in this section will mainly be 

qualitative. 

 
Figure 5-11. TA kinetics of anatase TiO2 after 355 nm excitation (1.9 mJ/cm2 per pulse) 

measured in a) N2 and b) N2, water vapour, and air. The legend in a) shows the probe 

wavelengths ordered in the same sequence as that used for data acquisition to 

illustrate the systematic lifetime increase as more measurements are made, and the 

traces are the as-acquired data directly processed in OriginPro2018 using 60-point 

Lowess smoothing (i.e. data not processed with post-acquisition software*). The 

traces in b) corresponding to measurements made in air were obtained using a 

different sample which did not exhibit observable systematic changes. The variation 

of colour for the traces in b) are ordered in sequence of increasing probe wavelength 

(rather than the sequence used for data acquisition), with lighter colours (or redder, 

for the N2 dataset) corresponding to longer wavelengths.  

*As the software in its present state sorts data according to probe wavelength prior to 

data-processing for eliminating EMI and reducing noise. 

TA kinetics for the second set of measured made under nitrogen, water vapour, and 

air are shown in Figure 5-11 b). The decay kinetics is slowest in air and fastest in water 

vapour, which is consistent with TA absorbance in the 490-660 nm probe region being 
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dominated by hole absorbance alongside other discussions in Section 5.2.2.1. 

Interestingly, the decay kinetics for photoexcited holes in water-saturated TiO2 exhibits 

a clear power-law decay, and the exponent was found to be around 0.5, similar to 

values found for Sample 1 under N2. From previous discussions, the amount of surface 

band-bending is expected to be decreased by water, therefore charge carrier 

separation is less efficient, resulting in electron-hole recombination being dominated 

by the trap-detrapping mechanism mentioned previously. On the other hand, when 

charge separation is efficient, recombination is no longer solely limited by trap-

detrapping limited diffusion of charge carriers. The slight deviation of the decay 

observed for TiO2 under N2 and in air from power-law kinetics can therefore be 

explained as follows: bulk recombination is dominated by the trap-detrapping 

mechanism associated with power-law decay kinetics, whilst recombination of charge 

carriers near TiO2 surface is limited by the spatial separation of charge carriers as a 

result of surface band-banding and/or interfacial charge transfer involving surface-

adsorbed species. In addition, the initial TA amplitude for TiO2 in water vapour is 

smaller than signal sizes observed in N2 and in air, which is indicative of band-bending 

induced changes as the initial charge transfer is unlikely to take place over ns/sub-ns 

timescales, given that numerous literature reports the interfacial charge transfer as 

being the rate-limiting step in water oxidation over anatase TiO2.166–168 

5.2.2.3 Further discussions and conclusion 
Although TiO2 has been the most commonly studied photocatalyst using time-resolved 

methods, data reported by different literature remains difficult to compare for the 

following reasons: i) charge carrier kinetics is strongly dependent on the excitation 

condition,78,79,113 and ii) different authors tend to fit their data to different functions. In 

addition, variation between samples used across literature could further contribute to 

differing charge carrier dynamics observed for the same material. For the remainder 

of this section, TAS data obtained for anatase TiO2 films used in the present work will 

be compared to literature in context of the factors mentioned above, and charge carrier 

kinetics along with other sample characteristics will be discussed in the context of 

photocatalytic performance. 

Firstly, there are numerous reports of anatase TiO2 exhibiting charge carrier decay 

that is still observable over ms-s timescales after photoexcitation in an inert 

atmosphere,78,81,107,170 in contrast to the µs-decay observed presently. This could be 
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explained by the relatively high excitation intensities used in the present work. Tang 

et al found that anatase TiO2 in an argon atmosphere still contains a detectable 

concentration of excited charges >1 s after 60 µJ/cm2 excitation, but the decay curve 

goes to zero in a few hundred milliseconds when 530 µJ/cm2 excitation is used.78 

However, fast decays over ps-µs timescales have been reported for anatase TiO2 

under inert conditions after being excited by pump intensities on the order of a few 

mJ/cm2.113,164 Even under similar excitation intensities the charge carrier kinetics can 

be found to differ significantly. For example, Wang et al reported a half-life of 80 µs for 

mesoporous anatase TiO2 after 250 µJ/cm2 excitation,81 whilst Tang et al reported a 

40 µs half-life for nanocrystalline TiO2 after 300 µJ/cm2 excitation,107 and Kafizas et al 

found a half-life of 0.5 ms after 200 µJ/cm2 excitation.163 All these values were reported 

for measurements made under inert conditions. As decay kinetics is strongly 

dependent on initial charge carrier concentration, excitation pulse widths likely also 

affect charge carrier decay, as shorter pulses will generate a higher charge carrier 

concentration compared to longer pulses with the same energy per unit area per pulse. 

Another reason for the large variation between half-lives observed under similar 

experimental conditions could be that TiO2 samples prepared in different works have 

different absorption coefficients at the excitation wavelength used for TAS, which 

would result in different amounts of absorbed excitation light even for the same 

excitation flux. This directly translates to differing initial concentrations of photoexcited 

charges in these different samples. Furthermore, time-constants reported by different 

literature vary according to the type of fitting function and time-constant used. The 

examples given above used the half-life to quantify decay kinetics; another common 

time-constant is the lifetime, which corresponds to the amount of time it takes for a 

signal to decrease to ∼37% its initial value (for an exponential decay), and is thus 

larger than the half-life for the same decay curve. Mi et al obtained exponential decay 

lifetimes of 0.29 and 11.9 µs for anatase TiO2 particles after ∼800 µJ/cm2 excitationss 

(355 nm), with the shorter lifetime contributing towards >90% of the observed 

kinetics;173 the half-life can be estimated to be on the order of 0.1 µs, which is 2-3 

orders of magnitude smaller than those mentioned above. Given the range of kinetic 

 
ss At 355 nm excitation, the energy was 0.1 mJ/pulse. The beam diameter was 4 mm for 0.6 mJ/pulse 
excitation. The excitation intensity was calculated assuming the beam diameter does not vary with pulse 
energy. 
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parameters mentioned above, inert-atmosphere decay timescales found presently is 

comparable to those reported in literature. 

In addition, as previously mentioned, factors including defect 

concentration/distribution,139,140 crystallite boundaries,127–129 and surface 

characteristics141–143 all affect the electronic structure to some extent. As charge 

carrier kinetics are directly affected by electronic properties, factors listed above also 

necessarily play a role in the TA kinetics observed for a sample. Strategies such as 

defect-engineering174,175 and nano-structuring176 are extensively used to improve the 

photocatalytic performance of TiO2 and other photocatalysts. As high photocatalytic 

activity is associated with favourable charge transport properties and low 

recombination rates, the success of these strategies are attributable to modified 

charge carrier dynamics. Given these considerations, variation between TA kinetics 

reported in different literature for the same material could also be partially caused by 

the variability of sample characteristics mentioned above, which is consistent with the 

different transient absorption characteristics observed by Furube et al for two different 

commercial anatase TiO2 powders.113 Sample variability is further highlighted through 

earlier discussions on differences observed for UV-vis and PL characteristics of 

anatase TiO2 reported across literature, and between literature and data presented in 

the current work. As such, it may be concluded that the currently constructed TAS 

instrument is reliable and can be applied to study charge carrier kinetics in further new 

samples. 
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6. TAS of graphitic carbon nitride 

Graphitic carbon nitride (g-CN) has gained much research interest as a photocatalyst 

since its report by Wang et al (2009) for its capability to produce H2 from water 

splitting.177 And recently, Ruan et al (2020) found that g-CN prepared using different 

procedures could behave either as a photocathode or photoanode.178 It was found that 

film samples produced using a Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) method function 

as photoanodes, whereas film samples prepared from g-CN powder with defects 

introduced through ultrasonication in water behave as photocathodes.178 To 

investigate the charge carrier behaviour responsible for the differing behaviour 

between these two types of g-CN films, TAS was performed along with complementary 

characterisations including UV-vis and Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopies, 

which will be discussed in this chapter.  

6.1 Experimental 

6.1.1 Sample preparation 

Two types of g-CN film samples were prepared by my collaborator Dr Qiushi Ruan in 

the same group as described in references 178 and 179. Briefly, the reference sample 

was prepared using a Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) method, whereby a FTO-

glass substrate is treated with dicyandiamide (DCDA) precursor in a pre-heated 

furnace at 600°C for 20 minutes in air.179 A defect-introduced sample was also 

prepared as described in ref 178. First g-CN powder is prepared by heating DCDA at 

600°C for 4 hours in air, using a ramping rate of 5°C/min. Then 10 mg of the as-

prepared powder is sonicated (U500H, Ultrawave Ltd., 100 W power) in 30 ml of 

distilled water for an hour. Finally, 1 ml of the as-obtained suspension is drop-casted 

onto FTO-glass substrate and dried at 70°C for an hour.178 The sample prepared using 

CVD and the ultrasonicated sample will be respectively referred to as CVD-CN and U-

CN from hereon. 

6.1.2 Sample Characterisation 

UV-vis: measurements were made in reflectance mode using a Shimadzu UV-2600 

spectrometer fitted with an ISR-2600 integrating sphere attachment. Baseline 

correction was performed with the powder holder fully filled with BaSO4 on the 
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reference side and partially filled with BaSO4 on the sample side.tt The sample of 

interest was always directly placed on top of the partially filled powder holder, with the 

substrate side in contact with the BaSO4.uu Measurements were always made with 

respect to BaSO4 reference.  

PL: a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Agilent) was used to 

characterise the photoluminescence spectra using a similar configuration to that 

described in Section 5.1.2 for anatase TiO2 measurements. However, rather than 

using a 424 nm short-pass filter, a 355 nm band-pass filter was used instead to clean 

the excitation light. Data was acquired with the excitation slit size (resolution) set to 5 

nm, the emission slit size set to 2.5 nm,vv the emission filter was set to 360-1100 nm, 

and the excitation filter was set to auto. 

6.1.3 TAS 

Prior to TAS the CVD-CN sample was cleaned by heating to 300 oC in furnace for 1 hr 

prior to measurement, and the U-CN sample was cleaned by rinsing with water 

(deposited from Barnstead Nanopure system) followed by drying at 60oC in oven for 1 

hr prior to measurement. The sample was held inside a Harrick cell, and data was 

acquired for a total of 20 electronic delays ranging from 0-95 ns in 5 ns steps, and 35 

probe wavelengths ranging from 490-660 nm in 5 nm steps ww . The delays and 

wavelengths were randomised to mitigate effects of possible systematic variations. 

8100 repeats and 9 ground-state points were used for each measurement. The 

excitation intensity was 850 µJ/cm2 per pulse (120 µW, 0.2 kHz, beam diameter c.a. 

300 µm). 

For measurements under N2, the gas was directly delivered into the Harrick cell via 

plastic tubing. The sample was left to equilibrate for at least an hour prior to 

measurement and N2 was continuously flowed through the system during 

measurement. For measurements in water, N2 was bubbled through a sealed flask of 

 
tt It was found that the baseline varies depending on the amount of BaSO4 put into the powder holder. 
uu Percentage reflectance was converted into quantities analogous to absorbance using the Kubelka-
Munk transform in Shimadzu UVprobe 2.43. 
vv It was found that when the emission slit size is set to 5 nm, the PL saturates the detector, therefore 
the emission slit size was reduced to prevent detector saturation. The reduced slit size also improves 
the wavelength resolution by a factor of 2. 
ww As mentioned in Chapter 3, the older version of the setup uses an AOTF rather than a home-built 
spectrometer to select the probe wavelength, which permitted a probe wavelength range of 490-660 
nm. The older version of the setup was initially used to collect data, thus a wavelength range of 490-
660 nm was used for all data acquisition to allow comparisons to be made between different datasets. 
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water for >1 hr, then delivered into Harrick cell sealed under N2 atmosphere using a 

needle and syringe. For measurements in AgNO3, 2mM AgNO3 solution was made up 

under N2 using N2-flushed water. The solution was then delivered using a needle and 

syringe into the Harrick cell containing the sample, sealed under N2 atmosphere. 

For initial measurements under N2 for both samples, each measurement was repeated 

at the same spot to check that the sample was not permanently changed upon 

prolonged exposure to UV excitation, and at a different spot on the sample to check 

that the TA features observed does not vary significantly across the sample. The same 

trend in the TA signal was observed for all repeats performed. Further details are 

included in Results and discussion where necessary. 

6.2 Results and discussion 

6.2.1 Static sample properties 

6.2.1.1 UV-vis 

The steady-state UV-vis absorbance of g-CN films was characterised to compare the 

ground-state characteristics of the two g-CN films. As shown in Figure 6-1 a), the 

absorbancexx of CVD-CN and U-CN are drastically different, indicating that even in the 

ground-state the allowed electronic transitions are different in these two films. In 

general, it may be observed that the UV-vis profiles reported across different literature 

differ from one another, indicating different electronic structures of g-CN prepared 

using different methods. The UV-vis profile of U-CN exhibits two characteristic peaks 

in the 300-400 nm region, whereas CVD-CN only has one clearly visible peak. For the 

U-CN, N-defects and C-OH groups have been introduced after ultrasonication,178 

therefore the extra peak near 300 nm could be associated with electronic transitions 

involving these defects. Another possibility is that this extra high-energy peak is 

associated with CN structures with a large bandgap, yy  introduced in U-CN by 

ultrasonication. 

Also, interestingly CVD-CN exhibits a larger absorption tail that extends into longer 

wavelengths than U-CN, though U-CN is the sample with higher defect concentrations. 

 
xx As noted in Chapter 5, performing KM transformation on reflectance data yields quantities that are 
analogous to absorbance values obtainable using transmission UV-vis. Consistent with Chapter 5, KM-
units are presently taken to be the same as absorbance. 
yy For example, nano-CN structures that exhibit a quantum confinement effect, or g-CN with enlarged 
spacing between layers. 
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This strongly suggest that the N-defects and C-OH groups introduced upon 

ultrasonication does not contribute to the tails in the UV-vis absorption profile. The 

main absorption band is repeatedly assigned to π-π* transitions, whilst the tail is often 

assigned to n-π* transitions.180–182 It has been noted that the n-π* transition is 

forbidden in the perfectly symmetric planar g-CN structure,182 thus structural 

distortions that break the symmetry of the g-CN structure should result in a larger 

tail/shoulder at wavelengths >450 nm. This is inconsistent with the current 

observations, as U-CN is expected to be less symmetric as a result of higher 

concentration of N-defects and C-OH groups.178 It is speculated here that the 

absorption tail observed for CVD-CN could alternatively be due to excitons with large 

binding energies. The exciton binding energy can be defined as the amount of energy 

required to promote an electron-hole pair forming an exciton into the conduction band 

(CB) or valence band (VB), respectively. Assuming that the sharp absorption edge 

corresponds to the onset of direct excitation of VB electrons into the CB, the exciton 

energy can be estimated as the energy difference between a state in the tail of the 

UV-vis profile and the sharp absorption edge. The tail tends to zero at about 550 nm, 

and the absorption edge occurs at about 430 nm, thus the largest exciton binding 

energy can be estimated to be about 0.63 eV. This is on the same order of magnitude 

as exciton binding energies of 0.3-0.4 eV calculated by Melissen et al (2015).183 
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Figure 6-1. a) Normalised UV-vis spectra for CVD-CN and U-CN measured in 

reflectance mode, and Tauc plots for b) CVD-CN and c) U-CN, for determining both 

the indirect (left y-axis) and direct (right y-axis) transition energies. The Tauc plots 

were constructed from unnormalized data. The inset in a) shows the main plot zoomed 

in by 2 orders of magnitude along the y-axis. The step-like features on the zoomed-in 

trace for U-CN indicate that this material has negligible absorbance (that is 

comparable or smaller than the instrument sensitivity) at wavelengths >450 nm. 

To locate the electronic transition edges, Tauc plots were constructed from the UV-vis 

data, shown for CVD-CN and U-CN in Figure 6-1 b) and c), respectively. The lowest 

indirect transition occurs at 2.71 eV for CVD-CN, which is in good agreement with 

literature reports of the g-CN bandgap.177,184,185 The lowest direct transition for CVD-

CN is only 0.19 eV higher than the lowest indirect transition at 2.90 eV. For U-CN, the 

transitions are blue-shifted with respect to the transitions exhibited by CVD-CN, with 

the lowest indirect and direct transitions respectively occurring at 2.92 and 3.09 eV, 

both c.a. 0.2 eV higher than their counterparts in CVD-CN. This could be due to 

reduced extend of delocalisation as a result of higher concentration of defects that 
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interrupt the delocalisation of π-bonding, thereby increasing the energy gap. Also, 

decreasing the number of g-CN layers has been found to increase the bandgap,186 so 

the blue-shifted optical transitions in U-CN compared to that in CVD-CN could 

alternatively be due to separation of g-CN layers in U-CN caused by ultrasonication. 

In addition, another low-lying direct transition is found for U-CN, occurring at 3.37 eV. 

This extra low-lying direct transition can again be attributed to N-defects and C-OH 

groups introduced in U-CN or CN structures with a large bandgap. 

It is noted here that g-CN is sometimes reported to be a direct bandgap semiconductor, 

with bandgap energies reported to range from 2.7 to 2.9 eV.187–189 Whilst numerous 

other literatures assume g-CN to possess an indirect bandgap, with reported bandgap 

energies ranging from 2.6 to 3.0 eV.66,178,190,191 This apparent discrepancy can be 

reconciled through a study by Wu et al (2014), who computationally found that planar 

g-CN is an indirect semiconductor with a bandgap of 2.72 eV, but the buckled structure 

is a direct semiconductor with a bandgap of 3.05 eV.184 This not only explains the 

apparent discrepancies in literature, but could also rationalise the direct and indirect 

transitions found in the present work. The lower-energy indirect transitions at 2.71 and 

2.92 eV for the two g-CN samples could be indicative of the presence of planar g-CN 

structures, whilst the higher energy direct transitions at 2.90 and 3.09 eV could be 

indicative of the simultaneous existence of buckled g-CN structures. This is also 

consistent with calculations performed by Melissen et al, who showed that buckled 

(“corrugated”) g-CN structures have a higher bandgap than their planar analogues, 

due to weaker conjugation in the corrugated π-network.183  
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6.2.1.2 Photoluminescence (PL) 

 

Figure 6-2. Photoluminescence spectra of CVD-CN and U-CN recorded with 355 nm 

excitation in air. Dashed lines show the raw data, and solid lines show the smoothed 

data. 

The Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of g-CN films were recorded to complement UV-

vis data and to aid the identification of contributions to TAS spectra (next section). The 

PL spectra of the g-CN films after 355 nm excitation are shown in Figure 6-2. The 

broad trailing form of the PL spectra suggests the existence of many overlapping 

peaks, therefore identifying the actual number of peaks and locating these peaks for 

peak-fitting is difficult. Attempted fitting using 3 or 4 Gaussian or Lorentzian peaks 

could not fit the empirical data well, therefore only the main peak locations are 

identified using the smoothed data, as labelled in Figure 6-2. The U-CN film exhibited 

visible peaks at 439 and 458 nm (2.83 and 2.71 eV, respectively), which is slightly 

lower in energy than the absorption edges located at 2.92 and 3.09 eV. Assuming the 

PL peak at 439 nm is associated with the direct transition at 3.09 eV, the stokes shift 

associated with the lowest direct electronic transition can be estimated to be 0.26 eV. 

Similarly, assuming the PL peak at 458 nm is associated with the indirect transition at 

2.92 eV, the stokes shift can be estimated to be 0.21 eV. The CVD-CN film exhibited 

a broad peak at 469 nm (2.65 eV) as well as a shoulder around 490 nm (2.54 eV), 

again both slightly lower in energy than the absorption edges located at 2.71 and 2.90 

eV. Assuming the PL peaks at 469 and 490 nm are associated with the lowest direct 
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and indirect electronic transitions, the stokes shift can be estimated to be 0.25 and 

0.17 eV for the direct and indirect transitions, respectively. This is in direct contrast to 

the band-to-band radiative transitions for anatase TiO2 discussed in Section 5.2.1.4 

(the band-to-band radiative transitions were at the same energy as the transitions 

identified using UV-vis). The large stokes shifts for carbon nitride suggest that the 

excited carbon nitride undergoes substantial structural relaxation after photoexcitation 

before band-to-band radiative recombination takes place. In addition, it may be noted 

that the stokes shift associated with the direct transitions are larger than those for the 

indirect transitions, which could be indicative that buckled g-CN structures undergo a 

larger change than planar g-CN structures upon structural relaxation after 

photoexcitation. 

It may be observed that the PL onset is at a higher energy (shorter wavelength) for U-

CN compared to CVD-CN, and the two main peaks observed for U-CN is also blue-

shifted compared to the peak located for CVD-CN. This is consistent with UV-vis 

absorbance data discussed in the previous section, and the blue-shifted PL features 

for U-CN can again be rationalised by the higher-energy electronic transitions caused 

by interrupted π-bonding. Broad PL peaks located between c.a. 400 and 500 nm are 

frequently reported in literature, typically with the peak becoming broader and 

occurring at longer wavelength with increasing synthesis temperature.66,181,192 The 

presently observed PL peak positions are thus in good agreement with literature 

reports. 

6.2.2 TAS spectra 

Ruan et al (2020) found that CVD-CN behaves as a photoanode but U-CN behave as 

a photocathode.178 To investigate this, TAS was performed on both types of materials. 

Figure 6-3 a) clearly shows that CVD-CN exhibits a positive TA signal that 

monotonously increases towards longer probe wavelengths up to the instrumentation 

limitzz of 660 nm, in agreement with existing literature TA spectra.193,194 In contrast, 

Figure 6-3 b) shows that U-CN exhibits only negative TA signals in the visible probe 

region, which has also been reported in literature.66,195 As previously mentioned, the 

observed TA signal is a sum of contributions from excited state absorption (positive), 

stimulated emission (negative), and ground-state bleach (negative). For U-CN, the 

 
zz Measurements were made prior to swapping out the AOTF (upper probe wavelength limit of 660 nm) 
with the home-made spectrometer. 
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negative signal that dominates its TA spectrum in the visible region can be attributed 

to stimulated emission, as its UV-vis spectrum shows that that the ground-state 

material does not significantly absorb in the visible region (Figure 6-1 a)). This 

assignment is also in agreement with literature.66,195 

 

Figure 6-3. TAS spectra of a) CVD-CN and b) U-CN under N2 atmosphere at various 

delay times after 355 nm photoexcitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse). 

Given the form of the UV-vis and in particular PL spectra of the carbon nitride samples 

(Figure 6-1 a) and Figure 6-2, respectively), the amount of both ground-state bleach 

and stimulated emission in the 490-660 nm region is expected to be greater for CVD-

CN than for U-CN; therefore if the amount of excited state absorption are the same in 

these two materials, CVD-CN would exhibit more negative TA signal compared to U-

CN. However, the opposite is observed, indicating that the amount of excited states 

that absorb visible light is significantly greater in CVD-CN than in U-CN. Numerous 

literature has reported that carbon nitride samples that exhibit more long-lived positive 

TA signals in the visible/near-IR region are less photocatalytically reducing, attributed 

to inactive deep-trapped electrons that absorb visible light.66,112,194 The anodic 

behaviour of CVD-CN can therefore be explained by a high proportion of deep-trapped 

electrons which are thermodynamically incapable of reducing adsorbed surface 

species, whilst photogenerated holes are able to easily transfer from CVD-CN onto 

adsorbed chemical species due to the high oxidation potential of valence band holes 

as well as upwards surface band-bending characteristic of n-type semiconductors.143 

All these effects likely contribute to the anodic behaviour of CVD-CN. On the other 

hand, U-CN has significantly higher proportions of shallow trap states (more details 

later), therefore proportionally more photoexcited electrons remain in states with 
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reduction potentials close to that of the conduction band. As a result, on average the 

photogenerated electrons in U-CN remain more reducing than those in CVD-CN, there 

is therefore a comparatively large driving force for electron transfer from U-CN to 

adsorbed species, resulting in cathodic behaviour. 

In addition, it is observed that the TA signal for U-CN becomes more negative towards 

longer probe wavelengths. As the negative contributions from ground-state bleach 

should follow the form of the steady-state UV-vis spectrum and contributions from 

stimulated emission should follow the form of the PL spectrum, the negative 

contributions from these two factors are expected to become greater towards shorter 

probe wavelengths up to the current instrument limit of 490 nm. As such, it may be 

deduced that there must be a population of excited charge carriers in U-CN that exhibit 

increasing absorption towards shorter probe wavelengths, which off-sets the negative 

contributions to an extent that the TA signal appears to become more positive towards 

shorter probe wavelengths. 

To further characterise the nature of the TA signals observed for U-CN, measurements 

were performed in the presence of water and 2 mM AgNO3. The TA spectra under 

these two conditions are respectively shown in Figure 6-4 a) and b). The TA spectra 

observed for U-CN in water is also negative throughout the entire probe wavelength 

range from 490 to 660 nm, similar to the TA spectra observed under N2. However, 

interestingly the early-time TA spectra in water becomes more negative towards 

shorter probe wavelengths, in contrast to the spectra in N2 which became more 

positive towards shorter probe wavelengths (Figure 6-3 b)). The negative signal in 

water follows the form of the PL spectrum, and can again be attributed to stimulated 

emission. The change in spectral shape upon changing the environment from N2 to 

water suggests that the abovementioned excited charge carriers in the U-CN sample 

exhibiting increasing absorption towards shorter probe wavelengths are removed by 

water. Furthermore, the signal is less negative in water at longer probe wavelengths 

compared to in N2, which suggest that the same charge carriers are responsible for 

stimulated emission at longer wavelengths in N2. It is speculated here that it is these 

charge carriers that are mainly responsible for the photocathode properties of U-CN.  
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Figure 6-4. TAS spectra U-CN in a) water and b) 2 mM AgNO3 solution at various 

delay times after 355 nm photoexcitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse). Both water and the 

AgNO3 solution are N2-flushed. 

The magnitude and form of the TA spectra for U-CN in AgNO3 solution shown in Figure 

6-4 b) demonstrate that the magnitude of the negative signals is significantly reduced 

in the presence of Ag+ electron scavenger, which strongly suggest that the charge 

carriers responsible for the stimulated emission observed in Figure 6-3 b) and Figure 

6-4 a) are photoexcited electrons capable of being scavenged by Ag+ ions. Moreover, 

there appear to be some residual positive signal at time delays of µs-regime  in the 

presence of Ag+ (Figure 6-4 b)), which further suggest that after electrons in emissive 

states are scavenged, the positive signature of long-lived deep-trapped electrons 

becomes visible. 

The emissive states presently observed for U-CN are comparable to that observed by 

Godin et al, who reported negative TA signals for g-CN in water over ps-ns timescales, 

attributed to stimulated emission.66 However, in the present work, the negative TA 

signal for U-CN in water remains dominant over all observed timescales (10-8-10-3 s), 

whereas Godin et al reported the negative TA signal to become positive at longer (≥µs) 

timescales, attributed to faster decay of electron population in emissive states 

compared to those in non-emissive states.66 The above observations are consistent 

with the different photoelectrode properties exhibited by U-CN and CVD-CN, and could 

be explained using the charge-trapping model proposed by Godin et al, in which 

electrons occupying shallow emissive states are in thermal equilibrium with deep non-

emissive states.66 The relative energies of trap states in Godin’s charge-trapping 

model are such that water reduction can be driven by electrons in the emissive states, 
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but not by electrons in non-emissive deep trap states. For U-CN in N2 or water, the 

negative TA signal persists beyond the ns-timescale into µs-ms timescales, indicating 

a preference for photoexcited electrons to reside in the emissive states. As the lifetime 

of these electrons with high reducing potential is comparable to chemical reaction 

timescales, a significant proportion of photoexcited electrons can be transferred to 

surface-adsorbed water, resulting in photocathode behaviour. On the other hand, 

photoexcited electrons in CVD-CN rapidly become trapped in deep inactive states, so 

the reaction of photoexcited holes with surface species dominate, resulting in 

photoanode behaviour. 

6.2.3 TAS kinetics 

The TA kinetics observed for CVD-CN and U-CN under N2 at all probe wavelengths 

are respectively shown in Figure 6-5 a) and b). For both samples, the kinetics are 

different at different probe wavelengths, indicating that different excited states 

dominate the TA features at different wavelengths. For CVD-CN, excited-state 

absorption becomes more dominant towards longer wavelengths, whilst for U-CN, 

stimulated emission become more dominant towards longer wavelengths. These were 

also reflected in their respective TA spectra in Figure 6-3. 

 

Figure 6-5. TA kinetics observed for a) CVD-CN and b) U-CN under N2 after 355 nm 

excitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse). The legend shows the probe wavelength in nm. 

To quantitatively compare the kinetics exhibited by CVD-CN and U-CN under N2, the 

kinetic trace for U-CN was negated, normalised using data at a time-delay of 35 ns, 

and compared with the normalised kinetic trace for CVD-CN monitored with 660 nm 
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probe. The comparative plot is shown in Figure 6-6. The TA kinetic curve of CVD-CN 

is well-fitted by a single power-law decay: 

∆𝐴(𝜏) ∝ 𝜏 .   (Equation 6.1) 

whereas the decay exhibited by ultrasonicated-CN contains a single-exponential 

component with a lifetime of 1.5 µs in addition to a power-law component: 

∆𝐴(𝜏) = −0.17𝑒 / . + 0.25𝜏 . − 0.005  (Equation 6.2) 

As the U-CN data is negated, the single-exponential and power-law components 

respectively have positive and negative contributions to the decay kinetics of U-CN. It 

is therefore likely that there are two physically distinct photoexcited species in U-CN 

with TA signature in the visible region, one of which is non-emissive and exhibits 

single-exponential decay kinetics, whilst the other is emissive and exhibits power-law 

decay kinetics. This is in direct contrast to CVD-CN for which non-emissive states obey 

power-law decay kinetics. As previously mentioned, positive TA features exhibiting 

power-law decay kinetics in g-CN are commonly associated with photocatalytically 

inactive deep trap states. Also, power-law decays are characteristic of trap-detrapping 

limited recombination whilst single-exponentials are characteristic of first-order 

processes. As such, it is speculated here that for U-CN, the positive single-exponential 

decay is due to excitons with a large binding energy (as it does not spontaneously 

dissociate at room temperature), and the negative power-law component is due to 

electrons in shallow emissive states that are consumed via trap-detrap limited 

recombination. 
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Figure 6-6. Normalised TA kinetic curves of CVD-CN and U-CN in N2, monitored with 

660 nm probe after 355 nm excitation (200 Hz, 850 µJ/cm2/pulse). The data for 

ultrasonicated-CN has been negated to allow comparison with the kinetic curve for 

CVD-CN. The red line is the power-law fit to CVD-CN data, and the cyan line is a 

combination of single-exponential and power-law decay fit to U-CN data. The dotted 

green lines show individual contributions from the single-exponential and power-law 

decay components. 

To check the kinetic data obtained for U-CN under N2, the measurement was repeated 

on a different sample spot.aaa The kinetic curve obtained is shown in Figure 6-7, and 

can be observed to be qualitatively similar to the kinetic trace for U-CN in Figure 6-6. 

However, the fitting parameters are slightly different. The decay of the negated data 

can be described by the following equation: 

∆𝐴(𝜏) = −0.17𝑒 / . + 0.28𝜏 . − 0.010  (Equation 6.3) 

The small quantitative differences between Equation 5.2 and 5.3 can be attributed to 

sample inhomogeneity. Overall it may be observed that the kinetic traces for U-CN 

under N2 has a positive single-exponential component with lifetime in the µs-regime 

and a negative power-law component with an exponent between -0.3 and -0.4. 

 
aaa  This was achieved by translating the film sample by at least several millimetres in the plane 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the pump/probe light. As all beam sizes were <1 mm, 
the new measurement spot was well outside the laser focus of the first spot. 
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To check the effect of water on the kinetics observed for U-CN, TAS data was collected 

with U-CN immersed in N2-flushed water, with the sample position unchanged from 

the repeat measurement under N2 to mitigate the effects of sample inhomogeneity and 

improve comparability between data collected under different environments. The 

negated and normalised kinetic trace collected for U-CN in water is compared with the 

negated normalised kinetic trace collected under N2 in Figure 6-7. The data collected 

in water appears to be a straight line on the log-log plot, which is strongly indicative of 

power-law decay. The exponent of the power-law decay can be identified as the slope 

of the straight line fitted through the decay curve on log-log plot, calculated to be -0.52. 

Two comparisons can be made: 1) the single-exponential component is not present 

for U-CN in water, and 2) the exponent of the power-law decay is more negative for 

U-CN in water compared to under N2. Following from previous discussions, the 

absence of the single-exponential component suggests that excitons with large 

binding energies are not formed when U-CN is immersed in water. This could be 

because water is very polar, therefore its adsorption facilitates the separation of 

charges in the U-CN film. Alternatively, Wu et al (2014) found that g-CN changes from 

having a flat to buckled structure upon water adsorption, and the bandgap changes 

from an indirect to a direct one.184 It might therefore be the case that the direct excitons 

undergo recombination faster than the time-resolution of the current experiment, or 

that the buckled structure prevent formation of strongly-bound excitons in U-CN. The 

more negative power-law exponent for U-CN in water suggest that electrons in shallow 

emissive states are being consumed faster in water than in N2. This could be due to a 

combination of electrons being consumed by recombination and surface-adsorbed 

protons/water, with both pathways occurring via trap-detrap limited motion of electrons. 

The faster decay of electron signals in water is consistent with the photocathode 

behaviour observed for U-CN.178 
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Figure 6-7. Normalised TA kinetic curves of U-CN in N2 and in water, monitored with 

660 nm probe after 355 nm excitation (200 Hz, 850 µJ/cm2/pulse). Both datasets have 

been negated to allow display on a log-log scale and were normalised using data at a 

time-delay of 35 ns. The bright green line is the power-law fit to data for U-CN in water, 

and the cyan line is a combination of single-exponential and power-law decay fit for 

U-CN under N2. 

6.2.4 Effect of instrumental parameters on TAS kinetics 

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, it is not always possible to measure the true ground-

state of a sample because of long-lived excited species. As long-lived excited charges 

are expected for CVD-CN, this sample in N2 was used to investigate the effect of the 

pump repetition rate on the observed kinetics, which will be discussed in Section 

6.2.4.1. In addition, the effect of excitation intensity on CVD-CN was also investigated, 

which will be discussed in Section 6.2.4.2. 

6.2.4.1 Effect of pump repetition rate 

To check the effect of pump repetition rate on the TA kinetics measured for CVD-CN, 

data was acquired for CVD-CN under N2 at three different pump repetition rates: 0.2 

kHz (used to acquire data discussed in previous sections), 1 kHz, and 2 kHz. As the 

TA spectrum monotonously increases from the lower instrument limit of 490 nm to the 

upper limit of 660 nm, an intermediate wavelength of 570 nm was chosen for analysis. 

Data obtained at the three different repetition rates using 570 nm probe are shown in 

Figure 6-8 a). As expected, the higher the repetition rate, the faster the decay curve 
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appear to tend to zero. However, the differences between the decay curves can be 

accounted for by constant y-offsets. The y-shifted data for the TA kinetics measured 

at the three different pump repetition rates are shown in Figure 6-8 b), from which it 

may be observed that the data can be well-overlapped with one another upon 

introducing y-offsets. This can be understood as follows. Ignoring referencing, the TA 

signal can be expressed as: 

∆𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∗( )

= 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐼∗(𝑡))  (Equation 6.4) 

Where 𝐼 and 𝐼∗
(𝑡) respectively correspond to intensity of the probe measured with the 

sample in its ground state and excited state time 𝑡 after photoexcitation. The above 

equation defines the ideal case where 𝐼 correspond to the probe intensity measured 

when the sample is in true ground-state. In non-ideal case, some excited charges 

remain when the apparent “ground-state” is measured, in which case:  

∆𝐴′(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∗( )
= 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼 ) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐼∗(𝑡))  (Equation 6.5) 

The difference between non-ideal and ideal signal is therefore: 

𝑑(𝑡) = ∆𝐴 (𝑡) − ∆𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼′) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐼)  (Equation 6.6) 

Assuming the presence of only excited state absorption (i.e. ignore stimulated 

emission and ground-state bleach), 𝐼 < 𝐼  because the “ground-state” sample is still 

absorbing more if it has not fully returned to the ground-state. As such, 𝑑(𝑡) is a 

negative constant. Rearranging Equation 6.6: 

∆𝐴(𝑡) = ∆𝐴 (𝑡) − 𝑑(𝑡)  (Equation 6.7) 

In absence of stimulated emission and ground-state bleach, the values of ∆𝐴(𝑡) can 

thus be obtained by adding a positive constant to the apparent observed signal ∆𝐴 (t). 

Earlier discussions established that the kinetic trace recorded for CVD-CN is well-fitted 

by a power-law function. As such, the kinetic trace is expected to be linear on a log-

log plot. For the data collected at 0.2 kHz, the data was shifted by varying amounts in 

the y-direction until it appears linear on a log-log plot. However, a wide range of y-

offsets were found to make the plot appear linear on a log-log plot, varying from 0.05 

to 0.2 mΔOD, as shown in Appendix XII (Figure XII-1). For the former, the slope 

(power-law exponent) was estimated to be -0.14, and for the latter the slope was 
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estimated to be -0.06. As the middle-ground, a y-offset of 0.1 mΔOD was chosen, 

which yields a power-law exponent of -0.09. The decay kinetics recorded at 0.2 kHz 

pump repetition rate with added offset of 0.1 mΔOD is shown in Figure 6-8 b). 

For the kinetic trace recorded using 0.2 kHz repetition rate, the signal size at time-

delays of around 1 and 0.5 ms were respectively used to estimate the y-offset of data 

collected at 1 and 2 kHz, relative to the data collected at 0.2 kHz. At 1 kHz, the 

maximum delay was at 983.7 µs, and at 2 kHz the maximum delay was at 483.7 µs. 

As such, the mean of signal sizes collected at 0.2 kHz between time-delays of c.a. 954 

and 1010 µs was used to estimate the offset of the dataset collected using 1 kHz 

repetition rate relative to the 0.2 kHz dataset. The relative offset was found to be 0.016 

mΔOD (Appendix XII, Table XII-1). Similarly, the mean of signal sizes collected at 0.2 

kHz between time-delays of c.a. 454 and 514 µs was used to estimate the offset of 

the dataset collected using 2 kHz repetition rate relative to the 0.2 kHz dataset, and 

the relative offset was found to be 0.025 mΔOD (Appendix XII, Table XII-2). Following 

from above, the overall offset for the data collected with 1 kHz repetition rate was 

determined as 0.1 (offset for 0.2 kHz dataset) + 0.016 (offset relative to 0.2 kHz dataset) 

mΔOD. Similarly, the overall offset for the data collected with 2 kHz repetition rate was 

determined as 0.1 (offset for 0.2 kHz dataset) + 0.025 (offset relative to 0.2 kHz dataset) 

mΔOD. The y-shifted datasets are shown to be well-overlapped in Figure 6-8 b). As 

such, it has been demonstrated that the true ground-state need not be measured to 

obtain accurate decay kinetics for a sample, as the apparent observed trace only 

differs from the true kinetic trace by a constant y-offset. 

 

Figure 6-8. TA kinetics of CVD-CN in N2 monitored with 570 nm probe after 355 nm 

excitation (850 µJ/cm2/pulse), with a) no y-offset and b) with added y-offsets. Black, 

a) b)
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blue, and red traces respectively show the kinetics recorded with a pump repetition 

rate of 0.2, 1, and 2 kHz. The coloured numbers show the power-law exponents 

calculated for each kinetic curve, by fitting using an equation of the form 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑐 

for a), and through calculation of the gradient of the linear fitted lines in b). 

6.2.4.2 Effect of excitation intensity 

To check the effect of excitation intensity on the TA kinetics measured for CVD-CN, 

data was acquired for CVD-CN under N2 at four different excitation intensities: 850, 

430, 210, and 70 µJ/cm2/pulse. The raw kinetic data monitored with 570 nm probe are 

shown in Figure 6-9 a). As expected, the TA signal becomes weaker with decreasing 

excitation intensity. The effect of introducing a y-offset to the data collected under 850 

µJ/cm2/pulse excitation has already been discussed in the previous section. To check 

the offset appropriate for the data collected under 430 µJ/cm2/pulse excitation, again 

several different offsets were tested. For an offset of 0.3 mΔOD, the slope (power-law 

exponent) was found to be c.a. -0.03, while for an offset of 0.05 mΔOD, the slope was 

c.a. -0.11. Again, an offset of 0.1 mΔOD was chosen as the middle-ground, which 

yields a power-law exponent of -0.07. As such, to quantitatively compare the kinetic 

traces obtained at different excitation intensities, an offset of 0.1 mΔOD was added to 

all the datasets. The resulting kinetic traces are shown in Figure 6-9 b) on a log-log 

plot. The fitted slopes for the datasets can be observed to be decreasing in magnitude 

as the excitation intensity decreases, which is consistent with observations made by 

Godin et al (2017).66 The decreasing magnitude of the slope represents that the 

power-law exponent is becoming less negative as excitation intensity decreases, 

which suggest that charge carrier recombination is slower as excitation intensity 

decreases. This is similar to observations made by Tang et al (2008) for anatase TiO2 

films, which was attributed to trap-detrap mediated recombination of charge carriers.78 

Physically, this may be viewed as that as the charge carrier density decreases, after 

the photoexcited charge carriers diffuse away from their site of generation, the 

probability of an electron or hole encountering its opposite charge also decreases, 

resulting in slower recombination. 
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Figure 6-9. TA kinetics of CVD-CN in N2 monitored with 570 nm probe after 355 nm 

excitation (200 Hz) under various excitation intensities. The raw data is shown in a) 

and the datasets shifted upwards by 0.1 mΔOD is shown in b). The red/pink lines show 

linear fits through the datasets plotted on a log-log scale in b), and the red numbers 

show the slope (power-law exponent) calculated for each dataset. 

6.3  Summary 
In this chapter, the spectroscopic properties of a g-CN photoanode (CVD-CN) and a 

defect-rich g-CN photocathode (U-CN) were characterised and rationalised. Using 

UV-vis, the CVD-CN was found to have an indirect bandgap, with a bandgap energy 

of around 2.7 eV, consistent with literature. U-CN was also found to have an indirect 

bandgap, with a slightly higher bandgap energy at around 2.9 eV. A low-lying direct 

optical transition was also identified in both materials, occurring at around 2.9 and 3.1 

eV for CVD-CN and U-CN, respectively. The lowest-energy indirect and direct 

transitions were respectively attributed to planar and buckled g-CN structures. The 

lowest indirect and direct transitions in U-CN were c.a. 0.2 eV higher than their 

counterparts in CVD-CN, which could be due to reduced extent of delocalisation as a 

result of higher concentration of defects that interrupt the delocalisation of π-bonding, 

or possibly due to separation of g-CN layers in U-CN caused by ultrasonication. An 

extra low-lying direct transition was also identified for U-CN at around 3.4 eV, 

tentatively attributed to the presence of N-defects and C-OH groups or CN structures 

with a large bandgap. Interestingly, CVD-CN was found to exhibit a larger absorption 

tail (extending towards longer wavelengths) than the defect-rich U-CN, even though 

defect-states are usually expected to contribute to absorption tails. Presently, the 

absorption tail of CVD-CN is tentatively assigned to excitons with binding energies 
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<0.63 eV. These excitons are likely absent or present in very low concentrations in U-

CN. 

The PL spectra of CVD-CN exhibit distinct peaks around 469 and 490 nm (2.65 and 

2.54 eV, respectively), while the PL spectra of U-CN exhibit peaks around 439 and 

458 nm (2.83 and 2.71 eV, respectively). In both materials, the lower-energy PL peak 

likely correspond to the lowest-energy indirect transition observed using UV-vis, with 

a stokes-shift of 0.17 eV and 0.21 eV for CVD-CN and U-CN, respectively. The higher-

energy PL peak likely correspond to the lowest-energy direct transition observed using 

UV-vis, with a stokes-shift of 0.25 and 0.26 eV for CVD-CN and U-CN, respectively. 

The stokes shifts are presently attributed to substantial structural relaxation after 

photoexcitation of g-CN before band-to-band radiative recombination takes place. 

Interestingly, the stokes shift associated with the direct transitions are slightly larger 

than those for the indirect transitions in both CVD-CN and U-CN, which might suggest 

that buckled g-CN structures undergo a larger change than planar g-CN structures 

upon structural relaxation after photoexcitation. 

Despite the similar electronic transitions identifiable using UV-vis and PL, TAS 

revealed that the characteristics of photoexcited charge carriers in CVD-CN drastically 

differ from that in U-CN. Whereas CVD-CN under N2 was found to exhibit a positive 

TA signal that monotonously increases towards longer probe wavelengths, U-CN 

under N2 exhibited a negative TA signal that became more negative towards longer 

wavelengths. The positive signals observed for CVD-CN are consistent with literature 

reports of inactive deep-trapped electrons in g-CN, whilst the negative signals are 

attributed to stimulated emission of shallow trapped electrons. The anodic behaviour 

of CVD-CN can therefore be rationalised by the synergetic effect of a high proportion 

of inactive deep-trapped electrons along with upwards surface band-bending 

characteristic of n-type semiconductors. Whilst the cathodic behaviour of U-CN can 

be rationalised by a high proportion of electrons in shallow emissive states capable of 

taking part in photocatalytic water/proton reduction reactions. 

The TAS characteristics of the novel U-CN material was further investigated under 

different environments. Interestingly, upon changing the environment from N2 to water, 

the TA spectra of U-CN remained negative, but its shape changed such that the signal 

became more negative towards shorter wavelengths. Combining this observation with 
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the shape of the PL spectra, it was deduced that there must be a population of excited 

charge carriers in U-CN that exhibit increasing absorption towards shorter probe 

wavelengths, and that these charge carriers are removed by water. These same 

charge carriers are likely also responsible for stimulated emission, and it is very likely 

that these are the same species primarily responsible for the photocathode properties 

of U-CN. It was observed that upon introduction of Ag+ electron scavenger, the 

magnitude of the negative TA signals significantly reduced compared to in N2 or water, 

which indicate that the species responsible for stimulated emission in U-CN are 

photoexcited electrons capable of being scavenged by Ag+ ions. 

Analysis of TA kinetics (at time-delays beyond 35 ns) at 660 nm probe obtained under 

N2 revealed that CVD-CN exhibits power-law decay kinetics with an exponent of 

around -0.1, whilst there are two key components contributing to the decay kinetics of 

U-CN: a positive single-exponential component with lifetime in the µs-regime and a 

negative power-law component with an exponent between -0.3 and -0.4. It is 

speculated that the positive single-exponential decay is due to excitons with a large 

binding energy (as it does not spontaneously dissociate at room temperature), and the 

negative power-law component is due to electrons in shallow emissive states that are 

consumed via trap-detrap limited recombination. Also, in the presence of water the 

single-exponential component disappears whilst the power-law exponent becomes 

more negative. This is respectively interpreted as the absence of excitons (with µs-

lifetime) and faster consumption of shallow electrons in U-CN in the presence of water. 

It is noted here that UV-vis suggested the absence of excitons in U-CN, but TAS 

performed under N2 suggested the presence of excitons with µs-lifetime. These can 

be reconciled considering that UV-vis was performed under ambient conditions, thus 

there were likely a variety of adsorbed species on the sample surface, which might 

have affected exciton formation. This is also consistent with the observation that the 

single-exponential TAS feature attributed to excitons in U-CN disappear in the 

presence of water. 

In addition, TAS of CVD-CN under N2 performed with different pump repetition rates 

provided evidence that in the case of long-lived charge carriers that is still present 

when the apparent sample ground-state is measured, the apparent kinetic trace only 

differ from the true kinetic trace by a constant y-offset. As such, in at least some cases 

the true ground-state of a sample need not be measured to obtain accurate decay 
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kinetics. However, in practice the y-offset cannot always be reliably determined. Also, 

if very little decay occurs within the time-frame of the TAS experiment and a significant 

population of excited charges remain in the sample during the ground-state 

measurement, it will be difficult to elucidate the true decay kinetics due to insufficient 

data/information. This problem was attempted to be addressed through some software 

modifications, as will be detailed in the next Chapter. 

Finally, it was found that as the excitation intensity decreased, the power-law 

exponents of the TA decay kinetics recorded for CVD-CN under N2 also decreased, 

which is consistent with literature and can be interpreted as slower recombination 

when the initial charge carrier concentration is lower. 
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7. Further Instrument Developments 

In the previous section it has been demonstrated that even when the true ground-state 

of a sample is not measured, the TA decay kinetics are only affected by a constant 

offset. This constant offset contains information on the amount of residual excited 

charges remaining in the sample when the “ground-state” measurement is made. This 

is not a problem if the constant offset is small compared to the signal (i.e. most of the 

decay of the excited state occur within the time-frame of the TAS experiment), but can 

hide information about the true decay kinetics if the constant offset is comparatively 

large (i.e. very little decay occur within the time-frame of the TAS experiment). As such, 

it is useful to be able to measure the true ground-state of some samples. To address 

this, it was attempted to develop a new mode of measurement where the ground-state 

sample is measured separately prior to measuring the excited sample. This will be 

discussed in Section 7.1. Also, the longest time-delay achievable is limited by 

LabVIEW, as the DAQ program freezes soon after data-acquisition begins if >5 ms 

(<0.2 kHz) of data is acquired. To overcome this limitation and acquire data out to 

longer time-delays, it was attempted to trigger data-acquisition at a faster rate than the 

excitation laser trigger rate. This will be discussed in Section 7.2. 

7.1 Separately measuring the ground-state sample 
As was mentioned in Chapter 2, it is not always possible to measure the true ground-

state of a sample because of long-lived excited species. As such, a test software was 

developed that first measures the sample in absence of excitation, then measure the 

sample in the presence of excitation. In absence of excitation, the average of  is 

obtained. In the presence of excitation, the average of 
∗

∗ is obtained, which is then 

divided by 〈 〉 . As such, the scheme of averaging is different from that used in 

previously described software (Equation 3.7 and 3.8), and takes the form: 

〈∆𝐴〉 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 〈
∗

∗
〉 〈 〉  (Equation 7.1) 

The above-described measuring scheme is implemented in LabVIEW using a 

Sequence Structure with two frames. In the first frame, the pump laser is not emitting, 

and values of 𝐼  and 𝐼 are obtained, from which the average 〈 〉 is calculated. The 

way in which this is achieved is shown in Figure 7-1 a). First a mean for  is calculated 
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using a dataset containing 4000 intensities values, 400 of which correspond to probe 

laser emission due to oversampling by factor of 10, as previously mentioned in 

Chapter 3. This is expected to reduce noise in 〈 〉 by a factor of 20. Also, 100 repeats 

are taken (with 4000 intensity values recorded per repeat), and the median of the mean 

for each of the 100 repeats is taken as the final 〈 〉 to be used for calculating 〈∆𝐴〉. 

 

Figure 7-1. Screenshots of LabVIEW code used to obtain a) 〈 〉 and b) 〈
∗

∗
〉 〈 〉. Code 

shown in a) and b) respectively occur in the first and second frame of a Sequence 

Structure. 

The value of 〈 〉 is stored in a Sequence Local variable to pass the value to the second 

frame, which is used to acquire values of 𝐼∗  and 𝐼∗, using which 〈
∗

∗
〉 〈 〉 can then be 

calculated. The piece of code used to obtain 〈
∗

∗
〉 〈 〉 is shown in Figure 7-1 b). Rather 

than taking the last few intensity peaks as the ground-state reference value, as 

described in Chapter 3, the separately obtained 〈 〉 is used instead. In addition, a “wait 

time” is introduced, which is the amount of time the software waits for the sample to 

relax back to its ground state before commencing the next set of measurements at a 

different probe wavelength. If everything works as expected, the problem of difficulty 

in measuring the true ground-state of a sample should be mitigated. However, it was 

found that with this new method of obtaining the ground-state, overall drifts in the 

signal between measurements made at different electronic delays is comparatively 

large (10-4-10-3 ΔOD), as shown in Figure 7-2. When anatase TiO2 was used as the 

test sample, the offsets were observed to be always positive, and could be due to 
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accumulation of long-lived charge carriers. In absence of a TA signal, the baseline 

shifts are smaller (on the order of 10-4 ΔOD) and can be positive or negative.  

If a measurable quantity could be correlated with the baseline drift, then there is the 

possibility of predicting the baseline drift using the measurable quantity and 

subtracting it from the final signal. To try to find a measurable quantity that correlates 

with the baseline drift, an electrical sinusoidal signal was split in 2 and fed into the two 

channels on the DAQ card for the sample and reference detectors. The baseline drifts 

were found to be still present, albeit an order of magnitude smaller compared to when 

outputs from the photodetectors are used.  

 

Figure 7-2. Screenshots of TA signal measured for a) anatase TiO2 and b) in absence 

of photoexcitaiton using the new measurement mode where the ground-state is 

meaured separately prior to measuring the excited states. 

As the intensity ratio associated with the ground-state sample is a fixed value 

measured prior to taking the excited-state measurements, the baseline shifts can be 

attributed to the ground-state value of 〈 〉  changing from measurement to 

measurement for the excited-state measurements.bbb In theory, 〈𝐼 〉 is expected to 

take the same value for measurements made at different electronic delays, but in 

practice the measured 〈𝐼 〉  at each electronic delay is slightly different from one 

 
bbb i.e. the same ground-state value was used for all electronic delays, but the actual ground-state value 
is likely changing as different electronic delays are measured. 
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another due to noise. Similar statements can be made about 〈 〉. As such, if the 

variation of 〈 〉 and 〈𝐼 〉 are correlated, it might be possible to calculated expected 〈 〉 

for each electronic delay using 〈𝐼 〉. However, no correlation was found between 〈𝐼 〉 

and 〈 〉, therefore the baseline shifts cannot be corrected using measured 〈𝐼 〉 at each 

electronic delay. 

It was hypothesised that the baseline drift could be due to differences between inputs 

for the DAQ card. As such, it was attempted to feed the outputs from both the sample 

and reference detectors into a single input channel of the DAQ card. This was 

achieved by extending the BNC cable carrying output from the reference 

photodetector and summing it with the BCN cable carrying output from the sample 

photodetector. The length of the BNC cables for the reference detector was extended 

until the reference probe pulses were well-separated from the sample probe pulses. 

The resulting form of the summed intensities are shown in Figure 7-3 a). However, it 

was found that the resulting TA signal exhibited even greater baseline fluctuations, as 

shown in Figure 7-3 b). The baseline drifts increased by an order of magnitude from 

10-4 to 10-3 ΔOD. It was found that the baseline position is extremely sensitive to the 

movement of the BNC extension cable used to temporally separate the reference from 

the sample probe pulses. As such, is may be deduced that the baseline drift is not due 

to differences between inputs for the DAQ card. 

 

Figure 7-3. Screenshots of a) raw intensity values and b) TA signal obtained using the 

new measurement mode where the ground-state is meaured separately prior to 
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measuring the excited states.The output from the sample and reference detectors 

have been summed after introducing a delay to the output from the reference 

photodetector, thus in panel a) the inteisity peaks alternately correspond to probe 

pulses incident on the sample and reference detectors. 

Given that the baseline shift was found to be very sensitive to movement of the BNC 

cable, it was attempted to fix the cables as much as possible. However, a baseline 

drift on the order of 10-4 ΔOD was still present. As such, the new mode of 

measurement where the ground-state sample is measured separately prior to 

measuring the excited sample is only useful if the expected TA signal is large (on the 

order of ≥10-2 ΔOD). 

7.2 Extending the longest time-delay beyond 5 ms 
If the longest time-delay is set to be longer than 5 ms, the DAQ program freezes soon 

after data-acquisition begins. To overcome this limitation, it was attempted to extend 

the longest time-delay achievable by triggering the excitation laser at a fraction of the 

trigger rate for DAQ. To achieve this, another DAQ software was developed based on 

the software described in Section 7.1. The amount by which the excitation laser trigger 

rate is reduced as a fraction of the DAQ trigger rate (here termed the “Prescale Factor”) 

is set programmatically. The data associated with each DAQ trigger is concatenated 

for each trigger for the excitation laser. If the number of DAQ triggers is not divisible 

by the Prescale factor, data associated with consecutive DAQ triggers are 

concatenated as shown in Figure 7-4 a). Once the number of DAQ triggers becomes 

divisible by the Prescale factor (i.e. the next DAQ trigger also correspond to a trigger 

being sent to the excitation laser), the concatenated data is sent to a Queue for 

downstream data-processing (i.e. calculation of TA signal), as shown in Figure 7-4 b). 
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Figure 7-4. Screenshots of LabVIEW code used to a) concatenate data and b) read 

out concatenated data to Queue to obtain data acquired with the excitation laser 

triggered at a fraction of the trigger rate for DAQ. 

To test the preliminary software, a Prescale factor of 2 was used along with a DAQ 

trigger rate of 10 kHz. To check that the data segments are correctly concatenated, 

an anatase TiO2 film exposed to air was used as the test sample. The resulting form 

of the kinetic trace is shown in Figure 7-5 a). It may be observed that the order in which 

the DAQ trigger occurs is sometimes wrong - sometimes the second DAQ trigger in a 

sequence is wrongly treated as the first DAQ trigger, as illustrated in Figure 7-5 b). It 

would be possible to correct for this if there is a function (sub-VI) that returns true when 

a trigger for the pump laser is present, so that DAQ can be initiated only when both 

pump and DAQ triggers are present. It may be possible to feed back the pump trigger 

to the DAQ card to achieve this, but the sub-VI execution time can significantly vary 

from measurement to measurement, which would in turn affect which DAQ trigger is 

detected as the first one in a series. As such, in practice the sub-VI required need to 

be able to return true in real-time when a pump trigger is present. Alternatively, the 

“triggered streaming” mode of the DAQ card in principle allows data to be continuously 

read off after a DAQ trigger has been detected. However, when this was tested, no TA 

signal was observed. As such, although in principle the longest time-delay could be 

extended by triggering the excitation laser at a fraction of the DAQ trigger rate, this is 

difficult to implement in practice, and has not been presently achieved. 
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Figure 7-5. a) Screenshot of TA kinetic traces recorded for anatase TiO2 film using a 

DAQ trigger rate of 10 kHz with an excitation laser trigger rate of 5 kHz, and b) 

schematic illustrating the effect of correct vs. wrong first DAQ trigger. 
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8. Vis-NIR spectroscopic investigation of anatase TiO2 

powder 

8.1 Introduction and background  
Following the charge dynamics studies of photocatalyst films by TAS, it is attempted 

to demonstrate that a benchtop UV-vis-NIR spectrometer is capable of measuring the 

photoexcited characteristics of powder samples (rather than film samples). The 

instrument is then applied to study the interaction between photoexcited anatase TiO2 

and gaseous chemical species including methane. Out of commonly used commercial 

TiO2 powders, the mixed-phase material, P25, is the most frequently studied and 

widely regarded as a benchmark material due to its high photocatalytic activity.196–205 

However, for fundamental studies it is more informative to start from single-phase 

materials as this greatly reduces ambiguity in data analysis and interpretation. In the 

present study, a commercial anatase TiO2 powder is used as a model material.  

The commercial TiO2 powder used presently is known as PC50 (Millennium). It has 

been well-characterised across different literature since 2002 and continues to be of 

research interest today. It is reported to be composed of 99-100% anatase TiO2 with 

average crystallite size of 20-30 nm, pore size of around 20 nm, and specific surface 

area of 40-50 m2/g.206–215 Although morphological parameters such crystallite size and 

specific surface area of PC50 are similar to that of P25,206–211,213,214 comparative 

studies often report that PC25 is more photocatalytically active than 

PC50.207,208,211,213,216–221 However, occasionally PC50 have been reported to exhibit 

similar or higher photocatalytic activity compared to P25.206,210,216 Furthermore, 

several recent literature reported on modified PC50 exhibiting high photocatalytic 

activity for various reactions including methane conversion222,223 and herbicide 

mineralisation.224 

The present study focuses on pure unmodified PC50 to provide a solid foundation for 

future fundamental studies of more complex mixed-phase and modified TiO2 

photocatalysts. Steady-state UV-vis-NIR diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy 

characterisation of photoexcited PC50 was performed under controlled atmospheres, 

including Ar (inert reference), dry air (standard electron scavenger), and methanol 

vapour (standard hole scavenger). These measurements under standard scavenger 
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conditions demonstrate the capability of the benchtop UV-vis-NIR spectrometer to 

measure the absorption spectra of photoexcited charges in powder samples. 

The importance of methane conversion has repeatedly been emphasised in literature, 

and a large variety of products are possible from methane conversion depending on 

reaction conditions.225 Furthermore, there is an abundance of naturally occurring 

methane, and it is readily generated through renewable biotechnology.225–228 However, 

conventional methane conversion normally requires high temperature and pressure, 

which is energy-intensive, therefore associated with high costs and CO2 

emission.222,223,228,229 As such, photocatalytic methane conversion has been 

highlighted as a promising green route for methane conversion to higher-value 

chemicals.222,223,225,228,230–233 A variety of photocatalysts have been reported to 

facilitate methane conversion into a range of different products such as C2-

hydrocarbons, alcohols, and aromatic molecules.222,223,225,230–234 The present work, 

building on the success of charge characterisation by steady-state UV-vis-NIR 

spectroscopy,  also aims to observe the reaction between charges and methane on 

TiO2. 

To study the interaction between methane and anatase TiO2 under reaction conditions, 

photoexcited characteristics of PC50 powder under methane and methane/air 

atmospheres were also investigated. Out of all possible oxidants, O2 was investigated 

because air is cheap, readily available, and the methane/O2 ratio can be easily 

controlled; these properties translate to good potential for scaling up to industrial 

scales. In addition, methane conversion in the presence of O2 is associated with a 

negative change in Gibbs free energy, whereas most other methane conversion 

processes are thermodynamically up-hill.225 

There have been numerous suggestions that photoexcited holes (in the form of e.g. 

O- species) in the valence band of TiO2 and TiO2-based materials directly oxidise CH4 

to form the CH3• radical and OH-235,236 or H+.222,236–241 Also, Yoshida et al extrapolated 

knowledge from thermal catalysis and suggested that O- (photoexcited hole) directly 

extracts a H• radical from CH4.242 It is noted here that reaction with a photoexcited hole 

is equivalent to electrons’ transfer from the adsorbed species to the photocatalyst, 

therefore CH4 oxidation cannot directly result in H•, but H+ or OH- are likely immediate 

products. In the case of OH-, the electron density mainly resides on the oxygen, 
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therefore can be regarded as a “filled” hole in/near the VB. In contradiction to above 

literature, Suzuki et al reported a computational study which found that direct charge 

transfer between anatase TiO2 and adsorbed methane does not take place.243 

Consistent with the computational study by Suzuki et al,243 for methane conversion in 

the presence of H2O it has been proposed that H2O is first oxidised to the OH• radical 

by photoexcited holes, then OH• reacts with CH4 (i.e. there is no direct charge transfer 

between methane and photoexcited TiO2).232,244 In addition, Yoshida et al observed 

no H2 production when pure TiO2 was irradiated under CH4 atmosphere,245 which also 

supports the computational finding by Suzuki et al.243  However, Kaliaguine et al 

observed formation of ethane and CO2 upon UV irradiation of TiO2 under pure 

methane,235 which suggest that 1) there is direct interaction between photoexcited 

charges and CH4, and 2) lattice oxygen is consumed during the photocatalytic process. 

Following from this, the absence of H2 formation over pure TiO2 reported by Yoshida 

et al245 was likely due to lack of H+ reduction by TiO2 conduction-band electrons. 

Intermediate between the two extremes discussed above, Tahir et al suggested that 

both direct oxidation of CH4 by valence band holes and indirect oxidation by OH• 

radicals can take place during TiO2-based photocatalysis.236 However, Tahir et al was 

studying Dry Reforming of Methane (DRM), therefore the OH• species they proposed 

likely involved a lattice oxygen, rather than originating from H2O. In addition to 

methane activation mechanisms discussed thus far, Lang et al recently reported that 

the first step occurring during non-oxidative coupling of methane over Au-loaded TiO2 

is CH4 reduction by photoexcited electrons in Au to form the CH3- anion and atomic 

H,246 though it is not clear whether this mechanism might also be applicable for pure 

anatase TiO2. 

Overall, there has been a surprising lack of direct experimental evidence for the way 

in which methane interacts with photoexcited charge carriers in TiO2. The present 

study therefore aims to provide some fundamental insight on this interaction. As far as 

the author is aware of, the present study is the first attempt at using a benchtop UV-

vis-NIR spectrometer to study the absorption characteristics of photoexcited charges 

in TiO2, and then the first to apply this technique to study photocatalytic methane 

conversion. 
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8.2 Experimental 

8.2.1 Instrumental details 

A Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR spectrometer fitted with a Praying Mantis Diffuse Reflectance 

accessory (Agilent) was used for all the measurements. A reactor chamber was used 

to control the sample environment. All three windows of the reaction chamber were 

2mm thick crystal Quartz (Crystran, QPZ15-2). Two of the windows are for the 

transmission of measurement light, and the third window is for observation/the 

excitation light. A 300 W Xe lamp (Newport, model 67005) was used as the excitation 

light source. The Xe lamp illumination was filtered with a 325-385 nm bandpass filter 

(Thorlabs, FGUV UG1) and a 365 nm bandpass filter (Comar), then focused with a 

lens onto the sample surface. The illumination intensity of the focused 365 nm output 

is estimated to be c.a. 1 mW/cm2 around the sample position. To prevent the 365 nm 

excitation light scattered by the sample from saturating detectors in the Cary 5000, a 

395 nm long-pass filter was taped before the sample beam detector. The way in which 

these components have been chosen are outlined in Appendix XIII, and further details 

related to the 365 nm excitation can be found in Appendix XIV. 

The “Scan” software (version 6.2.0.1588) was used to acquire steady-state spectra, 

whilst the “Scanning Kinetics” software (version 6.2.0.1588) was used to repeatedly 

acquire spectra over reaction timescales. Key software parameters used to acquire 

data and the way in which these parameters have been arrived at are outlined in 

Appendix XIII. 

8.2.2 Analysis of diffuse reflectance data 

In all presently conducted measurements, raw %R spectra (no baseline) were 

acquired to allow maximum flexibility in later data processing. There are multiple 

different ways to process diffuse reflectance data. The Kubelka-Munk (F(r)) and log(1/r) 

transformations are the two most commonly used functions to convert %R values into 

units reportedly proportional to the concentration of absorbing species. Both F(r) and 

log(1/r) transformations are readily available through most commercial spectrometer 

software. A comparison of F(r) and log(1/r) can be found in Appendix XV. The log(1/r) 

transformation is effectively the Beer-Lambert law, as detailed in Appendix I, with the 

intensity of transmitted light replaced by the intensity of diffuse reflected light. The 

Kubelka-Munk transformation is defined as: 
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𝐹(𝑟) =
( )

  (Equation 8.1) 

Where 𝑟 is the (relative) sample reflectance. The Kubelka-Munk (KM) theory assumes 

an isotropic homogeneous distribution of absorbers/scattering centres in the 

sample.247 This is evident from the assumption in the original derivation of the KM 

theory that the absorption and scattering coefficients are constant throughout the 

entire sample.248 However, in the case of a photoexcited powder, this assumption is 

not generally valid. This is because the excitation wavelength is usually at a 

wavelength above the material’s bandgap whilst the measurement wavelength is 

usually at sub-bandgap wavelengths. As such, the intensity of the excitation light 

attenuates faster than the intensity of the measurement light, thus the concentration 

of absorbers (photoexcited charge carriers) within the sample is inhomogeneous and 

non-isotropic within distances travelled by the measurement light. 

In most cases, steady-state benchtop spectrometers are used to measure ground-

state samples, for which the KM transformation is often used to process diffuse 

reflectance data. There is limited literature on steady-state spectroscopic 

characterisation of photoexcited TiO2 powder using the diffuse reflectance technique. 

Liu et al used the Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier-Transform Spectroscopy 

(DRIFTS) technique to study photocatalytic CO2 reduction with H2O on TiO2.249 Similar 

to the present experiment, a Praying Mantis accessory with two windows for the 

measurement light and a third window for the excitation light was used. However, Liu 

et al focused on chemical changes characterised by changes to specific IR absorption 

bands under continuous photoexcitation, and reported their spectra in normal 

absorbance units,249 whereas the present experiment focus on baseline changes 

associated with absorption by photoexcited charge carriers. DRIFTS has also been 

used by others to study photoexcited TiO2, with the spectra reported in normal 

absorbance units250 or in KM units.251 In contrast to these literature reports, the present 

experiment uses visible to near-IR (NIR) light to measure the sample, and focus on 

differential reflectance/absorbance for measurements made with and without 

photoexcitation. As explained in the previous paragraph, assumption inherent to the 

KM theory does not hold for the present system of interest, therefore an alternative 

treatment of %R data is required. 
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When photoexcited charge carriers are the species of interest, it is informative to 

translate %R data into a quantity that is directly proportional to the concentration of 

excited charge carriers. A commonly used equation to quantify absorption by excited 

states is:113,252–263 

%𝑎𝑏𝑠 =
( ) ( )

( )
 × 100% (Equation 8.2) 

Where %𝑎𝑏𝑠 is percentage absorption, 𝑅(𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘) is the reflectance of the ground-state 

sample in the dark, and 𝑅(𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑚)  is the reflectance of the photoexcited sample. 

Equation 8.2 has been extensively used to analyse TA data acquired using diffuse 

reflectance,113,252–263 and is also applicable for analysing data acquired in the present 

experiment, because the present experiment is analogous to the time-zero 

measurement in TAS. 

Processing %R data using Equation 8.2 is useful because it has been reported to yield 

values that is directly proportional to charge carrier concentration for sufficiently small 

values of %abs, with <10% being a safe general ballpark estimate.252–254,257–259,263,264 

As such, in the present study Equation 8.2 will be the primary method used to 

process %R data. 

8.2.3 Measurement details 

Prior to each measurement, the PC50 powder to be used was treated at 400°C for 30 

mins to remove organic contaminants possibly adsorbed onto the sample surface. The 

treated powder was transferred into the reaction chamber sample holder, and gently 

patted flat with a spatula.  

For each measurement in the presence of Xe lamp illumination, the Xe lamp was 

switched on for at least 10 minutes prior to starting the measurement. To avoid the 10 

minute wait time at the beginning of every externally illumined measurement as well 

as to minimise temperature fluctuations, rather than switching the lamp off to perform 

dark measurements, a sheet of matte black Aluminium foil was used to block the Xe 

lamp output (for a minimum of 5 minutes) prior to starting a dark measurement. For all 

measurements, a sheet of blackout fabric (Thorlabs, BK5) was draped over the setup 

(cary 5000 spectrometer + Xe lamp light source). 

O2 is a well-known electron scavenger,77,79,165,173,202 delivered in the form of (dry) air 

in the present experiment. Methanol is a frequently used hole-scavenger,78,79,173 
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delivered as vapour into the reaction chamber by flowing 150 ml/min Argon through a 

metal vessel containing a small amount of liquid methanol. ccc  A photograph and 

schematic of the setup for delivering methanol vapour can be found in Appendix XVI. 

For measurements under a methane atmosphere, 10% methane in Argon was used. 

To simulate conditions required for the following stoichiometric reaction (Oxidative 

Coupling of Methane – OCM): 

4CH4 + O2 → 2C2H6 + 2H2O (Equation 8.3) 

Measurements were also performed under a methane/air mixture, with the flow rates 

of 10% methane (in Argon) and air (c.a. 20% O2) respectively set to 120 and 15 ml/min. 

This results in a gas mixture composed of CH4/O2 in a ratio of approximately 4/1.  

For all measurements presented in the main text, the pre-treated TiO2 powder was 

kept in the dark and purged with 150 ml/min of gas (135 ml/min for the 4/1 CH4/O2 

mixture) to be used for a minimum of 30 minutes prior to starting the first measurement 

under that gas environment (unless stated otherwise), and the controlled atmosphere 

was sealed in the reactor at the end of the purge period by closing two valves letting 

gas into and out of the reactor. Further measurement details are described where 

appropriate in the Results section and in the Appendix. 

8.3 Results and discussion 

8.3.1 Control experiments - BaSO4 measurements 

During initial stages of configuring the instrument for making measurements on 

externally illuminated samples, an absorption artefact was identified (Appendix XIII). 

This artefact is not present for the experimental configuration described in Section 

8.2.1. Using the presently developed configuration, control experiments were 

performed using commercial BaSO4 powder as the reference sample. Further 

measurement details can be found in Appendix XVII. The absorption induced by the 

365 nm external illumination for BaSO4 under different gaseous environments are 

shown in Figure 8-1, from which it may be observed that there is no consistent 

absorption artefact. Also, deviations from the expected 0% absorption is more 

 
ccc One-hole oxidation of methanol results in the methoxy radical CH3O•, which can then undergo further 
oxidation.283,284 Probable stable products of methanol oxidation over anatase TiO2 include formaldehyde 
and methyl formate.284,285 However, in the absence of other reactive species like O2, the amount of 
methanol converted is very small (not detectable by DRIFTS).286 As such, the amount of stable 
methanol oxidation products formed under present experimental conditions are likely negligible. 
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pronounced in the visible region compared to in the NIR region, and there is a 

discontinuity at the detector and grating changeover wavelength of 800 nm. From 

Figure 8-1, it may be concluded that %abs features with magnitudes <1% in the visible 

region can be attributed to instrumental artefacts, whilst significant artefacts are not 

expected in the NIR region. 

 

Figure 8-1. %abs induced by 365 nm external illumination for BaSO4 powder under a) 

100% Ar, b) dry air, and c) 10% methane in Ar atmospheres. Legends are in the form 

“C_x”, where C represent the gaseous environment, and x represent the repeat 

number. 

To check baseline changes between measurements, %abs spectra were also 

calculated using the first dark %R spectrum (“Ar_dark_1”) as a common reference. 

Under ideal conditions, all resulting spectra should be a straight line at 0% unless 

chemical absorption is expected. The actual experimental %abs spectra are shown in 

Figure 8-2. It may be observed from Figure 8-2 a) that there are large baseline drifts 

in the <800 nm and >2000 nm regions even for later measurements made under the 
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same conditions as the reference (i.e. the first spectrum measured under Ar in the 

dark). The entire baseline changes upon going from Ar to another atmospere (air or 

methane), as observable from the overall positive %abs in Figure 8-2 b) and d). This 

large baseline change is reflected in the visibly different raw %R spectra acquired 

under different environments (Appendix XVII, Figure XVII-1). This large change that 

occur upon changing the gaseous environment was likely due to slight changes in the 

reactor height and/or orientation upon opening and closing the reactor valves.  

In addition, apart from discontinuities in the %abs spectra characteristic of instrumental 

drifts, several distinct peaks can also be observed in the 1800-2000 nm region, as 

shown in Figure 8-2 c) and e). Although these peaks look like chemical changes, they 

are closely matched with peaks in the raw %R spectrum (Appendix XVII, Figure XVII-

1), therefore can also be attributed to instrumental baseline drifts. 
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Figure 8-2. %abs spectra calculated using the first dark %R spectrum (Ar_dark_1) as 

a common reference for BaSO4 under a) Ar, b) air, and d) 10% methane in Ar. Spectra 

in b) and d) are zoomed in on the 1600-2300 nm region for peak identification, shown 

in c) and e), respectively. Legends are in the form “C_L_x”, where C represent the 

gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) of external 365 

nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. In c) and e) the grey dashed line 

represents the baseline used to locate peaks in the 1800-2000 nm region. 

To identify peaks due to absorption of (gas-phase) methane in the NIR region, further 

data processing was conducted using the “air_dark_3” %R spectrum as reference to 
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calculate %abs for measurements made under methane atmosphere. The as-obtained 

spectra are shown in Figure 8-3 a). The discontinuity at 800 nm is still present, but the 

quality of spectrum is greatly improved in the >2000 nm region. Two absorptive regions 

can be identified: a large absorption in the 2000-2500 nm region, and a small 

absorption in the 1500-2000 nm region. To evaluate the peaks in these two regions, 

the %abs spectra in Figure 8-3 a) are averaged then zoomed in on the 2000-2700 nm 

and 1500-2200 nm regions, shown in Figure 8-3 b) and c), respectively. In the 2000-

2700 nm region, distinctive peaks can be identified to occur at 2200, 2237, 2292, 2318, 

2348, and 2371 nm. In the 1500-2200 nm region, the peaks are more numerous and 

much smaller, but two relatively large peaks can be identified to occur at 1645 and 

1666 nm. The assignment of these peaks to methane is also confirmed through 

studying the peak area change as a function of methane concentration (Section 8.3.4).  

 

Figure 8-3. %abs spectra calculated using the air_dark_3 %R spectrum as a reference. 

In a), the legend is in the form “C_L_x”, where C represent the gaseous environment, 

L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) of external 365 nm illumination, and x 

represent the repeat number. The %abs spectra in a) were averaged then zoomed in 
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on the 2000-2700 nm and 1500-2200 nm regions, respectively shown in b) and c) as 

solid black lines. The grey dashed lines in b) and c) represent the baseline used to 

locate peaks. 

As the baseline for the comparatively large methane peaks in the 2000-2500 nm 

region can be estimated as a straight line, peaks in this region are preferred over peaks 

in the 1500-2000 nm region for analysing methane concentrations. The result of 

integrating Figure 8-3 a) over 2100-2500 nm and 2180-2400 nm are shown in Figure 

8-4 a) and b), respectively. The visual of the areas integrated over can be found in 

Appendix XVII (Figure XVII-2). The area in the 2100-2500 nm region varies between 

c.a. 460 and 495 (c.a. ±20 units or ±4%)ddd, whilst the area in 2180-2400 nm varies 

between c.a. 237 and 247 (c.a. ±5 units or ±2%)eee. As expected, the smaller the 

integration region, the smaller the area, but the percentage variation also reduces. If 

the noise in both integrated regions only has origins from fluctuations in the local 

methane concentration, then the percentage variation is expected to be similar for the 

two integration regions. Significant difference between the percentage variations 

suggest that the instrumental error is varying as a function of measurement 

wavelength. Furthermore, comparing Figure 8-4 a) and b), it may be observed that the 

variation of peak area as a function of measurements is qualitatively different for the 

two integration regions. 

 

Figure 8-4. Integral of %abs spectra calculated using the air_dark_3 %R spectrum as 

reference for BaSO4 under 10% methane in Ar atmosphere in the a) 2100-2500 nm 

 
ddd The percentage was estimated using: 

±

. ∗( )
× 100% 

eee The percentage was estimated using: 
±

. ∗( )
× 100% 
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region and b) 2180-2400 nm region. The x-axis labels are in the form “C_L_x”, where 

C represent the gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) 

of external 365 nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. The x-axis labels 

are in the order of measurement. 

8.3.2 Photo-induced absorption of TiO2 under various gaseous 

environments 

Prior to discussing main experimental results, some important observations will first 

be discussed. In the presence of Argon, air, and methane, reflectance of the 

photoexcited TiO2 approximately rises back to its initial value after 5 minutes in the 

dark. Supporting data are shown in Appendix XVIII. However, in the presence of 

methanol, the sample reflectance is still significantly reduced even after 5 minutes in 

the dark. This is evident from the data shown in Appendix XVIII (Figure XVIII-2). 

Furthermore, at the end of measurement under all conditions other than methanol, the 

sample appears unchanged, but in the presence of methanol the sample acquires a 

light blue colour, which is characteristic of Ti3+,265 indicating that a significant 

proportion of photoexcited electrons with >mins lifetimes remain in the sample. As 

such, although repeats performed on the same sample can be averaged over for 

measurements made under Argon, air, and methane, such averaging is not 

appropriate for measurements made in the presence of methanol. Following from this, 

results presented in this section are averaged data for measurements made under 

Argon, air, and methane, whilst only data from the first repeat is presented for 

measurements made under methanol. 

8.3.2.1 Standard gaseous scavengers – charge carrier fingerprints 

Figure 8-5 a) shows that when Argon is replaced by (dry) air, the photo-induced 

absorption at wavelengths >1000 nm reduces by about an order of magnitude. As 

such, signals in this region can be assigned to photoexcited electrons that can 

relatively easily react with O2. The magnitude of signal quenching by O2 decreases 

towards shorter wavelengths (<1000 nm), for which there are two possible reasons: 1) 

the signal contribution from photoexcited holes increases whilst contributions from 

photoexcited electrons decreases towards shorter wavelengths, or 2) signals at 

shorter wavelengths are due to deeper trapped electrons that have smaller reductive 

potentials, therefore are less capable of reducing O2. The first reason is consistent 

with literature reports that absorption due to photoexcited holes in anatase TiO2 exhibit 
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a broad peak around 400-500 nm,77–79,266 whilst absorption due to photoexcited 

electrons increase towards longer wavelengths all the way from the visible to the IR 

region.78,79 The second reason is consistent with the finding that conduction band 

electrons are quenched by O2 more efficiently than trapped electrons.267 

When methanol vapour is introduced, the photo-induced absorption increases by over 

an order of magnitude across the entire 400-2800 nm region, as shown in Figure 8-5 

b). This indicates that there are significant signal contributions from photoexcited 

electrons in this region. This appears to be different from signal contributions observed 

by TAS, in which the absorption due to photoexcited holes were >3 times greater than 

the absorption due to photoexcited electrons at c.a. 500 nm in 20 µs after 

photoexcitation.78 If the photoinduced signal in the visible region is mainly dominated 

by holes and the average excited electron/hole concentration is similar under argon 

and under methanol, then upon removal of holes by methanol the overall signal 

magnitude should decrease in the visible region. Although the opposite is presently 

observed, this cannot confirm that the photoinduced signal in the visible region is 

dominated by electrons, because it could be that the population of photoexcited 

electrons increased so much that it counteracts the decrease in signal associated with 

hole removal. Based on TAS spectra, it is likely the case that the photoinduced signal 

in the visible region is dominated by holes. Nonetheless, the possibility that the 

photoinduced signal in the visible region is dominated by (deep-trapped) electrons 

cannot be dismissed. In the present experiment, photoinduced absorption is 

characterised using continuous excitation, whereas in TAS pulsed excitation is used 

and the reported spectra are usually acquired after some short time-delay. As such, if 

it is the case that the photoinduced signal in the visible region is dominated by (deep-

trapped) electrons (rather than holes), discrepancy between the present findings and 

literature TAS results could be because electrons that absorb in the visible region 

exhibit very fast decay, so their signal is only significant at time-zero (in TAS). In 

addition, the dramatically enhanced signal of photoelectrons under methanol can be 

attributed to the accumulation of excited electrons due to the use of continuous 

excitation in the current setup, different from the pulsed excitation used in TAS. 

Furthermore, it may be observed from Figure 8-5 b) that the signal amplitude gradually 

varies with wavelength in the region >800 nm, but in the region <800 nm the signal 

amplitude rapidly decreases with decreasing wavelength. This could be due to two 
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possible reasons: 1) the extinction coefficient due to photoexcited electrons rapidly 

decrease with decreasing wavelength in the visible region, and/or 2) electrons mainly 

responsible for signals in the <800 nm region are intrinsically different from those 

responsible for signals in the >800 nm region, and electrons that absorb in the visible 

region undergo faster recombination, resulting in lower average concentration of these 

electrons. The latter is consistent with earlier conjectures that the signals at shorter 

wavelengths are due to deeper trapped electrons, and that electrons primarily 

responsible for signals in the visible region exhibit very fast decay kinetics. This is also 

consistent with the suggestion that deep traps increase recombination (whilst shallow 

traps facilitate charge migration therefore enhance photocatalytic activity).268 

 

Figure 8-5. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of a) air, and b) methanol vapour in Argon. Reference 

spectrum acquired under 100% Argon are also shown in each panel for a comparison. 

In panel a), the difference spectrum between the two spectra collected under different 

atmospheres is also shown in grey. The discontinuity at 800 nm is an artefact occurring 

at the detector and grating changeover wavelength. The average excitation intensity 

is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. Apart from the MeOH trace in b), all other traces 

are the average of several repeats on the same sample. Data for individual repeats 

can be found in Appendix XIX. 

Normalising the spectra in Figure 8-5 b) reveals that the spectral shapes measured 

under argon and methanol vapour significantly differ from one another, as shown in 

Appendix XX. In the visible region, there is a slight peak between 500-650nm for the 

spectra measured under argon, whilst the signal amplitude rapidly decreases with 
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decreasing wavelength for the spectra measured under methanol. In the NIR region, 

the slope/curvature of the spectra measured under methanol slightly differs from the 

slope/curvature of the spectra measured under argon. Under argon, photoexcited 

electrons and holes are expected to contribute equally to the photoinduced signal, 

whilst in the presence of methanol, only signals from electrons are significant. As such, 

the differing spectral shapes in the visible region observed under argon and methanol 

is strong evidence that the photoinduced signal observed under air (Figure 2 a) is 

primarily due to holes, and that the photoinduced signal in the visible region under 

argon has significant contributions from holes. Nonetheless, there is still a possibility 

that the photoinduced signal in the visible region is dominated by (deep-trapped) 

electrons – if the signal in the NIR and visible regions are respectively attributed to 

shallow/free electrons and deep-trapped electrons, the difference between the 

normalised spectra in the visible region could suggest that the population of 

shallow/free electrons are enhanced more than the population of deep-trapped 

electrons. This could be understood as that there is a limited small number of deep 

trap states compared to shallow/free states. Different from the comparative spectral 

shapes under argon and methanol in the visible region discussed thus far, the spectral 

shapes in the NIR region are similar with only small differences. Also, following from 

earlier discussions, the primary species responsible for photoinduced absorption in 

the NIR region are expected to be the same under argon and in methanol vapour. The 

small spectral differences in the NIR region can therefore be attributed to the 

magnitude of signals observed in the presence of methanol - such large signals likely 

suffer from spectral distortion. As mentioned in Section 8.2.2, %abs are only expected 

to be directly proportional to charge carrier concentration for signal sizes below c.a. 

10%, which is the case for the signal obtained under Argon but not for the signal 

obtained under methanol vapour. 

Overall, the spectral shape and assignment in the >1000 nm region in Figure 8-5 a) 

and b) are consistent with literature reports that the absorption of photoexcited 

electrons increases with increasing wavelength, attributed to the free or (shallow) 

trapped electrons.78,79 Collective comparison of the spectra obtained under Argon, air, 

and methanol strongly suggest that the absorption of photoexcited holes increase 

towards shorter wavelengths in the visible region, which is again consistent with 

literature TAS spectra. However, the absorption peak due to photoexcited holes 
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commonly reported in TAS were not observable in the present experiment. This might 

be because O2 is not a strong electron scavenger, therefore the population of 

photoexcited holes were not enhanced to an extent that allows its absorption peak to 

be clearly visible given the signal-to-noise ratios in the present experiment.  

Furthermore, there are some reports of trapped electrons exhibiting a broad 

absorption peak around 650-750 nm,79,266 which is also not observed presently. fff 

Bahnemann et al noted that the absorption peak around 600-700 nm is heavily 

influenced by the preparation method, therefore are likely due to surface-trapped 

electrons.266 Yoshihara et al also noted that the absorption peak assigned to trapped 

electrons is very sensitive to surface conditions, with nanoparticles in solution 

exhibiting a much stronger peak compared to nanocrystalline films prepared from the 

same particles.79 It may therefore be the case that the presently used TiO2 powder do 

not possess significant amounts of surface electron traps. 

Aside from absorption peaks expected for trapped charges, intra-band transitions due 

to free carriers are expected to result in the following spectral shape: 

𝛼(𝜆) ∝ 𝜆  (Equation 8.4) 

Where 𝛼(𝜆) is the free carrier absorption coefficient, 𝜆 is the wavelength, and 𝑛 is a 

quantity related to physical characteristics of the sample, often found to take a value 

between 1.5 and 3.5.269,270 For anatase TiO2, Yoshihara et al found their electron 

absorption spectrum to be well-fitted by 𝑛  = 1.7, although the signal due to free 

electrons is superimposed with a broad peak attributed to trapped electrons,79 whilst 

Zhu et al obtained a value of 1.6 for 𝑛.267 Surprisingly, Szczepankiewicz et al also 

observed a 𝜆 .  dependence for the mixed-phase P25 TiO2 in the mid-IR region,251 

but Yamakata et al reported a wavenumber (𝜐) dependence of 𝜐 .  for Pt-loaded 

P25.271 As 𝜐 ∝ 1/𝜆, a 𝜐 .  dependence is equivalent to a 𝜆 .  dependence. To identify 

the properties of the presently observed electrons, %abs spectra obtained under 

Argon were re-plotted on a log-log scale, shown in Appendix XXI (Figure XXI-1). Three 

out of the four spectra appear to be approximately linear on a log-log scale in the NIR 

region, but some curvature in the plots are apparent when compared to the straight-

 
fff If the trapped electrons are not scavenged by O2, it should clearly show up in the absorption spectrum 
recorded under air. On the other hand, if the trapped electrons are scavenged by O2, it should show up 
in the difference spectrum in Figure 6-6 a). 
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line fit. The presence of the slight curvature suggest that these signals cannot be solely 

attributed to conduction band electrons. Nonetheless, the slopes of the approximately 

linear plots were evaluated, determined to be 0.63±0.03, which is surprisingly close to 

the wavelength dependence reported by Yamakata et al for Pt-TiO2 in the mid-IR 

region.271 

To further compare the photo-induced absorption spectrum for TiO2 in Argon and in 

air, the difference between the two spectra was also taken, shown in Figure 8-5 a). In 

Argon, the spectrum has contributions from all types of photoexcited charge carriers, 

whilst in air the spectrum only has contributions from charge carriers that cannot be 

scavenged by O2. As such, subtracting the spectrum in air from the spectrum in Argon 

should yield the spectrum of charge carriers that has been scavenged by O2. Although 

the difference spectrum in Figure 8-5 a) appear to exhibit a slight broad peak around 

650 nm, the presence, position, and shape of the peak show poor reproducibility for 

measurements made on the same sample (Appendix XIX, Figure XIX-2) as well as 

between different samples.  

The difference spectra of argon and air were also plotted on a log-log scale, shown in 

Appendix XXI (Figure XXI-2). Much better linearity is exhibited by the difference 

spectra compared to the spectra under Argon, which indicate that the species 

responsible for the deviations from linearity are present under both Argon and air, 

suggesting that most of the charge carriers scavenged by O2 are free conduction band 

electrons,ggg which is again consistent with the finding that conduction band electrons 

are quenched by O2 more efficiently than trapped electrons.267 Through fitting data 

from the individual repeats, the slope of the difference spectra was evaluated to be 

0.61±0.06 (further details in Appendix XXI), thus subtracting the spectrum obtained 

under air from that obtained under Argon did not significantly change the slope. This 

indicates that the photo-induced absorption in the NIR region mainly have 

contributions from free conduction band electrons rather than species that are 

responsible for deviations from linearity, which is consistent with the finding that most 

of photoexcited electrons observed in NIR region exist in the conduction band rather 

than as (deep) trapped states.272 

 
ggg Shallow trapped electrons require little energy to be promoted into the CB, so can also easily 
“become” free CB electrons. 
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The 𝜆 .  dependence is close to that reported by Yamakata et al271 but very different 

from the 𝜆 . .  dependence reported by other literature mentioned earlier.79,251,267 

However, Yamakata et al271 conducted their measurements in transmission mode, and 

corresponding photo-induced spectra were reported in absorbance units, whilst 

Szczepankiewicz et al251 used the KM transformation to analyse their reflectance data. 

As such, the presently obtained reflectance data were also processed using the 

classical equation for absorbance (the “log(1/r) transformation”) as well as using the 

KM transformation, as detailed in Appendix XXI. Log(1/r) transformation performed on 

the same data as that shown in Figure 8-5 a) resulted in slopes very similar to that 

found for data processed using Equation 8.2 (%abs). However, the KM-transformed 

data exhibit a slope of 1.27±0.06 for measurements made under Argon, and a slope 

of 1.28±0.07 for the Argon-air difference spectra. These values are very different from 

behaviours reported by all three aforementioned literature, and as mentioned in 

Section 8.2.2, the assumptions inherent to the KM transformation are not applicable 

to the present system, therefore for the remainder of this section only data processed 

using Equation 8.2 will be discussed. 

It may be derived that for high-frequency light in low-conductivity materials, 𝛼(𝜆) varies 

as 𝜆 , whilst for high-frequency light in high-conductivity materials, 𝛼(𝜆) varies as 

𝜆 . .273 Here, “low-conductivity” means < 𝜀 𝜀  and “high conductivity” means >

𝜀 𝜀 , where 𝜎 , 𝜔 , 𝜀 , and 𝜀  respectively represent the material’s conductivity, the 

frequency of electromagnetic radiation, the vacuum permittivity and the relative 

permittivity.273 Qualitatively, this can be interpreted as that absorption of high-

frequency light by a material possessing more dielectric character than conductor 

character (low-conductivity) varies as 𝜆 , whilst absorption by a material possessing 

more conductor character than dielectric character (high-conductivity) varies as 𝜆 . . 

Following from this, the present results suggest that anatase TiO2 powder behaves 

more like a conductor than a dielectric under constant photoexcitation.  

 

8.3.2.2 Interaction between methane and charge carriers in TiO2 

Next, the photoexcited absorption characteristics of TiO2 in the presence of methane 

(with and without O2) are discussed. Figure 8-6 a) shows that when methane is 

introduced, the photo-induced absorption increases across the entire measurement 
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region, though the amount of increase is an order of magnitude smaller compared to 

when methanol vapour was used. Nonetheless, Figure 8-6 a) provides strong 

evidence that methane is a hole scavenger, therefore its activation over TiO2 likely 

involves oxidation by photoexcited holes. The small signal increase induced by 

methane compared to methanol indicate that methane is a much weaker hole-acceptor 

compared to methanol, likely due to weak interaction between the TiO2 surface and 

inert, non-polar CH4 molecules.  

Upon normalising the spectra in Figure 8-6 a) using the %abs value at 1500 nm, good 

overlap between the two normalised spectra are observed in the NIR region, as shown 

in Figure 8-6 b). This indicates that the concentration of all types of electrons that 

absorb in the NIR region are enhanced by the same amount in the presence of 

methane. Comparing the normalised spectra in Figure 8-6 b) in the visible region, it 

may be observed that the difference between the normalised spectra increases 

towards shorter wavelengths. Following from earlier discussions, it is likely the case 

that there are significant contributions from photoexcited holes to the absorption 

spectrum in the visible region, therefore the differing shapes of the spectra acquired 

under argon and methane (Figure 8-6 b)) in the visible region is strong evidence that 

photoexcited holes are depleted in the presence of methane. 
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Figure 8-6. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of a) Argon and 10% methane in Argon, c) Argon and 4/1 

Me/O2, and corresponding normalised (using the %abs value at 1500 nm) 

photoinduced absorption spectra b) for traces in a), and d) for traces in c).  For panels 

c) and d), the difference spectrum (spectrum under argon minus spectrum under 

methane/air) are also shown in grey. The discontinuity at 800 nm is an artefact 

occurring at the detector and grating changeover wavelength. The average excitation 

intensity is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. All traces are the average of 3 repeats 

on the same sample. Data for individual repeats can be found in Appendix XIX. 

Figure 8-6 c) shows that when methane/O2 (ratio 4/1) is simultaneously introduced, 

the photo-induced absorption decreases in a similar manner to that observed when 

argon is replaced by air (Figure 8-5 a)). Similar to signal quenching by O2 in pure air, 

the magnitude of signal quenching by methane/O2 also decreases towards shorter 

wavelengths in the visible region. Following from earlier discussions, this is indicative 

that a significant amount of photoexcited holes remain in TiO2 under methane/O2. 

Furthermore, the difference spectrum in Figure 8-6 c) is also qualitatively similar to the 
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difference spectrum between argon and air (Figure 8-5 a)), strongly suggesting that 

the species scavenged by 4/1 methane/O2 (absolute O2 concentration c.a. 2%) are 

the same as the species scavenged by pure air, despite there being 4 times as much 

methane as there is O2. This phenomenon could arise if O2 preferentially adsorbs onto 

TiO2, or if O2 is a much stronger electron-scavenger than methane as a hole-acceptor. 

Normalising the spectra in Figure 8-6 c) reveals that all three spectra roughly overlap 

in the NIR region, as shown in Figure 8-6 d). The overlap between the normalised 

difference spectrum and the spectrum acquired under Argon are similar to the overlap 

between the normalised spectra in Figure 8-6 b). Comparing these normalised spectra, 

the difference spectrum (Figure 8-6 d)) behaves in a similar way to the spectrum 

acquired under methane (Figure 8-6 b)) when compared to the normalised spectra 

acquired under Argon. The difference spectrum represents the species that has been 

scavenged by Me/air, therefore its similarity to the spectrum acquired under methane 

is consistent with the observation that photoexcited electrons are enhanced by 

methane but depleted by Me/air. On the other hand, photoexcited holes can be 

expected to be depleted by both methane and the Me/air mixture. If all electrons and 

holes are scavenged equally by Me/air, the normalised difference spectrum (between 

Ar and Me/O2) should also show good overlap with the spectrum acquired under Argon 

in the visible region. This is not observed, instead the normalised difference %abs 

(representing absorption due to photoexcited species that has been scavenged by 

Me/O2) become increasingly smaller compared to the spectrum acquired under Argon 

towards shorter wavelengths in the visible region (Figure 8-6 d)). Following from earlier 

discussions, this difference in the visible region could be attributed to the inability of 

O2 to scavenge deep-trapped electrons that have strong signals in the visible region. 

However, given that photoexcited holes in anatase TiO2 exhibit strong TAS signals 

around 400-500 nm,77–79,266 the present observation more likely indicates that 

photoexcited holes cannot be easily accessed by methane in the Me/air mixture, likely 

due to preferential adsorption of O2 onto TiO2.  

Overall, overlap between the normalised spectrum acquired under Me/air with the 

spectrum acquired under Argon and the difference spectrum are comparatively poor 

(Figure 8-6 d)), indicating that the majority of charge carriers that remain in TiO2 under 

Me/air are different from the primary charge carriers responsible for the photoinduced 

absorption in Argon and from the major charge carriers scavenged by Me/air. 
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Furthermore, upon plotting the normalised spectra on a log-log scale, as shown in 

Appendix XXI (Figure XXI-7), there is significant curvature in the spectrum acquired 

under Me/air, indicating that the majority of photoexcited charges that remain in TiO2 

are trapped charge carriers, consistent with the earlier observation that most of the 

charge carriers scavenged by O2 are free conduction band electrons. On the other 

hand, the spectrum acquired under Argon is approximately linear whilst the difference 

spectrum exhibits good linearity, which is the same as observations made for data 

presented in Figure 8-5 a), and can be similarly rationalised. 

8.3.2.3 Efficiency of charge carrier scavenging by reactive gases 

 

Figure 8-7. %abs ratio for photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder 

acquired under a) dry air and Argon, b) Methanol vapour (in Argon) and Argon, c) 

methane (10% in Argon) and Argon, and d) 4/1 Me/O2 and Argon. The average 

intensity of the 365 nm excitation is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. Apart from the 

trace in b), all other traces are the average of several repeats on the same sample. 
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As discussed in Section 8.2.2, %abs calculated through Equation 8.2 is directly 

proportional to the charge carrier concentration for %abs smaller than c.a. 10%. As 

such, taking the following ratio can yield information on the amount by which the 

concentration of photoexcited charge carriers change when reactive gases are 

introduced, relative to under inert conditions: 

𝑅% =
% ( )

% ( )
  (Equation 8.5) 

Where %abs(C) is the percentage absorption measured under a given condition 

(e.g. %abs(Ar) represent the %abs measured under Argon).  

The linearity condition is presently satisfied for measurements made under Argon, air, 

methane, and methane/air. Although the linearity condition is not satisfied for 

measurements made in the presence of methanol vapour, similar analysis was 

nonetheless performed for comparison. As evidenced from Figure 8-5/Figure 8-6 and 

related discussions, 𝑅% (𝐶/𝐴𝑟) changes with wavelength. As such, 𝑅% (𝑎𝑖𝑟/𝐴𝑟), 

𝑅% (𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻/𝐴𝑟), 𝑅% (𝑀𝑒/𝐴𝑟), and 𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟)/𝐴𝑟) are plotted as a function 

of wavelength in Figure 8-7 a), b), c) and d), respectively. It may be observed that for 

wavelengths longer than c.a. 1200 nm, the ratio becomes constant for all datasets 

apart from 𝑅% (𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻/𝐴𝑟), which can be attributed to spectral distortions due to 

high %abs measured in the presence of methanol vapour. Given the constant ratio 

observed for wavelengths longer than c.a. 1200 nm, it is likely that all signals at 

wavelengths >1200 nm correspond to the same species. 

To calculate how the concentration of the species responsible for signals >1200 nm 

changes under different environments, average 𝑅% (𝐶/𝐴𝑟) was calculated using 

data in the 1200-2500 nm region, as detailed in Appendix XXII. 〈𝑅% (𝑎𝑖𝑟/

𝐴𝑟)〉  was calculated to be 0.10±0.06, meaning that 10±6% of photoexcited 

electrons remained in TiO2 after O2-scavenging, thus 90±6% of photoexcited electrons 

were scavenged by O2. 〈𝑅% (𝑀𝑒/𝐴𝑟)〉  was calculated to be 2.7±0.6, 

meaning that the population of photoexcited electrons increased by a factor of 2.7±0.6 

when Argon was replaced by 10% methane. Assuming that the recombination 

probability is directly proportional to charge carrier concentrations, it may be inferred 

that the population of photoexcited holes decreased by a factor of 2.7±0.6, so 47.6-

30.3% photoexcited holes remained in TiO2, thus 52.4-69.7% (61±9%) of photoexcited 
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holes were scavenged by methane. Finally, 〈𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟)/𝐴𝑟)〉  was 

calculated to be 0.20±0.02. Assuming the concentration of photoexcited electrons in 

absence of scavenging by O2 in the methane/O2 mixture is similar to the electron 

concentration under argon, it may be inferred that 80±2% of photoexcited electrons 

were scavenged by O2 in the methane/air mixture. On the other hand, assuming the 

concentration of photoexcited electrons in absence of scavenging by O2 in the 

methane/O2 mixture is similar to the electron concentration under 10% methane, and 

〈𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟)/𝑀𝑒)〉  can be estimated to be 0.08±0.02 (calculation 

detailed in Appendix XXII), it may be inferred that (a maximum of) 92±2% of 

photoexcited electrons were scavenged by O2 in the methane/air mixture. Surprisingly, 

when the O2 concentration was decreased by an order of magnitude going from pure 

air to 4/1 methane/O2, the amount of electrons scavenged only decreased by between 

0-10%. This explains why photocatalytic oxidative coupling of methane can effectively 

take place even when the CH4/O2 ratio is as high as 400/1.223 Although stoichiometric 

production of ethane and ethene from OCM respectively requires a 4/1 and 2/1 ratio 

of methane/O2, providing the gases in these stoichiometric ratios do not imply that 

these gases will be photocatalytically activated proportionally. Above results suggest 

that O2 is more easily activated than methane, and decreasing the O2 concentration 

in gas phase by an order of magnitude from c.a. 20% to 2% only results in c.a. 10% 

less electrons being scavenged. Together, these observations rationalise the much 

higher methane/O2 ratio required in practice than that required stoichiometrically for 

photocatalytic OCM.223 

8.3.3 Effect of order of measurement on the excited-state absorption 

spectra of TiO2 under various atmospheres 

The results discussed in the previous section were for experiments conducted on 

different samples for each new reactive condition (air, methanol, methane, and Me/air). 

Experiments were also performed for the same sample under different atmospheres 

to further confirm findings presented in the previous section. However, methanol 

vapour was omitted due to difficulties with removing residual methanol from the reactor 

after measurement. Also, only one set of measurements were performed under each 

condition to avoid possible saturation of sample surface with reaction 

intermediates/products that may interfere with measurements made under later 

conditions. For each set of measurements, the sample was first purged with 150 
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ml/min argon for 30 minutes. After making the measurements under Argon, the sample 

was purged with 150 ml/min of the second gas to be used for 10 minutes, and a similar 

procedure was followed for the remaining gases (135 ml/min for the 4/1 CH4/O2 

mixture). At the end of each purge period, the controlled atmosphere was sealed-in as 

described in Section 8.2.3. The as-obtained spectra under Argon, air, methane, and 

4/1 Me/O2 are presented in Figure 8-8. Overall, it may be observed that the 

photoinduced absorption decreases across the entire measurement region (400-2800 

nm) upon going from an Argon atmosphere to (dry) air or a 4/1 methane/O2 mixture, 

and that the %abs is slightly higher in the presence of 4/1 methane/O2 compared to 

under pure air. These results are consistent with those presented in the previous 

section. However, interestingly if air is introduced before methane, the absorption 

measured under methane overlaps with that measured under 100% Argon (Figure 8-8 

a)). If methane is introduced before air, the absorption measured under methane is 

enhanced compared to that measured under Argon (Figure 8-8 b)), consistent with 

results from the previous section. The above observations suggest that the TiO2 

surface is (semi-)permanently modified upon photoexcitation in the presence of O2,hhh 

but CH4 is completely removed upon purging with a different gas. This is again 

consistent with the earlier observation that the interaction of TiO2 with methane is 

significantly weaker than the interaction with O2. It may be the case that after 

photoexcitation in the presence of O2, some (semi-)permanent and strongly adsorbed 

O2- species are formed, which physically blocks other molecules (in this case methane) 

from accessing the TiO2 surface. 

 
hhh The modification is unlikely to have taken place in the absence of photoexcitation, because prior to 
all measurements the sample was exposed to atmospheric air. As such, if oxygen already (semi-
)permanently modified TiO2 prior to the measurements, the enhancement of %abs by methane would 
not have been observed. 
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Figure 8-8. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of Argon, (dry) air, 10% methane in Argon, and 4/1 Me/O2. 

Measurements were made in the order a) Ar, air, methane, Me/air, or b) Ar, methane, 

air, Me/air. The spectra are slightly different in a) and b) because two different sample 

were used. The average excitation intensity is estimated to be around 1 mW/cm2. 

8.3.4 Evolution of methane concentration 

As discussed in Section 8.3.1, methane exhibits comparatively large peaks in the 

2100-2500 nm region. To evaluate how the methane concentration changed as 

measurements proceeded, %abs was calculated using a dark measurement made 

under Argon as the reference %R spectrum (R(dark) in Equation 8.2). The as 

obtained %abs spectra are shown in Appendix XXIII (FigureXXIII-1). The integration 

results for 2100-2500 and 2180-2400 nm regions are respectively shown in Figure 8-9 

a) and b) for measurements made under methane and in Figure 8-9 c) and d) for 

measurements made under 4/1 methane/O2. In contrast to the trend exhibited by the 

control BaSO4 experiments discussed in Section 8.3.1 (Figure 8-4), Figure 8-9 shows 

that the methane peak areas appear to be systematically decreasing as the 

measurements proceeded. Interestingly, when the 2100-2500 nm region of the spectra 

obtained in the presence of methane is integrated over, the peak area appear to 

somewhat recover in the dark, producing the zig-zag pattern observed in Figure 8-9 

a). However, when the same region of the spectra obtained in the presence of 4/1 

methane/O2 is integrated over, the zig-zag pattern is not observed. This could be taken 

to suggest that there is significant back-reaction occurring when methane is the only 

reactant present, and that the back-reaction is suppressed when O2 is also present. 

However, when the 2180-2400 nm region is integrated over instead, the peak area 
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monotonously decreases as measurements proceeded, which suggest that the zig-

zag pattern might be an artefact associated with the baseline shift caused by 

absorption due to photoexcited charges. The baseline shift is much more pronounced 

for TiO2 under methane than under 4/1 methane/O2 (Figure 8-5), therefore its effect 

shows up for data in Figure 8-9 a) but not for Figure 8-9 c). Furthermore, it was found 

that if the photoinduced signal amplitude is obtained using the Log(1/r) transformation, 

the integrated area over the 2100-2500 nm region also monotonously decreases as 

measurements proceeded under methane atmosphere, as shown in Appendix XXIII-

2 (Figure XXIII-2).   

To determine the reliable region to integrate over for correlating the peak area to 

methane concentration, measurements were performed in the dark as a function of 

methane concentration. It was found that integrating over the 2180-2400 nm region 

yields peak areas directly proportional to the methane concentration, as detailed in 

Appendix XXIII. In addition, to determine how signal amplitudes obtained using 

different methods affect the relationship between peak area and methane 

concentration, apart from using Equation 8.2 to obtain %abs, Log(1/r) and KM 

transformations were also performed on the same dataset, also detailed in Appendix 

XXIII. It was found that (normalised) %abs and Log(1/r) results are almost identical, 

with the integrated peak area in the 2180-2400 nm region exhibiting good linearity with 

respect to methane concentration, whilst data processed using the KM transformation 

significantly deviates from linearity. The deviation from linearity observed for the KM-

transformed data is expected, because methane and 4/1 methane/O2 are transparent 

gases, therefore the measurement light mainly either transmits through or is absorbed 

by the gas, whereas the KM transformation assumes a sample that diffusely scatters 

light. The similarity between %abs the Log(1/r) transformed data can be rationalised 

as follows: 

𝐿𝑜𝑔 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔
( )

( )
= −𝐿𝑜𝑔

( )

( )
= −𝐿𝑜𝑔(1 +

( )

( )
− 1 ) 

 (Equation 8.6) 

Using the approximation that Log(1 + z) ≈ 𝑧 for |𝑧| ≪ 1 and identifying 𝑧 =
( )

( )
− 1, 

the following relation can be obtained: 

𝐿𝑜𝑔 ≈ −
( )

( )
− 1 = 1 −

( )

( )
= %𝑎𝑏𝑠/100  (Equation 8.7) 
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However, the above does not explain why the integrated area in the 2100-2500 nm 

region exhibits a zig-zag pattern for %abs but is monotonously decreasing for Log(1/r) 

transformed data. This difference is likely due to different baseline shapes of the %abs 

and Log(1/r) transformed data in the presence of photoexcitation. As such, 

measurements were also performed as a function of methane concentration in the 

presence of photoexcitation. However, it was found that integrating over the 2180-

2400 nm region no longer yields peak areas directly proportional to the methane 

concentration for either %abs or Log(1/r). This is likely caused by large instrumental 

drift over the course of the measurement, which resulted in distorted spectra from 

which accurate areas cannot be obtained. Supporting details can be found in Appendix 

XXIII. 

Furthermore, it is noted that even though the methane peak area is expected to remain 

constant in the dark due to absence of photocatalysis, this is not observed in Figure 

8-9. This is likely because each scan from 2800 to 400 nm takes about 5 minutes, thus 

some methane continues to be consumed after the methane absorption region has 

been scanned, which shows up as a decreased peak area for the subsequent dark 

measurement. It is also worth noting that Figure 8-9 d) suggest the methane 

concentration does not begin to decrease until the second illumination event (i.e. the 

sample has already been under 365 nm excitation for >5 minutes). This trend is not 

observed for repeats performed on other samples, therefore it cannot be concluded 

from Figure 8-9 d) that methane consumption is delayed in the presence of 4/1 

methane/O2. 
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Figure 8-9. Evolution of area of %abs spectra calculated using a dark measurement 

made under Argon as the reference %R spectrum, a) in the 2100-2500 nm region for 

measurements made under 10% methane, b) in the 2180-2400 nm region for 

measurements made under 10% methane, c) in the 2100-2500 nm region for 

measurements made under 4/1 Me/O2, and d) in the 2180-2400 nm region for 

measurements made under 4/1 Me/O2. The x-axis labels are  in the form “C_L_x”, 

where C represent the gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence 

(illum/dark) of external 365 nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. The 

x-axis labels also refer to the dataset used to calculate the %abs spectra, and order 

of the labels are the order in which measurements were made. 

8.3.5 Evolution of absorption spectra over reaction timescales 

Measurements were also performed under constant 365 nm illumination over 

timescales that likely generate a detectable amount of intermediates and/or products. 

As OCM is thermodynamically favourable whilst Non-Oxidative Coupling of Methane 

is thermodynamically uphill,225 intermediate/product detection was only attempted 

under OCM conditions, using 4/1 methane/O2 as before. It was found that severe 
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instrumental baseline drifts in the >2100 nm region (Appendix XXIV) prevent any 

meaningful information from being extracted in this region. Furthermore, no distinctive 

reproducible peaks could be observed in the <2100 nm region apart from features 

caused by instrumental baseline drifts, as detailed in Appendix XXIV. The temperature 

change caused by the Xe lamp light source likely had significant contributions to the 

instrumental baseline drift. Overall, it may be concluded that reaction intermediates 

and products associated with methane conversion over anatase TiO2 cannot be 

detected with the present instrumentation, due to 1) large instrumental baseline drifts 

and 2) insufficient sensitivity resulting in small signals being hidden by noise. The 

second shortcoming is inferred from the fact that C2H6 and CO2 are the main products 

produced through photocatalytic OCM over anatase TiO2.223 In the NIR region, ethane 

has been reported to exhibit absorption peaks at around 1160, 1380, and 1700 

nm,274,275 whilst CO2 is expected to have absorption at around 1400, 1600, and 2000 

nm.276,277 However, none of these peaks could be presently observed, likely due to a 

combination of low product concentration, small absorption coefficients of these 

species in the NIR region, and insufficient instrument sensitivity. 

8.4 Summary 
In this chapter, diffuse-reflectance measurements of anatase TiO2 powder under 

different conditions demonstrated the capabilities of the present setup involving a 

commercial benchtop UV-vis-NIR spectrometer to measure the absorption 

characteristics of photoexcited charge carriers in powder samples, complementary to 

the TAS characterisation of film samples. It was found that under constant excitation, 

the absorption signal across the entire 400-2800 nm region is dominated by 

photoexcited electrons, and the absorption of photoexcited electrons increases with 

increasing wavelength, consistent with literature TA spectra. However, we note that it 

is difficult to unambiguously distinguish between photoexcited holes and deep-trapped 

electrons that may exist in a limited small number of deep trap states that can absorb 

in the visible region. Also, photo-induced absorption in the NIR region is mainly due to 

CB electrons, and most of the charge carriers scavenged by O2 are these electrons. 

The present results also suggest that anatase TiO2 powder behaves more like a 

conductor than a dielectric under constant photoexcitation, which is likely because 

there are significant populations of CB electrons in anatase TiO2 under constant 

photoexcitation. 
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Applying the abovementioned setup to measure anatase TiO2 under methane 

provided the first experimental evidence that the initial step of methane activation over 

TiO2 involves oxidation by photoexcited holes. However, methane was found to be a 

much weaker hole-acceptor compared to methanol, as expected from the inert and 

non-polar nature of the methane molecule. Interestingly, the photo-induced absorption 

of TiO2 in 4/1 methane/O2 (absolute O2 concentration c.a. 2%) significantly decreases 

relative to the absorption measured under Argon, which is similar to the change 

observed upon changing the atmosphere from Argon to air. This could suggest that 

O2 preferentially adsorbs onto TiO2, and/or that O2 is a much stronger electron-

scavenger than methane as a hole-acceptor. Given this, one promising route to 

improve the efficiency of photocatalytic methane conversion could be through rational 

surface engineering of materials to improve their affinity for methane. 

Using the %abs data >1200 nm, it was calculated that 90±6% of photoexcited 

electrons are scavenged by O2 (in dry air), 61±9% of photoexcited holes are 

scavenged by methane (10% in Argon), and a minimum of 80±2% of photoexcited 

electrons are scavenged by 4/1 methane/O2 (absolute O2 concentration c.a. 2%). 

When the O2 concentration is decreased by an order of magnitude (from 20% to 2%) 

going from pure air to 4/1 methane/O2, the amount of electrons scavenged only 

decreased by 0-10%, suggesting that O2 is much more easily activated than methane 

over anatase TiO2, which rationalise the much higher methane/O2 ratio required in 

practice than that required stoichiometrically for photocatalytic OCM over anatase TiO2. 

Interestingly, it was observed that if air is introduced before methane, the photo-

induced absorption measured under methane overlaps with that measured under 100% 

Argon, but if methane is introduced before air, the absorption measured under 

methane is enhanced compared to that measured under Argon. This suggest that the 

TiO2 surface is (semi-)permanently modified upon photoexcitation in the presence of 

O2 in a way that reduces the capability of photoexcited holes in TiO2 to interact with 

methane. On the other hand, methane is completely removed upon purging with a 

different gas. 

In addition, it was observed that for photoexcited measurements made under methane 

and 4/1 methane/O2, the concentration of gas-phase methane consistently decreased 

as the measurements proceeded. As the methane concentration observably 
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decreased under (near) reaction conditions, it was also attempted to detect reaction 

intermediates/products of photocatalytic OCM over reaction timescales. However, no 

intermediates/products was observed, likely due to a combination of low 

intermediate/product concentration, small absorption coefficients of these species in 

the NIR region, and insufficient instrument sensitivity. 
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9. Summary and future work 

9.1 Summary 

A transient absorption (TA) spectrometer with a time-resolution of 1 ns has been 

successfully constructed. The probe wavelengths were initially selected using an 

AOTF, which afforded a wavelength range of 490-660 nm. The AOTF was later 

replaced by a home-built spectrometer that extended the wavelength range to c.a. 

490-1000 nm. To reduce noise associated with fluctuations in probe intensity, the 

probe is split into a beam that passes through the sample and a reference beam. In 

the final version of the TA spectrometer, the excitation wavelength is fixed at 355 nm 

with a pulse width of ∼1 ns, and the probe wavelength range is c.a. 490-1000 nm with 

a time delay range of up to 5 ms (limited by the LabVIEW software). To control data 

acquisition (DAQ) as well as other parameters including time-delay and probe 

wavelength, accompanying DAQ software was developed using LabVIEW. Noise in 

the as-acquired TA data can be approximated by 0.01/√𝑁, with 𝑁 being the number 

of repeats averaged over. To reduce noise and eliminate oscillatory interference 

signals, a script was also developed in Python to process as-acquired data, which 

reduces noise by about an order of magnitude. The script was tested using a simulated 

dataset with known parameters, and was shown to not intrinsically change the raw 

data.  

Using anatase TiO2 films prepared from commercial TiO2 paste as a test sample, 

capability of the currently constructed instrument (along with accompanying software 

developed in LabVIEW and python) to make transient absorption measurements was 

demonstrated. The steady-state properties of the test sample were characterised to 

allow better comparison between TAS measured for the current sample and literature 

reports. The indirect bandgap and lowest direct transition of the sample was 

respectively measured to be 3.21±0.02 eV and 3.34±0.02 eV. The indirect bandgap is 

in good agreement with literature, whilst the direct transition is relatively small and 

could be due to surface/defect states. Photoluminescence (PL) measured under 

ambient conditions showed that radiative recombination in this sample is primarily from 

the direct and indirect transitions identified from UV-vis measurements, whilst defect-

bound excitons are responsible for lower-energy (∼3.0-3.2 eV) PL features. The 

sample was found to have a hydrophilic surface, and some strongly adsorbed water 
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are not removable with N2-purge. For anatase TiO2 with above described 

characteristics, charge carrier kinetics measured under N2 and in air can be fitted 

assuming power-law or stretched-exponential decay, whilst measurements made in 

water vapour clearly obey power-law decay with an exponent of ∼0.5. The variability 

of factors affecting charge carrier behaviour (i.e. excitation conditions and sample 

characteristics) can be used to explain different TA kinetics reported across literature 

and between existing literature and the present work. Overall, the TA data obtained 

using the presently constructed setup is at least qualitatively comparable to literature 

reports, and is consistent with the existing knowledge on typical TA characteristics of 

anatase TiO2. 

After confirming capabilities of the presently constructed TA setup using anatase TiO2 

as the reference sample, measurements were made on different graphic carbon nitride 

(g-CN) samples prepared in the same group. Two samples were compared in detail, 

one being a reference sample prepared using a CVD method (CVD-CN), which 

behaves as a photoanode, and the other being a defect-introduced sample (U-CN) 

prepared by sonicating carbon nitride powder in water for an hour, which behaves as 

a photocathode. The ground-state absorbance of the two samples are distinct from 

one another, with U-CN exhibiting an extra peak near 300 nm that could be attributed 

to electronic transitions involving N-defects and/or C-OH groups, or the presence of 

some CN structures with a large bandgap. Also, CVD-CN exhibits a larger absorption 

tail that extends towards longer wavelengths than U-CN, which was attributed to 

excitons with large binding energies on the order of 10-1 eV. Tauc plots revealed an 

indirect transition at 2.71 eV for CVD-CN, in good agreement with literature reports of 

the g-CN bandgap. A direction transition is also found at 2.90 eV. For U-CN, electronic 

transitions were found to be blue-shifted with respect to those for CVD-CN, with the 

lowest indirect and direct transitions occurring at 2.92 and 3.09 eV, respectively. The 

blue-shift could be attributed to defects in U-CN that interrupt the delocalisation of π-

bonding, or possibly due to separation of g-CN layers in U-CN caused by 

ultrasonication. In accordance with literature, the lowest energy indirect transitions 

were attributed planar g-CN structures, whilst the direct transitions were attribute to 

buckled g-CN structures. Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) of both g-CN samples 

were stokes shifted by >0.1 eV relative to the UV-vis spectra, which were taken to be 

indicative of significant structural relaxation before radiative recombination occurs. As 
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expected from UV-vis absorbance spectra, PL observed on the U-CN was blue-shifted 

compared to CVD-CN. Interestingly, TAS spectra of CVD-CN under N2 is a positive 

signal that monotonously increases towards longer probe wavelengths from 490 to 

660 nm, whereas the TAS spectra of U-CN is a negative signal that becomes more 

negative towards longer probe wavelengths. In accordance with literature, the positive 

TA signals were attributed to deep-trapped electrons with very weak reducing power, 

whilst the negative signals were attributed to stimulated emission associated with 

electrons in shallow states with reduction potentials close to that of the conduction 

band. As such, the anodic behaviour of CVD-CN was rationalised by the synergetic 

effect of a high proportion of inactive deep-trapped electrons along with upwards 

surface band-bending characteristic of n-type semiconductors. Whilst the cathodic 

behaviour of U-CN was rationalised by a high proportion of electrons in shallow 

emissive states capable of taking part in photocatalytic water/proton reduction 

reactions. Furthermore, the TAS signal of U-CN in water and in AgNO3 solution are 

markedly different from the signal recorded under N2, with the negative TA signal in 

AgNO3 being significantly attenuated compared to N2, which confirms that the negative 

signals are due to electrons capable of being scavenged by Ag+ ions. After 35 ns, the 

TA kinetics for CVD-CN under N2 consist of a single positive power-law component 

with an exponent around -0.1, while the TA kinetics for U-CN in N2 contains a positive 

contribution from a single-exponential component (lifetime on the order of 1 µs) and 

negative contribution from a power-law component (exponent c.a. -0.4). The positive 

single-exponential component is tentatively assigned to excitons and the negative 

power-law component to electrons in shallow emissive states consumed by trap-

detrap limited recombination. It was found that the TA kinetics of U-CN in water 

exhibits only a negative power-law component with exponent around -0.5, which 

suggest that excitons exhibiting single-exponential decay kinetics are not formed when 

water is present. Also, the more negative power-law exponent in water compared to 

under N2 indicate that electrons in shallow emissive states are being consumed faster 

in water than in N2, which is consistent with the photocathode behaviour of U-CN. 

In addition, the effect of pump repetition rate and excitation intensity on the TA kinetics 

observed for CVD-CN was tested. Although as expected the higher the repetition rate, 

the faster the decay curve appear to tend to zero, it was found that the differences 

between decay curves recorded at different repetition rates can be accounted for by 
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constant y-offsets, therefore the true decay kinetics is not changed by the pump 

repetition rate. The effect of four different excitation intensities ranging from 850 to 70 

µJ/cm2/pulse was tested. It was found that recombination becomes slower as 

excitation intensity decreases, which can be rationalised by that as the charge carrier 

density decreases, the probability of an electron or hole encountering its opposite 

charge also decreases, resulting in slower recombination. 

Furthermore, to address some limitations of the current instrumentation, it has been 

attempted to modify the DAQ software such that the ground-state sample is measured 

separately prior to measurements of the excited sample. However, large systematic 

drifts in the signal baseline were observed, which limits the application of this newly 

developed mode of measurement. Also, the longest time-delay achievable is limited 

to 5 ms, which was attempted to be extended by triggering the excitation laser at a 

fraction of the trigger rate for DAQ. However, the sequence of DAQ triggers are 

sometimes incorrect (the first DAQ trigger must always be adjacent in time to the 

excitation laser trigger), thus although in principle the longest time-delay could be 

extended, it is difficult to implement in practice and has not been achieved presently. 

Finally, a benchtop Cary 5000 spectrometer was for the first time used for 

characterising the absorption characteristics of photoexcited holes and electrons in 

powder samples, which complements the TAS that requires film samples under 

different in-situ conditions. Anatase TiO2 powder was used as a model benchmark 

material. As expected, in the presence of oxygen electron scavenger, the 

photoinduced absorption dramatically decreased in the regions commonly attributed 

to photoexcited electrons. In the presence of methanol hole scavenger, the 

photoinduced absorption increased by an order of magnitude across the entire 400-

2800 nm measurement region. The absorption peak around 400-500 nm commonly 

attributed to photoexcited holes were not presently observed, which might be because 

O2 is not a strong electron scavenger, therefore the population of photoexcited holes 

were not enhanced to an extent that allows its absorption peak to be clearly visible 

given the signal-to-noise ratios in the present experiment. The standard scavenger 

experiments demonstrated that the Cary 5000 spectrometer is capable of measuring 

the spectra of photoexcited charge carriers in powders. In addition, the amplitude of 

photoinduced absorption was found to have an approximate 𝜆 .  dependence for 

anatase TiO2 powder in argon, suggesting that the sample behaves more like a 
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conductor than a dielectric under constant photoexcitation, and that the signal 

amplitude in argon is dominated by free conduction band electrons. It was also found 

that under constant excitation, most of the charge carriers scavenged by O2 are free 

conduction band electrons, and it was estimated that 90±6% of photoexcited electrons 

are scavenged by O2 in (dry) air. The present experiments also provided strong 

evidence that methane is oxidised by photoexcited holes in TiO2, and an estimated 

61±9% of photogenerated holes are scavenged by 10% Me (in argon). Surprisingly, 

decreasing the O2 concentration by an order of magnitude from c.a. 20% (in air) to 2% 

(in 4/1 methane/O2) only decrease the amount of scavenged electrons by a maximum 

of c.a. 10%. O2 was found to be more easily activated than methane over photoexcited 

TiO2, which rationalises the much higher methane/O2 ratio required in practice than 

that required stoichiometrically for photocatalytic OCM in a flow reactor. Interestingly, 

it was also found that if TiO2 is photoexcited under (dry) air before methane, then the 

amplitude of photoinduced absorption in methane is similar to amplitudes observed in 

argon. On the other hand, if TiO2 is photoexcited under methane before air, the 

amplitude of photoinduced absorption in methane is significantly greater than 

amplitudes observed in argon. Measurements were also attempted over timescales 

that likely generate a detectable amount of intermediates and/or products, but it was 

found that large instrumental baseline drifts prevent detection of species with 

absorption at wavelengths greater than c.a. 2100 nm, and no signals due to 

intermediates and/or products could be observed <2100 nm. 

 

9.2 Future Work 

9.2.1 Further Potential Developments to the TAS setup 

Apart from measuring the ground-state separately prior to measuring the excited 

sample and extending the longest time-delay to beyond 5 ms, which were attempted 

as mentioned above, there are several other possible further instrumental 

developments which can be very useful. These include the possibility of modifying the 

current setup into a Transient Absorption Microscope (TAM), adding the capability to 

make measurements in reflectance geometry for highly scattering samples such as 

powders, and also adding the capability to make time-resolved PL measurements on 

the same system. In principle, it is relatively straightforward to implement time-
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resolved PL on the existing system, as both the software and hardware can remain 

mostly unchanged, and there is no need for probe light. An optical fibre can be used 

to collect light emitted from the sample upon photoexcitation, and the collected light 

can be directed into a spectrometer that disperses the light onto an array detector to 

obtain the PL spectra. It is noted here that PL monitors radiative recombination whilst 

TA can monitor the concentration of charge carriers that undergo either radiative or 

non-radiative recombination. As such, these two techniques are complementary to one 

another, and recording PL and TA on the same instrument has the advantage of 

ensuring identical excitation conditions. 

9.2.2 Further Potential Applications of the TAS Instrumentation 

The presently constructed TA instrument was applied to study two benchmark 

materials: TiO2 and g-CN. However, other interesting materials have also been 

reported as promising photocatalysts, but for which understanding of fundamental 

properties such as charge carrier behaviour is still limited. For example, Sprick et al. 

reported a series of amorphous, microporous organic polymers with controlled 

bandgaps between 1.94 and 2.95 eV.278 It was found that under visible light (>420 nm) 

irradiation, the H2 evolution rate gradually increased from 1.0 to 17.4 µmol/h as the 

bandgap decreased from 2.95 down to 2.33 eV, but the polymers with bandgaps 

smaller than 2.33 eV exhibited significantly worse H2 evolution rates (≤2 µmol/h). It 

would be informative to compare the charge carrier kinetics of these polymers, which 

might elucidate the mechanism responsible for the photocatalytic activity trend of 

these materials, hence further aid the rational design of polymeric photocatalysts. 

9.2.3 Potential future developments with vis-NIR spectroscopy 

In the present project, a benchtop Cary 5000 spectrometer was applied to relatively 

simple systems involving pure anatase TiO2 and gaseous scavengers. Given the 

presently demonstrated capabilities of this benchtop machine, materials beyond pure 

unmodified anatase TiO2 would make interesting future studies. Photoinduced 

characteristics of more complex photocatalytic systems could provide invaluable 

insight into the enhanced activity of these complex systems in comparison to their 

individual components. In addition, reactant-containing atmospheres beyond methane 

and methane/air could be studied in Operando mode. For example, other 

photocatalytic processes such as CO2 transformation into high-value chemicals could 

be examined. 
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Also, it is likely that the proportion of charge carriers scavenged depend on the 

concentration of reactants present. As such, an interesting future study would be to 

measure the proportion of charge carriers scavenged as a function of reactant 

concentration. It is reasonable to assume that for low reactant concentrations the 

relationship is linear, but a saturation effect sets in as the reactant concentration is 

increased. This has practical implications for photocatalysis, as a great proportion of 

the reactant is expected to be redundant if a gas is introduced in concentrations 

greater than the concentration at which saturation effects become significant. As such, 

rather than optimising feed gas concentrations through performing photocatalytic tests 

that usually takes hours per run, it may potentially be possible to quickly optimise feed 

gas concentrations by applying the methods described in Chapter 8, where each 

experimental run (at a single gas concentration) takes a few minutes rather than hours. 

Current results suggest that O2 has stronger interactions with TiO2 than methane, 

resulting in disproportionate activation of CH4 and O2 molecules, with O2 being more 

easily activated than methane. As such, the methane adsorption mechanism would be 

an informative study. Revealing the methane adsorption mechanism would allow 

rational designing of photocatalyst surfaces to improve the interaction between 

methane and the photocatalyst surface, thereby promoting methane activation, 

potentially translating to higher conversion rates. 

Furthermore, it is noted that the capabilities of the benchtop Cary 5000 spectrometer 

could be further extended by adding a shutter for the excitation light, which can 

introduce functionalities analogous to Photoinduced Absorption Spectroscopy (PIAS). 
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Appendix 

I. Beer-Lambert Law 

To arrive at Equation 1-1 starting from first principles, we consider a sample of 

thickness 𝐿 being illuminated with an incident beam of light with intensity 𝐼 , as shown 

in Figure I-1.  

Let the concentration of absorbing species per unit volume in the sample be 𝑐,  the 

number of absorbing species in an infinitesimally thin slice of sample of area 𝐴 is then 

𝑐 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑑𝑧, where 𝑑𝑧 represent the thickness of the infinitesimally thin slice of sample.  

If the “opaque” area of a single absorbing species is 𝜎,iii the “opaque” area in the 

abovementioned infinitesimally thin slice of sample is 𝜎 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑑𝑧  (assuming no 

overlap between adjacent absorbing species). The fraction of light blocked by the slice 

of sample is the opaque area divided by the total area, which is: 

𝑓 = 𝜎 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝑑𝑧  (Equation I-1) 

Let the light intensity be 𝐼  at depth z into the sample, and 𝐼 ′ at depth z + dz, then the 

fraction of light blocked by the slice of sample can also be written as: 

 
iii The “opaque” area of a single absorbing species is equivalent to the probability of interaction between 
an absorbing species and an incident photon. 

 
Figure I-1. Diagram illustrating key quantities used to derive the Beer-Lambert 

law. 𝐼  and 𝐼 respectively represent the incident and transmitted intensities of light 

passing through a sample with thickness 𝐿. The area of illumination is quantified by 

𝐴, and the depth of the sample layer under consideration is denoted by 𝑧. 

𝐼A
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𝑓 =   (Equation I-2) 

If the change in the light intensity after passing through the infinitesimally thin slice of 

sample is 𝑑𝐼 , then: 

𝐼 = 𝐼 + 𝑑𝐼   (Equation I-3) 

For an absorbing sample, 𝐼 < 𝐼 , so 𝑑𝐼  is a negative quantity. Substituting Equation 

I-3 into I-2 gives: 

𝑓 =  −𝑑𝐼 /𝐼   (Equation I-4) 

Equating Equation I-4 and I-1 results in: 

𝑑𝐼 = −𝜎 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝑑𝑧 ∗ 𝐼   (Equation I-5) 

To obtain the total change in intensity to the incident beam with intensity 𝐼  that 

emerge from the sample with intensity 𝐼, Equation I-5 can be integrated: 

∫ 𝑑𝐼 = −𝜎 ∗ 𝑐 ∫ 𝑑𝑧  (Equation I-6) 

Evaluating Equation I-6 yields 𝐼𝑛(𝐼/𝐼 ) = −𝜎 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐿. Changing l𝑛 to log using l𝑛(𝑥) =

2.303log (𝑥), and expressing 𝑐 in units of mols/dm3 converts the “opaque” area per 

absorbing species (𝜎) into the molar extinction coefficient (𝜀) in the familiar Beer-

Lambert law: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼 /𝐼) = 𝜀 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐿 = 𝐴  (Equation I-7) 

Identifying 𝐼 /𝐼 as the inverse of transmittance 𝑇 yields Equation 1-1 in the main text. 

II. Clock and trigger 

In the context of instrumentation that makes measurements, the term “trigger” can be 

defined as a command that determines when data acquisition starts to take place. The 

“clock” is a periodic signal that determines the frequency with which a signal is 

sampled. An example of a how a trigger and clock signal controls the acquisition of a 

waveform is shown in Figure II-1. The trigger defines the beginning of a measurement 

and is always marked by the same point on the waveform, whilst the clock determines 

when the waveform is sampled. 
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Figure II-1. Diagram illustrating definitions of trigger and clock as used in the 

context of measurement instrumentation. On the top, the black trace shows an 

example signal. On the bottom, the block dots represent the measured signal. 
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III. Pump Optics 

 

 

Figure III-1. Spatial profile of the pump beam (10 kHz, 100% amplification) near the 

sample position as viewed a) on a 2D plot with intensities shown as different 

colours, b) on a 3D plot, c) along the x-axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow 

traces in c) and d) shows the raw data, and the red lines are Gaussian fits to the 

data. 
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Figure III-2. Spatial profile of the re-shaped pump beam (1 kHz, 100% amplification) 

near the sample position as viewed a) on a 2D plot with intensities shown as 

different colours, b) on a 3D plot, c) along the x-axis, and d) along the y-axis. The 

yellow traces in c) and d) shows the raw data, and the red lines are Gaussian fits 

to the data. 

 

Figure III-3. Spatial profile of the pump beam at 50% amplification at a repetition 

rate of a) 10 kHz and b) 1 kHz. 
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IV. Probe Optics 

 

 

 
Figure IV-1. Fianuim SC400-P laser (probe) power as function of output 

wavelength. Black curve represent the power output when the amplification is low, 

and yellow curve represent the power output at maximum amplification. 

Reproduced from manual for Fianuim SC400-P laser. 
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Table IV-1. Summary of calibration parameters for grating-angle-to-wavelength 

conversion taken over the course of 2 weeks. “No. of data points” represent the total 

number of grating angles used (between 108.7° and 132.4°) to determine the 

calibration parameters. The final dataset used for calibration is shaded in grey. 

No. of data 
points Slope (nm/°) y-intercept (nm) 

10 -25.45 3776.2 
10 -25.45 3775.4 
13 -25.45 3777.6 
13 -25.46 3778.5 

 
Figure IV-2. 10 MHz optical output at 532 nm from Fianuim SC400-P laser (probe), 

monitored with Si avalanche photodetectors (Thorlabs APD110A2/M) connected to 

a GHz-oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3054C). Left: laser at 70% amplification (1 mW, 

532 nm unattenuated output from AOTF), right: laser at 100% amplification (1.42 

mW, 532 nm unattenuated output from AOTF). All optical outputs were attenuated 

with ND = 3.6 filters to prevent detector saturation. Yellow (1) and green (4) traces 

represent outputs from the two photodetectors (one monitoring the sample and the 

other monitoring the reference beam). The blue trace (2) shows the signal from a 

function generator (Tabor 8550) triggered by a 10 MHz electrical output from the 

Fianium SC400-P laser. 
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Figure IV-3. Determination of calibration parameters for converting grating angle 

into wavelength, by plotting wavelength output from spectrometer as a function of 

grating angle between 108.7° and 132.4°. 
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Figure IV-4. Variation of power output from the spectrometer as a function of output 

wavelength, with the probe laser repetition rate set to 1 MHz. 
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Table IV-2. Summary of measured quantities for calculating percentage contribution from unwanted wavelengths to the overall 

spectrometer output using method 1 described in the main text. “Wavelength” is the main spectrometer output wavelength, “WL'” is 

the corresponding wavelength of the unwanted output, “𝑎 ” is the total incident power on the filter, “𝑎 ” is the total power transmitted 

by the filter, %loss is the % power loss after the filter, %T (UV-vis) is the % transmission of the filter at the main wavelength measured 

by a UV-vis spectrometer, %loss (UV-vis) is calculated using 100-%T, and %WL’ is the percentage contribution from unwanted 

wavelengths, calculated using %loss - %loss (UV-vis). 

Wavelength/nm WL'/nm 𝑎 /µW 𝑎 /µW %loss %T (UV-vis) 
%loss (UV-

vis) %WL' 
1001.6 500.8 47 42 10.6 89.5 10.5 0.2 
950.6 475.3 60 54 10.0 89.6 10.4 -0.4 
900.3 450.15 53 48 9.4 89.8 10.2 -0.8 
851.4 425.7 57 51 10.5 90.0 10.0 0.5 
799.5 399.75 57 52 8.8 90.3 9.7 -0.9 
700.6 350.3 66 60 9.1 91.1 8.9 0.1 
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Table IV-3. Summary of measured quantities for calculating percentage contribution from unwanted wavelengths to the overall 

spectrometer output using method 2 described in the main text. “Wavelength” is the main spectrometer output wavelength, “WL'” is 

the corresponding wavelength of the unwanted output, “𝑎 ” is the total incident power on the filter, “𝑎 ” is the total power transmitted 

by the filter, %T is the % transmission by the filter calculated from 𝑎  and 𝑎 , v, %T (UV-vis) is the % transmission of the filter at the 

main wavelength measured by a UV-vis spectrometer, %T' (UV-vis) is the % transmission of the filter at the unwanted wavelength 

measured by a UV-vis spectrometer, 𝑃  is the power incident on the filter due to the main wavelength, calculated using Equation 2-4 

in the main text, and %WL’ is the percentage contribution from unwanted wavelengths, calculated using 𝑃  and 𝑎 . 

Wavelength/nm WL'/nm 𝑎 /µW 𝑎 /µW %T %T (UV-vis) 
%T' (UV-

vis) 𝑃 /µW %WL' 
1001.6 500.8 47 0.1 0.21 0.00 82.42 0.12 0.25 
950.6 475.3 60 0.2 0.33 0.02 81.52 0.23 0.38 
900.3 450.15 53 0.3 0.57 0.13 80.75 0.28 0.54 
851.4 425.7 57 0.8 1.40 0.73 78.88 0.49 0.86 
799.5 399.75 57 2.3 4.04 3.84 81.93 0.15 0.25 
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Figure IV-5. Intensity transmitted (left) and reflected (right) as a function of 

wavelength incident on a 50:50 plate beam splitter from Thorlabs. Data reproduced 

from Thorlabs website 

(https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=5111). 

 
 

Figure IV-6. Spatial profile of the unfocused probe light. 
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Figure IV-7. Spatial profile of the 950 nm probe beam (10 MHz, 100% amplification) 

at the sample position (near the focal point of a 10 cm focal length lens), as viewed 

a) on a 2D plot with intensities shown as different colours, b) on a 3D plot, c) along 

the x-axis, and d) along the y-axis. The yellow traces in c) and d) shows the raw 

data, and the red lines are Gaussian fits to the data. 

 
Figure IV-8. Arrangement of optics used to simultaneously measure the relative 

power incident on a photodetector and the detector output voltage. A variable ND 

filter was left in front of PD1. 
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V. Timing and synchronisation 

The DAQ card allows either an internally generated clock or an external clock to be 

used for controlling data acquisition. Initially, the internal clock was tested for 

measuring the maximum 20 MHz electrical outputjjj from the probe laser. However, it 

was found that the clock generated by the DAQ card does not match the output from 

the probe laser. Even over-sampling at 100 or 125 MHz cannot accurately capture the 

peaks of the 20 MHz electrical signal. Instead, a beating pattern was observed, as 

shown in Figure V-1. As such, an external clock derived from the probe laser need to 

be used to clock the data-acquisition card. 

The direct pulsed electrical output from the probe laser that matches its optical output 

could not be directly used to clock the DAQ card, due to requirements that the external 

clock signal need to have a 50±5% duty cycle, and have an amplitude between 0.1 

and 1 V (peak-to-peak). As such, the electrical output was fed into a signal generator 

(Tabor 8551) to generate the clock signal. The external clock can either be directly 

used to acquire signal, or it could be used as a reference 10 MHz signal that is 

subsequently up-converted into a 100 MHz or 125 MHz clock by the DAQ card. It was 

found that directly using the output from the signal generator as the external clock 

resulted in missed peaks in the measured electrical output from the probe laserkkk. As 

such, the probe laser was operated at 10 MHz so that the 10 MHz electrical output 

could be used as a reference signal for the DAQ card. It was found that sampling using 

the 100 MHz clock generated from the 10 MHz reference signal could reliably capture 

the peaks of the 10 MHz electrical output from the probe laser. 

 

 
jjj As timing of the electrical output from the probe laser should match its optical output, the electrical 
output was used as the more homogenous test signal for setting up the clock. 
kkk Flat lines were sometimes observed when periodic peaks were expected. 
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VI. Data acquisition (DAQ) 

 

 
 

Figure V-1.20 MHz electrical output from probe laser viewed using AlazarDSO 

software, with data acquired using 100 MHz clock internally generated by the 

Alazar DAQ card. Data shown with time-base: a) 100 ns/div and b) 1 µs/div. 

 
 

Figure VI-1. Screenshot of segment of manual for the Software Development Kit of 

the DAQ card, for converting raw values from bits to Volts. 
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Figure VI-2. Raw photodetector outputs for a single probe pulse at 532 nm attenuated 

with a) ND 3.6 and b) ND 4 filter, acquired using an oscilloscope in averaging mode 

(final data displayed/exported is average of 512 waveforms). The insets show the 

respective traces zoomed in on the baseline region to allow the residual oscillatory 

detector response to be clearly seen. 

 

Figure VI-3. Appearance of the sample photodetector voltage output as read by the 

DAQ card when a) all datapoints can be clearly seen, and b) when the waveform is 

zoomed to allow the baseline to be clearly seen. The data was acquired using the 

home-made software. Points that can be treated as baseline have been circled in 

orange. The time difference between consecutive points is 10 ns. In panel b), the 

detector response can be clearly seen, and the two sets of four baseline points 

adjacent to each peak initially used to calculate the local baseline have been indicated. 
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VII. Systematic error – kinetic step 

 

 
 

Figure VII-1. Screenshot of the TA signal calculated from two identical sinusoidal 

inputs to the DAQ card (top), and the individual electrical signals measured at the 

two inputs (bottom). Amplitude for the top plot is in units of ΔOD, and amplitude for 

the bottom plot is in units of Volts. Trigger is external at 2.5 V with a duration of 1 

µs. 
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VIII. Photoluminescence measurements 

 
Figure VIII-1. Apparent PL spectrum of TiO2 film and 2 mm thick CaF2 substrate under 

355 nm excitation, recorded with 5 nm excitation and emission slit sizes and 430-1100 

nm emission filter (selected to allow spurious features around 700 nm to be seen). 

Approximate peak positions are shown for the trace corresponding to the TiO2 film, 
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Figure VII-2. Screenshot of the TA signal calculated from two identical sinusoidal 

inputs to the DAQ card (top), and the individual electrical signals measured at the 

two inputs (bottom). Amplitude for the top plot is in units of ΔOD, and amplitude for 

the bottom plot is in units of Volts. Trigger is external at 1V with a duration of 1 µs. 
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located with Peak Analyser in OriginPro 2018 using the Local Maximum method 

(smoothing window size = 8; 4 local points). 

IX. XRD - crystallite size 

The fitted position and width of the experimental XRD peaks along with crystallite size 

calculated using Equation 5-1 are summarized in Table IX-1. It is assumed during 

calculations that the broadening of the XRD peaks is purely due to crystallite size, 

therefore the values in Table IX-1 are estimates of the minimum crystallite dimension. 

Generally, instrumental broadening systematically increases towards larger 2 theta 

values; however, from Equation 5-1 it is evident that for a given crystallite dimension 

the size-broadening also increases towards larger 2 theta values. As such, any 

systematic variation of FWHM with peak position does not confirm the dominance of 

instrumental broadening, and it is more informative to check for systematic variations 

of apparent crystallite size as a function of peak position. Excluding values associated 

with coalesced peaks, the calculated crystallite size does not show a clear variation 

with peak position, which indicates that instrumental broadening does not dominate 

the peak widths.  Using values in Table IX-1 the average crystallite size is estimated 

to be 16±3 nm, and from the SEM data in Section 5.2.1.1, a particle size of 45 nm can 

be assumed; there are thus ∼20-30 crystallites per particle.lll 

Table IX-1. Summary of anatase TiO2 XRD data. The literature peak positions are 

those of a dataset1 obtained from ICSD, located using the window search method in 

OriginPro 2018 (search parameter = 0.2/1% of “raw” data height/width). The Miller 

indices of corresponding crystallographic planes were found using Profex 3.13.0. The 

experimental peak positions and FWHM were obtained by fitting baselined XRD data 

with Gaussian functions in OriginPro 2018, from which crystallite size were calculated 

using the Scherrer equation. The number of crystallites per particle are calculated 

assuming a particle radius of 23 nm. Rows shaded in dark grey correspond to peaks 

that are missing from experimental data, and rows shaded in light grey are wide peaks 

 
lll Calculated using (particle size)3/(crystallite size)3, which result in a values of 22 when crystallite size 
is taken as 16, and a value of 29 when the average of values in the last column of Table IX-Error! Main 
Document Only. is used (excluding greyed-out data). In addition, as the particle size is likely an 
overestimate and the crystallite size an underestimate, this calculation in fact yields an estimate for the 
maximum number of crystallites per particle. 
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that likely correspond to multiple coalesced peaks. All peak positions and FWHM are 

2 theta values in degrees. 

Plane Literature1 
peak position 

Experimental (fitted 
peaks) Crystallite 

size (nm) 

No. of 
crystallites per 

particle Position FWHM 
101 25.3 25.3 0.490 18.5 15 
103 37.0 37.0 0.641 14.5 30 
004 37.9 37.8 0.416 22.4 8 
112 38.6 38.5 0.730 12.8 43 
200 48.1 48.0 0.655 14.7 28 
105 54.0 54.0 0.580 17.1 18 
211 55.1 55.0 0.689 14.4 30 
213 62.1         
204 62.7 62.6 1.116 9.3 115 
116 68.8 68.9 0.830 12.9 42 
220 70.3 70.3 0.877 12.3 49 
107 74.2         
215 75.1 75.2 1.273 8.8 136 
301 76.1         

 

X. UV-vis scatter 

Scatter profile: 

The form of the scatter profile in Figure 5-5 Ba) will be briefly explained here. Near the 

absorption edge onset, absorbance begins to outweigh scatter, so reflectance sharply 

decreases; this occurs around 396 nm, which is at a slightly lower energy than the 

commonly reported bandgap of 3.2 eV (388 nm) for Anatase TiO2.2,3 This could be 

due to excitons and/or sub-bandgap absorption by defect states. At wavelengths <360 

nm, reflectance becomes negative as the sample absorbs more light than the 

reference. 

Even after scatter-correction, Figure 5-5 Ba) shows that the absorbance measured in 

transmission geometry exhibits a small tail extending out to ∼600 nm that is absent 

from the apparent absorbance curve obtained with reflectance geometry. This could 

be due to errors in the way in which scatter is accounted for, and/or errors associated 

with the way in which apparent absorbance is obtained from reflectance 

measurements. 
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Scatter correction: 

To account for scatter in transmittance data, the following equation is first used to 

calculate percentage transmittance (%𝑇) from absorbance values (𝐴): 

𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔 (%𝑇/100)  (Equation X-1) 

As light is either absorbed, transmitted, or scattered, it follows that at wavelengths not 

absorbed by the sample the following is true: 

%𝑇 + %𝑅 = 100%  (Equation X-2) 

%𝑇 was calculated from corresponding absorbance values plotted in Figure 5-5 Aa) in 

the main text, and %𝑅 is the percentage reflectance (scatter). Raw reflectance profiles 

obtained for the empty sample holder, a 2mm thick CaF2 substrate (reference), and 

the TiO2 film are shown in Figure X-1. 

 
Figure X-1. Raw reflectance (scatter) data measured without any BaSO4 in the sample 

holder. The reference was a 2 mm Thick CaF2 window, and TiO2 (referenced) scatter 

profile was obtained by subtracting the reference curve from TiO2 (raw) profile. 

Reflectance profile for the empty sample holder is also shown for comparison. The 

peaks in the TiO2 profiles were located using the local maximum method (4 local points) 

after data smoothing (window size = 8 points), performed in OriginPro 2018. 

As mentioned in the main text, at wavelengths <360 nm the sample absorbs more light 

than the reference so the TiO2 (referenced) curve is negative in this region. To correct 

for this constant offset, the average %𝑅  value between 220 and 320 nm was 

calculated for the referenced TiO2 data, which was then subtracted to correct the offset. 
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Figure X-1 shows that the sample holder absorbance begins to systematically increase 

for wavelengths >700 nm, therefore data in this region are less reliable. It may be 

assumed that anatase TiO2 does not absorb around 700 nm, but it was found that 

%𝑇 + %𝑅 < 100% in this region (and at longer wavelengths); this is likely (partially) a 

consequence of the integrating sphere not detecting all the scattered light due to gaps 

in the detector (e.g. for letting in the light used for measurement). As-obtained 

referenced TiO2 %𝑅 values were therefore scaled up by a factor of 2, such that Eq.(II) 

holds true around 700 nm. Scatter-corrected transmittance values ( %𝑇 ) were 

calculated by summing the scaled %𝑅 values and %𝑇 calculated from absorbance 

values obtained in transmission mode. Scatter-corrected absorbance was then 

calculated using %𝑇  and Equation X-1, which yields the absorbance curve in Figure 

5-5 Ba) in the main text. 

XI. Angle dependence of PL profiles 

As-obtained PL spectra for various angles of orientation of CaF2 substrate and 

anatase TiO2 film with respect to the excitation beam are shown in Figure XI-1; profile 

observed for CaF2 varies significantly as a function of angle, whereas the profile for 

TiO2 remains largely unchanged. The different PL intensity observed for different 

angles of TiO2 is likely due to changing position of the TiO2 relative to the excitation 

focal point. 
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Figure XI-1. Apparent PL spectra of 2mm thick CaF2 substrate (1-5) and anatase 

TiO2 film (6-9) recorded with different angles of incidence of 355 nm excitation. All 

other parameters are the same as that used to record data presented in Section 

5.1.2 of the main text (i.e. 5 nm excitation and emission slit size, 360-1100 nm 

emission filter, and external 424 nm short-pass filter used for the excitation beam). 
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XII. Effect of pump repetition rate on observed TA kinetics 

 

Table XII-1. List of signal sizes averaged over to obtain the relative offset between 

data collected using 1 kHz pump repetition rate relative to the 0.2 kHz dataset. The 

value highlighted in bold is the value used as the relative offset. 

Time-delay/µs Signal size (200 Hz) 
953.7075 1.23E-05 
963.7075 1.82E-05 
973.7075 1.41E-05 
983.7075 1.55E-05 
993.7075 1.95E-05 
1.00E+03 1.07E-05 
1.01E+03 1.93E-05 

Mean 1.57E-05 
S.D. 3.2E-06 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure XII-1. Effect of adding a y-offset of a) 0.2 mΔOD and b) 0.05 mΔOD to the 

form of kinetic trace observed for CVD-CN in N2 after 355 nm excitation (200 Hz, 

850 µJ/cm2/pulse). 
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Table XII-2. List of signal sizes averaged over to obtain the relative offset between 

data collected using 2 kHz pump repetition rate relative to the 0.2 kHz dataset. The 

value highlighted in bold is the value used as the relative offset. 

Time-delay/µs Signal size (200 Hz) 
453.7075 2.49E-05 
463.7075 2.43E-05 
473.7075 2.77E-05 
483.7075 2.81E-05 
493.7075 2.52E-05 
503.7075 2.58E-05 
513.7075 2.17E-05 

Mean 2.54E-05 
S.D. 2.0E-06 

 

XIII. UV-vis-NIR measurement parameters 

Detector changeover wavelength: 

To check the Cary 5000 spectrometer measurement capabilities, blank measurements 

were first performed with the detector changeover wavelength set to 800 nm (default; 

Figure XIII-1 a) and b)). Figure XIII-1 b) shows that the noise is noticeably larger in the 

NIR region at wavelengths greater than the detector changeover wavelength. As such, 

to check if using the UV-vis detector could also be used for NIR measurements to 

reduce noise, measurements were also performed with the detector changeover 

wavelength set to 3100 nm (Figure XIII-1 c) and d)). Figure XIII-1 c) shows that 

excessive amounts of noise occur in the NIR region for the UV-vis detector. 

Furthermore, Figure XIII-1 d) shows that the longest reasonable detector changeover 

wavelength is c.a. 800 nm.  
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It was calculated that with the detector changeover wavelength set to 800 nm (all other 

parameters taking default values), the S.D. of the baselined %T data is c.a. 0.02. 10-

point Lowess-smoothing further decreases this value to c.a. 0.008. 

Identification and elimination of absorption artefacts: 

During initial stages of developing the instrumental configuration, it was found that in 

the presence external illumination, noise in %R significantly increases, and excessive 

amounts of light was reaching the detectors in Cary 5000, resulting in detector over-

saturation that take >1 day to recover. In addition, it was found that the Xe lamp output 

 
 

Figure XIII-1. Transmission measurements of the empty cavity made in double-

beam mode with detector changeover wavelength set to a) 800 and c) 3100 nm. 

Black/red (overlapped) trace in a) is the raw %T spectrum with no baselining, and 

the blue trace is the baselined %T spectrum. Trace in b) is the zoomed-in 

baselined %T spectrum in a). Trace in c) was baselined with identical parameters 

used to acquire the “sample” (empty cavity) spectrum in c), and the trace in d) is 

the spectrum in c) zoomed in on the 300-1000 nm region.  
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is noticeably noisier initially (<2 mins) upon switching on the lamp, but is fully stabilised 

after c.a. 10 mins. As such, for all measurements in the presence of Xe lamp 

illumination, the Xe lamp was switched on for at least 10 minutes prior to starting the 

measurement. 

To avoid damaging the detectors, further tests were performed with Xe lamp power 

set to 50W (minimum), the output of which was attenuated with a 10%T ND filter. Using 

this configuration, noise in %R still increases in the presence of Xe lamp illumination, 

indicating that significant amounts of the Xe lamp output was still reaching the 

detectors in Cary 5000. However, the detectors no longer become over-saturated, and 

noise levels in the NIR region are sufficiently small to allow detection of small %R 

changes, as observable from the %R spectra of BaSO4 in the dark and in the presence 

of Xe lamp illumination shown in Figure XIII-2 a).  

%abs induced by the Xe lamp illumination is expected to be 0% for BaSO4, as the 

bandgap of BaSO4 is reported to be 4.6-6.1 eV (270-203 nm),mmm and the 10%T ND 

filter completely blocks light with wavelengths <300 nm, as shown in Figure XIII-3. 

However, the %abs were found to be around 1% in the NIR region, as shown in Figure 

XIII-2 b) and c). To check if this absorption artefact could have been due to 

instrumental drifts, %abs were also calculated using the 3 dark measurements. 

However, the %abs were found to be around 0%, as shown in Figure XIII-2 d) and e). 

As such, the 1% absorption apparently observed for BaSO4 was not due to 

instrumental drifts. 

 
mmm  https://www.fh-muenster.de/ciw/downloads/personal/juestel/juestel/Bandgaps-Densities-IEPs-
RefractiveIndices.pdf (6.0 eV); https://materialsproject.org/materials/mp-3307/ (4.6 eV); 
https://materialsproject.org/materials/mp-3164/ (5.97 eV); 
https://discover.materialscloud.org/topomat/materials/13858/ (6.1 eV); Moosa, M., Ikram, M., Ali, S. & 
Islah-U-Din. Microemulsion based synthesis of inorganic barium sulphate nanoparticles using various 
cosurfactants. J. Optoelectron. Adv. Mater. 18, 847–851 (2016). (5.2 eV) 
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Figure XIII-2. a) Raw %R spectra of BaSO4 collected in double-beam mode in the 

presence (“_illum”) and absence (“_dark”) of Xe lamp illumination. Using the %R 

spectra in a),  %abs was calculated using b) “BaSO4_illum” with “BaSO4_dark” as 

reference, c) “BaSO4_illum” with “BaSO4_dark_2” as reference, d) “BaSO4_dark” 

with “BaSO4_dark_2” as reference, and e) “BaSO4_dark_3” with “BaSO4_dark_2” as 

reference. The order of measurement was: 1) BaSO4_dark, 2) BaSO4_illum, 3) 

BaSO4_dark_2, and 4) BaSO4_dark_3. Gap between measurement 1) and 2) 

was >10 mins, gap between measurement 2) and 3) was >30 mins, and measurement 

4) was performed immediately after measurement 3). 
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To check if the absorption artefact could be due to large amounts of stray light, 

Aluminium foil was used to reduce the illumination area to a size comparable to the 

sample surface area. The configuration before and after this modification is compared 

in Figure XIII-4. However, it was found that the absorption artefact is still present. 

 
 

Figure XIII-2. %T of the 10%T ND filter measured in double-beam mode, using the 

Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR spectrometer installed with a Solid Sample Holder. For the 

Baseline measurement, the sample holder was empty. The reference holder was 

left empty throughout all measurements.  
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To check if the absorption artefact is caused by imbalances in light reaching the 

sample and reference detectors in double-beam mode, as the external illumination 

should only affect the sample (front) detector, measurements were performed in 

single-front beam mode (i.e. no reference beam). The as acquired %R spectra are 

shown in Figure XIII-5 a), from which it may be observed that %R in Single (front) 

beam mode is significantly lower compared to when double beam mode is used 

(Figure XIII-2 a)). Upon calculating the %abs induced by the Xe lamp illumination, it 

was found that the absorption artefact is still present, as shown in Figure XIII-5 b), and 

the data is significantly noisier compared to that acquired in double-beam mode. 

 
 

Figure XIII-3. Configuration used to modify the Xe lamp output before (left) and after 

(right) using Aluminium foil to reduce the illumination area. 
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As the sample of interest at present is anatase TiO2, which has its bandgap in the UV 

region, if the absorption artefact induced by UV and visible illuminations are the same, 

then the artefact could be subtracted. The absorption signal in the presence of UV 

illumination (UV_sig) = artefact + real signal, and the absorption signal in the presence 

of visible illumination (vis_sig) = artefact, it follows that UV_sig – vis_sig = real signal. 

As such, measurements were performed using Xe lamp illumination filtered with 365 

and 500 nm bandpass filters for testing purposes.nnn Again, BaSO4 was used as the 

blank test sample. It was found that the noise in %R is significantly higher with 500 nm 

illumination compared to with 365 nm illumination. Furthermore, comparison of 

smoothed %R spectra revealed that the spectrum for BaSO4 under 500 nm 

illumination is noticeably offset from the spectrum under 365 nm illumination. As such, 

the absorption artefact cannot be subtracted through using two different illumination 

wavelengths. 

It was determined that the absorption artefact was likely caused by a detector 

saturation effect due to scattering of the external illumination by the sample. As such, 

the external illumination need to be filtered from the internal spectrometer light. As 

such, two different long-pass filters were tested for filtering out the Xe lamp illumination 

 
nnn To keep the total optical power incident on the sample the same between measurements, the Xe 
lamp (supply) power was set to 300 and 185 W for the 365 and 500 nm bandpass filters, respectively. 

 
 

Figure XIII-4. a) Raw %R spectra of BaSO4 collected in single-front beam mode in 

the presence (“illum_s”) and absence (“dark_s”) of Xe lamp illumination. Using 

the %R spectra in a),  %abs was calculated, shown in b). Each spectra in a) is the 

average of 3 measurements. 
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after passing through a 365 nm bandpass filter. It was found that neither 395 nor 420 

nm long-pass filter can completely block the filtered Xe lamp illumination. However, 

Xe lamp illumination filtered through a combination of a 365 nm bandpass and a 

Thorlabs UG1 (325-385 nm bandpass) optic can be effectively blocked by the 395 nm 

long-pass filter.  

Optical characteristics of the final components used are shown in Figure XIII-6. It may 

be observed that although the 395 nm long-pass filter could in theory fully block light 

filtered through the 365 nm bandpass filter, this is not achieved in practice, likely due 

to photoluminescence from the 365 nm bandpass filter. 

 

XIV. Xe lamp illumination intensity 

The power density of the Xe lamp illumination after being filtered through the 365 nm 

bandpass filter was measured to be c.a. 0.3-0.4 mW/cm2, which is about an order of 

magnitude smaller than 1 sun UV irradiation. 1 sun illumination correspond to about 1 

kW/m2 (100 mW/cm2), but only about 4% of sunlight is UV4,5 (<400 nm), so 1 sun 

correspond to c.a. 4 mW/cm2 of UV.  

Given above considerations, a lens is used to concentrate the filtered Xe lamp 

illumination onto the sample to achieve a reasonable excitation intensity. The focal 

point of the Xe-lamp-lens configuration was determined to be between 10 and 14 cm, 

 
 

Figure XIII-5. Transmission characteristics of the final optical components used 

throughout all measurements presented in the main text, in the a) 175-3300 nm 

region (full range achieveable with the Cary 5000 instrument) and b) in the 175-450 

nm region. 
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with the beam diameter varying from c.a. 0.5 cm to 0.3-0.4 cm to 1.5 cm as the 

distance is varied from 10 to 12 to 14 cm. The diameter of the sample holder is c.a. 

0.6 cm, thus the beam diameter of the (approximately) focused Xe lamp output is 

roughly matched with the sample diameter. The distance from the edge of reaction 

chamber body, which is aligned with the Praying Mantis (PM) outer wall, to the sample 

is c.a. 3 cm, and the Xe lamp output is coming at an angle, so the total distance 

travelled by the Xe lamp output from the PM outer wall to the sample is estimated to 

be c.a. 4 cm. To maximise the intensity of the Xe lamp illumination on the sample, the 

distance between the end of the Xe lamp optics holder (approximate position of the 

lens) to the PM outer wall is therefore kept at c.a. 8 cm. The relevant distances are 

illustrated in Figure XIV-1. 

 

Because 1) all above distances are estimates, 2) the Xe lamp is sometimes dismantled 

for another experiment then re-assembled for the present experiment, and 3) the 

power density varies significantly with distance from the filter-lens assembly, the 

optical power of the filtered and focused Xe lamp was measured at 3 different 

distances (10, 12, and 14 cm) from the end of its optics holder. The results are 

summarised in Table XIV-1. After passing through a combination of the 325-385 nm 

bandpass, 365 nm bandpass, and the focusing lens, the maximum power density 

 
 

Figure XIV-1. Schematic illustrating key distances in the final experimental 

configuration. The yellow area represent the sample position. D1 is the distance 

from the PM outer wall to the sample (c.a. 3 cm), and D2 is the distance between 

the end of the Xe lamp optics holder (approximate position of the lens) to the PM 

outer wall. Total distance travelled by the Xe lamp output from the end of the optics 

holder to the sample is c.a. 12±2 cm. 
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varies from c.a. 1 to 15 mW/cm2. At high power densities, the power measured with 

and without the sensor head attenuator significantly differ from each other, likely 

caused by a sensor saturation effect present for high power densities measured 

without the in-built attenuator. 

Given that 1) the Xe lamp illumination is incident on the sample at an angle, and 2) 

the maximum of the Xe lamp output is unlikely to be perfectly overlapped with the small 

internal measurement light, the actual power density at the sample is likely to be 

smaller than those calculated in Table XIV-1. The final effective power density of the 

365 nm excitation light is therefore estimated to be c.a. 1 mW/cm2. 

Table XV-1. Power (densities) of the filtered and focused Xe lamp illumination, with 

the distance between the power-meter sensor head and the end of the optics holder 

kept at c.a. 10, 12, and 14 cm (Column 1). Power of the Xe lamp output filtered by a 

365 nm bandpass are shown in Column 2. Calculated power densities are shown in 

Column 3, with beam diameters of 0.5 cm, 0.4 cm, and 1 cm (sensor area diameter) 

used for a distance of 10, 12, and 14 cm, respectively. The final power density (Column 

4) was calculated through multiplying values in Column 3 by 0.62, as %T of the 

Thorlabs UG1 filter (325-385 nm bandpass) at 365 nm was measured to be 62%. “w. 

atten” and “w/o. atten” respectively represent values associated with measurements 

made with and without the sensor head attenuator. 

Distance/cm Power/mW Power density/mW 
cm-2 

Final power 
density/mW cm-2 

w. atten w/o. atten w. atten w/o. atten w. atten w/o. atten 
10 3.7 1.3 18.8 6.6 11.7 4.1 
12 3 1.6 23.9 12.7 14.8 7.9 
14 1.8 1.6 2.3 2.0 1.4 1.2 

 

XV. Data-processing 

Comparing the log(1/r) and Kubelka-Munk transformations: 

Prior to arrival of the Praying Mantis accessory for Cary 5000, a non-compatible 

Praying Mantis unit was used to check and compare data-processing procedures. The 

raw %R data used for this testing purpose is shown in Figure XV-1 a). The 

“absorbance” calculated using abs = -log(%R/100) and measured by setting the Y 
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Mode to “Abs” are compared in Figure XV-1 b); the two traces are well-overlapped, 

therefore as expected the instrument software calculates absorbance from abs = –

log(%I/100), where %I = %intensity of light reaching the detector, regardless of 

whether the light is transmitted or reflected. The Kubelka-Munk transformation of 

the %R spectrum is shown in Figure XV-1 c).  Figure XV-1 d) compares normalised 

absorbance and F(R) spectra, from which it may be observed that F(r) and log(1/r) 

quantitatively differ from one another. 

 

 
 

Figure XV-1. a) Raw %R spectrum of BaSO4 powder in reactor (lid off) measured 

in double beam mode, b) absorption spectrum calculated using abs = -log(%R/100) 

using spectrum in a) (black trace) and directly measured with Y Mode set to “Abs” 

(red trace), c) Kubelka-Munk transformation of spectrum in a) calculated using 

F(R)= (1-r)2/(2r), with r = %R/100, and d) comparison of normalised absorbance in 

b) and F(R) in c). The red trace in c) is the result of 10-point Lowess-smoothing of 

the black trace. 
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XVI. Methanol vapour delivery setup 

 

XVII. Supplementary information for blank BaSO4 measurements 

Measurement details: 

BaSO4 powder was loaded into the reaction chamber sample holder and pressed flat 

using a spatula. Prior to measurement under each environment, the reactor chamber 

was purged with 150 ml/min of the relevant gas for 10 minutes, then the outlet and 

inlet reactor valves were closed to seal in the slightly pressurised gas. Measurements 

were first performed under 100% Argon, followed by (dry) air, then 10% methane in 

Argon. 

Supplementary figures: 

The raw %R spectra obtained for blank BaSO4 measurements are shown in Figure 

XVII-1. 

 
 

Figure XVI-1. Setup used to deliver methanol vapour into the reaction chamber. 

Panel a) is a photograph of the setup, and panel b) is a schematic illustrating key 

componenets of the methanol-containing metal vessel. 
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The visual representation of integrating Figure 8-3 a) over 2100-2500 nm and 2180-

2400 nm regions are shown in Figure XVII-2. 

 
 

Figure XVII-1. Raw %R spectra recorded for BaSO4 powder in the a) visible region, 

and b) NIR region. For peak identification, spectra in b) are zoomed in on the 1600-

2300 nm region, shown in c). Legends are in the form “C_x”, where C represent the 

gaseous environment (100% Ar, dry air, or 10% methane in Ar), and x represent 

the repeat number. The dashed grey line in c) represents the baseline used to 

locate peaks in the 1800-2000 nm region. 
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XVIII. Raw reflectance data for TiO2 measurements 

Raw %R spectra for anatase TiO2 powder in the presence of air, methanol, methane, 

and 4/1 Methane/O2 are respectively shown in Figure XVIII-1, Figure XVIII-2, Figure 

XVIII-3, and Figure XVIII-4. The slight change in overall %R going from an Argon 

atmosphere to air and 4/1 methane/O2 is due to slight change in reactor height and/or 

orientation upon opening and closing the reactor gas valves. 

 
 

Figure XVII-2. %abs spectra calculated using the air_dark_3 %R spectrum as 

reference in the 2000-2700 nm region. The integration region for an example 

dataset are shaded in grey. In a) and b), the integration region is 2100-2500 nm 

and 2180-2400 nm, respectively. 
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Figure XVIII-1. Raw %R data for anatase TiO2 powder with (“illum”) and without 

(“dark”) 365 nm photoexcitation, the in presence of Argon and (dry) air. Panel a) 

shows the raw spectra, whilst panels b) and c) respectively show evolution of 

the %R at 420 and 1550 nm as the measurements proceeded. The order of legend 

in panel a) was the order in which measurements were made (on the same sample). 
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Figure XVIII-2. Raw %R data for anatase TiO2 powder with (“illum”) and without 

(“dark”) 365 nm photoexcitation, the in presence of Argon and Methanol vapour. 

Panel a) shows the raw spectra, whilst panels b) and c) respectively show evolution 

of the %R at 420 and 1550 nm as the measurements proceeded. The order of 

legend in panel a) was the order in which measurements were made (on the same 

sample). 
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Figure XVIII-3. Raw %R data for anatase TiO2 powder with (“illum”) and without 

(“dark”) 365 nm photoexcitation, the in presence of Argon and 10% methane (in 

Argon). Panel a) shows the raw spectra, whilst panels b) and c) respectively show 

evolution of the %R at 420 and 1550 nm as the measurements proceeded. The 

order of legend in panel a) was the order in which measurements were made (on 

the same sample). 
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XIX. Photoinduced absorbance spectra – repeat details 

Photoinduced absorption spectra measured for individual repeats (on the same 

sample) are shown in Figure XIX-1. To obtain the spectra in Figure 8-5 a) in the main 

text, traces Ar_2 – Ar_4 in Figure XIX-1 Aa) and traces Air_2 – Air_4 in Figure XIX-1 

Ab) were averaged over. To obtain the spectra in Figure 8-5 b) in the main text, all 

traces in Figure XIX-1 Ba) were averaged over, whilst the methanol spectrum 

correspond to trace MeOH_4 (the first measurement made under methanol with 365 

nm excitation) in Figure XIX-1 Bb). To obtain the spectra in Figure 8-6 a) in the main 

text, traces Ar_6 – Ar_8 in Figure XIX-1 Ca) and traces Me_2 – Me_4 in Figure XIX-1 

 
 

Figure XVIII-4. Raw %R data for anatase TiO2 powder with (“illum”) and without 

(“dark”) 365 nm photoexcitation, the in presence of Argon and 4/1 Methane/O2. 

Panel a) shows the raw spectra, whilst panels b) and c) respectively show evolution 

of the %R at 420 and 1550 nm as the measurements proceeded. The order of 

legend in panel a) was the order in which measurements were made (on the same 

sample). 
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Cb) were averaged over. To obtain the spectra in Figure 8-6 c) in the main text, traces 

Ar_2 – Ar_3 in Figure XIX-1 Da) and traces Me+air_1 – Me+air_3 in Figure XIX-1 Db) 

were averaged over. Difference between the spectra measured in Argon and 

measured in air and 4/1 methane/O2 are shown in Figure XIX-2 a) and b), respectively. 
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Figure XIX-1. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation in the presence of Ab) air, Bb) methanol vapour in Argon, Cb) 10% methane 

in Argon, and Db) 4/1 Me/O2. Panels Aa), Ba), Ca), and Da) show reference spectra 
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acquired under 100% Argon. Panels labelled with the same capital letter represent 

data collected on the same sample (data from a total of 4 different samples are 

presently shown). 

 

XX. Re-scaled photoinduced absorbance spectra 

Normalised photoinduced absorption spectra measured for individual repeats for the 

same TiO2 sample in 100% Argon and in methanol vapour are respectively shown in 

Figure XX-1 a) and b). Individual datasets are shown as it is not appropriate to average 

the data acquired in the presence of methanol. 

 

Figure XX-1. Normalised photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder 

under 365 nm excitation in the presence of a) Argon, and b) methanol vapour. 

 
 

Figure XIX-1. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 powder under 

Argon (Ar) subtracted by spectra obtained under a) dry air and b) 4/1 Me/O2. 
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The %abs value at 1500 nm was used to perform the normalisation. Data in both 

panels a) and b) were acquired on the same sample. 

 

XXI. Slope analysis of photoinduced absorbance spectra plotted on 

log-log scale 

Figure XXI-1 shows the %abs spectra in Figure XIX-1 Aa) re-plotted on a log-log scale. 

Results of linear fit through the data between 1000 and 2600 nm are shown in Table 

XXI-1, and is the source of the slope value of 0.63±0.03 reported in the main text. 

Figure XXI-2 shows the %abs spectra in Figure XIX-2 a) re-plotted on a log-log scale. 

Results of linear fit through the data between 1000 and 2600 nm are shown in Table 

XXI-2, and is the source of the slope value of 0.61±0.06 reported in the main text. 

To test the effect of expressing the photoinduced absorption amplitude in different 

units, the %R data was also processed using the KM and log(1/r) transformations, with 

the relative reflectance (𝑟) being: 

𝑟 = 𝑅(𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑚)/𝑅(𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘) (Equation XXI-1) 

The KM and log(1/r) transformations were performed on the same dataset as that used 

to obtain the %abs spectra in Figure XIX-1 Aa) and Ab), which in turn is the same 

dataset used to obtain Figure XIX-2 a). The KM transformed spectra for the dataset 

obtained under Argon are shown in Figure XXI-3, and results of linear fit through the 

data between 1000 and 2600 nm are shown in Table XXI-1. The corresponding 

difference spectra (spectrum obtained under Argon subtracted by the spectrum 

obtained under air) for the KM transformed data are shown Figure XXI-4, and results 

of linear fit through the data between 1000 and 2600 nm are shown in Table XXI-2. 

Finally, the log(1/r) transformed spectra for the dataset obtained under Argon and the 

Argon-air difference spectra are respectively shown in Figure XXI-5 and Figure XXI-6, 

with the results of linear fit through the data between 1000 and 2600 nm shown in 

Table XXI-1 and Table XXI-2, respectively. 
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Figure XXI-1. Trace a) Ar_1, b) Ar_2, c) Ar_3, and d) Ar_4 from Figure XIX-1 Aa) 

plotted on a log-log scale. The red line in each panel represent a straight line fit 

through the data in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Figure XXI-2. Trace a) Ar_1 – air_1, b) Ar_2 – air_2, c) Ar_3 – air_3, and d) Ar_4 – 

air_4 from Figure XIX-1 a) plotted on a log-log scale. The red line in each panel 

represent a straight line fit through the data in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Figure XXI-3. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 under Argon 

calcuated using the Kubelk-Munk transformation plotted on a log-log scale for 

dataset a) Ar_1, b) Ar_2, c) Ar_3, and d) Ar_4. The red line in each panel represent 

a straight line fit through the data in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Figure XXI-4. Difference photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 (spectra 

obtained under Argon subtracted by spectra obtained under air) calcuated using 

the Kubelk-Munk transformation plotted on a log-log scale for dataset a) Ar_1 – 

air_1, b) Ar_2 – air_2, c) Ar_3 – air_3, and d) Ar_4 – air_4. The red line in each 

panel represent a straight line fit through the data in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Figure XXI-5. Photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 under Argon 

calcuated using the Log(1/r) transformation plotted on a log-log scale for dataset a) 

Ar_1, b) Ar_2, c) Ar_3, and d) Ar_4. The red line in each panel represent a straight 

line fit through the data in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Figure XXI-6. Difference photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 (spectra 

obtained under Argon subtracted by spectra obtained under air) calcuated using 

the Log(1/r) transformation plotted on a log-log scale for dataset a) Ar_1 – air_1, b) 

Ar_2 – air_2, c) Ar_3 – air_3, and d) Ar_4 – air_4. The red line in each panel 

represent a straight line fit through the data in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Table XXII-1. Summary of slopes of photoinduced spectra obtained under Argon in 

the 1000-2600 nm region plotted on a log-log scale. %abs, KM, and Log(1/r) 

respectively represent amplitude of photoinduced signals calculated using the 

equation for %abs, the Kubelka-Munk transformation, and the Log(1/r) transformation. 

S.D. is the Standard Deviation, and n.d. means “not determined”. 

  Slope/nm-1 
Dataset Range/nm %abs KM Log(1/r) 

Ar_1 1000-2600 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
Ar_2 1000-2600 0.61 1.22 0.62 
Ar_3 1000-2600 0.62 1.25 0.63 
Ar_4 1000-2600 0.67 1.34 0.68 

 Mean: 0.63 1.27 0.64 

 S.D.: 0.03 0.06 0.03 
 

Table XXII-2. Summary of slopes of difference spectra (photoinduced spectra obtained 

under Argon subtracted by spectra obtained under air) in the 1000-2600 nm region 

plotted on a log-log scale. %abs, KM, and Log(1/r) respectively represent amplitude 

of photoinduced signals calculated using the equation for %abs, the Kubelka-Munk 

transformation, and the Log(1/r) transformation. S.D. is the Standard Deviation, and 

n.d. means “not determined”. 

  Slope/nm-1 
Dataset Range/nm %abs KM Log(1/r) 

Ar_1 - air_1 1000-2600 0.54 n.d. 0.54 
Ar_2 - air_2 1000-2600 0.58 1.23 0.58 
Ar_3 - air_3 1000-2600 0.65 1.26 0.65 
Ar_4 - air_4 1000-2600 0.68 1.36 0.69 

 Mean: 0.61 1.28 0.62 

 S.D.: 0.06 0.07 0.07 
 

The normalised spectra in Figure 8-6 d) in the main text are plotted on a log-log scale 

in Figure XXI-7. 
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XXII. Change in concentration of charge carriers in TiO2 under 

different atmospheres 

The quantities 𝑅% (𝑎𝑖𝑟/𝐴𝑟) , 𝑅% (𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻/𝐴𝑟) , 𝑅% (𝑀𝑒/𝐴𝑟) , and 𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 +

𝑎𝑖𝑟)/𝐴𝑟) are respectively plotted as a function of wavelength in Figure XXII-1 a), b), 

c), and d) for individual repeats. All traces in Figure XXII-1 a) and c) were averaged to 

obtain the average traces in Figure 8-7 a) and c), respectively. Figure 8-7 b) 

correspond to trace 4 in Figure XXII-1 b). Traces 1-3 in Figure XXII-1 d) were averaged 

to obtain the average trace in Figure 8-7 d). Statistical analysis of the %abs ratios 

between 1200 and 2500 nm in Figure XXII-1 a), c), and d) are respectively detailed in 

Table XXII-1, Table XXII-2, and Table XXII-3. Results reported in the main text 

correspond to values in “Statistics on mean of datasets 1-4/1-3” at the bottom of each 

table. 

 
 

Figure XXI-7. Data in Figure 8-6 d) plotted on a log-log scale. The red straight line 

represent a straight line fit through the Argon trace in the 1000-2600 nm region. 
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Figure XXII-1. %abs ratios for photoinduced absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 

powder acquired under a) dry air and Argon, b) Methanol vapour (in Argon) and 

Argon, c) methane (10% in Argon) and Argon, and d) 4/1 Me/O2 and Argon. The 

legend shows the repeat/measurement number. Data within each panel were 

obtained from the same sample, while different panels contain data collected from 

different samples (data from a total of 4 different samples are presently shown). 
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Table XXIII-1. Statistical analysis of %abs ratios shown in Figure XXII-1 a) in the 1200-

2500 nm region. The “Average” dataset is the trace obtained by averaging datasets 1-

4. 

Dataset Mean S.D. Minimum Median Maximum 
1 0.176 0.031 0.082 0.176 0.259 
2 0.040 0.031 -0.056 0.044 0.113 
3 0.064 0.029 -0.019 0.066 0.148 
4 0.135 0.023 0.064 0.135 0.211 

Average 0.104 0.016 0.045 0.105 0.141 
Statistics on mean of datasets 1-4:     

N total Mean S.D. Minimum Median Maximum 
4 0.104 0.063 0.040 0.100 0.176 

 

Table XXIII-2. Statistical analysis of %abs ratios shown in Figure XXII-1 c) in the 1200-

2500 nm region. The “Average” dataset is the trace obtained by averaging datasets 1-

4. 

Dataset Mean S.D Minimum Median Maximum 
1 2.048 0.167 1.677 2.045 2.663 
2 3.312 0.235 2.764 3.280 4.208 
3 2.383 0.156 1.951 2.364 2.977 
4 3.017 0.190 2.390 3.010 3.660 

Average 2.690 0.116 2.410 2.685 3.074 
Statistics on mean of datasets 1-4:   

N total Mean S.D Minimum Median Maximum 
4 2.690 0.578 2.048 2.700 3.312 

 

Table XXIII-3. Statistical analysis of %abs ratios shown in Figure XXII-1 d) in the 1200-

2500 nm region. The “Average” dataset is the trace obtained by averaging datasets 1-

4. Dataset 4 (greyed) was excluded for calculating the “Average” dataset and for 

statistical analysis of the mean from the individual repeats. 

Dataset Mean S.D Minimum Median Maximum 
1 0.187 0.020 0.131 0.187 0.235 
2 0.198 0.021 0.147 0.196 0.276 
3 0.219 0.019 0.177 0.216 0.291 
4 0.170 0.074 0.045 0.154 0.376 

Average 0.202 0.013 0.171 0.202 0.251 
Statistics on mean of datasets 1-3:   
N total Mean S.D Minimum Median Maximum 

3 0.201 0.016 0.187 0.198 0.219 
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To calculate 〈𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟)/𝑀𝑒)〉 , 〈𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟)/

𝐴𝑟)〉 /〈𝑅% (𝑀𝑒/𝐴𝑟)〉  were calculated, determined to be 0.091, 0.06, 

0.092, and 0.056 for datasets 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The mean and SD of these 

four values are respectively 0.075 and 0.017, which is the origin of the estimate of 

0.08±0.02 for 〈𝑅% ((𝑀𝑒 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟)/𝑀𝑒)〉 . 

XXIII. Peak area due to methane absorption 

Figure XXIII-1 shows the %abs spectra calculated for anatase TiO2 under 10% 

methane, using a dark measurement made under Argon as the reference %R 

spectrum (R(dark) in Equation 8-2). Integration results are plotted as a function of 

measurement condition in Figure 8-9 in the main text. 

Figure XXIII-2 a) shows the spectra obtained from performing the Log(1/r) 

transformation on the same %R data as that used to obtain the %abs spectra in Figure 

XXIII-1 a)/b). The %abs spectra in Figure XXIII-1 b) are qualitatively similar to the 

Log(1/r) spectra in Figure XXIII-2 a), indicating that there is little qualitative difference 

between using %abs or Log(1/r) to express the signal amplitude. 
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Figure XXIII-1. Absorption spectra of anatase TiO2 in a) 10% methane across the 

entire 400-2800 nm measurement range, b) 10% methane in the 2000-2700 nm 

region, c) 4/1 methane/O2 across the entire 400-2800 nm measurement range, and 

d) 4/1 methane/O2 in the 2000-2700 nm region. All %abs spectra were calculated 

using a dark measurement made under Argon as the reference %R spectrum 

(R(dark) in Equation 6-2). The yellow boxed region in panels b) and d) indicate the 

2180-2400 nm region of integration. Legends are in the form “C_L_x”, where C 

represent the gaseous environment, L represent the presence/absence (illum/dark) 

of external 365 nm illumination, and x represent the repeat number. The order of 

legends is the order in which measurements were made. 
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Reflectance of anatase TiO2 powder in the dark was also measured as a function of 

methane concentration (up to 10%) to determine the reliable region to integrate over 

for correlating the peak area to methane concentration. Measurements were 

performed in the following order of methane concentration (%): 0, 10, 2, 8, 4, 6, 1, 9, 

3, 7, 5, and 3 repeats were consecutively performed under each different 

concentration. Prior to the first measurement (100% Argon), the sample was purged 

with 150 ml/min Argon for 10 minutes. For each new methane concentration after the 

first measurement, the new gas mixture was flowed through the reactor for 5 minutes 

prior to starting measurement under the new condition. Throughout all measurements, 

a constant total flow rate of 150 ml/min was maintained. 

Figure XXIII-3 a) shows the %abs spectra obtained using the above-described 

procedure for repeat 1, calculated using the 0% methane spectrum as the 

reference %R spectrum. Spectra from the other 2 repeats do not significantly differ 

from the one shown in Figure XXIII-3 a). It may be observed that superimposed on the 

methane peaks is a large broad trough centered at around 1960 nm, which is close to 

the absorption peak due to water reported to be around 1900-1950 nm,6 therefore can 

 
 

Figure XXIII-2. a) Log(1/r) spectra of anatase TiO2 in the 2000-2700 nm region, 

calculated using a dark measurement made under Argon as the reference %R 

spectrum, and b) result of integrating over the 2100-2500 nm region. Legends are 

in the form “C_L_x”, where C represent the gaseous environment, L represent the 

presence/absence (illum/dark) of external 365 nm illumination, and x represent the 

repeat number. The order of legend/x-axis labels (in panel a)/b)) is the order in 

which measurements were made. 
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be assigned to gradual loss of water from the system under constant gas purge. The 

integrated area of the %abs spectra are shown in Figure XXIII-3 b), c), and d) for 

integration regions of 2100-2500, 2180-2400, and 2200-2400 nm, respectively. It may 

be observed that the region 2100-2500 nm is heavily affected by instrumental baseline 

drifts. The order in which the methane concentrations were measured was not random, 

thus gradual instrumental drifts show up as systematic changes to the peak area, 

resulting in the trend observed in Figure XXIII-3 b). On the other hand, the region 2180-

2400 nm and 2200-2400 nm are not affected by instrumental baseline drifts, and 

integrated peak area in these 2 regions is directly proportional to the methane 

concentration, as evident from the linear relationship observed in Figure XXIII-3 c) and 

d). 

Furthermore, as mentioned in the main text the trend exhibited by the peak areas of 

the %abs spectra and the Log(1/r) spectra calculated from the same %R data differ 

from one another (compare Figure 8-9 a) and Figure XXIII-2 b)). As such, for 

comparison similar analysis were also performed on Log(1/r) and KM-transformed 

spectra, respectively shown in Figure XXIII-4 and Figure XXIII-5. It may be observed 

that the Log(1/r) spectra (Figure XXIII-4 a)) is qualitatively comparable to the %abs 

spectra (Figure XXIII-3 a)), whilst the KM spectra (Figure XXIII-5 a)) significantly differs 

from both. The integrated area in the 2100-2500 nm is heavily affected by instrumental 

baseline drifts for both the Log(1/r) and KM spectra, as evident from Figure XXIII-4 b) 

and Figure XXIII-5 b), respectively. Integrated area in the 2180-2400 nm and 2200-

2400 nm regions is not heavily affected by instrumental baseline drifts. As such, the 

normalised average of variation of integrated area in the 2180-2400 nm region are 

compared in Figure XXIII-6 a), and the variation of integrated area in the 2200-2400 

nm region are compared in Figure XXIII-6 b). It may be observed that integrated area 

of the KM spectra significantly deviate from linearity as a function of methane 

concentration for both 2180-2400 and 2200-2400 nm regions, whilst the integrated 

area of the %abs and Log(1/r) spectra display good linearity with respect to methane 

concentration. The normalised areas obtained from %abs and Log(1/r) spectra in the 

2180-2400 and 2400-2500 nm regions are almost identical to one another, as 

explained in the main text, therefore either can be used to determine the methane 

concentration. Comparing Figure XXIII-6 a) and b), it may be observed that the 2200-

2400 nm region exhibits better linearity with respect to methane concentration, and 
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suffers from a smaller y-offset. However, the methane absorption spectrum exhibits a 

peak at c.a. 2200 nm (as labelled in Figure 8-3), therefore the 2180-2400 nm region 

is preferred over the 2200-2400 nm region for analysing peak areas. 

 

 
 

Figure XXIII-3. a) %abs spectra for anatase TiO2 in the dark under various 

methane/Argon atmospheres, calculated using a dark measurement made under 

100% Argon as the reference %R spectrum, and the integrated area of the spectra 

in the b) 2100-2500, c) 2180-2400, and d) 2200-2400 nm regions as a function of 

absolute methane concentration. Panels a) and b) only show data from repeat 1, 

whilst panels c) and d) show data from 3 repeats (on the same sample), labelled 

as “r1”, “r2”, and “r3”. The legend in panel a) correspond to the absolute methane 

concentration (%). 
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Figure XXIII-4. a) Log(1/r) spectra for anatase TiO2 in the dark under various 

methane/Argon atmospheres, calculated using a dark measurement made under 

100% Argon as the reference %R spectrum, and the integrated area of the spectra 

in the b) 2100-2500, c) 2180-2400, and d) 2200-2400 nm regions as a function of 

absolute methane concentration. Panels a) and b) only show data from repeat 1, 

whilst panels c) and d) show data from 3 repeats (on the same sample), labelled 

as “r1”, “r2”, and “r3”. The legend in panel a) correspond to the absolute methane 

concentration (%). 
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Figure XXIII-5. a) Kuleka-Munk spectra for anatase TiO2 in the dark under various 

methane/Argon atmospheres, calculated using a dark measurement made under 

100% Argon as the reference %R spectrum, and the integrated area of the spectra 

in the b) 2100-2500, c) 2180-2400, and d) 2200-2400 nm regions as a function of 

absolute methane concentration. Panels a) and b) only show data from repeat 1, 

whilst panels c) and d) show data from 3 repeats (on the same sample), labelled 

as “r1”, “r2”, and “r3”. The legend in panel a) correspond to the absolute methane 

concentration (%). 
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Thus far, all discussions in this section have been about data collected under dark 

conditions. However, as explained in the main text the baseline shift caused by 

absorption of photoexcited electrons is expected to affect the peak areas. As such, 

similar measurements were also performed with anatase TiO2 powder under 365 nm 

excitation as a function of methane concentration. The way in which the 

measurements were performed are the same as that described for the series of 

measurements performed under dark conditions. Prior to the first measurement (100% 

Argon) in the presence of photoexcitation, 3 measurements were made under 100% 

Argon in the dark. These dark measurements provide the reference %R spectra. 

 
 

Figure XXIII-6. Normliased average of integrated area in Figure XXIII-3 (%abs), 

Figure XXIII-4 (log(1/r), and Figure XXIII-5 (F(r)) in the a) 2180-2400 and b) 2200-

2400 nm region. The dashed grey lines in both panels are linear fits through 

the %abs data. 
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Figure XXIII-7 a) shows the %abs spectra obtained using the above-described 

procedure for repeat 1, calculated using the dark 0% methane spectrum as the 

reference %R spectrum. Spectra from the other 2 repeats do not significantly differ 

from the one shown in Figure XXIII-7 a). Again, a large broad trough centered at 

around 1960 nm, assignable to gradual loss of water from the system under constant 

gas purge, is observed. The integrated area of the %abs spectra are shown in Figure 

XXIII-7 b) and c) for integration regions of 2100-2500 and 2180-2400, respectively. In 

 
 

Figure XXIII-7. a) %abs spectra for anatase TiO2 under 365 nm excitation in various 

methane/Argon atmospheres, calculated using a dark measurement made under 

100% Argon as the reference %R spectrum, and the integrated area of the spectra 

in the b) 2100-2500 and c) 2180-2400 nm regions as a function of absolute 

methane concentration. Panels a) only show data from repeat 1, whilst panels b) 

and c) show data from 3 repeats (on the same sample), labelled as “r1”, “r2”, and 

“r3”. The legend in panel a) correspond to the absolute methane concentration (%). 
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contrast to the dark measurements, both regions are heavily affected by instrumental 

baseline drifts. Similar analysis were also performed for Log(1/r) and KM transformed 

data, respectively shown in Figure XXIII-8 and Figure XXIII-9. Surprisingly, all peak 

areas are heavily affected by instrumental baseline drifts apart from the 2100-2500 nm 

region in the KM transformed data. This is likely because the large baseline drifts 

complemented changes associated with the changing methane concentration, which 

coincidentally resulted in the apparent linear relationship between the KM peak area 

(in the 2100-2500 nm region) and methane concentration. 

 

 
 

Figure XXIII-8. a) log(1/r) spectra for anatase TiO2 under 365 nm excitation in 

various methane/Argon atmospheres, calculated using a dark measurement made 

under 100% Argon as the reference %R spectrum, and the integrated area of the 

spectra in the b) 2100-2500 and c) 2180-2400 nm regions as a function of absolute 

methane concentration. All panels only show data from repeat 1. The legend in 

panel a) correspond to the absolute methane concentration (%). 
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XXIV. Spectral evolution over reaction timescales 

Measurements were performed with anatase TiO2 in 4/1 methane/O2 under constant 

365 nm illumination over timescales that likely generate a detectable amount of 

intermediates and/or products. Results from three separate experiments performed on 

three different batches of TiO2 powder will be presented herein. The three experiments 

will be referred to from hereon as Experiment 1, 2, and 3. In Experiment 1, spectra 

were collected every 10 minutes for the first hour of illumination (time 0 to 60 minutes), 

 
 

Figure XXIII-9. a) Kubelka-Munk spectra for anatase TiO2 under 365 nm excitation 

in various methane/Argon atmospheres, calculated using a dark measurement 

made under 100% Argon as the reference %R spectrum, and the integrated area 

of the spectra in the b) 2100-2500 and c) 2180-2400 nm regions as a function of 

absolute methane concentration. Panels a) and c) only show data from repeat 1, 

whilst panel b) show data from 3 repeats (on the same sample), labelled as “r1”, 

“r2”, and “r3”. The legend in panel a) correspond to the absolute methane 

concentration (%). 
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then every 30 minutes for another 5 hours (time 90 to 360 minutes). In experiment 2, 

four dark measurements were first performed (5 minutes per measurement, therefore 

can be considered as time -20 to -5 minutes), followed by measurements in the 

presence of 365 nm excitation for 6 hours (again, every 10 minutes for the first hour 

of illumination, then every 30 minutes for another 5 hours), and finally dark 

measurements for another 2 hours with a spectrum collected every 10 minutes. In 

Experiment 3, measurements were first performed in the dark every 10 minutes for an 

hour, then in the presence of 365 nm excitation measurements were performed every 

10 minutes for the first hour, and every 30 minutes for another 3 hours. Dark 

measurements were then performed again every 10 minutes for an hour. After 

changing the 4/1 methane/O2 atmosphere to (dry) air, measurements were performed 

in the dark for half an hour every 10 minutes, then finally in the presence of 365 nm 

illumination measurements were performed every 10 minutes for another half an hour. 

In all the experiments, the same was purged with 120 m/min 10% methane in Argon 

and 15 ml/min (dry) air for half an hour, then the gas outlet and inlet valves were closed 

to seal in the 4/1 methane/O2 atmosphere. For Experiment 3, after performing 

measurements under 4/1 methane/O2, the sample was purged with 150 ml/min air for 

5 minutes, then the gas outlet and inlet valves were again closed to seal in the (dry) 

air. 

To demonstrate the severe instrumental baseline drifts in the >2100 nm region 

mentioned in the main text, the %abs spectra obtained from Experiment 1 and 2 across 

the entire measurement range are respectively shown in Figure XXIV-1 a) and b), with 

key discontinuity positions labelled in each plot. 

To look for peaks associated with possible intermediates and/or products, the spectra 

are divided into 3 regions: 400-800, 900-1750, and 1750-2150 nm, respectively shown 

in Figure XXIV-2, Figure XXIV-3, and Figure XXIV-4. Furthermore, to allow the 

evolution of peaks/troughs to be easily seen, the spectra were also referenced by 

subtracting the %abs value at an appropriate wavelength, as shown in Figure XXIV-3 

and Figure XXIV-4 Ab), Bb), and Cb). The subtraction spectra shows that the way in 

which the instrumental baseline is changing significantly differs from measurement to 

measurement, and is strongly varying as a function of wavelength. As such, in regions 

dense with peaks/troughs, the exact form of the baseline is difficult to identify, which 

prevents quantitative analysis of peaks and troughs. 
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In the 400-800 nm region, data from Experiment 1, 2, and 3 are respectively shown in 

Figure XXIV-2 a), b), and c), from which it may be observed that there is no distinctive 

reproducible features in this region. In the 900-1750 nm region, data from Experiment 

1, 2, and 3 are respectively shown in Figure XXIV-3 A), B), and C), from which 

reproducible distincitive features can be identified around 900-1000, 1350-1400, and 

1600-1750 nm. However, the position of the trough around 900-1000 nm varies 

signficantly between measurements, therefore likely correspond to slightly differing 

instrumental drifts between the 3 experiments. The sharp features around 1350-1400 

nm is also present for the BaSO4 blank measurements, as observable from Figure 8-

2, therefore can be attributed as instrumental artefacts. The troughs between 1600 

and 1750 nm correspond in position to the peaks identified for methane (Section 8.3.1), 

therefore can be attributed to methane depletion as the measurements proceeded. 

Finally, in the 1750-2150 nm region, the only reproducible features are peaks between 

c.a. 1800 and 1950 nm, which again matches features also present for the BaSO4 

blank measurements (Figure 8-2), therefore can also be attributed to intrumental 

artefacts. 
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Figure XXIV-1. %abs spectra of antase TiO2 in 4/1 methane/O2 at various times 

under 365 nm excitation, calculated by taking the reference %R spectrum as the 

spectrum obtained a) immediately upon and b) 15 minutes prior to exposing the 

sample to 365 nm illumination. The legend is the time in minutes after the sample 

has been exposed to 365 nm illumination. The two panels show data from two 

different measurements performed on two different samples. In panel b), 

measurements made after 360 minutes (grey traces) were performed after blocking 

the 365 nm excitation. 
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Figure XXIV-2. %abs spectra (400-800 nm) of antase TiO2 in 4/1 methane/O2 at 

various times under 365 nm excitation, calculated by taking the reference %R 

spectrum as the spectrum obtained a) immediately upon, b) 15 minutes prior to, and 

c) 1 hr prior to exposing the sample to 365 nm illumination. The legend is the time in 

minutes after the sample has been exposed to 365 nm illumination. The three panels 

respectively show data from three different measurements performed on three 

different samples. In panel b), measurements made after 360 minutes (grey traces) 

were performed after blocking the 365 nm excitation. In panel c), the brown traces are 

spectra collected in the dark prior to exposing the sample to 365 nm illumiation (-50 to 

-10 minutes), the blue trances are spectra collected with the sample under 365 nm 

illumination (0 to 240 minutes), the black/grey traces are spectra collected after 

blocking the 365 nm illumination (245 to 305 minutes), the red traces are spectra 

collected for the sample under air in the dark over the course of 30 minutes, and finally 

the pink traces are spectra collected for the sample under air with 365 nm illumination 

over the course of 30 minutes. In panel c), traces lighter in colour represent spectra 

collected later in time. 
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Figure XXIV-3. %abs spectra (900-1750 nm) of antase TiO2 in 4/1 methane/O2 at 

various times under 365 nm excitation, calculated by taking the reference %R 

spectrum as the spectrum obtained A) immediately upon, B) 15 minutes prior to, and 

C) 1 hr prior to exposing the sample to 365 nm illumination. The legend is the time in 

minutes after the sample has been exposed to 365 nm illumination. Panel series a) 

show as-obtained %abs spectra, and panel series b) show the spectra in a) subtracted 

by the signal amplitude at 1500 nm. Panels labelled with “A”, “B”, and “C” show data 

from three different measurements performed on three different samples. In panels B), 

measurements made after 360 minutes (grey traces) were performed after blocking 
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the 365 nm excitation. In panels C), the brown traces are spectra collected in the dark 

prior to exposing the sample to 365 nm illumiation (-50 to -10 minutes), the blue 

trances are spectra collected with the sample under 365 nm illumination (0 to 240 

minutes), the black/grey traces are spectra collected after blocking the 365 nm 

illumination (245 to 305 minutes), the red traces are spectra collected for the sample 

under air in the dark over the course of 30 minutes, and finally the pink traces are 

spectra collected for the sample under air with 365 nm illumination over the course of 

30 minutes. In panel c), traces lighter in colour represent spectra collected later in time. 
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Figure XXIV-4. %abs spectra (1750-2150 nm) of antase TiO2 in 4/1 methane/O2 at 

various times under 365 nm excitation, calculated by taking the reference %R 

spectrum as the spectrum obtained A) immediately upon, B) 15 minutes prior to, and 

C) 1 hr prior to exposing the sample to 365 nm illumination. The legend is the time in 

minutes after the sample has been exposed to 365 nm illumination. Panel series a) 

show as-obtained %abs spectra, and panel series b) show the spectra in a) subtracted 

by the signal amplitude at 2020 nm (panels Ab) and Bb)) or at 1750 nm (panel Cb). 

Panels labelled with “A”, “B”, and “C” show data from three different measurements 

performed on three different samples. In panels B), measurements made after 360 
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minutes (grey traces) were performed after blocking the 365 nm excitation. In panels 

C), the brown traces are spectra collected in the dark prior to exposing the sample to 

365 nm illumiation (-50 to -10 minutes), the blue trances are spectra collected with the 

sample under 365 nm illumination (0 to 240 minutes), the black/grey traces are spectra 

collected after blocking the 365 nm illumination (245 to 305 minutes), the red traces 

are spectra collected for the sample under air in the dark over the course of 30 minutes, 

and finally the pink traces are spectra collected for the sample under air with 365 nm 

illumination over the course of 30 minutes. In panel c), traces lighter in colour represent 

spectra collected later in time.
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